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PROFILE

Profile

Fleury Michon is an independent, medium-sized family company with an 

international outlook. Founded in 1905, we are now one of France’s leading 

food brands.

We prepare fresh, ready-to-eat, everyday meals meeting the needs of consumers 

looking for healthy and convenient foods that don’t compromise on taste.

Our corporate project of “Helping people eat better every day” refl ects our vision 

for the future. It’s the vision of a brand and a Company that is open to the world 

and close to its customers, recognises the value of its people and encourages 

cooperation with its stakeholders. It’s the vision of an innovative, responsible 

brand that wants to help people eat better in the future.
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Grégoire Gonnord
MESSAGE

Régis Lebrun

Régis Lebrun, Chief Executive Offi cer

Grégoire Gonnord, Chairman of the Board of Directors

Helping people eat better every day really is possible, 
even on a large scale

  The customer has been the central focus of our strategy  

  since 1905  

“It’s important to do things the right way,” as Fleury Michon’s 

founders said at the Company’s creation, showing their 

determination to earn customers’ trust.

Today, 112 years later, the international yet still independent and 

family-owned business continues to consider good consumer 

relations its number one priority. This approach has helped 

Fleury Michon to become one of France’s most popular food 

banners: brand awareness among French consumers stands 

at 99%, of which 79% purchased Fleury Michon products in 2016 

for a total of 395 million units.

  Concerned customers  

Today, we are aware that there is a discrepancy between what 

is on sale and what consumers expect, as they worry about 

what exactly is on their plates. As a major food brand, it is our 

responsibility to take action to regain consumers’ trust and 

improve the perception of the food industry. Consumers need 

to be reassured as to how our Company works with its sourcing 

channels, and how it manages its environmental and social 

responsibilities. While Eating Better is an important goal for all 

of us, it is particularly relevant for food companies, who have a 

responsibility to be the most proactive.
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  The food industry and the Eating Better project go hand  

  in hand  

We believe that it really is possible to help people eat better every 

day, even on a large scale. While the scope may make the exercise 

more diffi cult, we are convinced that the food industry and the 

Eating Better project go hand in hand. There is no reason why 

exacting industrial processes should not serve to improve quality.

We believe that success can be achieved through a combination 

of rigour, determination and commitment as well as openness to 

change and transparency.

Helping people eat 
better every day,’ 
our corporate project 

Three years ago, against this backdrop, we launched a project to 

bring meaning to the Company and refl ect our faith in the future. 

With this project, we aim to show that Fleury Michon is more than 

the sum of its brand and products: it is a responsible, proactive 

company that listens to consumers, fully dedicates itself to quality 

and fair prices, and willingly shows more transparency.

More broadly speaking, we want to make our project a long-term 

investment and a choice for our children’s future. Eating Better is 

a crucial challenge, for each and every one of us as well as for the 

planet. It has an impact on our health and well-being and plays a 

stabilising role in the community.

Quality food is vital to maintaining our social model and fostering 

a sense of community. It can only be achieved by managing every 

link in the chain, from production and processing to distribution 

and consumption.

Our project is a choice 
for our children’s future 

We are convinced that there are tangible solutions available to 

shift the boundaries and change habits on a large scale. We are 

also aware that this is a real battle, which we need to start as of 

now, and a major cause that extends beyond our Company and 

its scope of operations. That is why we would like to share this 

project with all of our stakeholders, including consumers, sourcing 

channels, the Fleury Michon community, our retail customers and 

new markets as well as civil society.

  A perfect time for growth opportunities and innovation  

We have a bright future ahead of us. Now is a key moment in 

our markets. There are enormous development opportunities to 

be had from the change in consumer habits stemming from the 

growing consciousness of the link between food and health, and 

from the shift in buying behaviour caused by new technologies.

In this context, innovation is the priority, coupled with a 

determination to explore all possible avenues, by reinventing our 

historical business lines, creating new markets and accelerating 

organic and external growth, for example.

  Adapting our organisation to meet new challenges  

To successfully grow, we know that we will have to adapt and 

modify our organisation to match our project, consumer habits 

and market trends.

Our focus is now on agility and speed as well as alignment in our 

organisation, which is based on a divisional structure that has 

now been rounded out with cross-functional missions. Aside from 

the quest for synergies, our aim is to make Fleury Michon more 

competitive and united.

To conclude, we would like to thank all our team members for 

their unwavering commitment to this project. We would also like 

to say thank you to all those who are not part of the Company, but 

who are helping to implement and develop the project. Whether 

you are a supplier, customer, consumer or representative of civil 

society, we invite you all to come join us and take part in a project 

that concerns us all.

Changing buying behaviours 
and consumption habits 
are set to offer fantastic 
growth opportunities 
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697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

65,2 %
Entiendes veriterimes

en 2014

6

1905
Company creation

€ 737.8 m
Revenue

3,805
Employees
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1 PRESENTATION OF THE GROUP
KEY FIGURES

1.1 Key figures

The consolidated fi nancial statements and notes were prepared in accordance with IFRS and are presented in Chapter 5 “Consolidated 

fi nancial statements”.

1.1.1 Selected financial information

KEY CONSOLIDATED FIGURES

In € millions 2014 2015 2016

Revenue 707.1 757.6 737.8

% revenue change 1.3% 7.1% -2.6%

Operating profi t 28.6 28.6 21.6

Operating margin 4.0% 3.8% 2.9%

Net profi t 17.9 17.0 16.8

Net margin 2.5% 2.2% 2.3%

Net debt 60.5 58.9 54.2

1.1.2 Financial information by business segment(1)

(1) The Group operates in the following business segments:

 French Supermarkets: fresh self-service pre-packaged products sold in the prepared meals and charcuterie sections of supermarkets under 
the Fleury Michon brand or private labels; production and distribution governed by regulations applicable in France;

 International Operations (excluding joint ventures accounted for by the equity method): fresh self-service pre-packaged products; production and 
distribution governed by regulations applicable outside France; business under development and no long-standing presence in the markets concerned;

 Other: services not presented separately (eat-out and travel catering), and support and assistance operations to subsidiaries (services including logistics, 
human resources, IT and finance).

Revenue (in € millions) 2014 2015 2016

French Supermarkets 615.4 654.3 625.3

International Operations 39.9 48.2 54.7

Other France 51.9 55.1 57.9

TOTAL 707.1 757.6 737.8

CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOWS

In € millions 2014 2015 2016

Cash fl ows provided by/(used by) operating activities 52.1 43.4 35.2

Cash fl ows provided by/(used by) investing activities -19.2 -35.5 -23.1 

Cash fl ows provided by/(used by) fi nancing activities -8.6 -10.0 +26.9

Changes in net cash 24.3 -2.1 +39.0

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 96.7 94.6 133.6
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1

PRESENTATION OF THE GROUP
KEY FIGURES

BREAKDOWN OF REVENUE BY BUSINESS SEGMENT

85%
French
Supermarkets

7%
International

8%
Other France

CHANGE IN REVENUE IN € MILLIONS

201620152014

707. 1 757. 6 737. 8

1.1.3 Significant events in 2016

Business performance down overall despite ongoing positive 
momentum in the International Operations and Sales and Services 
segments

Fleury Michon’s 2016 revenue was down by 2.6% on 2015, given 

the strong basis of comparison with the Group’s solid performance 

(up by 7.1%) across all segments in the previous year.

The three major business segments posted the following revenue 

performance:

 ● French Supermarkets: down by 4.4%;

 ● International Operations: up by 13.5%;

 ● Sales and Services and other (included in “Other”): up by 

5.1%.

French Supermarkets posted a 4.4% decline in revenue in 2016 

against a backdrop of relatively flat demand for fast-moving 

consumer goods. In terms of Fleury Michon-brand products, 

charcuterie sales contracted by 2.4%, prepared meals by 

7.2% and surimi by 12%. In the context of a price war among 

supermarkets and an increase in raw materials costs, the Group 

intends to continue and step up its project of “Helping people 

eat better every day”, thereby offering a nutritional response to 

consumer concerns about health, taste, sustainable development 

and animal well-being.

As in 2015, revenue from International Operations reflected 

the robust performance of the fully consolidated operations in 

Canada and Slovenia, with year-on-year growth of 13.5% (16.1% 

at constant exchange rates) compared with 20.8% in 2015 (18.1% 

at constant exchange rates). Operations accounted for by the 

equity method (Italy and Spain) also expanded during the year, 

with Italy advancing 4.7% (compared with 9.5%) and Spain 0.9% 

(compared with 4.8%).

Operating profit contracted in an unfavourable economic 
environment

The operating margin amounted to 2.9% of revenue in 2016, 

compared with 3.8% in the prior year period. In value terms, 

operating profi t came to €21.6 million, down €7 million, refl ecting:

 ● Sustained retail price competition among supermarket players;

 ● Higher supply costs (prices of raw materials and USD/EUR 

parity);

 ● Non-recurring operating expenses of €2.6 million.

Net margin maintained

Net profi t totalled €16.8 million, representing a net margin of 2.3% 

(consolidated net profi t divided by consolidated revenue), a result 

similar to the 2015 margin of 2.2% for net profi t of €17 million.

Low net debt and reinforced equity

The Group’s net debt (gross debt less cash and cash equivalents) 

improved further to €54.2 million, compared with €58.9 million, 

after three consecutive years of strong progress.

At 31 December 2016, equity stood at €221.7 million, with gearing 

(net debt divided by equity) down to 0.24 (compared with 0.28 

in 2015).

Operating profi t (in € millions) 2014 2015 2016

French Supermarkets 33.6 31.4 22.7

International Operations -6.7 -3.8 -2.6 

Other France 1.7 1.0 1.5

TOTAL 28.6 28.6 21.6
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1 PRESENTATION OF THE GROUP
HISTORY

1.2 History

1885 to the 1950s
PORK PRODUCTS FROM WESTERN FRANCE MAKE THEIR MARK 
IN PARIS

1885 Pork butcher Félix Fleury opened a shop in La Roche-sur-Yon, in the Vendée region of 

France. “It’s important to do things the right way” was his motto.

1905 Félix Fleury joined forces with his brother-in-law, Lucien Michon, and together they fi led the 

fi rst Articles of Association for Établissements Fleury & Michon.

Starting in the 1920s Pierre Fleury laid the foundation for the Company’s future by developing 

an integrated slaughtering, meat cutting and pork salting business.

1934 Establishment at Pouzauges. Fleury Michon products were sold by wholesalers, pork 

butchers and supermarket deli counters.

1950s Fleury Michon invented a sous-vide slow-cooking process for ham.

1980s and 1990s
BUILDING BRAND AWARENESS AND NEW BUSINESSES

1982 Fleury Michon began sponsoring skipper Philippe Poupon, increasing brand recognition 

amongst consumers.

1987 Fleury Michon crossed paths with a young master chef named Joël Robuchon, marking 

the beginning of a close, disciplined partnership that would stimulate R&D and the search for 

excellence.

1990 Introduction of surimi, a healthy fi sh-based snack with its origins in Japanese cuisine.

1992 Fleury Michon became the market leader in superior pork ham with the launch of the Label 

Rouge line in the self-service aisle, enhanced production processes and the acquisition of its rival, 

Olida.

1997 Fleury Michon was voted Brand of the Century in the Charcuterie category by a Brulé Ville 

et Associé (BVA) survey of 11,500 consumers (the most widely recognised brand, offering the 

most consistent quality and inspiring the most confi dence in the future).

1960s and 1970s
MOVING INTO SELF-SERVICE PRODUCTS

1964 Fleury Michon became one of the fi rst pork butchers to offer fresh pre-packaged products.

1974 Combining its expertise in cooking ham with new practices developed by master chefs 

such as Jean and Pierre Troisgros, Paul Bocuse and Michel Guérard, Fleury Michon created fresh 

prepared meals cooked slowly at low temperatures using the sous-vide method.
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1

PRESENTATION OF THE GROUP
HISTORY

2000 to 2013
GROWING THE BRAND AND EXPANDING ABROAD

2000 IPO, while remaining a family-controlled business. All products were reformulated to eliminate 

additives and reduce salt and fat content.

2002 Fleury Michon teamed up with Beretta to form an Italian subsidiary, Piatti Freschi Italia.

2004 Move into the eat-out market, with catering and Room Saveurs delivered meals. At the same 

time, the Group made historic capital outlays in France.

2006 Acquisition of Delta Dailyfood Canada (DDFC).

2008 The Company took a share in Proconi, the Slovenian fresh prepared meals specialist in the 

supermarket and eat-out segments.

2010 Signature of the French national health and nutrition programme (PNNS) charter with 

three supervising ministries (Health, Food and Economy). That same year, Fleury Michon formalised 

its approach to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Fleury Michon’s advertising moved to the 

next level, with a new slogan: “Obsessed with Goodness”.

2011 Acquisition of Fres.Co by the PFI joint venture.

2012 First superior ham products produced in November in the new Cambrai facility.

2013 Free bonus shares awarded to Group employees in France, with the aim of making all 

employees shareholders within four years.

2015 to today
HELPING PEOPLE EAT BETTER EVERY DAY

2015 The “Helping people eat better every day” project was presented to the Company’s 

300 managers.

Working groups using project management methods were set up in fi ve areas: Consumers, 

Customers and New Markets, Sourcing Channels, Civil Society and the Fleury Michon Community. 

A roadmap was drawn up. The fi rst initiatives were launched, including the strengthening of 

sourcing channels with the creation of “J’aime” ham and roasted meats and the certifi cation of 

the responsible fi shing supply channel for Fleury Michon surimi.

2016 The “Coté végétal” range was launched, featuring vegetable protein-based products for 

people seeking to reduce their meat intake. Open days were organised at production sites, recipe 

labs and partner supplier facilities. Operational project deployment began and operations were 

reorganised into three business segments: French Supermarkets, International Operations, and 

Sales and Services.
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1 PRESENTATION OF THE GROUP
GROUP ORGANISATION CHART

1.3 Group organisation chart

100% 100%

CHARCUTERIES 

CUISINEES DE PLELAN SAS

100%

100%

100%

100% 51%

100% 100% 100%1% 100%

FLEURY MICHON SA

Holding company providing support to subsidiaries in the areas of finance, IT, human resources, 

communications and international development

GROUP ORGANISATION CHART 

at 31 December 2016

Fr
a

n
ce

FLEURY MICHON

CHARCUTERIE SAS

MARKET

Pre-packaged charcuterie 

sold in the self-service 

section of supermarkets

PRODUCTS

Pork hams 

and poultry cuts 

Ready-to-eat charcuterie

CHARCUTERIES 

CUISINÉES DE PLELAN SAS

Production 

of ready-to-eat 

charcuterie, pâtés 

and boneless meats

Production of charcuterie 

and pork hams

FLEURY MICHON

TRAITEUR SAS

MARKET

Self-service 

prepared meals sold 

in supermarkets

Eat-out

PRODUCTS

Prepared meals

Surimi

Processing 

and shipping 

of Fleury Michon France 

Group orders

Fleury Michon 

real estate asset 

and event 

management arm

ROOM SAVEURS

 SAS

Sale of delivered meals

Fauchon 

Flo Prestige 

Cojean 

Roberta

TRÈS BIEN MERCI

SAS

Wellness coaching 

business

Online sale of prepared 

meals

SCI IMMOBILIÈRE

DES SAVEURS

Fleury Michon real estate 

asset and event 

management arm

In
te

rn
a

ti
o
n

a
l 
O

p
er

a
ti

o
n

s

FLEURY MICHON

CANADA INC.

Holding company

Financing and holdings 

management

DELTA DAILYFOOD 

CANADA INC.

MARKET

Self-service catering 

in supermarkets

Eat-out

PRODUCTS

Prepared meals

Proconi DOO

MARKET

Self-service 

prepared meals sold 

in supermarkets

Eat-out

PRODUCTS

Prepared meals

FLEURY MICHON 

SUISSE SA

MARKET

Self-service section 

in supermarkets

Sale of Fleury Michon 

products in Switzerland

CANADA SLOVENIA SWITZERLAND

100%

FLEURY MICHON 

INC.

MARKET

Company created

 end-2015, not trading

UNITED STATES

100%

Legend

Fully consolidated company

Equity-accounted company

PLATOS 

TRADICIONALES SA

MARKET

Self-service section 

in supermarkets

PRODUCTS

Prepared meals

Spain - 47.5%

PIATTI FRESCHI

ITALIA SPA

MARKET

Self-service section 

in supermarkets

PRODUCTS

Prepared meals

Salads, sauces 

and sandwiches

Italy - 50.0%

75%99%

FLEURY MICHON

LOGISTIQUE SAS

SOCIÉTÉ IMMOBILIÈRE
ET FINANCIÈRE

D'INVESTISSEMENT SAS

SOCIÉTÉ D'INNOVATION

CULINAIRE SAS

100%

CHARCUTERIES 

CUISINEES DE PLELAN SAS

Company not trading 

in 2016

L'ESPRIT FRAIS

SAS

FLEURY MICHON

NORGE AS

MARKET

Self-service section 

in supermarkets

Sale of Fleury Michon 

products in Norway

NORWAY
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1

PRESENTATION OF THE GROUP
BUSINESSES AND STRATEGY

1.4 Businesses and strategy

Eating Better: a crucial challenge for the planet and for each and 

every one of us.

In 2015, Fleury Michon set its roadmap for the next ten years. 

This strategic project has become the master plan for the whole 

Company. Every employee should act as an ambassador for 

the “Helping people eat better every day” project. The aim is to 

involve all stakeholders in this mission. Success will require the 

full involvement of management, employees and stakeholders.

For the Eating Better goal to become a reality, the food of the 

future must be better than that of today; better for people, better 

for the environment, better for private and public stakeholders 

and better for society as a whole. The success of this project 

requires all parties to take responsibility and work together. 

Fruitful discussions require a suitable framework. Achieving this 

requires moving from a “face-to-face” approach to a “side-by-

side” mentality, with product producers (agricultural, livestock and 

fi shing supply channels, etc.), employees, civil society (citizens, 

associations, NGOs, local authorities,  etc.), customers and 

consumers. In the short term, the priority is to revamp links and 

interactions with and between these fi ve strategic stakeholders. 

And in the medium term, the project and the attitude it fosters will 

require Fleury Michon to change its business model and brand 

positioning.
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1 PRESENTATION OF THE GROUP
BUSINESSES AND STRATEGY

1.4.1 Organisation chart by business segment
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FLEURY MICHON

CHARCUTERIE 
PROCONi

P
R

E
P

A
R

E
D

 M
E

A
LS

FLEURY MICHON 

SUISSE

Revenue: €457.7m
Employees: 1,316 

MARKET
Pre-packaged charcuterie 

sold in the self-service 
section of supermarkets

PRODUCTS
Pork hams and poultry cuts
Ready-to-eat charcuterie

% interest: 100

Revenue: €2.4m
Employees: 1

Sale of 
Fleury Michon 

products 
in Switzerland

% interest: 51

CHARCUTERIES
CUISINÉES
DE PLELAN

FLEURY MICHON

TRAITEUR

FLEURY MICHON 

NORGE

Revenue: €5.7m
Employees: 78

MARKET
Self-service prepared 

meals sold in supermarkets
Eat-out

PRODUCTS
Prepared meals

% interest: 100

Revenue: €0.5m
Employees: 136

Production of 
ready-to-eat charcuterie

PRODUCTS
Pâtés, ham hock, 

boneless meat

% interest: 100

Revenue: //
Employees: //

MARKET
Self-service prepared 

meals sold in supermarkets
Export

PRODUCTS
Prepared meals

% interest: 100

SOCIÉTÉ 
D'INNOVATION

CULINAIRE
PIATTI FRESCHI

ITALIA

Equity-accounted companies

Revenue: €108.2m
Employees: 274

MARKET
Self-service section

in supermarkets

PRODUCTS
Prepared meals
Salads, sauces 
and sandwiches

% interest: 50

Revenue: €0m
Employees: //

Newly created company 
not trading 

at 31 December 2016

% interest: 100

PLATOS TRADICION.

ESPAGNE

Revenue: €56.8m
Employees: 212

MARKET
Self-service section 

in supermarkets

PRODUCTS
Prepared meals
Roasted meats

% interest: 47.50

Revenue: €40.2m
Employees: 335

MARKET
Self-service catering  

in supermarkets, Eat-out

PRODUCTS
Prepared meals

% interest: 100

O
U

T
S

ID
E

 E
U

R
O

P
E

FLEURY MICHON

TRAITEUR
FLEURY MICHON

INC. USA

Revenue: €220.0m
Employees: 1,196

MARKET
Self-service prepared 

meals sold 
in supermarkets

PRODUCTS
Prepared meals

Surimi

% interest: 100

FLEURY MICHON
CANADA INC.

Revenue: €0.9m
Employees: 1

Sale of 
Fleury Michon 

products 
in Norway

% interest: 100

FLEURY MICHON

SA

Revenue: €0.5m
Employees: 181

Holding company

% interest: 
Parent company

ROOM SAVEURS

FLEURY MICHON

TRAITEUR

SCI IMMOBILIÈRE

DES SAVEURS

FLEURY MICHON

LOGISTIQUE

Revenue: // 
Employees: //

MARKET
Catering
Eat-out

PRODUCTS
Prepared meals

% interest: 100

Revenue: €25.9m
Employees: 44

MARKET
Delivered meals

Businesses
Events

PRODUCTS
Sale of delivered meals

% interest: 100

Revenue: €1.9m
Employees: 331

Processing 
and shipping 

of Fleury Michon France 
Group orders

% interest: 100

TRÈS BIEN MERCI

Revenue: €0m
Employees: //

MARKET
Wellness coaching 

business

PRODUCTS
Online sale of prepared 

meals

% interest: 100

SIFI

Revenue: €0m
Employees: //

Manufacturing facility 
leasing business

% interest: 100

L'ESPRIT FRAIS

Revenue: // 
Employees: //

MARKET
Company not trading 
at 31 December 2016

PRODUCTS
//

% interest: 100

Revenue: €0m
Employees: //

Fleury Michon 
real estate asset

and event 
management arm

% interest: 100

FRENCH SUPERMARKETS INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS OTHER

DELTA DAILYFOOD

CANADA

Revenue: €0m

Employees: 137

Production 

of charcuterie

PRODUCTS

Pork hams

% interest: 100

FLEURY MICHON SA
Holding company providing support to subsidiaries in the areas of finance, IT, 

human resources, communications and international development

MANAGEMENT
Chairman of the Board of Directors: Grégoire Gonnord – Chief Executive Officer: Régis Lebrun 

Fleury Michon Group consolidated revenue: €737.8m

Employees (full-time equivalent): 3,755
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1.4.2 French Supermarkets

Business volumes in French Supermarkets followed a downward 

trajectory in 2016, falling by 4.4%. The slowdown of this segment 

should be read against the growth in recent years and in particular 

in 2015 (6.3%) as well as the general context of the fast-moving 

consumer supermarket goods market, which expanded by 

only 0.9%(1) in value terms and 0.1% in volume terms. This situation 

refl ects a need for responsible consumption – “less but better” 

– illustrated, for example, by rising concern about food waste.

For Fleury Michon-brand products, business volumes retreated 

3.4% for 2016, refl ecting the repositioning of the range and the 

decision to conduct less costly promotional campaigns amid the 

ongoing promotional war among banners.

 ● The Charcuterie business (71.2% of the French Supermarkets 

segment), which comprises only Fleury Michon-brand 

products, declined by 2.4%.

 ● Prepared Meals (17.1% of the segment) was down by 7.2% 

due to delays in launching new product innovations and 

the loss of a private-label contract. Revenue from Fleury 

Michon-brand products fell by 3.7%.

 ● Surimi (11.7% of the segment) saw revenue fall by 12.2%, and 

by 12% for Fleury Michon-brand products, due to unfavourable 

conditions in spring and early summer.

(1) Moving annual total supermarkets and eat-out – Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI) December 2016.

MARKET SHARE BY VALUE FOR SELF-SERVICE CHARCUTERIE, PREPARED MEALS AND PREPARED 
SEAFOOD
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PORK HAM

Market €1,606m (down 1.4%)

48.2%
Private labels

21.4%
Fleury Michon

18.5%
Herta

(-5.2%)

(+1.7%)

(-1.7%)

4.7%
Lowest price

4.8%
Other

(-10.3%)

2.4%
Madrange

(+10.2%)

(+13.1%)

No. 1

HEALTHY PORK HAMS

Market €299 million (down 1.1%)

29.5%
Herta

46. 3%
Fleury Michon

(-6.9%)

(+1.6%)

1.7%
Other

22.6%
Private labels

(+8.8%)

(+1.2%)
No. 1

READY-TO-EAT CHARCUTERIE

Market €403.2m (down 0.6%)

36.3%
Private labels

42.4%
Fleury Michon

3.7%
Herta

(+0.5%)

(+7.2%)

(-1.5%)

3.4%
Lowest price

(-9.1%)

14.3%
Other

(-2.7%)

No. 1

SURIMI

Market €272.4m (down 8.7%)

42.7%
Private labels

26.8%
Fleury Michon

20.9%
Coraya

(-13.6%)

(-3.2%)

(-7.9%)

No. 1

5.6%
Lowest price

4.0%
Other

(-14.4%)

(-2.1%)

POULTRY CUTS

Market €375m (up 0.7%)

37.0%
Private labels

44.0%
Fleury Michon

5.6%
Herta

(+1.6%)

(+28.5%)

(-5.3%)

4. 3%
Lowest price

9.0%
Other

(-6.0%)

(+15.6%)
No. 1

INDIVIDUAL PREPARED MEALS (EXCLUDING MEAL BOXES)

Market €517.9m (up 4.0%)

8.6%
Weight Watchers

30.0%
Fleury Michon

17.3%
Marie

(-4.1%)

(+12.8%)
(+14.3%)

27.4%
Private labels

16.7%
Other

(-4.1%)

(+24.6%)

No. 1

FRENCH SUPERMARKETS: MAIN MARKETS AND FLEURY MICHON’S MAIN COMPETITORS

Moving annual total France – Source: IRI December 2016.
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1.4.3 International Operations
Fleury Michon has the clear aim of growing its international 

presence in the fresh self-service market. The strategies 

implemented to achieve this objective include:

 ● Forming joint ventures;

 ● Making acquisitions;

 ● Extending the international reach of the Fleury Michon brand.

With production sites in four countries and a business presence in 

eight countries, the Group now has access to 300 million potential 

consumers.

FRANCE

CANADA

SPAIN ITALY

SLOVENIA

SPAIN ITALY

SLOVENIA

NORWAY

FRANCE

CANADA

SPAIN ITALY

SLOVENIA

SPAIN ITALY

NORWAY

SLOVENIA

CANADA

SPAIN

2006: Creation of Platos 
Tradicionales, a joint venture 

with Martinez Loriente. 

2008: Construction and 
commissioning of a production site.

SLOVENIA

2007 to 2009: Acquisition 

of Proconi.

Buyout - fully consolidated 
since October 2015.

EUROPE - EXPORT

NORWAY

END 2006: Acquisition 
of Delta Dailyfood Canada 
based near Montreal. 

Site expanded in 2008. 

ITALY

2002: Creation of PFI,
a joint venture with Beretta. 

2011: Acquisition through 
PFI of Fres.Co, 
Italy's leader 

in fresh prepared meals.

International Operations achieved satisfactory growth in 2016 

as in the previous year, with revenue rising by 13.5% (16.1% 

at constant exchange rates) compared with 20.8% (18.1% at 

constant exchange rates).

Canadian operations expanded by 15.2% (18.9% at constant 

exchange rates) compared with  29.7% (25.7% at constant 

exchange rates) and continue to gain market share in both Fleury 

Michon-brand fresh prepared meals (in supermarkets) and frozen 

products for airline catering.

The two joint ventures (equity-accounted businesses in Italy and 

Spain) continue to progress against a diffi cult domestic economic 

backdrop. Non-consolidated revenue from these operations 

is close to €165 million compared with €160 million in 2015, 

representing growth of 4.7% in the Italian business and 0.9% in 

the Spanish business.

Business volumes 
of consolidated subsidiaries

€54.7 m (up 13.5%)

(1) Export + Fleury Michon Switzerland + Fleury Michon Norway.

(2) Piatti Freschi Italia 50%.

(3) Platos Tradicionales 47.5%.

10%
Slovenia

73%
Canada

17%
Export (1)

Business volumes based 
on Fleury Michon’s interest

€128.9 m (up 7.3%)

41%
Italy(2)

21%
Spain(3)

31%
Canada

4%
Export (1)

3%
Slovenia

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS IN 2016
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1.4.4 Sales and Services and other operations (included in “Other”)

The Sales and Services business segment comprises service 

activities (travel and traditional catering), which are not presented 

separately, and support and assistance to subsidiaries (logistics, 

human resources, IT and fi nance), conducted by the Group’s 

companies.

Fleury Michon is expanding its presence in services, which are 

today mainly represented by delivered meals to the workplace, 

airline catering (travel catering) and meal solutions in healthcare 

facilities.

Revenue from other operations amounted to €57.9 million, up 

5.1%. Within the segment, revenue from the delivered meals, 

receptions and buffets business rose by 6.3% over the full year, 

driven notably by the solid development of the buffet offering.

BUSINESS VOLUMES FOR SALES AND SERVICES

€43.6 m (up 7.1%)

21%
Healthcare meal

solutions

59%
Room Saveurs

20%
Airline Catering

1.4.5 Production sites and equipment

The Group’s policy is to own its own production sites, fi nanced 

through bank loans over seven-year terms, with the exception of 

the Cambrai site (opened in November 2012), which is fi nanced 

through a 12-year fi nance lease.

The Group has a portfolio of 11 solely-owned production sites 

and fi ve joint venture sites.

NINE SITES IN FRANCE, SIX OF WHICH ARE 
IN VENDÉE CLOSE TO THE COMPANY’S 
REGISTERED OFFICE

 ● Two sites in Chantonnay: one charcuterie site (poultry cuts) 

and one prepared seafood site (surimi);

 ● One site in Mouilleron-en-Pareds: prepared meals;

 ● Two sites in Pouzauges: one charcuterie site (pork ham) and 

one prepared meals site (prepared meals and surimi);

 ● One  site in La Meilleraie-Tillay (Gare de Pouzauges): 

one charcuterie site (cooking aids) along with the supply chain 

platform (centralised processing and preparation of orders for 

French Supermarkets), the registered offi ce and administrative 

functions;

 ● One  site in Plélan Le Grand, Brittany: charcuterie site 

(preparation of meats and charcuterie products);

 ● One site in Cambrai, Nord-Pas-de-Calais: charcuterie (pork 

hams);

 ● One site in Frépillon, in the Paris region: lease.

SEVEN INTERNATIONAL SITES

 ● One site in Rigaud, Quebec Province, Canada: prepared 

meals;

 ● One site in Murska Sobota, Slovenia: prepared meals;

 ● One joint venture site in Buñol, Valencia, Spain: prepared 

meals (prepared meals, roasted chicken);

 ● Four sites in Trezzo sull’Adda, Traversetolo, Marnate and 

Caresanablot, Italy: prepared meals.

Capital expenditure is planned on a multi-year basis to meet the 

Group’s growth strategy. It covers the equipment required to meet 

growth prospects in terms of:

 ● Increasing volume;

 ● Delivering product innovation;

 ● Improving productivity;

 ● Improving food safety levels;

 ● Guaranteeing quality.
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Capital expenditure in the Group’s companies in France and abroad in the past three fi nancial years is summarised in the table below in 

millions of euros:

Company Region 2014 2015 2016

Fleury Michon SA(1) France 0.7 2.3 1.5

Fleury Michon Charcuterie France 9.9 8.5 9.5

Charcuteries Cuisinées de Plélan France 1.7 3.2 0.8

Société d’Innovation Culinaire France 1.6 6.2 2.3

CHARCUTERIE SUB-TOTAL(2) 13.9 20.2 14.1

Fleury Michon SA France 0 0.1 0.4

Fleury Michon Traiteur France 7.1 7.7 5.7

PREPARED MEALS SUB-TOTAL 7.1 7.8 6.1

Fleury Michon Logistique France 1.3 0.9 0.4

Other companies(2) France 1.8 4.7 3.2

FRANCE SUB-TOTAL 24.1 33.6 23.8

Proconi Slovenia 0.3 0.2 0.4

Delta Dailyfood Canada Canada 1.0 2.0 0.9

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS 
SUB-TOTAL 1.3 2.2 1.3

TOTAL 25.4 35.8 25.1

(1) Real estate investments of the production subsidiaries located in France are booked by Fleury Michon.
(2) Investments including a €2.4 million fi nance lease.
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1.5 Research and development

Starting in 1999, Fleury Michon actively deployed a nutritional 

approach designed to promote sustainable nutrition. This 

corporate commitment was aligned with France’s National Health 

and Nutrition Programme (PNNS), which was launched to improve 

the population’s health by focusing on balanced nutrition. In 2010, 

Fleury Michon offi cially signed a nutritional progress charter with 

the French Ministries of Health, Food and the Economy, containing 

the following commitments:

 ● Fat content in prepared meals: quantitative limits to be 

observed and qualitative selection of the types of fat (e.g. no 

hydrogenated oils or palm oil);

 ● Salt: quantitative limits to be observed for the cooked hams 

family and prepared meals;

 ● Nutritional information on all packaging and website with 

values per 100g and per portion.*

In  2013, the three  signatory ministries confirmed that all 

commitments had been met and even exceeded, after verifi cation 

and approval by the Agri-Food Regional Centre for Innovation 

and Technology Transfer (CRITT), an independent third party. Key 

achievements include:

 ● With regard to the salt commitment:

 ● average content reduction of 15.6% in prepared meals,

 ● average salt content decrease of 7.7% in charcuterie;

 ● With regard to the trans fatty acids commitment:

 ● use of trans fatty acids lower than 1g/100g in prepared 

meals (0.116g/100g) and in surimi (0.064g/100g),

 ● no hydrogenated oils in any of the prepared meals or 

surimi;

 ● With regard to the commitment on saturated fatty acids in 

prepared meals:

 ● reduction in average content of saturated fatty acids,

 ● no palm oil in any of the prepared meals;

 ● On the nutritional labelling commitment, 100% of products 

have a nutritional label with values per 100g and per portion;

 ● Regarding the commitment to employees:

 ● 80% of employees received nutritional monitoring,

 ● 350 diet consultations fi nanced by the Company’s mutual 

health insurance,

 ● organisation of balanced eating events and educational 

breakfasts,

 ● 48 Works Council programmes to promote balanced 

eating and/or physical activity covered 988 families of 

employees,

 ● 15,000 local seasonal fruits distributed to employees,

 ● adaptation of products available in vending machines: 

in  2013, 30% of snacks purchased were fruit  - or 

cereal-based,

 ● six events held in the Group’s various staff restaurants.

Fleury Michon is the only brand that has renewed a PNNS 

pledge with the French government. For the 2013-2015 period, 

commitments related to:

 ● Reduction in salt content;

 ● Reduction in fatty acid content in prepared meals;

 ● Reduction in sugar content in surimi;

 ● Development of fi bre-rich recipes;

 ● Promotion of multifunctional information.

In  2016, the three  signatory ministries confirmed that all 

commitments had been met after verifi cation and approval by 

the Agri-Food CRITT.

Fleury Michon’s R&D team of cooks and engineers, advised by 

master chef Joël Robuchon since 1987, renews 20% to 30% of 

the Group’s recipes each year. Research and development teams 

continued to work on new processes and products during the 

year, with a focus on three key objectives:

 ● Complying with the nutritional charter;

 ● Cutting down on the use of food additives;

 ● Reducing the environmental footprint of product packaging.

No research and development costs were capitalised during 

the year. All research and development costs were expensed as 

incurred.

* Awareness-raising initiatives among employees.
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1.6 Risk factors

The Group reviewed the risks that could have a signifi cant negative impact on its business, fi nancial position or results (or on its 

ability to achieve its objectives) and considers that no other material risks exist except those outlined below.

The most material risks identifi ed are regularly reviewed by Group management, the Audit and Risks Committee and the Quality, 

Safety and Environment (QSE) Department.

1.6.1 Food product manufacturing risks

To ensure that its products are safe and of high quality, Fleury 

Michon has deployed a total quality management programme 

for all of its processes in the different businesses and production 

sites. This quality approach focuses on feedback from customers 

and end consumers, performance and continuous improvements 

in processes and procedures. The special report of the Chairman 

of the Board of Directors on internal control procedures highlights 

the importance given to food safety in the general organisation of 

internal control procedures.

Food safety is an absolute priority at Fleury Michon. Identifi ed 

product risks are classifi ed by category (microbiological, chemical, 

physical or allergenic). The measures deployed by management 

and staff are designed to manage these risks across the production 

chain, from sourcing to fi nal distribution. By maintaining a steady 

focus on food safety and certifying its sites to ISO 9001 standards, 

the Group demonstrates its commitment to offering the very best 

products. The Fleury Michon nutritional charter is part of this 

commitment. The Group also has a crisis management unit that is 

responsible for setting up the necessary procedures to guarantee 

consumer safety and preserve the brand’s image.

1.6.2 Strategic and operational risks (including raw materials risk)

The Group is particularly attentive to events either in its supply 

chain (suppliers, customers, employees, environment, etc.) that 

could have a major effect on the Fleury Michon brand’s reputation 

and image. A crisis management strategy is in place at the Group 

level to prevent, manage and limit the consequences of such 

events. Nevertheless, events damaging to the Group’s reputation, 

whether founded or unfounded, particularly those with widespread 

media coverage, could have a very detrimental effect on business, 

earnings, outlook and fi nancial position.

Fleury Michon is involved in very competitive markets with a 

large number of players. The Group primarily sells its products 

in supermarkets and hypermarkets, a sector that is highly 

concentrated in France. Measures are taken on an ongoing 

basis to enhance the Fleury Michon brand’s image in its strategic 

markets, to increase product differentiation and to ensure the 

business’ long-term future.

To respond effectively to consumer eating habits, Fleury Michon 

offers a wide range of prepared meals and charcuterie products 

made using a variety of raw materials (pork, poultry, fi sh and 

beef) sourced mainly from French markets and to a lesser extent 

from European and international markets. This diversity reduces 

exposure to raw materials risks and allows the Group to benefi t 

from any shifts in consumption caused by a crisis concerning 

a particular ingredient. Nevertheless, a sustained slowdown in 

consumer spending, the price war among banners or continued 

concentration in the retail sector could have a negative impact on 

the Group’s results. Moreover, there is no organised raw materials 

forward market to allow the Group to implement a global hedging 

policy. The Group is therefore exposed to rising raw materials 

prices.

The Group sources its raw materials from national and international 

suppliers based on a stringent selection process (specifi cations, 
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1.6.3 Legal, IT and restructuring-related risks

The Group has reviewed the main risks in relation to legal and 

administrative proceedings. The probable charges on current or 

past events are recognised as provisions, insofar as the amount 

can be measured reliably. The main proceedings subject to 

provisions are described in Note 3.10, in Section 5.5.

For the period between 31 December 2016 and the date on 

which this Registration Document was prepared, there are no 

other government, legal or arbitration proceedings (including any 

proceedings known to the Company, which are pending or with 

which it is threatened) which are likely to have or which have 

recently had a material impact on the Company’s and/or the 

Group’s fi nancial position or profi tability.

In conducting its business, the Group ensures that it complies with 

all laws and regulations both in France and internationally. Fleury 

Michon has developed a comprehensive security policy, which is 

reviewed on a regular basis in particular to secure its IT systems, 

with a continuity plan and infrastructure security plan. The Group 

considers that it has taken suffi cient measures to protect its assets 

and prevent and manage risk.

1.6.4 Financial risks

The Group has a central organisation that manages most market, 

liquidity and credit risks related to its operations. The Finance 

Department and Corporate Cash Management Department work 

closely together in the fi nancial markets to:

 ● Obtain fi nancing under the best possible terms and support 

the development of the Group’s businesses;

 ● Identify, evaluate and hedge fi nancial risks.

The Group uses derivative financial instruments to hedge its 

exposure to certain risks.

1.6.4.1 CURRENCY RISK

The Group prepares its consolidated fi nancial statements in euros 

and generates more than 90% of its revenue in euros. Assets, 

liabilities, revenue and profi t denominated in currencies other than 

the euro are therefore not material in relation to the consolidated 

totals. Nevertheless, the Group’s international expansion strategy 

has created exposure to other currencies, such as the Canadian 

dollar (CAD) and US dollar (USD), principally through its Delta 

Dailyfood Canada subsidiary.

The Group uses currency hedges as well as currency futures and 

options in order to reduce the volatility of future cash fl ows in 

US dollars. At 31 December 2016, the Group held the following 

currency futures and options expiring between January 2017 and 

October 2017:

Sales/Purchases 
of foreign currencies(1) USD/EUR USD/CAD

Futures – purchases 6,000 -

Currency futures – asymmetrical 
portion - -

Futures – sales - 4,000

TOTAL 6,000 4,000

(1) Nominal value in thousands of USD/CAD.

The accounting treatment of these instruments is described in the 

notes to the consolidated fi nancial statements. Changes in the 

fair value of derivative fi nancial instruments that do not fulfi l the 

hedge accounting criteria are recognised directly in the income 

risk assessment, audit) and long-term partnerships (sector 

actions). Its supply sources and the number of players in the 

market are suffi ciently varied to reduce the risk associated with 

the failure of a supplier, which would have a negative impact on 

the Group’s business.

Fleury Michon has nine production sites in France, one in Canada 

and one in Slovenia. The Group makes substantial, steady 

investments to guarantee top performance at these plants. In 

addition, it has traditionally taken a prudent approach to protecting 

these assets and to covering major risks including property 

damage, business interruption, third-party liability, corporate 

offi cers’ liability and potential damage to the brand’s image.
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statement for the period (the “ineffective” portion). The effective 

portion is reported directly under equity.

1.6.4.2 INTEREST RATE RISK

The Group does not hold signifi cant interest-bearing assets aside 

from money-market mutual funds and short-term, highly liquid 

investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of 

cash, recognised under “Cash and cash equivalents”. The Group’s 

exposure to interest rate risk corresponds to long-term bank loans 

net of these interest-bearing assets.

Most of the loans are at floating rates, exposing the Group 

to potential cash flow volatility. To reduce its net exposure, 

the Group uses instruments negotiated over the counter. At 

31 December 2016, the amount hedged was €50,245 thousand. 

The total debt (fi xed and fl oating rate) was hedged at 50.0% 

at year-end. The accounting treatment of these instruments is 

described in Note 1.2.15.

1.6.4.3 EQUITY RISK

Investments in non-consolidated companies and other investment 

securities correspond to shares in unlisted companies. If there 

is no active market for the shares, fair value is estimated. If the 

fair value cannot be estimated reliably, the asset is measured at 

amortised cost less any impairment losses.

At 31 December 2016, the Group held 239,001 treasury shares, 

directly or through the liquidity contract, for a total value of 

€6,849 thousand. As indicated in Note 1, Section 1.2.8, treasury 

shares are recorded as a deduction from consolidated equity. 

Based on the closing price at 31 December 2016 of €64.40, 

the market value of treasury shares held at that date was 

€15,392 thousand.

1.6.4.4 LIQUIDITY RISK

The Group’s prudent management strategy ensures it has a suffi cient 

level of cash and marketable securities to cover its commitments. 

In 2016, a trade receivables securitisation programme providing 

up to €50 million in fi nancing was implemented to diversify and 

secure short-term fi nancing. At 31 December 2016, net cash 

amounted to €133.6 million (€150.3 million in cash and cash 

equivalents less a bank overdraft of €16.7 million) compared with 

€94.6 million at 31 December 2015. At the end of the reporting 

period, €45.1 million had been obtained under the securitisation 

programme. Net debt amounted to €54.2 million at year-end, 

compared with €58.9 million at 31 December 2015. The Group’s 

bank loans do not contain clauses requiring compliance with 

fi nancial ratios, known as covenants, with the exception of one 

Canadian loan agreement for which the amount outstanding to 

credit institutions represents less than 1% of the Group’s overall 

net debt. At 31 December 2016, Canada-based Delta Dailyfood 

did not fulfi l the following covenants:

Farm Credit Canada

The covenant ratios not complied with are:

 ● Minimum operating capital ratio of 1.3 (short-term assets/

short-term liabilities);

 ● Debt service coverage ratio of 1.00 (earnings before interest, 

taxes, and amortisation/debit interest + short-term portion of 

the long-term debt of the prior period).

In 2016, Fleury Michon obtained a waiver letter from Farm Credit 

Canada regarding the conditions that were not met. This waiver 

relates to the 12-month period ending on 31 December 2017, 

and does not amend the conditions. The amount of the loan 

considered totals €1,072 thousand and is recognised in long-term 

debt for €764 thousand since the waiver was obtained before the 

end of the reporting period.

The Group reviewed its liquidity risk and considers that it can meet 

its future maturities (included in Note 3.11 to the consolidated 

fi nancial statements, Section 5.5) over the next 12 months as from 

the fi ling of this Registration Document.

1.6.4.5 CREDIT RISK AND RISKS RELATED 
TO RETAIL CONCENTRATION

Although the Group’s end customers are individual consumers, 

it sells its products primarily to retail chains. However, the 

supermarket sector is becoming increasingly concentrated. Some 

customers individually represent more than 20% of consolidated 

revenue (in conjunction with retailer market share). The Group 

reviews its customers’ creditworthiness and closely tracks its 

receivables. Given the high credit ratings of its main customers, 

the Group considers that its exposure to customer credit risk is 

not material.

However, the concentration trend in retail – resulting in fewer 

customers – could affect the Group’s operating margin over the 

medium term and the Group could become more exposed to 

customer payment default risk.
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2 CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
NOTICE TO THE READER

Notice to the reader

Chapter 2 of the Registration Document focuses on Fleury Michon’s corporate social responsibility (CSR) commitments. It was written 

to report on the initiatives implemented by the Group and provide an accurate description of the CSR work accomplished since 2010.

The Chapter is divided into seven main sections, the fi rst of which (2.1) presents Fleury Michon’s vision for sustainable development 

and the role of CSR in the Group’s strategy.

Sections 2.2 to 2.6 describe Fleury Michon’s policies and achievements in the face of each challenge, per stakeholder: consumers, 

customers, employees, the natural environment, and the Group’s economic ecosystem, which includes its suppliers, its host regions 

and its communities.

Finally, Section 2.7 includes the indicator tables and cross-references to signifi cant reference sources, as well as the independent 

third party report.

 Scope and reporting method

CSR REPORTING SCOPE AND SELECTION OF PUBLISHED INFORMATION AND INDICATORS

The 2016 reporting scope for France is identical to that of 2015 

and 2014.

Wherever possible, the 2016 Group scope includes Fleury Michon’s 

international operations.

Fleury Michon’s reporting is built on a quantitative data reporting 

protocol that uses standard calculation formulas, defi nitions and 

data gathering and consolidation methodologies.

This protocol also standardises the roles of those who contribute, 

approve, consolidate and audit data.

The indicators published by the Fleury Michon Group are the 

result of a constant quest for improvement: year after year, new 

indicators become available and others become more reliable or 

cover a larger scope. Some are developed as the policy becomes 

more established so as to report on the achievement of the 

objectives set for each component.

The qualitative data published were selected to provide the most 

accurate picture of the Group’s performance on key challenges 

and to evaluate the CSR progress made. They are verifi ed by an 

independent third party (see Section 2.7 of this report).

The Corporate Social Responsibility Chapter of this Registration 

Document covers the Group’s operations in France (which account 

for around 94% of consolidated revenue and 90% of employees 

on permanent and fi xed-term contracts) and its fully-consolidated 

international businesses (excluding Fleury Michon Suisse and 

Fleury Michon Norge AS in Norway. These two companies, which 

each employ only one person, operate within their respective 

domestic markets mainly selling products that have been 

prepared in France. For this reason, they have been excluded 

from all indicators, except for employment fi gures and employee 

distribution).

The published data correspond to the Group’s activities in France. 

This scope includes:

 ● The Vendée Economic and Social Unit (which includes 

Fleury Michon, Fleury Michon Charcuterie, Fleury Michon 

Traiteur and Fleury Michon Logistique). The Vendée Unit alone 

accounted for over 90% of the Group’s revenue in 2016;

 ● The Société d’Innovation Culinaire (SIC) based in Tilloy-lez-

Cambrai in the north of France;

 ● The Charcuteries Cuisinées de Plélan (CCP) located in Plélan-

le-Grand in France’s Ille-et-Vilaine department;

 ● The Room Saveurs company in Paris;

 ● Delta Dailyfood in Quebec, Canada;

 ● Proconi in Murska Sobota, Slovenia;

 ● Fleury Michon Suisse, Switzerland;

 ● Fleury  Michon Norge AS in Norway, fully-consolidated 

since 2016.

The above companies cover 10 production sites: Montifaut 

Hams, Montifaut Prepared Meals, Chantonnay Charcuterie, 

Chantonnay Prepared Seafood, Mouilleron Prepared Meals, 

Pouzauges Cooking Aids, Cambrai, Plélan-le-Grand, as well as 

the supply chain platform and registered offi ce in Pouzauges Gare 

and the two sites outside France, Delta Dailyfood and Proconi. 

Room Saveurs is a service business without its own industrial 

plant.

If, for technical or legal reasons, certain social and environmental 

indicators have not been measured, this will be indicated in the 

appropriate place throughout the document.

Fleury Michon does not include the entities over which it does not 

exercise operating control within its reporting scope:

 ● Piatti Freschi Italia in Italy;

 ● Platos Tradicionales in Spain.
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 Compliance with laws and regulations

Fleury Michon makes every effort to comply with the laws and 

regulations in force in all areas, particularly in relation to social, 

environmental and health and safety requirements.

The Audit and Risks Committee maps out the risks and examines 

the internal audit plan and the Group’s internal control systems, 

as explained in Chapter 3 of the Registration Document. It met 

three times in 2016.

Fleury Michon respects and protects the personal data of its 

employees, consumers, customers and all other stakeholders in 

accordance with the laws in force in the Group’s host regions. 

Information technology procedures protect the basic rights, 

freedoms and dignity of those concerned.

2.1 Vision, strategy and organisation

2.1.1 The strategic challenges for Fleury Michon

“Three years ago, we launched our project to Help people eat better every day. We are certain that the food industry can be compatible 

with Eating Better. With this vision, Fleury Michon aims to show that even beyond its brand and products, it is a responsible, proactive 

company that listens to consumers, is fi rmly committed to quality, and willingly shows more transparency. Eating Better is a crucial 

challenge, for each and every one of us as well as for the planet. It has an impact on our health and well-being and plays a stabilising 

role in the community. Our project is a choice for our children’s future. Whether you are a consumer, client, supplier or representative of 

civil society, we invite you all to come join us and take part in a project that affects us all.”

Régis Lebrun, Chief Executive Offi cer
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2.1.1.1 WHY IS FLEURY MICHON COMMITTED 
TO EATING BETTER?

For the diversity of people, products and players

If we are to eat better, the quality of the food we eat tomorrow 

must be better than the food we eat today. We must adopt a 

balanced lifestyle and think about our long-term health.

Eating better means eating seasonal produce and an end to 

products being available throughout the year. We must also be 

mindful of production techniques. Different farming methods do 

not all have the same impact on the environment. Each individual 

sees food differently, based on nutritional value, allergens, taste 

and even religious practices.

It is diffi cult to identify the responsible players and determine the 

production techniques that best comply with standards, as well as 

the quality and traceability of the product when some companies’ 

marketing strategies seem to focus more on emotional draws than 

the true nature of the product.

The issue we are facing is rooted in society

People have always looked to natural resources in order to improve 

cohesion within communities. However, times have changed. 

Population growth, new technologies and instant information that 

has failed to reduce misunderstandings, faster transport and easier 

access to all products have shaken up the system.

This has consequences for health, lifestyle and social cohesion.

Increased food production has caused higher pollution levels, 

which impact vegetable and animal-based foods. With less time 

at their disposal, people make different life choices. Urbanisation 

has become synonymous with anonymity and a poorer quality of 

life. With the use of pesticides, heavy metals and antibiotics for 

animals, we are undermining our food. The food industry is under 

economic and social pressure and profi ts are falling.

We need to make the leap from wanting to change to actually 

doing it. The concept of helping people eat better every day is 

welcomed by all but the real diffi culty is changing the behaviour 

of all stakeholders.

The keys to success

The success of our project requires all parties to take responsibility 

and work together. It is no longer enough to merely debate the 

issues, we must work towards a suitable framework and shift our 

focus from a face-to-face to a side-by-side approach.

The strategic objectives of the Eat Better initiative

In the medium term, the initiative and the attitude it fosters will 

require Fleury Michon to change its business model and brand 

positioning. However, our immediate focus must be to re-establish 

the relationships between our fi ve stakeholders: the sourcing 

channels, consumers, customers and new markets, Fleury Michon 

employees and civil society.
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2.1.1.2 CONSUMERS

Reinventing our relationship

We need to give consumers an active role to play and empower 

them.

We want to engage them by opening up our doors and asking 

them to work together with us on an equal footing.

Our aim

 ● To be recognised as the most socially-responsible company 

in the industry that understands consumer expectations and 

improves food quality;

 ● To convince consumers that Eating Better is a matter of civic 

responsibility because what they buy has a direct impact on 

their health, well-being and society as a whole;

 ● To involve consumers in the governance and management 

of its initiatives;

 ● To convert consumer-driven initiatives into tangible innovations 

while implementing novel fi nancing arrangements.

Since 1999, Fleury Michon has considered nutritional labelling to 

be a step forward for both manufacturers and consumers. We 

have always gone above and beyond regulatory requirements, 

in particular with regard to labels displaying nutritional value as 

of 2002, voluntary allergy labelling and voluntary labelling of meat 

origin. Fleury Michon is fully engaged in the effort to improve 

nutritional labelling:

 ● In 2014, we were involved in a research programme called 

“IncoConso”, which sought to understand consumers’ view 

of nutritional tables;

 ● Since September 2016, we have been taking part in the 

nation-wide trial of four simplifi ed models of nutritional labelling 

in France.

Whichever model is chosen, Fleury Michon will apply the simplifi ed 

label across all of its products.

2.1.1.3 SOURCING CHANNELS

Reinventing our relationship

We need to rethink our relationships with suppliers, particularly 

producers and farmers, to foster solidarity, responsibility and 

local, long-term partnerships. We want to bring producers and 

consumers closer together by creating channels that:

 ● Respect the environment and use the best natural practices;

 ● Use more natural, better-quality animal feed and improve 

animal well-being;

 ● Generate suffi cient revenues for producers and farmers.

Our aim

 ● To offer consumers healthy, natural Fleury Michon products 

that contribute to their well-being, are adapted to their lifestyle 

and taste delicious, at a price that is both affordable and 

suffi cient to allow the industry’s development;

 ● To ensure that, in the long-term, all stakeholders understand 

and take responsibility for their actions at each link in the food 

chain in terms of health, the environment and the economy.

2.1.1.4 CUSTOMERS AND NEW MARKETS

Reinventing our relationship

We want to involve our customers in the “Helping people eat 

better every day” initiative by making it a business development 

opportunity for their companies if they buy in to the project and 

promote it in their retail outlets and companies as well as to their 

consumers and stakeholders.

Our aim

In the long term, to shift the focus of our business relationships 

from a face-to-face to a side-by-side approach by working with 

our customers to develop new initiatives, sales methods and 

products that meet consumer expectations in terms of health, 

quality, satisfaction and the environment at a price that is both 

affordable and suffi cient to allow the industry’s development.

2.1.1.5 FLEURY MICHON COMMUNITY

Reinventing our relationship

We want our employees to become Eating Better ambassadors. 

We want them to promote the initiative and contribute their ideas 

and help shape the vision, adapting it to their own career. We also 

want to rethink job descriptions, rework our functions and internal 

organisation and adapt our management style, giving everyone 

all the information they need to make a contribution. This way, 

everyone will be a responsible, active player in the project.

Our aim

 ● To foster a culture of initiative and innovation by involving 

everyone in a collective debate;

 ● To create the right conditions for employees to promote Eating 

Better in their personal and professional lives.

2.1.1.6 CIVIL SOCIETY

Reinventing our relationship

We want all parties to get involved and collectively support the 

initiative alongside Fleury Michon, with the aim of improving food 

quality in France, well beyond our Company. We want to share 

and support initiatives from other members of civil society to raise 

awareness and roll out the Eating Better campaign.

Our aim

 ● To encourage each individual to take part and shape our 

changing world;

 ● In the long term, to set up nation-wide nutrition conferences.
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2.1.1.7 CORINNE LEPAGE’S EAT BETTER VISION

What Eating Better means to well-known personalities

In a spirit of openness and collaboration, Fleury Michon invited 

well-known personalities from different walks of life to share and 

contribute to its “Helping people eat better every day” initiative.

Corinne Lepage is a lawyer, former Minister for the Environment 

(1995-1997) and former Member of the European Parliament 

(2009-2014). The interview has been taken from the Eating Better 

Manifesto published in January 2017.

“Eating better is an alternative to eating too much. Many of us, in 

particular those with the lowest incomes, eat too much fat, too 

much sugar and too much salt.

Eating better means going back to basic food commodities, 

that wherever possible have been produced organically or 

using minimal amounts of pesticides. Food can be healthy and 

affordable, as well as a source of happiness. I am delighted to 

see people becoming interested in cooking again, along with the 

fl ourishing of direct channels that bring the consumer and the 

producer closer together.

Eating better also means we have to change our approach to 

agriculture. When I see campaigns like Incredible Edible take root, 

which encourage people to plant fruit and vegetables throughout 

their town and let everyone help themselves, I know we’re moving 

in the right direction. The idea isn’t to try and turn everyone into 

farmers. Urban agriculture is meant to complement traditional 

farming, while teaching children living in towns about how the 

food they eat is grown.

Eating better also means we have to think about the future of 

our planet. Livestock farming has a signifi cant impact on the 

environment. We need to completely move away from inhumane 

intensive, off-land operations, to embrace processes that are 

more considerate of the environment and animal welfare. After 

all, we are what we eat. How can anyone feel good when they are 

eating animals that have been raised and slaughtered in appalling 

conditions? Our planet could not cope with a population of 7 billion 

people with the meat-heavy diets of Americans and Europeans. 

Here again, we need to change our approach by fi nding new 

sources of protein to reduce our overall meat consumption.”

2.1.1.8 CSR IS A FUNDAMENTAL PART 
OF THE PROJECT

Fleury Michon’s CSR initiative began in April 2010. Initially, its 

structure mirrored that of ISO 26000, i.e., split into seven key 

topics:

 ● Corporate governance;

 ● Human rights;

 ● Labour relations and working conditions;

 ● The environment;

 ● Fair operating practices;

 ● Consumer matters;

 ● Community and local development.

The Fleury Michon CSR policy, April 2010 – May 2015

Environment Customers
and 
consumers

Suppliers

CSR 
GOVERNANCE

Human Rights Employees

Local 
presence

S t a k e h o l d e r s

D i a l o g u e

The Fleury Michon project: “Helping people eat better 
every day”, June 2015

June 2015 was a turning point for CSR at Fleury Michon. We 

launched our “Helping people eat better every day” initiative, built 

on dialogue and working together with fi ve stakeholders:

 ● Sourcing channels;

 ● Consumers;

 ● Customers and new markets;

 ● The employee community;

 ● Civil Society.

The environment and human rights spans all fi ve stakeholder 

categories.
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2.1.2 Our social responsibility vision

“Fleury Michon has always sought to drive both economic and social development. By making our corporate social responsibility 

commitments, we have taken this undertaking one stage further. We have embarked on a new journey to better integrate the social 

and environmental concerns that affect both our Company and stakeholders.

CSR is not just window dressing or a mere slogan, but rather an incentive to continue our ongoing efforts as a socially responsible 

company. It is a long-term commitment; corporate social responsibility never ends, since the process of striving to reach an ideal is 

not a quest for perfection, but the perpetual commitment to improve.”

Grégoire Gonnord,

Chairman

Fleury Michon’s CSR vision forms the very core of its corporate 

project: “Helping people eat better every day, by demonstrating 

that an alternative approach to food is possible”.

Fleury Michon formalised its CSR efforts to ensure their effective 

and pragmatic oversight and management. In 2014, the Group 

defi ned its Responsible Company Manifesto, based on ISO 26000 

to ensure comprehensiveness.

Fleury Michon’s Responsible Company Manifesto revolves around 

a single concept: CSR governance – structure, values and 

ethics – and seven main points chosen to refl ect the sustainable 

development challenges that arise from the Group’s economic 

model. The commitments, action principles and strategies set out 

in Fleury Michon’s Responsible Company Manifesto are presented 

in the following pages.

Signatory of the Global Compact since 2003

Fleury Michon has been a signatory of the United Nations Global Compact since 2003. This commitment shows 

the Group’s long-standing commitment to accept its responsibilities regarding the ten principles of the Global 

Compact:

1. Support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights;

2. Make sure that the business is not complicit in human rights abuses;

3. Uphold freedom of association and effectively recognise the right to collective bargaining;

4. Eliminate all forms of forced and compulsory labour;

5. Effectively abolish child labour;

6. Eliminate discrimination in respect of employment and occupation;

7. Support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges;

8. Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility;

9. Encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies;

10. Work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.
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Being conscientious, looking at the bigger picture, 
questioning our own behaviour... these are the guiding 

principles of the ethical conduct expected of all Group 

employees. These principles, which we share with our 

stakeholders, provide us with a frame of reference and 

underpin our approach as a responsible company.

In line with the Group’s values, these principles depend on 

the honesty, fairness and accountability of each individual 

in his or her work and tasks.

These principles help to create a fair and equitable work 

environment by fostering good business practices and 

mutual respect.

They also allow the Group to operate smoothly, creating 

a positive work culture and securing a long-term future.

Our ethics (extract from the principles of ethical conduct)

Our values

Our 
commitment

For our consumers
Earning their trust on a daily 

basis...

For our clients 
Ensure the highest level 

of responsibility...

With our suppliers 
Cultivating long-term 

relationships...

Our objective ...To establish a responsible, 
safer and fairer agri-food 

model.

...To  share our convictions 
and our commitment.

…To purchase responsibly 
while maintaining 
competitiveness.

Our 
strategy

 We innovate and produce 

according to uncompromising 

specif ications to offer 

consumers safe, healthy food 

at a fair price.

 We work closely with our 

supply channels to ensure the 

traceability and food safety of 

our products.

 We encourage dialogue 

with consumers and all 

our stakeholders so that 

together we can improve our 

responsible company model.

 We  e s t a b l i s h  o u r 

business relationships with 

collaboration in mind.

 We provide documents 

detailing our CSR policy for 

our clients.

 We engage in dialogue on 

the subject, through our top 

management, with Executive 

Management and purchasing 

centres.

 We ensure that these 

topics are incorporated in 

the presentations and sales 

pitches of our sales and 

marketing departments

 We select the best supply 

channels according to a 

stringent and transparent 

process.

 We ensure the reliability of 

our relationships with our 

suppliers through long-term 

listings.

 Our purchasing policy is 

geared towards responsible 

purchases.

  We monitor compliance with 

our purchasing best practices 

internally and we make the 

results known externally.

MUTUAL RESPECT

SUSTAINABLE FOCUS ON THE COLLECTIVE INTEREST CONTINUOUS DIALOGUE

OUTSTANDING CUSTOMER SERVICE AND CONSUMER CARE CONTINUOUS ADAPTATION TO CHANGE

MUTUAL TRUST

Responsible Company

Manifesto
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Our CSR organisation

With our employees
Developing and imparting 

know-how and fostering a good 

working environment... 

For the environment
Producing in an ever 

more environmentally 

friendly manner...

In our host countries
  Taking action to boost the 

development and appeal of 

the regions where we operate...

For Human Rights
Respecting and ensuring 

the respect of all people...

...Because our success is 
based on the motivation and 
cohesiveness of our teams.

...To reduce the impact of 
our business activities on the 

environment.

...So that our economic 
activity benefits our 

environment.

...To fight against all forms 
of discrimination and 

infringement of human rights.

 We manage skills and train 

our employees to help them 

develop.

 We use a hands-on and 

empowering managementstyle.

 We organise our internal 

communication channels based 

on interactive support tools.

 We foster labour relations 

based on listening and dialogue.

 We promote diversity and 

recognise talent.

 We cultivate the appeal of 

our corporate brand to attract 

the talented employees 

of tomorrow.

 We incorporate the 

environment

in our management style and 

decision-making.

 We are implementing 

an overall Quality-Safety-

Environment effort in all our 

production facilities.

  We  op t imise  our 

consumption.

 We apply a pollution 

prevention policy.

 We structure our local 

integration policy around two 

main concepts: economic 

development and social vision.

 We plan our relationships 

with our stakeholders in the 

form of partnerships.

 We become involved in local 

life by forging relationships 

with civil society entities 

(local communities, public 

authorities, associations, 

NGOs, etc.).

 We take into consideration 

all dimensions of Human 

Rights: economic, social, 

cultural, civil and political.

 We raise awareness about 

respecting Human Rights 

among our employees and 

all parties within our sphere 

of influence.

 We use a management policy 

that focuses on the respect of 

privacy.

 We promote and respect 

the fundamental rights of 

the International Labour 

Organisatio

+

=

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

GROUP MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

CSR ACTION PLAN 

FM SA CROSS-FUNCTIONAL 
SERVICES

FM CHARCUTERIE 
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

FM TRAITEUR MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE

FM TRAITEUR MER 
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

FM LOGISTIQUE 
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

ROOM SAVEURS 
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

CSR COMMITTEE

“

“

economic development has always gone hand-in-hand with social 
development. We are set to embark on a new and ambitious 

commitment to corporate social responsibility. The aim of this approach is to expand our policies by further 
integrating the social and environmental concerns of the Company and our stakeholders. CSR is not just window 
dressing or a slogan, but rather a stimulus to help sustain us in our ongoing efforts as a responsible corporate 
citizen. This will be an ongoing commitment: corporate social responsibility never ends since the process of striving 
to reach an ideal is aimed not at perfection, but at consistently trying to improve.

Grégoire Gonnord, Fleury Michon Group Chairman

For Fleury Michon,
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2.1.3 The CSR challenges for Fleury Michon

2  PRODUCTION

Consider employees as the Company’s most vital asset for 
guaranteeing impeccable product and service quality.
•   3.8% (2,5 times the legal minimum) of the payroll is 

invested in staff training

•  €1.3 million is invested in safety and working conditions

•  Since 2008, the ratio of direct consumption has fallen by 

24.0% and water consumption by 19.2 (2)

•  295 employees have received training on environmental 

issues

•  More than 150 partnerships and sponsorships support 

local and national initiatives

•  1 direct job at Fleury Michon generates 2.9 jobs in the rest 

of the French economy (1)

1  PURCHASING

Work closely and permanently with our suppliers for safe 
and responsible procurement. 
•  67%  of the Group’s revenue is spent on supplier purchases 

(transport, packaging and raw materials).

•  For France, Fleury Michon works with over 3,200 suppliers, 

more than 94% of them based in France (1)

•  Fleury Michon French businesses generate more than 

10,300 indirect jobs in France (1)

3  SUPPLY CHAIN

Work with our transport providers to ensure reliable,  
efficient Supply Chain.
•  Supply Chain service rate 99.5% (95,000 metric tonnes and  

395 million consumer units shipped)

•  Traceability system to establish the provenance of each 

ingredient in the finished product

(1) Economic footprint of Fleury Michon en France, Utopies 2014  (2) Vendée Unit scope

2
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(3) Kantar World panel 2016   (4) IRI 2014 market share value   (5) National Health and Nutrition Programme

6   PACKAGING END OF LIFE

Embrace our environmental responsibility and facilitate 
packaging recycling.
•  100% of packaging lists recycling advice

•  Use of 25% recycled plastic in packaging for ham

•  Since 2005, the proportion of plastic in surimi trays   

has been reduced by 34%
•  940 metric tonne reduction in the quantity of   

packaging each year between 2010 and 2016

5   CONSUMPTION

To offer good quality, safe and affordable products  
containing nutritious, natural ingredients.
•  1999 Publication of the first 5-point nutrition charter 
•  2010-2012 First 5-point PNNS(5) commitment

•  2013-2015 Second 5-point PNNS commitment 

4   MARKETING

To be THE partner of choice for our clients.
•  Fleury Michon, the second best-selling food brand    

in supermarkets (3)

•  N°1 charcuterie & prepared meals brand  
(market of more than €5 billion) (4)

•  N°1 in delivered meals to businesses 
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OUR ROLE OUR RESPONSIBILITY

1  PROCUREMENT

To buy from suppliers 

starches, vegetables, spices, etc.

stoneware, aluminium, etc.

services, logistics services, advisory 
agencies, etc.

Economic responsibility

natural resources 

Social responsibility 

Societal responsibility

2  PRODUCTION

Transform raw materials into 
pre-cooked, fresh, packaged, and 
ready-to-eat products

acceptance, maintenance, support 
functions…)

water processing)

local involvement…)

Environmental responsibility

production

packaging, water and energy

-
ly-friendlier solutions 

opportunities

Social responsibility

and psychological health 

approach

Societal responsibility

and local level

3  LOGISTICS

 Hold stocks, prepare orders, 
transport the Fleury Michon 
products from the production sites to 
the distribution sites

operating to and from the sites,  
150 private cars for the sales force)

Environmental responsibility

suppliers

Corporate social responsibility

other providers
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OUR ROLE OUR RESPONSIBILITY

4  MARKETING

Offer safe, high-quality 
products that make for an 
attractive, profitable brand

possible

are specific for each market, client 
type and consumer category

Economic responsibility

customers’ needs

Maintain maximum service levels through reliable, effective logistics

Maximise customer satisfaction

Environmental responsibility

chain

and portions

5  CONSUMPTION

Become the preferred food 
brand in France

market are increasingly enjoyable, 
healthy, convenient and accessible

collaboration

Environmental responsibility

new materials, improve packaging recyclability…)

Educate customers about packaging recycling

knowledge sharing, etc.)

Societal responsibility

Communicate clearly and transparently about procurement practices, production 
methods, ingredient lists, commitments, initiatives…

intolerances, allergies, food-related beliefs, ...)

Continuously improve the recipes to ensure they are part of a daily balanced diet 

Inform consumers of the benefits of a healthy diet and lifestyle

Ensure communication is trustworthy and honest

Involve consumers: ideas for new products, new packaging, recommend our 
products

Ensure our customer relations department is accessible, responsive, personal and 
human

6  PACKAGING END OF LIFE

Research packaging that 
requires less materials, 
environmentally-friendlier 
solutions 

Environmental responsibility
Offer packaging that can be re-used at home

Contribute to the EcoEmballages initiative to take responsibility for packaging 
recycling

Reduce water and energy consumption, waste and greenhouse gas emissions 
during production, packaging and transport 

Increase waste recycling by researching new materials and new recycling 
opportunities

Finance research into the packaging of tomorrow

Offer consumers different pack sizes to help limit food waste
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2.1.4 Integrating the Company’s intangible assets into its valuation

Fleury Michon ensures that the quest for excellence does not 

cause harm to anyone and seeks to transform hurdles into 

opportunities.

Through its CSR work, the Group is also in direct contact with all 

its stakeholders: employees, customers, consumers, suppliers, 

investors and communities. Fleury Michon listens to stakeholders 

and is committed to an approach focused on partnership and 

joint effort to ensure that its activities generate more than just 

fi nancial value: improving food for everyone, preserving natural 

capital, constantly developing employee expertise, safeguarding 

health in the workplace, and ensuring growth and development 

for suppliers as well.

The role of the CSR policy is therefore to contribute to the overall 

value of the Company by recognising the value of intangible assets 

(brand awareness, consumer confi dence, social climate, structure 

for risk prevention, value of patents, etc.) as well as tangible assets 

(equity, property and securities, inventories, etc.). These intangible 

assets represent the majority of the Company’s overall value.

C
O

M
PA

N
Y

 V
A

LU
E

Gradually integrate the Company's
intangible assets into its valuation
to reflect its true overall value.

ASSETS
TANGIBLES

INTANGIBLES
ASSETS

Brand recognition
Customer loyalty

Consumer confidence
Employee know-how

Industrial relations climate
Employee commitment and loyalty

Risk management model
Long-standing partnerships

Value of its patents
Etc.
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2.1.5 The CSR policy involves the highest levels of the Company

2.1.5.1 THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
AND THE STRATEGIC PLANNING 
COMMITTEE ARE DIRECTLY INVOLVED 
IN THE CSR POLICY

The structure entrusted with CSR management within the 

Fleury Michon Group relies on strategic decisions approved at the 

highest level by the Board of Directors and the Strategic Planning 

Committee, and operational implementation that involves the 

segments and business lines.

The Group created a CSR Committee in 2013, whose task is 

to assist the Board of Directors in identifying strategic priorities. 

Numerous topics of strategic importance for the Group require 

an approach that takes into account the Company’s overall 

responsibility to provide an appropriate long-term solution. 

The expertise and experience of an external CSR expert were 

added to those of the three CSR Committee members (Nadine 

Deswasière, Chair; Geneviève Gonnord; and Vincent Roquebert, 

director representing employees). Four members of Executive 

Management are also permanent observers to this Committee, 

and are consulted depending on the topics addressed. The CSR 

Committee met twice in 2016. The main topics addressed were 

animal well-being and diet, changes in sustainable consumption 

and commitments to solidarity.

2.1.5.2 CREATION OF A FORUM TO DISCUSS CSR 
WITH LA ROCHELLE BUSINESS SCHOOL

Since 2010, Fleury Michon jointly oversees a Chair in Corporate 

Social Responsibility and Innovation with La Rochelle Business 

School. A forum for sharing and discussing ideas and insights, 

this Chair has helped lay the foundations for the integration of CSR 

and ISO 26000 at Fleury Michon. In particular, this collaboration 

involves self-evaluation and the appropriation of topics such 

as responsible purchasing, fi ghting corruption, risk-mapping, 

valuation of intangible capital and CSR reference frameworks. 

In April 2013, Fleury Michon and La Rochelle Business School 

renewed their commitment for a further three years.

Over ten years of CSR commitments

2003 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Participation

in the United 

Nations 

Global 

Compact

Formalisation

of the 

commitment

to CSR

Creation of a 

Steering 

Committee

Self-

assessment

on the seven 

core subjects 

of ISO 26000

Creation of a 

CSR Manager 

position

First action 

plan

First CSR 

reporting

Sourcing policy

A policy of 

developing deep 

regional roots

Ethical Conduct 

Code

Calculation of 

the economic 

and social 

footprint

Third CSR 

reporting

Second action 

plan

First place in 

Gaia Index

Roll-out of 

Fleury Michon's 

corporate 

vision “Helping  

people eat 

better every 

day”, which 

encapsulates the 

CSR approach

Gaïa Index

AGEFI Gold

award

Fourth 

CSR report 

CSR expanded 

to include 

international 

scope

Extension of the GHG 

report to include 

scope 3: report 

on the impact 

on emissions 

of Fleury Michon's 

operations upstream 

and downstream

Alignment of Group 

structure with 

the Project: 

segments created 

for self-service 

French supermarkets, 

International, 

Sales and Services 

and reinforcement 

of corporate 

and support services

Interaction with 

consumers through 

the Path to Eating 

Better and two-way 

communication using 

digital tools

New CSR 

governance

Creation of a 

CSR Committee

Second CSR

reporting

QSE policy

Commitment 

to IS0 50001

Creation of the 

Environmental 

Director position

First place 

in Gaia Index
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2.1.6 An initiative led by dialogue with the stakeholders

Fleury Michon sees the company as an ecosystem from which 

each party must be able to benefi t. The Group has always favoured 

a partnership approach in its relationships with stakeholders. 

This involves knowing their expectations and their potential or 

real impact on Fleury Michon, to be able to then put in place the 

initiatives or tools needed for dialogue and discussion between 

the parties.

Fleury Michon has identifi ed fi ve broad categories of stakeholders:

 ● Customers, both distributors and consumers, who support 

the Company fi nancially through their purchases;

 ● Employees and their representatives, who contribute their 

skills and know-how;

 ● Investors, both shareholders and bankers, who provide the 

capital required for stability, investments and growth;

 ● Suppliers, who provide the goods and services needed 

for the business, whether as level 1 suppliers with whom 

Fleury Michon has direct contact or as level 2 or 3 suppliers 

or beyond who supply level 1 suppliers;

 ● Civil society, through public authorities, local authorities or 

even non-profi t organisations, universities, research groups, 

or bodies to which Fleury Michon belongs.

MAPPING OF THE EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

COMMERCIAL SOCIAL

PUBLIC AND SOCIALFINANCIAL

Level 3 suppliers Level 2 suppliers

Level 1 Suppliers

Competitors

Job Centre 
and Temporary Agencies

Training 
     Organisations 
          and Schools

Media

    Public 
Authorities

     Certifying 
Bodies

Organisations/
Professional 
Federations

NGOs 
and other 
at-risk groups

International 
Organisations

       Local Communities 
and Authorities

   Non-profit 
 organisations/
Sponsorship

Shareholders

Investors

Banks and
insurers

Financial Institutions

Rating 
   Agencies

Customers
Distributors

Consumers

Importance of the stakeholder:

1 Required for the existence of the Company

2 Significant impact on a major project or activity of the Group

3 Limited or temporary impact on a project or activity of the Group

1

2

3

Employees

Employee representatives 
and representative bodies
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LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE 1

Stakeholders Expectations Impact on Fleury Michon Initiatives implemented 
by Fleury Michon

Employees  • Fair compensation and value 
sharing

 • Retention of employment
 • Health & Safety in the workplace 
and working conditions

 • Professional training and 
employability

 • Opportunities for growth
 • Understanding of project 
and strategy

 • Compliance with Company 
values

 • Recognition and pride in being 
part of the Company

 • Accessible information 
and clear communication

 • Social protection

 • Quality of work and products
 • Services to customers
 • Company reputation
 • Social climate
 • Involvement in the workplace 
and Company life

 • Turnover rate
 • Respect for equipment

 • Question and answer sessions
 • Individual annual professional 
appraisal

 • Local management
 • Dynamic internal communication 
system

 • Information meetings (team, unit, 
activity, Group)

 • Profi t-sharing and incentive 
schemes

 • Training rate above legal 
requirement

 • Human Resources policy based 
on fostering cohesion

 • Fleury Michon Academy 
and strategic employment 
and skills management

 • Free share award scheme for all 
employees

 • Widespread focus on health & 
safety in the workplace through 
the Zero Accident Plan

 • Encouraging employees to 
participate in sport through various 
sporting initiatives and equipment

Employee 
representatives 
and representative 
bodies

 • Recognition of the employee 
representative bodies

 • Compliance with regulations and 
employment laws

 • Ability to negotiate
 • Reporting, information, 
consultation

 • Resources for exercising their 
allocations

 • Dialogue

 • Social climate
 • Company reputation
 • Quality of life at work
 • Safeguarding employees’ 
interests

 • Collective agreements
 • Compliance with legal provisions 
for employee representation

 • Availability of necessary resources
 • Promotion of social governance

Customers/
Distributors

 • Profi table products that attract 
and retain consumers

 • Range of responsible, high-
quality products to consumers

 • Ability to provide information 
on the products they sell

 • Ability to provide information 
on the brands/companies whose 
products they sell

 • Reliable and effective logistics

 • Financial impact
 • Visibility of the products to 
consumers

 • Sales team of 160 people
 • Including 120 sales representatives 
in the fi eld

 • Feedback encouraged
 • Quality audits of production sites
 • Site visits
 • Answers to specifi c questionnaires

Consumers  • Food quality and safety
 • Sensory characteristics
 • Nutritional quality
 • Naturalness
 • Affordability
 • Clear and honest information 
on the products: need for 
transparency

 • Brand commitment: ethical 
behaviour, seeking to establish 
a relationship of trust

 • Financial impact
 • Reputation
 • Brand awareness
 • Trust
 • Innovations (expectations 
of innovations and success/
failure in product launches)

 • Website information
 • Presence and dialogue on social 
media

 • Information on and in packaging
 • Communication via traditional 
media outlets

 • Articles in the press
 • Information in sales outlets
 • Meeting with consumers to better 
understand their expectations, 
comments and ideas, etc.

 • Quantitative consumer surveys
 • Tasting panels
 • Responsiveness, answers and 
actions of Customer Service 
Department

 • Organisation of an open day 
at production sites, presentation 
of R&D initiatives and collaboration 
with suppliers
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Stakeholders Expectations Impact on Fleury Michon Initiatives implemented 
by Fleury Michon

Level 1 suppliers  • Fair pricing
 • Compliance with payment 
deadlines

 • Sustaining the business 
relationship

 • Growth outlook
 • Partnership

 • Financial impact
 • Food quality, safety and security
 • Innovation, technical and 
technological progress

 • Dialogue, consultation between 
purchasers and quality control

 • Audits and quality control
 • Visits to sites, farms, etc.
 • Task force on business growth 
projects

Shareholders  • Financial valuation
 • Growth, profi tability and 
sustainability of the Company

 • Information on governance and 
risk management

 • Information on the Company’s 
non-fi nancial objectives and the 
methods used to achieve them

 • Share value
 • Annual General Meeting 
decisions

 • Company reputation

 • Annual General Meeting 
of Shareholders at the registered 
offi ce

 • Information and annual reports 
sent to registered shareholders

 • Financial information available 
on the website and dedicated 
email address for inquiries

Investors  • Growth, fi nancial stability, 
profi tability and sustainability of 
the Group

 • Financial valuation
 • Suitability of the strategy

 • Capital infl ows
 • Support for growth

 • Meetings and opportunities 
to speak to management

 • Distribution of information 
and fi nancial and institutional 
documents

 • Answers to specifi c questionnaires
 • Visits to production sites

Banks 
and insurers

 • Growth, fi nancial stability, 
profi tability and sustainability of 
the Group

 • Risk mitigation
 • Solvency

 • Capital infl ows
 • Support for growth
 • Hedging of risks

 • Distribution of information 
and fi nancial and institutional 
documents

 • Opportunities to speak with 
management

 • Responses to specifi c requests 
and questionnaires

LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE 2

Stakeholders Expectations Impact on Fleury Michon Initiatives implemented 
by Fleury Michon

Level 2 suppliers  • Fair pricing
 • Compliance with payment 
deadlines

 • Sustaining the business 
relationship

 • Growth outlook
 • Partnership

 • Financial impact
 • Food quality, safety and security
 • Innovation, technical 
and technological progress

 • Dialogue, consultation between 
purchasers and quality control

 • Audits and quality control

Competitors  • Differentiation
 • Increase in market share
 • Growth
 • Collectively contribute to 
development of the trade

 • Financial impact
 • Competition, marketing, 
R&D, etc.

 • Participation in professional 
or industry trade unions

Certifi cation 
organisations

 • Corporate cooperation
 • Availability (easy access) 
and transparency of information, 
procedures, processes, etc.

 • Labelling, certifi cation of 
the Company, certain sites 
or activities

 • Company reputation 
and credibility

 • Quality, environment and food 
safety audits, etc.

Education 
and training

 • Sharing and availability of 
expertise within the Company

 • Funding for research work
 • Funding for apprenticeship 
and training programmes, etc.

 • Partnerships and employment 
opportunities for students 
and apprentices

 • Training for young people, adults 
and employees

 • Addition of new types of training, 
programmes etc.

 • Participation in job fairs 
and exhibitions for training 
and educational institutions

 • Involvement with academic bodies
 • Involvement in groups working 
on integration or re-integration 
into the workforce, training 
and qualifi cations, etc.

 • Creation of intern and 
apprenticeship positions

 • Funding for academic chairs

Employment agency 
and temporary 
worker agencies

 • Job offers  • Search for suitable candidates
 • Strength of offer (profi les, 
candidate recruitment 
techniques, etc.)

 • Source of diversity

 • Meetings, encounters, groups 
and projects
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Stakeholders Expectations Impact on Fleury Michon Initiatives implemented 
by Fleury Michon

Public authorities:
on human resources
on the environment
on consumer health 
& safety
on fi nance and tax

 • Economic buoyancy, wealth and 
job creation

 • Tax revenues
 • Compliance with regulations 
in force

 • Legal framework
 • Tax burden
 • Allocation of subsidies
 • Funding for projects

 • Participation in public programmes
 • Participation in meetings, 
conferences, working groups

 • Responses to project tenders
 • Responses to specifi c requests 
and questionnaires

Professional 
federations

 • Participation in collective actions
 • Sharing of ideas and practices

 • Collectively representing 
the interests of the Company

 • Encounters and exchanges
 • Participation in representative 
bodies

Rating agencies  • Corporate cooperation
 • Availability and transparency 
of information

 • Reputation and business 
recognition

 • Trust
 • Share value

 • Answers to specifi c questionnaires
 • Encounters and interviews

Media  • Clear, reliable and relevant 
information

 • Availability of contact persons

 • Company reputation
 • Brand awareness
 • Trust
 • Success/failure of innovations
 • Financial impact
 • Share value

 • Press releases
 • Press conferences
 • Responses to specifi c requests
 • Visits to production sites
 • Responses to interviews

NGOs and at-risk 
groups

 • Continuous improvement 
of Company methods for 
addressing all environmental, 
social and societal challenges

 • Transparent communication 
on issues that are of direct 
relevance (different issues 
depending on the NGO)

 • Company reputation
 • Brand awareness
 • Trust
 • Financial impact
 • Share value
 • Corporate practices

 • Signatory of the Diversity Charter
 • Signatory of the French anti-
discrimination authority’s (HALDE) 
Orange Paper to promote equal 
opportunities (defender of rights)

 • Signatory of Passeport Avenir to 
support students from low-income 
backgrounds

 • Participation in Disability Days
 • Sponsor and support for various 
non-profi t organisation dealing 
with humanitarian issues, illness, 
disability, workplace 
integration, etc.

LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE 3

Stakeholders Expectations Impact on Fleury Michon Initiatives implemented 
by Fleury Michon

Level 3 suppliers  • Fair pricing
 • Compliance with payment 
deadlines

 • Sustaining the business 
relationship

 • Growth outlook
 • Partnership

 • Financial impact
 • Food quality, safety 
and security

 • Dialogue, consultation between 
purchasers and quality control

 • Audits and quality control

Non-profi t 
organisations/
sponsorship

 • Funding for partnerships, 
sponsorship, patronage

 • Skills infl ux

 • Company reputation
 • Brand awareness

 • Funding of multiple non-profi t 
organisations through corporate 
sponsorship, patronage 
or donations

 • Member of the Board of Directors 
of non-profi t organisations

 • Food donations

Local communities 
and groups

 • Contribution to local issues
 • Protection of the environment
 • Job creation
 • Support for local development 
(economic, infrastructure, 
educational, community-
based, etc.)

 • Allocation of subsidies
 • Funding for projects
 • Regional strengths

 • Distribution of institutional 
documents

 • Participation in local events and 
local non-profi t organisations

 • Meetings with local elected offi cials
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2.1.7 Responsible governance and compliance with ethics

2.1.7.1 THE RULES OF GOVERNANCE 
IN THE FLEURY MICHON MODEL

The table below summarises the MiddleNext corporate governance 

recommendations and presents Fleury Michon’s structure in 

relation to these recommendations.

Additional information on the Board of Directors, its specialised 

committees, and the Strategic Planning Committee, is presented 

in Chapter 3 of the Registration Document.

Fleury Michon governance rules

The Board 
of Directors

Separation of the functions of Chairman 
and Chief Executive Offi cer

Yes

Number of independent directors 
(who have no relationship with the Group 
or its management that could compromise 
their freedom of judgment)(1)

4 out of 11

Number of directors present on the Strategic 
Planning Committee (separation of powers)

0 out of 11

Number of representatives of employee 
shareholders

2 out of 11
For a legal requirement of 1

Number of women on the Board of Directors 4 out of 11

Number of Board of Directors’ meetings 
during the year(1)

5

Average attendance rate 87%

Payment of directors’ fees according 
to attendance rate

Yes

Duration of director terms 3 years, renewable

Concurrent positions(1) All directors are in compliance 
with the rule of non-concurrent positions

Compensation of directors Section 3.2 in Chapter 3 of the Registration Document

Specialised 
committees

Existence of specialised committees Audit and Risks 
Committee

Compensation 
and Appointments 

Committee

CSR Committee

Number of meetings during the fi nancial year 3 2 2

Average attendance rate 100% 100% 89%

Shareholders Quorum during Annual General Meetings General Meeting of 26 May 2016: 84.24% of shares 
and 89.85% of voting rights were represented

(1) MiddleNext corporate governance code.

2.1.7.2 PRINCIPLES OF ETHICAL CONDUCT 
TO SUPPORT THE WORK OF EVERYONE

The Fleury Michon Group’s Principles of Ethical Conduct for 

employees were formalised in 2014 and signed by the members of 

the Management Committee. These principles show the Group’s 

desire to provide everyone with the means to act in the best 

interests of the Group and its reputation, and to perform their 

duties in accordance with the law.

In addition to regulatory requirements, these principles cover 

three areas:

 ● Compliance and promotion of a loyal approach to business 

with customers, suppliers, competitors, service providers and 

shareholders;

 ● Protection and promotion of the Company through its tangible 

and intangible assets, image and reputation;

 ● Respect of integrity in consumers, employees, and civil society 

in general.

The application methods and the manner in which employees 

live and demonstrate these Principles of Ethical Conduct are also 

specifi ed in order to enable everyone to apply them in their daily 

work.

The gradual roll-out of the Principles began in 2015 and requires 

involvement from managers at each level of the organisation, 

starting with General Managers and business line managers.
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2.1.7.3 CHOOSING RESPONSIBLE TAX MANAGEMENT 
AND SOUND FINANCIAL STRATEGY

The Fleury Michon Group is transparent in terms of tax matters and 

strives to fully align its tax policy with its corporate responsibility 

strategy. The Group therefore acts as a responsible corporate 

citizen, not only by complying with the law, but especially in 

providing a fair contribution to the countries in which it operates. 

Accordingly, Fleury Michon pays taxes in these countries, thereby 

contributing to their development and the maintenance of a stable 

economic environment, with quality public services (including 

health, education, safety and transport) that are available to all, 

including the Group itself.

In the same spirit, Fleury Michon upholds a sound fi nancial strategy 

based on conservative and responsible management principles. 

Financial debt is under control and has been steadily decreasing 

since 2012. Financing set up to cover Group investments is 

arranged with banking partners with whom Fleury  Michon 

maintains regular, bilateral and long-term relationships. Finally, the 

Group maintains a signifi cant level of cash and cash equivalents 

to ensure safety and fl exibility.

BOUNDARY BOUNDARY BOUNDARY

NOITASIMITPOLAGELLAGELLI RESPONSIBLENOITASIMITPOLAGEL

TAX FRAUD TAX AVOIDANCE

The use of loopholes

in the tax system, through

technically legal means,

to reduce the amount

of taxes owed

that the authorities have

generally intended to be paid

by all (most commonly through

the transfer of all or a portion

of assets or business activity

to another country

with a more favourable

tax system).

TAX OPTIMISATION RESPONSIBLE TAX

MANAGEMENT

The Company makes

a positive contribution, through

its duly paid taxes, to the

growth of the country where it

operates and to supporting a

stable economic environment

offering quality public services

(health, education, safety,

transport, etc.) for the benefit

of all its citizens, as well as

the Company.

“Illegal” diversion of funds

from a tax system in order to

not contribute to public

budgets.

Legal means used

by companies to reduce their

tax burdens, without the intent

to avoid taxation.

2.1.7.4 SHOWING VIGILANCE AGAINST CORRUPTION

According to Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index, Fleury Michon’s business activities mainly take place in countries 

with medium or low level of risk of corruption.

Directly-owned companies

Joint-venture businesses

0-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 80-89

Very high risk

of corruption

Very low risk

of corruption

Italy (47/100)  

SCORE

Spain (58/100)

Switzerland (86/100)

Norway (85/100)   

Canada (82/100)   France (69/100)

Slovenia (61/100)

70-7960-69 90-100

Although corruption risk is not material for Fleury Michon in its host regions, the Group remains vigilant nevertheless. The Principles of 

Ethical Conduct, which have long provided a framework for employees and were formalised in 2014, are part of this oversight effort.
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2.2 Offering our consumers the best

2.2.1 Extending our CSR policy to suppliers

Through its project of “Helping people eat better every day”, 

Fleury Michon continues and expands on its mission by offering the 

best, safest products to consumers at a fair price. To this end, the 

Group has for many years adopted a strategy that seeks to create 

sourcing channels. Fleury Michon is progressively strengthening 

its relationships and creating close ties with suppliers at each 

link of the supply chain so as to promote a dynamic centred on 

quality, hygiene, safety and responsibility that refl ects its own 

commitment. This is evidenced by quality audits, improvement 

plans, and actions to support suppliers. This sourcing channel 

strategy is the cornerstone of a value chain capable of meeting 

the multiple expectations of consumers.

2.2.1.1 SUPPLY QUALITY: FLEURY MICHON’S 
TOP PRIORITY

Fleury Michon’s purchasing policy is based on a corporate value 

system that places high-quality customer and consumer service 

at the very core of the Group’s concerns. Purchasing practices 

and the quality of supplies are inextricably linked as demonstrated 

by the four purchasing policy commitments.

The four commitments of the purchasing policy

These four commitments fl ow directly from the Group’s strategy, 

and the fourth commitment embodies the Group’s dedication to 

responsibility:

 ● Guarantee supplies by carefully controlling food safety in 

sourcing channels:

 ● select the best sourcing channels through a listing process 

that makes it possible to assess the risks associated with 

each product,

 ● develop appropriate methods and action plans to manage 

risks at all levels of the sourcing channel, based on a risk 

assessment,

 ● establish an audit programme to monitor suppliers and 

all parties involved in the sourcing channel, taking into 

account the risk assessment,

 ● whenever necessary, expand the supply base in order to 

minimise the risk of interruption to supplies,

 ● understand the process model of sourcing channels (origin 

of raw materials, food processing plants, intermediary 

service providers) in order to guard against the risk of 

fraud and dishonesty,

 ● take an active role within the raw materials production 

channels that are of the greatest importance to the 

Group’s activities and implement an active monitoring 

system attuned to strong and weak signals.

 ● Ensure the level of quality by establishing Fleury Michon 

standards:

 ● introduce specifi cations and/or specifi cation sheets in 

collaboration with suppliers,

 ● assess compliance with specifi cations through inspection 

upon receipt or dispatch, and monitoring procedures 

based on the risk assessment,

 ● assess supplier performance and, if necessary, initiate an 

ongoing dialogue to bring about improvements.

 ● Ensure competitiveness and value creation by promoting 

win-win relationships with suppliers:

 ● obtain the optimum purchasing price in relation to the 

expected quality of the product and/or service and 

the overall performance of the product and/or service 

throughout its use,

 ● give priority to the sourcing channels with the fewest 

intermediaries, where each party truly adds value,

 ● re-assess the origin of supplies and/or products whenever 

necessary: calls for tender, diversifi cation, value analysis,

 ● encourage collaborative innovation efforts with suppliers 

to develop new solutions that enhance competitive 

advantage and added value. For example, new generation 

packaging composed of more recyclable materials, or raw 

materials without preservatives or additives.
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 ● Promote sustainable, responsible purchasing practices by 

sharing Fleury Michon best business practices:

 ● act as ambassadors for the Company and its values,

 ● promote long-term partnerships with suppliers,

 ● establish and maintain balanced business relations based 

on interaction and dialogue to fi nd mutual best interests,

 ● remain vigilant as to the mutual economic dependence 

between Fleury Michon and its suppliers,

 ● where applicable, plan for a progressive withdrawal of 

business to end the contract,

 ● take an active role in the fi ght against corruption,

 ● use Fleury Michon’s infl uence to promote practices that 

are fair and respectful of social, human and environmental 

rights.

The purchasing policy must be fl exible to better integrate social 

and environmental criteria over time, in addition to the criteria 

currently focused on quality, traceability and the technical aspects 

of the raw materials and services purchased.

An organisation devoted to implementing 
the purchasing policy

The Company’s purchasing policy has been approved by the 

Strategic Planning Committee.

The General Managers for each business line define their 

purchasing policy, and approve the action plans and resources 

to be implemented. The implementation of the purchasing policy 

and the operational control of the Company’s purchases are the 

responsibility of the Purchasing Manager.

The Purchasing Managers, Quality Control Managers, and those 

in charge of purchasing quality implement all measures necessary 

to ensure the safety and quality of the raw materials, ingredients 

and packaging in accordance with the requirements dictated by 

regulations, customers and the production and fi nished product 

quality units.

Subcontracting plays a small role within the Group. It is primarily 

used for activities that are not at the core of Fleury Michon’s 

business. This is the case for plant security, cleaning and the 

maintenance of equipment and production lines. In total, this 

accounts for less than 10% of the overall amount of service 

purchases.

The employees of external companies who perform work in the 

Group’s production sites enjoy the same access as Fleury Michon 

employees to changing rooms, break rooms, cafeterias, etc. 

They are also subject to the same requirements as Fleury Michon 

personnel under the terms of the Quality-Safety-Environment 

policy.

2.2.1.2 REQUIREMENTS AND CLOSE 
COLLABORATION WITH ALL PARTIES 
IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN: FLEURY MICHON’S 
SOURCING CHANNEL STRATEGY

Fleury Michon has established sourcing channels for its raw 

materials: pork, poultry, beef, salmon, surimi and vegetables, 

to mention but the main ones. For Fleury Michon, a “sourcing 

channel” refers to a restricted number of suppliers from whom the 

Group obtains supplies that conform to very precise specifi cations 

in terms of quality and production methods.

The specifi cation requirements established by Fleury Michon are 

applicable at each stage: design, production, manufacturing, and 

processing. The success in achieving the high standards set by 

the Group within these sourcing channels is only possible thanks 

to the close relationship the Group maintains with its suppliers 

over the long term.

The quality sourcing channel strategy forces Fleury Michon to 

forgo opportunistic “spot purchases” that would put at risk its 

strict approach to quality and traceability.

The Group’s recent history is punctuated by a number of key 

events in this respect:

 ● Since 1973, the Label Rouge sourcing channel for hams and 

then roasted meats;

 ● Since 2002, the Bleu-Blanc-Cœur sourcing channel for hams 

and roasted meats;

 ● Since 2004, the Organic sourcing channel for organic hams 

and then prepared meals and poultry;

 ● Since 2011, the MSC sourcing channel for surimi;

 ● Since 2013, the responsible fishing sourcing channel for 

surimi;

 ● Since 2015, the J’aime sourcing channel for hams and roasted 

meats;

 ● Since 2016, investment in Vallégrain (pork sourcing channel).

Fleury Michon’s charcuterie business also has a partnership 

indicator for its packaging suppliers. 97% of packaging suppliers 

and 92% of ingredient suppliers have been working with 

Fleury Michon for more than fi ve years.

For several years, Fleury Michon has sourced a large proportion 

of its ham from France in order to support the struggling French 

pork industry.

To calculate its economic and social footprint, Fleury Michon used 

the local Footprint® algorithm (www.utopies.com, “economic and 

social footprint” tab). The Company focused specifi cally on the 

pork industry in 2015.

Fleury  Michon jobs related directly to the pork industry 

numbered 1,760 (permanent + fi xed-term + temporary contracts).

Fleury Michon generated nearly 3,200 jobs in the pork industry, 

40% of these through its suppliers. Of these jobs, 45% were based 

in the Grand Ouest region of France (formerly Brittany and the 

Pays de la Loire).

A total of almost 5,000 jobs were created or maintained in France 

by Fleury Michon’s pork channel.
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2.2.1.3 PUSHING OUR QUALITY REQUIREMENTS 
EVER FURTHER: THE GROWTH 
OF RESPONSIBLE SOURCING CHANNELS

Fleury Michon is progressively expanding its requirements and 

developing responsible sourcing channels, which combine 

product quality requirements, respect for workplace conditions 

in production operations, and respect for the environment.

Accordingly, Fleury Michon is committed in different sourcing 

channels to working to protect biodiversity. Organic, Label Rouge 

and Bleu-Blanc-Cœur certifi ed animal sourcing channels are based 

on an integrated approach combining food safety (traceability), 

nutritional quality and a response to consumer expectations by 

offering products of superior quality.

At 31 December 2016, label-certifi ed products accounted for 18% 

of sales of Fleury Michon-brand products in France.

The Organic sourcing channel

The Organic sourcing channel focuses on animal well-being and 

the environment.

The Label Rouge sourcing channel

The Label Rouge sourcing channel relies on specifi c expertise to 

ensure superior-quality products.

The Bleu-Blanc-Cœur sourcing channel

The Bleu-Blanc-Cœur sourcing channel recognises vegetables 

and grains of high nutritional and environmental quality. For more 

information, see boxed text in Section 2.4.5.

Each of these three quality sourcing channels incorporates 

husbandry criteria (including choice of breed, housing conditions, 

care and feeding of animals and slaughter age) by offering products 

that are better for the environment and animal well-being.

The responsible fi shing sourcing channel for surimi

This sourcing channel encompasses both biodiversity and 

social issues through the quality partnerships established with 

suppliers and the product quality guarantee established for 

consumers. In 2013, all of Fleury Michon’s Alaskan fi sh supplies 

(pollock and hake) was sourced from fi sheries certifi ed by the 

MSC (Marine Stewardship Council) for the best-selling product 

in the range: the Tender surimi rolls, which accounts for 80% of 

Fleury Michon-brand surimi volumes.

The responsible fi shing sourcing channel for surimi complies with 

three commitments. The fi rst two directly relate to biodiversity and 

the third is more particularly concerned with people (employees 

and consumers).

 ● Respecting fi shing resources:

 ● selection of two non-endangered wild species: the Alaskan 

pollock and hake, also fi shed in Alaskan waters,

 ● all supplies sourced from fi sheries certifi ed by the Marine 

Stewardship Council (MSC),

 ● limited quantity fi shing designed to allow the resource to 

renew itself and avoid over-fi shing,

 ● monitoring of changes in the resource by scientific 

organisations.

 ● Respecting marine environments:

 ● selection of fi sheries with fi shing methods that respect 

the eco-system,

 ● fi shing targeting single-species shoals of fi sh to minimise 

secondary catches to less than 2.5%.

 ● Respecting people:

 ● long-term partnerships with suppliers,

 ● safety criteria for all suppliers,

 ● traceability from the fi shing boat to the consumer’s plate,

 ● high-quality produce and transformation process (hygiene 

and safety), for a surimi product free of stabilisers and 

fl avour enhancers.

In the spirit of this sourcing channel strategy, Fleury Michon 

decided to expand quality certifi cation to all surimi production 

stages: in addition to MSC certifi cation for pollock and hake, 

the initially processed product, the surimi base, is manufactured 

without sorbitol and polyphosphate, in accordance with the 

specifi cations that bind the Group and its supplier. This superior 

quality surimi base is produced exclusively for Fleury Michon.
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The J’aime sourcing channel

Consumers are adopting more responsible buying behaviours. 

Their priorities are changing and they are asking more questions:

 ● Where did the food come from?

 ● How and where was it made?

 ● Is my meat healthy?

 ● How were the animals raised and fed?

We have launched a new range: J’aime, sourced exclusively from 

the French pork industry.

The pigs are raised on GMO-free (<0.9%) feed and without 

antibiotics (after the 42nd day, the end of the fi rst stage of life).

Our J’aime sourcing channel stands for:

 ● High-quality animal feed: the pigs are fed French grain free 

from GMOs. The origin and composition of all foods are traced;

 ● Animal well-being: strict compliance with the European 

Directive throughout the animal’s life to avoid unnecessary 

suffering;

 ● Health: the pigs are raised without antibiotics after the end 

of the fi rst stage of life (42nd day). To fi ght against antibiotic 

resistance, we have reduced the use of antibiotics also 

prescribed to people;

 ● Sustainable development: an annual environmental audit is 

carried out systematically.

A five-year improvement plan has been put in place to help 

us continue to improve animal well-being and reduce the 

environmental impact of livestock farming. The improvement plan 

implemented throughout the J’aime sourcing channel is made up 

of measures for farms that were optional in 2015 and 2016 and will 

gradually become mandatory as of 2017, until the objectives are 

met in 2020. Measures include the installation of solar panels or an 

energy performance system, water recycling and creep boxes for 

piglets. Farmers can provide either photographic or documentary 

evidence to prove compliance.

2.2.1.4 PIERRE WEILL’S EAT BETTER VISION

What Eating Better means to well-known personalities

In a spirit of openness and collaboration, Fleury Michon invited 

well-known personalities from different walks of life to share and 

contribute to its “Helping people eat better every day” initiative.

Pierre Weill is an agronomist and co-founder of the 

Bleu-Blanc-Cœur healthy foods association. The interview 

has been taken from the Eating Better Manifesto published 

in January 2017.

Feeding animals well to feed people well

“Bleu-Blanc-Cœur started back in the 1990s, when a dairy farmer 

named Jean-Pierre Pasquet noticed that the butter produced from 

his cows’ milk was naturally softer in the spring. At this time of 

year, grass is made up of 65% omega 3. In winter, Pasquet then 

decided to supplement his cows’ diet with protein sources high in 

omega 3, such as faba beans, pea seeds, lupins, alfalfa and fl ax. 

In 1999, a clinical study was carried out during which one group 

of consumers was given dairy products produced by animals fed 

on a soybean diet, while another group of consumers was given 

dairy products from animals fed on a diet of fl ax and soybeans. 

One month later, the results from the second group were better 

than those from the fi rst. It just goes to show, when animals are 

well fed, it can actually improve people’s health!

Bleu-Blanc-Cœur brings together 600 players along the food 

chain, including Fleury Michon since 2001, who campaign to 

reintroduce these seeds into the earth, animal troughs... and on 

to our plates. In Brittany in France, mortality rates for pigs fed 

on a soybean diet is around 8%, but the rate falls to just 4% for 

pigs with a fl ax diet, even without the use of antibiotics because 

omega 3 also helps to prevent certain diseases. Farming in the 

21st century has to take into account the health of people, animals 

and the earth.”
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2.2.2 Maintaining an active nutritional approach

In 1999, Fleury Michon actively adopted a nutritional approach 

designed to promote a sustainable, balanced diet.

Fleury Michon’s health and nutrition policy aims to:

 ● Help people follow a safe, healthy, balanced and sustainable 

diet of great-tasting, delicious foods;

 ● Help promote good eating habits through involvement in 

research and initiatives in the fi eld;

 ● Educate current and future generations about eating better 

and the benefi ts of a varied, balanced diet, while adapting to 

new consumption methods;

 ● Predict food-related issues that will affect our consumers and 

the sustainability of our Company.

2016 highlights include:

 ● The recognition of the achievement of the objectives set 

as part of the second charter of commitment to nutritional 

progress with the State (PNNS) between 2013 and 2015;

 ● The revision of our nutritional charter to include a stronger 

commitment to reduce additives, wherever possible, basing 

our requirements on regulations applicable to organic farming 

and/or products safe for consumption by infants, as well as 

to improve the nutrient density of our products, making them 

higher in fi bre and lower in sugar;

 ● The creation of two new partnerships with the French Diabetics 

Association (AFD) and the French Vegetarian Association 

(AVF);

 ● The renewal of the partnerships with the French Association 

of Gluten Intolerance (AFDIAG), the French Association for 

the Prevention of Allergies (AFPRAL) and Allergobox, which 

has been working with Fleury Michon since 2015 and has 

launched an app to assist people with allergies or intolerances 

by informing them about products in supermarkets, among 

which consumers can find information on Fleury Michon 

products;

 ● The organisation of three  conferences on Health and 

Sustainable Diets to raise awareness among our employees 

about the impact of diet on people’s health – a conference 

on Animal Welfare and Livestock Farming (GreenFlex), 

Professor  David  Khayat’s presentation on Cancer and 

Charcuterie and a conference on Pesticides: Fleury Michon’s 

Challenges and Commitments for Tomorrow (GreenFlex);

 ● The widening of the scope of the nutritional charter abroad, 

particularly in the Norwegian subsidiary;

 ● Research and development carried out as part of our 

professional sporting partnership with the cycling team Direct 

Énergie on the best meals to eat during exercise and desserts 

reworked to bring them in line with daily recommended 

allowances without changing the taste. The goal was to gain 

in-depth, specialist knowledge from professional athletes so 

the wider public can benefi t from our future developments;

 ● The launch of educational initiatives to raise awareness about 

a balanced diet and exercise among the sports associations 

sponsored by Fleury Michon, by developing a Sport and Diet 

toolkit for children aged 4 to 12.

2.2.2.1 AN 18-YEAR COMMITMENT 
WITH FLEURY MICHON’S NUTRITIONAL 
CHARTER

Fleury Michon’s products are at the heart of people’s regular diet 

in France. That is why we have been working every day for the 

last 18 years to develop products that are both balanced and 

delicious.
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The Fleury  Michon nutritional charter is built on five  key 

commitments that are incorporated in the creation of all recipes:

 ● Commitment no. 1 – remove additives;

 ● Commitment no. 2 – optimise fat content;

 ● Commitment no. 3 – reduce salt content;

 ● Commitment no. 4 – improve nutrient density;

 ● Commitment no. 5 – inform the consumer.

2.2.2.2 PLEDGES MADE UNDER THE NATIONAL 
HEALTH AND NUTRITION PROGRAMME

As the only brand to commit to the PNNS over two consecutive 

periods, Fleury Michon is proud to have met the targets set as part 

of its commitment to nutritional progress with the French State 

over 2010-2012 and 2013-2015.

This success comes as a result of the effort made by our teams 

over the last 17 years, which has made it possible to improve the 

average nutritional content of our branded products sold in French 

supermarkets, which accounts for 80% of the Group’s revenue, 

without using any additives.
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SUMMARY OF OUR COMMITMENTS FROM 2010 TO 2015
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2.2.2.3 THE ROOM SAVEURS NUTRITIONAL 
CHARTER

In 2014, Fleury Michon’s delivered meals business line established 

a commitments charter. Out of the six commitments made by 

Room Saveurs, Commitments 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 involve nutrition. 

Commitment  5 is covered in the Section  2.4.6.2 on the 

environment.

Once it had put together its commitments charter on balanced 

nutrition, consumer health and the environment, Room Saveurs 

distributed it to its partners.

In April 2015, a paper copy of the charter was distributed to all 

purchasing, quality and sales managers at its suppliers.

We also sent a copy of the document to some of our key accounts 

to get them on board with our “Helping people eat better every 

day” initiative.

In 2015, Room Saveurs’ Head Chef and Head of Products/

Marketing attended a training course to help them incorporate 

certain nutritional requirements into their recipe development and 

thereby comply with the nutritional charter commitments.

The Group’s nutrition experts and Quality Department worked 

together to produce a “Best Practices” manual, which the 

Room Saveurs teams will use when developing new recipes to 

ensure the commitments are met.

A table of indicators was introduced and will be used to monitor 

and manage the charter commitments.

At the end of 2016, we were able to see an impact across all of 

our commitments.

Commitment 1: Contribute to a balanced and varied diet

Delivered meals are prepared according to the variety 

recommendations issued by the French National Health 

and Nutrition Programme (PNNS). The amount of energy 

provided by one of our delivered meals falls between 800 and 

1,000 kilocalories (excluding bread). 80% of meals include the 

fi ve PNNS components.

By the summer of 2016, 83% of delivered meals included the 

fi ve essential components of a balanced meal (fruit, vegetables, 

carbohydrates, dairy and animal or vegetable protein).

Commitment 2: Contribute to balance and variety 
in fat content

Room Saveurs ensures an appropriate balance between the 

various monounsaturated, polyunsaturated and saturated fats. To 

this end, the brand favours the use of fats from vegetable sources, 

such as olive, rapeseed or nut oil. The total amount of fat must not 

exceed 50g per meal. Room Saveurs is committed to not adding 

palm oil or hydrogenated fats during the creation of its recipes. 

Room Saveurs has started a three-year programme to eliminate 

these ingredients, alongside its suppliers (via specifi cations).

By the summer of 2016, 100% of delivered meals were prepared 

without using hydrogenated oils and 78% without palm oil. 

Room  Saveurs encourages its partners to more frequently 

use rapeseed oil in their salad dressings. Since 1 June 2016, 

the bread served with our delivered meals, certified with the 

Bleu-Blanc-Cœur label, is made from fl our from the Greater Paris 

region and fl ax seed from France. This move is part of the Group’s 

project “Helping people eat better every day”.

Commitment 3: Reduce salt content

Room Saveurs is committed to reducing the average salt content 

of its delivered meals by 5% and to using only fl avourings as 

substitutes. Since  2015, Room  Saveurs has been raising 

awareness among its teams about the importance of reducing 

salt content and has begun research into natural alternatives.

Commitment 4: Decrease the number of additives

Room Saveurs is committed to working with its suppliers as part 

of its continual improvement process to reduce the number of 

additives and to exclude those identifi ed as controversial in light 

of current scientifi c knowledge.

Our delivered meals contain on average seven additives; the result 

of efforts deployed since 2014 in collaboration with our suppliers.

Commitment 6: Inform Room Saveurs’ 
customers of the Company’s work on nutrition 
and a balanced diet

Our goal is to contribute to promoting a balanced diet by making 

information accessible. We have communicated about our 

approach on our website and through the Room Saveurs blog, 

as well as during the two annual events with our customers. The 

R&D team has also benefi ted from a seven-hour training session 

with a nutritionist.

2.2.2.4 INTERNATIONAL

Fleury Michon continued to apply its health and nutrition policy 

throughout its subsidiaries outside France. Each subsidiary has 

now developed its own nutritional charter and sets its own targets 

to improve the nutritional quality of its recipes:

 ● In Canada, a recipe optimisation plan was launched to reduce 

the sugar content of prepared meals. 100% of targets set for 

end-2016 were met;

 ● In Slovenia, a review of the nutritional improvement plan after 

three years shows extremely positive results:

 ● all hydrogenated fats, palm oil and groundnut oil removed 

from across the range,

 ● preservatives eliminated (excluding charcuterie products), 

and fl avour enhancers and artifi cial fl avours removed,

 ● less than 10% fat content across all prepared meals, and

 ● communication on nutritional values along with nutritional 

advice on each product; 
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 ● In Norway, the nutrition policy aims to offer products that can 

easily form part of a varied and balanced diet by helping to 

meet public health recommendations. The main components 

of the nutritional charter are:

 ● gradually reducing salt content and replacing with natural 

ingredients, without using potassium chloride or fl avour 

enhancers,

 ● optimising fat content, where products contain no more 

than 10% fat, and are free from palm oil and hydrogenated 

fats, prioritising oils rich in mono- and polyunsaturated fats 

such as olive oil or rapeseed oil,

 ● removing additives by prohibiting colourings, fl avours, 

preservatives (excluding charcuterie products), and 

additives containing GMOs and not exceeding three 

additives per product, and

 ● informing consumers by systematically detailing nutritional 

values on packaging and recommending how to include 

the product as part of a balanced meal.

2.2.3 Never compromise on product quality and safety

2.2.3.1 A DEMANDING QUALITY POLICY 
TO MEET THE BASIC NEEDS 
OF CONSUMERS

Through its quality and safety policy, Fleury Michon consistently 

seeks to deliver customer satisfaction and meet all regulatory 

requirements, ensuring:

 ● Food safety: control of bacteriological, physical, chemical and 

allergenic risks, implementing the HACCP (Hazard Analysis 

Critical Control Point) methodology and best hygiene practices, 

and ensuring traceability at every stage of the process;

 ● Sensory quality: control and consistency of fi nished products;

 ● Service quality: “product” service focused on practicality and 

ease of use and “customer” service focused on maintaining 

an optimum rate at all times;

 ● Nutritional quality: incorporation of consumer health concerns;

 ● Sustainability: incorporation of the challenges of sustainable 

development.

Fleury  Michon’s quality and safety policy is rooted in the 

implementation of the Quality and Safety Management Systems 

confi rmed by ISO 9001, FSSC22000 or IFS certifi cation.

Our Quality Managers are tasked with implementing, managing 

and coordinating the quality and safety management systems at 

the sites.

The Quality Management System is assessed during management 

reviews and its objectives are also regularly updated. These 

reviews are performed for each business line twice a year.

2.2.3.2 CONSUMER HEALTH AND 
SAFETY IS THE TOP PRIORITY 
FOR FLEURY MICHON

At Fleury  Michon, we are wholly committed to providing 

customer satisfaction by offering products that contribute to 

safe and balanced daily eating habits. The Group sees this 

as a primary responsibility and must provide consumers with: 

responsiveness, service, reactivity and anticipation of their needs. 

The Group provides innovative, convenient products, backed by 

irreproachable standards of quality and safety.

Through its commitment to food safety, Fleury Michon strives daily 

to foster the conditions that protect its food chain through:

 ● Raising employee awareness;

 ● Compliance with procedures;

 ● Ensuring the security of sites, buildings, transport, products, 

processes and procedures;

 ● Ensuring data security.

2.2.3.3 REGULAR MONITORING 
OF PRODUCT TRACEABILITY

As a part of its purchasing quality policy, Fleury Michon employs 

significant resources on supplier inspections and ensuring 

compliance with specifi cations:

 ● Nine people dedicated to purchasing quality;

 ● 214 days of quality and purchasing quality audits at supplier 

sites in 2016;

 ● A food analysis laboratory with eight people;

 ● Systematic visual inspections upon reception;

 ● Daily sensory evaluations;

 ● More than 29,000 chemical analyses;

 ● More than 124,000 bacteriological analyses;

 ● A traceability system that stores the entire product life cycle 

from upstream to downstream.
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For further information on the purchasing quality policy, see 

Section 2.2.1.1.

Audits performed at supplier sites are essential to ensure the 

quality of raw materials, their traceability and compliance with 

the specifi cations established by Fleury Michon.

2.2.3.4 ORGANISATION OF CRISIS PREVENTION 
AND MANAGEMENT

Since there is no such thing as zero risk, every responsible company 

must do whatever is necessary to manage the risks inherent to its 

business. We are committed to providing the resources required 

to predict, respond to and minimise the impacts of a crisis on the 

Company and its environment (consumers, customers, employees 

and communities). Fleury Michon has identifi ed fi ve major risk 

categories:

 ● Food risks: microbiological, chemical, foreign bodies, 

allergens, sourcing channel, food industry environment;

 ● Industrial risks: fi re, pollution, natural disasters, etc.;

 ● Personnel risks: strikes, accidents, rumours, etc.;

 ● Organisational risks: IT, loss of an executive, regulatory 

risks, etc.;

 ● Reputational/media risks.

The Group has put in place a risk map. Identifi ed material risks are 

regularly reviewed by Group Management, the Audit and Risks 

Committee and the Quality Departments.

Section 1.6 of the Registration Document is dedicated to this 

topic.

Prevention and management are structured around six core areas:

 ● Analysis of the potential risks inherent to the Group’s business, 

including food, industrial, personnel, organisational, and 

reputational/media risks;

 ● Management and control systems: prevention fi les, health 

monitoring, media and scientifi c monitoring and the HACCP 

methodology;

 ● Training and awareness: crisis management training, media 

training and crisis simulation exercises;

 ● Procedures to follow in the event of an alert or crisis;

 ● Verification exercises: simulated product recalls and call 

management;

 ● Corrective actions to ensure the crisis does not recur for the 

same causes.

This entire process is monitored by the three members of the 

crisis unit: the Unit Chair, who is the Chief Executive Offi cer, the 

Coordinator and Assistant Coordinator.

The role of this unit during a crisis is to:

 ● Make the decisions and oversee their implementation;

 ● Prepare and coordinate communication efforts;

 ● Maintain the health and safety of consumers as well as the 

sustainability of the Company.

The crisis unit may call upon external entities (crisis management 

agencies, legal experts, trade federations and public authorities).

Fleury Michon has established several measures to ensure the 

success of this unit:

 ● Food safety policy;

 ● HACCP and procedures;

 ● ISO;

 ● Risk identifi cation;

 ● Prevention fi les;

 ● Monitoring of health alerts;

 ● Monitoring of the media and science industries.

In addition to these resources, training and information plans have 

been put in place:

 ● Training sessions:

 ● media training,

 ● management of risk-related calls,

 ● crisis management training.

 ● Information and raising awareness among employees:

 ● food safety,

 ● pocket crisis manual.

 ● Verifi cation exercises:

 ● simulation of product recall,

 ● simulation of call management,

 ● emergency numbers,

 ● crisis prevention and management review,

 ● sites and organisation audits.

In 2016, Fleury Michon focused on raising awareness among 

employees about crisis management and prevention, which 

covered handling risk-related calls, crisis simulation exercises, 

food safety and using the crisis manual.

The scope of intervention was also widened to cover employees 

outside France, training local teams abroad in crisis management 

with the support of a specialised organisation.
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FROM ALERT TO CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Information provided to one of the members of the affected activity/business line/subsidiary/facility/country crisis pool 

Establishment of ad hoc team

Assessment of the situation (fact analysis matrix) by the crisis pool

Discussion with the Chief Executive Officer of the affected activity/business line/subsidiary/country/facility 

Management using the existing procedures 

and/or organisation

ALERTS ON 

PRODUCT RISKS

ALERTS ON 

INDUSTRIAL RISKS

ALERTS ON 

ORGANISATIONAL RISKS

ALERTS ON MEDIA 

REPUTATION RISKS 

POTENTIAL CRISIS SUBJECT

The Group Coordinator is systematically 

and mandatorily informed

The Group Coordinator and the Manager (or their alternates) 

gather the facts and decide 

on the crisis management organisation

Recording of the event, observation by the unit 

that raised the alert

Crisis or near-crisisIncident

Activation of the 

crisis unit for the activity/

business line/subsidiary/

facility/country

Activation 

of the Group 

crisis unit
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2.2.3.5 CONSUMER SATISFACTION

A proactive Customer Service Department 
the very core of Fleury Michon’s activities

Fleury Michon intends to have the capacity to respond to all 

customer requests and ensure their satisfaction. As a result, the 

Customer Service Department is completely internal. It is physically 

located near the main production and supply chain operations and 

support services (QA, R&D, purchasing, marketing, sales, etc.). 

The department represents a strategic asset in the timing and 

relevance of responses.

The department is a member of the Association for the 

Management of Customer Complaints (www.amarc.asso.fr) 

which brings together over 250 companies across all sectors. It 

provides a platform for communication, oversight, and the sharing 

of information to improve best practices in handling customer and 

consumer complaints.

A product range for everyone

As early as 2003, Fleury Michon began to actively work on 

improving the quality of life of consumers with allergies or food 

intolerances. This policy has led to the elimination of certain 

allergens in all or some recipes, such as peanuts, hazelnuts and 

other nuts, locust bean gum, guar gum, red cochineal, tartrazine, 

canthaxanthin, erythrosine, BHA and BHT E321 antioxidants, 

gluten and glutamate. The implementation of HACCP throughout 

all Fleury Michon production sites guarantees clear and reliable 

labelling. The Company website also provides a search feature 

for allergens, to serve the needs of consumers suffering from 

allergies or intolerances.

In 2013, the French Association for the Prevention of Allergies 

(AFPRAL) recognised Fleury Michon for its allergy prevention 

efforts over the past ten years.

Joint efforts with AFPRAL and the French Association of Gluten 

Intolerance (AFDIAG) have made it possible to:

 ● label ham that does not contain celery or gluten;

 ● label more than 35 gluten-free recipes;

 ● raise awareness among Fleury Michon teams on the issues 

associated with allergies and gluten intolerance;

 ● Communicate information through the AFPRAL and 

Fleury Michon websites.

Fleury  Michon offers reduced-salt and low-fat options for 

consumers who wish to maintain a balanced diet. The recipes 

are assessed by a nutritionist and proposed as part of a balanced 

meal.

Fleury Michon offers a range of halal poultry and kosher surimi to 

meet religious dietary requirements.

In order to make the unit price more affordable, the Company 

offers around 20  ham, poultry, and roasted meat options 

consisting of two slices. The Sur le Pouce range of prepared 

meals is the lowest-priced Fleury Michon range and consists of 

approximately ten products. In order to make the price per kilo 

more affordable, there are around ten ham and poultry options 

provided in an eight-slice format. A 42-roll option has also been 

added to the surimi range.

Finally, Fleury Michon has launched a partnership with the website 

www.jevismieux.fr. Je Vis Mieux (I live well) is a social initiative 

for consumers who have difficulty affording their day-to-day 

food needs. This website provides discount coupons for popular 

consumer goods. The partner brands, such as Fleury Michon, 

offer coupons on this website.
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2.2.4 Communication with consumers: transparency from source to plate

At the start of the decade, Fleury Michon decided to showcase 

its corporate culture driven by the quest for excellence in all 

areas. This led the Group to invest in the communication of the 

“obsessed with goodness” concept for the purpose of highlighting 

the years spent enhancing the taste of recipes, eliminating 

additives, preservatives and artifi cial food colourings, selecting 

the best suppliers and creating the sourcing channels.

In  2014 and  2015, Fleury  Michon went a step further by 

demonstrating transparency in its production methods. More 

than just another communication campaign, #VenezVerifi er, the 

pioneering effort of this new approach, represents an innovative 

way of providing information and opening a dialogue with 

consumers.
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In addition to these large-scale campaigns, responsible day-to-day 

communication follows three channels:

 ● Packaging: providing consumer information including the list of 

ingredients and warnings concerning the possible presence of 

major allergens, nutritional information and recycling;

 ● Advertising: Fleury Michon ensures compliance with the 

recommendations of the French advertising self-regulatory 

organisation (ARPP);

 ● Consumer information: detailed information is available on 

our website www.fl eurymichon.fr on product composition, 

allergens, nutritional values per 100g and per portion, as well 

as advice and tips for a healthy and balanced diet and the 

importance of physical exercise.

Nutritional information on packaging, our website and on POS 

materials are ways for us to educate consumers on healthy eating. 

This voluntary initiative is our contribution to promoting healthy 

eating among the general public.

All information presented through all channels is rigorously 

checked by the Quality, Nutrition and Marketing Departments, 

which verify each and every claim and statement against the law, 

regulations and codes.
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2.3 Being the primary economic partner 
for our customers

Fleury Michon and its customers, whether they are involved in 

large-scale distribution (French supermarkets represents 85% of 

the Group’s revenue) or in fast-food, all share a common objective: 

always satisfy consumers to continuously increase loyalty and 

trust. In keeping with this rationale, the Group maintains a 

collaborative relationship with its clients over all stages in the value 

chain (product design, information to consumers, marketing and 

merchandising, supply chain, etc.) to achieve the overarching goal 

of ever-greater customer satisfaction.

2.3.1 Continuous monitoring and dedicated teams to foster relationships

2.3.2 Strong brands that guarantee quality and innovation

The Fleury Michon sales team is made up of 160 individuals fully 

committed to our customers:

 ● Specialised teams for each retailer for better responsiveness;

 ● Retailer marketing teams to provide support and analysis;

 ● Merchandising teams to optimise the range selection;

 ● Sales teams assigned to regions to spread power.

A team of 120 sales representatives implement the strategy in 

the fi eld in close relation with the customer and pass information 

back to headquarters.

As recognition of its involvement in the fi eld, in 2013, Fleury Michon 

Charcuterie received the Mètre d’Argent awarded by the French 

Merchandising Institute. This prize rewarded the three years 

spent developing an approach and a tool to provide answers to 

three questions:

 ● Who are this store’s customers?

 ● Who are this store’s competitors?

 ● What performance should we target for this store’s self-service 

charcuterie section?

2.3.2.1 STRONG BRANDS 
FOR COMMERCIAL SUCCESS

In French supermarkets, all our products are sold under one brand: 

Fleury Michon, which represents 95% of revenue from French 

supermarkets. The remaining 5% are store-brand products.

The brand is a major competitive asset. Commercial success and 

consumer preferences depend on its brand awareness and image. 

In the French supermarkets sector, thanks to the Fleury Michon 

brand, the Group is(1):

 ● No. 1 in self-service charcuterie, with 13.3% of the market 

share;

 ● No. 1 in surimi, with 26.8% of the market share;

 ● No. 1 in individual prepared meals, with 30.0% of the market 

share.

(1) IRI market shares 2016 by value in hyper and supermarkets + hard discount + drive.
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In 2016, Fleury Michon-brand revenue totalled €590.6 million. The 

brand is one of the best known throughout France, with nearly 

100% awareness, and among the highest sales, with 79.4% of 

households in France buying Fleury Michon-brand products(2).

Fleury Michon is also the leader in delivered meals through its 

subsidiary, Room Saveurs, which also uses a brand strategy to 

better segment its products: Fauchon, Flo Prestige, Roberta, Liza, 

Boco, etc.

Fleury Michon has numerous strengths that make it a leader within 

its markets. Among its customers, the Group is recognised as 

a preferred supplier due to its ability to generate revenue and 

profitability, innovate, provide service and stimulate demand 

among consumers.

2.3.2.2 MAINTAINING OUR POSITION AS LEADER 
THROUGH QUALITY AND INNOVATION

It is crucial for Fleury Michon to maintain an excellent relationship 

with each and every one of its customers. The Group therefore 

strives to provide quality, innovative and profi table products. In 

today’s extremely competitive economic environment, and despite 

price pressures, the Group is constantly evolving in order to fi nd 

solutions within its organisation and by innovating, without ever 

compromising on quality.

Each year, 20% to 25% of the range is updated, the packaging 

is revamped and new advertising themes are launched. 

Fleury Michon offers a collaborative and comprehensive approach 

to its customers with a dual objective to improve both the 

attractiveness and profi tability of the store aisle, as well as the 

visibility of its products.

The complete product ranges developed by Fleury Michon enable 

our customers to appeal to all consumers by offering products 

that meet their specifi c expectations (such as natural ingredients, 

health, nutritional balance, sourcing channels and premium 

quality).

We respond to calls for tender for travel catering and hospital 

food services that, for obvious food security and nutritional profi le 

reasons, are extremely precise and demanding in all aspects. 

Fleury Michon has demonstrated its ability to ensure customer 

loyalty in airline catering and is now working to conquer the new 

market in healthy catering for hospitals.

(2) Kantar Worldpanel 2016.

2.3.3 High-performance supply chain

2.3.4 Certifications that guarantee quality and high standards

Finally, the reliability and high performance of Fleury Michon’s 

supply chain are well known in the industry and among customers. 

This is evidenced by the fact that the Group recorded a service 

rate(1) in 2016 of 99.5% and a breakage rate(3) of 0.01%. Out 

of 95,000 metric tonnes dispatched, these performance rates 

position the Group as a leader in supply-chain in the fresh produce 

sector of the food industry.

(1) The service rate measures the ability to deliver an order according to specifications and within deadlines, to the proper destination, in exact quantities and 
in compliance with sell-by date requirements.

(3) Formula for calculating the breakage rate: delivery date/sell-by date.

Production sites in France:

 ● Cooking aids: ISO 22000 FSSC and ISO 50001

 ● Montifaut (ham): ISO 9001 and ISO 50001

 ● Chantonnay (charcuterie): ISO 9001

 ● Cambrai: Quality control

 ● Plélan: ISO 22000

 ● Mouilleron-en-Pareds: ISO 9001, ISO 50001 and IFS

 ● Montifaut (prepared meals): ISO 9001, ISO 50001 and IFS

 ● Prepared seafood (Chantonnay): ISO 9001, ISO 50001 and 

IFS

Supply chain:

 ● Supply chain platform: ISO 9001 and ISO 50001

Registered offi ce:

 ● Fleury Michon SA: ISO 50001

Production sites outside France:

 ● DDFC (Canada): ISO 22000 FSSC

 ● Proconi (Slovenia) ISO 9001 and IFS
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2.4 Controlling the environmental impacts 
of our operations

Fleury Michon’s environmental impacts are the same as those 

of any food industry company: consumption of raw materials, 

particularly agricultural, but also packaging materials, water and 

energy; the production of waste and emission of effl uents. In 

addition to complying with the particularly strict environmental 

standards and regulations that apply to the food industry, the 

Group must, in order to ensure its long-term operations, optimise 

its use of raw materials in its manufacturing processes starting right 

from the design stage of its recipes or packaging. Fleury Michon 

also endeavours to reduce the quantity of waste, effl uents and 

greenhouse gases generated by its industrial activities as well as 

by its supply chain and storage activities. It also strives to train its 

employees on environmental issues.

The majority of the environmental indicators cover operations in 

France, Canada and Slovenia. Where this is not the case, the 

reason will be given in a note attached to the indicator in question. 

If the data for Slovenia and Canada is not available, this will be 

indicated by NA in the table.

Room Saveurs, whose business is the delivery of prepared meals 

to companies throughout the Paris region, does not fall within 

the scope of the current environmental reporting. Given that it is 

exclusively a service provider, its reporting is excluded from that 

of Group. The environmental data specifi c to Room Saveurs are 

presented in Section 2.4.6.2.

2.4.1 Our environmental management strategy

2.4.1.1 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT IS 
GUIDED BY THE GROUP’S QSE POLICY

Fleury  Michon is committed to growing its business while 

controlling its impacts on the environment. Its CSR strategy is 

based on the Quality, Safety and Environment (QSE) policy signed 

in 2013 by the Chief Executive Offi cer and the Chief Operating 

Offi cer and updated in 2014. The QSE policy covers the following 

areas:

 ● Quality, food safety and customer satisfaction;

 ● Food safety and security;

 ● Security of information systems;

 ● The environment.

Fleury  Michon has defined the following areas as priority 

environmental issues:

 ● Prevention of pollution;

 ● Sustainable use of resources (energy, raw materials and 

packaging);

 ● Protection of the environment.

The Group intends to use an increasingly integrated approach in the 

methods it uses to manage and make decisions on environmental 

issues, particularly in terms of energy consumption and packaging. 

Quantitative objectives for the reduction of environmental impacts 

by 2020 have been set for France. They cover three key areas:

 ● Energy effi ciency;

 ● Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions;

 ● Recycling of industrial waste.
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Energy consumption

Expressed in KWh per kg of product, the energy consumption (gas 

and electricity) target is 2.0 KWh/kg in 2020 versus the 2008 fi gure 

of 2.73 KWh/kg. This is the equivalent of a 27% improvement in 

energy performance in France.

2008 2016
2020
Target

2.73 2.22 2.00

In kWh/kg

Greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1 and 2)

Expressed as equivalent metric tonnes of CO2 per metric tonne 

produced, greenhouse gas emissions in France are expected 

to fall from 0.33 to 0.23 between 2008 and 2020, a reduction 

of 30%.

0. 33 0.26 0.23

In CO
2
eq./t

2008 2016
2020
Target

Proportion of waste processed by recovery channels

The 2020 waste recovery target for France is 85% compared to 

the 2008 fi gure of 70%.

70% 82% 85%

2008 2016
2020
Target

2.4.1.2 RESPONSIBILITIES AND RESOURCES 
DEPLOYED FOR THE MANAGEMENT 
OF HYGIENE AND ENERGY QUALITY

Responsibilities and resources used

The QSE policy is approved by the Strategic Planning Committee 

and is applicable to operations in France.

General Management and managers for each business line 

approve the action plans and the methods to be implemented. 

The implementation and the operational oversight of these action 

plans are assigned to the individual site managers, who are in 

charge of the appropriate process or function.

Consistency with the overall approach is ensured by the QSE 

Director.

Accordingly, QSE provides support for the business to implement 

measures to protect the environment, monitor improvement 

plans, promote sharing of best practices and track environmental 

indicators.

This QSE policy is reiterated annually for each of the entities. The 

management system is assessed and the goals are modifi ed on 

a regular basis during the review period or by the Management 

Committee.

Among the other resources devoted to the prevention of 

environmental risks and pollution, Fleury Michon has appointed 

a Safety Manager in charge of people, goods, environment and 

energy who has been in position since late 2016.

France has very strict environmental laws, particularly for the 

agri-food industry. Before a production site in France can be 

commissioned, it must file a classified environmental facility 

application and receive special administrative approval from a 

government environmental protection agency (Direction régionale 

de l’environnement, de l’aménagement et du logement – DREAL).

For facilities outside France, Fleury Michon applies the regulations 

in force in each country.

Management systems

The implementation of the Group QSE policy is ensured by 

management systems that follow a process of continuous 

improvement consisting of:

 ● Defining goals incorporating regulatory requirements and 

changes;

 ● Allocating appropriate resources to achieve these goals;

 ● Implementing the action plans;

 ● Putting in place the necessary corrective actions;

 ● Measuring the effectiveness and sustainability of the 

improvement process.

Fleury Michon thus complies with ISO 9001 and ISO 22000 for 

the implementation of management systems in its production 

units and emphasises the guidelines that directly relate to its core 

business of product hygiene and food safety.
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The Prepared Meals, Charcuterie and Prepared Seafood 

businesses are certifi ed ISO 9001 (2008 version) or ISO 22000: 

2005, i.e., six production units in the Vendée region, as well as 

the supply chain platform.

In 2014, the Plélan-le-Grand unit initiated the process for obtaining 

ISO 22000 certifi cation, which was obtained in 2015.

The Group is also guided by ISO 50001 for energy management, 

an issue with a strong environmental and economic impact. 

Mouilleron Prepared Meals, Montifaut Prepared Meals and 

Chantonnay Prepared Seafood sites have had ISO  50001 

certification since March 2015 and the Montifaut Ham and 

Pouzauges Gare sites obtained certifi cation in September 2015.

2.4.1.3 TRAINING AND AWARENESS-RAISING 
ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Fleury Michon regularly conducts awareness campaigns on waste 

and environmental best practices, with a focus on issues such 

as reducing water and energy consumption, waste sorting and 

recycling.

In  2016, 262  individuals in France received training on 

environment-related topics. These training programmes addressed 

matters such as fi re risks and the operation of refrigeration units, 

waste sorting, recycling plastics and ISO 50001.

2.4.2 Preventing pollution

2.4.2.1 WASTE MANAGEMENT INTEGRATED 
WITHIN OUR PRODUCTION SITES

Fleury Michon’s activities generate various types of waste, mainly:

 ● Ordinary industrial waste (OIW) is non-hazardous, 

non-organic waste such as raw material packaging, plastic 

packaging borders, cardboard, paper, wood and scrap metal 

(for example, our pallets in Europe are sourced through a 

recovery channel from which a portion of the profi t is donated 

to an organization that provides people living with a disability 

with access to employment). This waste is recovered either for 

recycling, re-use or as solid recovered fuel (SRF);

 ● Organic waste is the result of preparation and manufacturing 

within the various Fleury  Michon production sites. It is 

processed through specialised channels for the production of 

animal feed and methanation since 2010. Commissioned in 

2010, the new system contributes to combating food waste 

by converting organic waste into methane. Working on this 

issue in collaboration with our selected partner has enabled 

us to increase recovery by separating packaging from organic 

matter;

 ● Hazardous industrial waste (HIW) is only found in small 

quantities in Fleury Michon’s processes. It is the result of 

maintenance work: used oils, solvents, waste electrical and 

electronic equipment (WEEE) including lighting consumables. 

This waste is sorted at the source and recycled by specialised 

service providers.

BREAKDOWN OF RECOVERED WASTE BY TYPE IN 2016 (% OF VOLUME) IN FRANCE (BASED ON 12,224 METRIC TONNES) 
AND FRANCE + INTERNATIONAL (BASED ON 13,625 METRIC TONNES)

France

61%
Organic waste

39%
Ordinary industrial waste

NS
Hazardous industrial waste

France + Canada + Slovenia

50%
Organic waste

50%
Ordinary industrial waste

NS
Hazardous industrial waste

All production sites are tasked with reducing the quantity of waste 

produced by optimising the use of materials and packaging. Waste 

processing is handled within each production unit by sorting at the 

source for recycling and recovery in specifi c processing channels 

for cardboard, paper, plastic, organic materials and scrap metal.

In April 2014, following a trial with a new service provider that has 

developed an innovative technology, Fleury Michon began sorting 

and recycling complex film borders made from polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET).

Our improved waste recovery rate can also be attributed 

to optimised waste sorting and the SRF recovery channel 

implemented at all production sites.
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WASTE PROCESSING

2015 2016 Change

FRANCE(1)

Total waste generated (in metric tonnes) 14,102 12,224 -13.3%

Ratio of total waste generated per kg of product (in g/kg) 151 141 -6.8%

Total waste recovered (in metric tonnes) 11,249 10,029 -10.8%

Proportion of waste processed by recovery channel 79.7% 82% +2.3 points

CANADA + SLOVENIA(2)

Total waste generated (in metric tonnes) 1,283 1,401 +9.2%

Ratio of total waste generated per kg of product (in g/kg) 196 193 -1.4%

Total waste recovered (in metric tonnes) 419 400 -4.5%

Proportion of waste processed by recovery channel 32.7% 28.5% -4.2 points

CONSOLIDATED(1)(2)

Total waste generated (in metric tonnes) 15,386 13,625 -11.4%

Ratio of total waste generated per kg of product (in g/kg) 154 145 -5.8%

Total waste recovered (in metric tonnes) 11,668 10,429 -10.6%

Proportion of waste processed by recovery channel 75.8% 76.5% +0.9 points

(1) Excluding treatment plant sludge.
(2) Excluding paper waste in Canada.

Recovery rates outside France are low because of a lack of recycling facilities in Canada, with the exception of the cardboard recycling 

facility close to the Rigaud production site.

PROPORTION OF WASTE PROCESSED BY RECOVERY CHANNEL

79. 8% 82% 76.5%

2015 2016

France France
and international

2016

+2.2%

2.4.2.2 CONTROLLING DISCHARGES 
INTO WATER, A CRUCIAL CONCERN 
FOR THE GROUP

Given its business, Fleury Michon is particularly concerned by 

waste discharged into water. The Company is extremely attentive 

in managing and treating wastewater to improve treatment 

effi ciency.

Fleury  Michon has established a system that enables the 

production sites to directly connect to their own wastewater 

treatment plants. These plants are equipped to reduce organic, 

nitrogen and phosphorous pollution to concentrations that comply 

with the applicable environmental regulations. Effl uent is treated 

at three plants in Mouilleron, Chantonnay and Pouzauges Gare. 

The Pouzauges Gare site has been equipped with a facility using 

activated sludge technology since 2010. From June to November, 

treated water from the Mouilleron and Pouzauges Gare plants are 

used to irrigate farmland. Discharges into rivers are thus eliminated 

during the low-water season.

The plants are managed either internally by Fleury  Michon 

technicians with the assistance of companies specialising in 

wastewater treatment, or directly by these same companies. 

They are all equipped with measurement and automatic monitoring 

systems. Through effective management and maintenance, the 

quality of the effl uent from these plants exceeds legal requirements.

The Cambrai and Plélan-le-Grand production units pre-treat their 

effl uents, which are then treated in local plants.

The measurement methods used by the Group’s operations in 

Canada and Slovenia do not allow us to provide reliable data on 

the chemical oxygen demand (COD).
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CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND (COD)*

2015 2016 Change

Final Chemical Oxygen Demand (in metric tonnes) 21.27 22.39 +5.3%

Net COD ratio (in mg per kg of product) 227.7 257.8 +13.3%

* This is the total of the COD recorded in the treatment plants directly managed by Fleury Michon and the effl uents treated by the local plants (Cambrai and Plélan). 
The total COD therefore does not include the operations of international entities.

2.4.3.1 EFFICIENT WATER CONSUMPTION TO MINIMISE THE IMPACT OF OUR USE

2015 2016 Change

FRANCE

Water consumption (in m3) 904,944 880,662 -2.7%

Water consumption intensity (in litres per kg of product) 9.69 10.14 +4.6%

CANADA + SLOVENIA

Water consumption (in m3) 146,245 168,224 +15%

Water consumption intensity (in litres per kg of product) 22.41 23.18 +3.5%

CONSOLIDATED

Water consumption (in m3) 1,051,189 1,048,886 -0.2%

Water consumption intensity (in litres per kg of product) 10.52 11.15 +6.0%

Our production sites get their water supply from the public drinking 

water distribution network. For the most part, the water is used for 

production, cleaning the production lines and cooling.

Because of the location of its production sites, Fleury Michon is not 

affected by the problems of regions experiencing water scarcity 

(see the WBCSD Global Water Tool on www.wbcsd.org).

Nevertheless, each production site monitors water consumption 

and each year determines its objectives and associated action 

plans in order to optimise the use of resources.

Overall, consumption between 2015 and 2016 fell by 2,303m3. 

However, the consumption ratio increased by 0.63l/kg because 

the minimum energy consumption for cleaning purposes remained 

the same and production volumes fell.

Over the last eight  years, the water consumption ratio has 

decreased by 28% within the Vendée Unit.

Overall water consumption in France in 2016 dropped by 2.7% 

to 880,662m3.

2.4.3 Sustainable use of resources

2.4.2.3 MANAGING NOISE POLLUTION

Preventing noise pollution is one of the responsibilities of a 

production company like Fleury Michon. Noise pollution limits are 

stated in each site’s operating permit and are regularly monitored. 

The reduction of noise pollution is also taken into account when 

purchasing new equipment. Furthermore, employees working at 

production sites are required to wear ear protection equipment.
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CHANGE IN WATER CONSUMPTION SINCE 2008 AT THE VENDÉE UNIT 
(I.E., 73% OF THE CONSOLIDATED SCOPE)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2015 2015201420132012

12. 5 11.9 10. 8 10. 8 10. 2 9.9 8.910. 5

In litres/kg

10. 1

0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

2016

-19. 2%

2.4.3.2 OPTIMISING THE CONSUMPTION 
OF RAW MATERIALS, A CLEAR ECONOMIC 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL NECESSITY

Given its activities, Fleury Michon deals with two signifi cant types 

of consumables – packaging and raw materials used in recipes. 

Since operations directly depend on the availability and renewal of 

these resources, the Group is eager to optimise their use.

Optimising yields from food raw materials

BREAKDOWN OF PURCHASING IN 2016 – ALL SOURCES (FRANCE + ABROAD)

In metric tonnes 2015 2016 Change

Pork 48,804 44,659 -8.5%

Poultry 21,311 22,060 +3.5%

Fish and seafood 8,749 9,834 +12.4%

Vegetables, carbohydrates, spices and other ingredients 19,273 19,170 -0.5%

TOTAL FRANCE 98,137 95,723 -2.5%

Pork 133 128 -3.8%

Poultry 1,262 1,542 +22.2%

Fish and seafood 91 36 -61%

Vegetables, carbohydrates, spices and other ingredients 4,717 5,272 +12%

TOTAL CANADA + SLOVENIA 6,203 6,977 +12.5%

Pork 48,937 44,787 -8.5%

Poultry 22,573 23,602 +4.6%

Fish and seafood 8,840 9,869 +11.6%

Vegetables, carbohydrates, spices and other ingredients 23,900 24,442 +1.9%

TOTAL 104,340 102,700 -1.57%

BREAKDOWN OF PURCHASES IN 2016 (% OF VOLUMES)

France

23%
Poultry

10. 3%
Fish and seafood

20%
Vegetables, carbohydrates,
spices and other
ingredients

46.7%
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(+1.4pts)

(+0.4pts)

France + Canada + Slovenia

23.8%
Poultry

9.6%
Fish and seafood

23%
Vegetables, carbohydrates,
spices and other
ingredients

43.6%
Pork

(-3.3 pts)

(+1.4 pts)

(+1.1 pts)

(+0.8 pts)
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The main steps involve fi nding the proper balance between the 

quality of raw materials and the production processes (cooking 

and slicing for example) to optimise the use of resources 

while maintaining the desired level of quality as defi ned in the 

specifi cations. The concepts of traceability, quality and monitoring 

of our raw materials are described in Sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2.

Fleury Michon has been implementing effective solutions as part of 

its policy to actively reduce food waste for many years. For further 

details, see Section 2.4.3.3.

Packaging: a key role in the food industry

For Fleury Michon, packaging has three main purposes:

 ● Protecting and preserving the product to safeguard the health 

and safety of consumers;

 ● Ensuring optimal conditions for the transportation and storage 

of products in order to guarantee that consumers will receive 

a quality product;

 ● Informing consumers and providing essential information (such 

as mandatory legal notices, nutritional information, recycling 

of packaging and recipe ideas).

Plastic and cardboard are the main packaging categories used by 

Fleury Michon. The volumes of the other categories consumed by 

Fleury Michon are not material.

Fleury  Michon reporting is based on the Éco-Emballage 

eco-packaging declaration in France. It includes data from 

Slovenia for the volumes sold in France (95% of volumes from 

Slovenia) as well as volumes produced in Canada.

PACKAGING USED FOR THE FRENCH MARKET IN 2016

In metric tonnes 2015 2016 Change

Plastics 8,445 8,196 -2.9%

Cardboard 1,696 1,370 -19.2%

Aluminium 75 10 -86%

Other materials 670 705 +5.2%

Packaging use ratio per kg of product (in g/kg) 124.4 118.4 -4.8%

Total packaging quantity in France 10,887 10,281 -5.6%

Plastics 312 348 +11.5%

Cardboard 57 106 +86%

Aluminium 20 23 +15%

Packaging use ratio per kg of product (in g/kg) 70.2 77.7 +10.7%

Total packaging quantity in Canada 389 477 +22.6%

Plastics 8,757 8,544 +2.4%

Cardboard 1,753 1,476 -15.8%

Aluminium 95 33 -65%

Other materials 670 705 +5.2%

Packaging use ratio per kg of product (in g/kg) 121.2 115.7 -4.5%

Total packaging quantity in France + Canada 11,275 10,758 -4.5%

Source: Eco-packaging declaration for the French supermarkets business sector.
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BREAKDOWN OF PACKAGING MATERIALS USED BY FLEURY MICHON

France

0.1%
Aluminium

79.7%
Plastics

6.9%
Other materials

13. 3%
Cardboard

(-2.1 pts)

(-0.7 pts)

(-2.3 pts)(-0.6 pts)

France + Canada + Slovenia

0. 3%
Aluminium

79.4%
Plastics

6.6%
Other materials

13.7%
Cardboard

The change in packaging consumption comes as a result of the 

reduction in volumes and changes in the product mix.

Optimising the weight of packaging, seeking new recycling 

channels and using recyclable materials are challenges for 

which the search for solutions and implementation are long-term 

issues. Fleury Michon participates in the development of solutions 

incorporating biobased materials, mono-material packaging or 

packaging made using a percentage of recycled materials in 

partnership with research laboratories, universities and the 

suppliers’ research centres.

Since  2010, thanks to its actions to reduce, optimise and 

streamline, Fleury Michon has decreased its packaging by the 

equivalent of 940 metric tonnes per year (plastics, cardboard and 

other materials).

2015
2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2016

t = In tonnes-6,584T

-511 t 
-169 t 
-429 t 

-910 t 

-690 t 

-2,222 t 

-1,653 t

2.4.3.3 COMBATING FOOD WASTE

Fleury Michon produces and sells 395 million freshly prepared 

meal solutions every year, which requires a total of 86,838 tonnes 

of foodstuffs. The Group is therefore heavily involved in combating 

food waste.

The measures put in place include:

 ● Upstream: the decision to purchase ready-to-use raw 

materials, as our suppliers are better placed than we are to 

re-use any waste products, such as bones, fat and vegetable 

peelings, produced as a result of preparing raw materials, for 

example for use in animal feed;

 ● Product design: the amount of product per packet is adapted 

to each use. Packets of ham and roasted meats and boxes of 

surimi are available in various sizes so consumers can buy an 

appropriate amount depending on their needs. Cooking aids 

are available in perforated multiple-portion packaging trays 

that allow the product stay fresh and the consumer to use 

the product as required. Packaging is designed to protect 

the product as much as possible to avoid breakage. We have 

given away several million stay-fresh boxes to consumers and 

preserve the sensory characteristics of our ham even after 

opening. Information on recommended quantities per meal is 

included on each packet;

 ● Production: Fleury Michon uses a highly effective system to 

predict sales in order to produce the right amount of each 

product and limit any surplus;

 ● Downstream: Fleury Michon’s supply chain is able to deliver to 

our customers’ supply chain platforms several times a week. 

Our sales teams are also in contact every day with customers 

to evaluate stock delivered and adjust quantities to meet the 

needs of consumers so as to reduce unsold units in stores 

as much as possible;

 ● Remaining unsold units: 167 tonnes of unsold products are 

delivered to food banks. In addition, we run the “Fleury Shop”, 

a clearance store, which also has its own website, for 

employees of our economic and social units, where they can 

buy unsold units that are still safe to eat at low prices. This 

store sells approximately 129 tonnes of food per year.
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2.4.3.4 REDUCING ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Natural gas is used to generate steam used in the cooking 

process. Electricity is used for refrigeration at our production sites 

and supply chain platform and operating equipment.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY TYPE (IN % OF MW/H) FRANCE 
+ INTERNATIONAL

France

46%
Gas

54%
Electricity

(-2 pts)

(+2 pts)

France + Canada + Slovenia

48%
Gas

52%
Electricity

DIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION

2015 2016 Change

FRANCE

Natural gas (in MW/h) 100,256 88,340 -11.9%

Ratio 
(in kW/h per kg of product) 1.07 1.02 -4.9%

CANADA + SLOVENIA

Natural gas (in MW/h) 15,928 19,100 +19.9%

Ratio 
(in kW/h per kg of product) 2.44 2.63 +7.9%

CONSOLIDATED

Natural gas (in MW/h) 116,183 107,439 -7.5%

Ratio 
(in kW/h per kg of product) 1.16 1.14 -1.6%

The decrease in gas consumption in France is mainly due to heat 

recovery efforts in several sites.

In 2016, we combined the amount of fuel oil and diesel consumed 

by Fleury Michon’s own vehicle fl eet in France (as in 2015), and 

now include in the reported fi gures the consumption of vehicles on 

long-term leases (sales representatives and supply chain vehicles).

FUEL OIL CONSUMPTION (IN LITRES)

2015 2016 Change

FRANCE

Fuel oil consumption 
(in litres) 45,583 39,703 -12.9%

Fuel oil ratio 
(in litres per kg of product) 0.488 0.469 -6.3%

CANADA + SLOVENIA

Fuel oil consumption 
(in litres) 683 407 -40.5%

Fuel oil ratio 
(in litres per kg of product) 0.105 0.056 -46.7%

CONSOLIDATED

Fuel oil consumption 
(in litres) 42,666 40,110 -13.3%

Fuel oil ratio 
(in litres per kg of product) 0.492 0.426 -13.4%

DIESEL CONSUMPTION IN FRANCE (IN LITRES)

2015 2016 Change

FRANCE

Diesel consumption 
(in litres) 504,925 454,208 -10%

Net diesel ratio 
(in litres per tonne of product) 5.405 5.231 -3.2%
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CHANGE IN DIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION EXCLUDING FUEL OIL SINCE 
2008 FOR THE VENDÉE UNIT (I.E., 74% OF THE CONSOLIDATED SCOPE)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2015 2015201420132012

In kWh/kg

1. 1

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2016

-24%

1.45 1. 35 1. 24 1. 21 1. 19 1.06 1.021. 21

Energy consumption was reduced by 24% over the 2008-2016 

period in the Vendée Unit.

INDIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION

2015 2016 Change

FRANCE

Electricity (in MW/h) 108,026 104,129 -3.6%

Ratio 
(in kW/h per kg of product) 1.16 1.2 +3.4%

CANADA + SLOVENIA

Electricity (in MW/h) 12,209 12,836 +5.1%

Ratio 
(in kW/h per kg of product) 1.87 1.77 -5.4%

CONSOLIDATED

Electricity (in MW/h) 120,236 116,966 -2.7%

Ratio 
(in kW/h per kg of product) 1.20 1.24 +3.6%

The improved energy performance is the result of modifi cations 

made to refrigeration units (synchronous variable speed motors, 

effi cient condensers and a fl oating high pressure system).

CHANGE IN INDIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION SINCE 2008 
FOR THE VENDÉE UNIT (I.E., 78% OF THE CONSOLIDATED SCOPE)

In kWh/kg

1. 26 1. 25 1. 11 1. 17 1. 18 1. 17 1.09 1.091. 18

2008 2009 2010 2011 2015 2015201420132012
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-13. 5%

 

Electricity consumption was reduced by 13.5% over the 2008-2016 

period in the Vendée Unit.
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2.4.4 Reducing greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)

The summary presented below is split into two sections.

The fi rst indicates the greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) generated 

by the businesses directly owned by the Company. The scope 

includes points 1 and 2 of the regulatory review conducted the 

previous year.

The fi gures reported for these emissions now include the inter-site 

shuttle buses and vehicles of sales representatives in France.

The scope covers:

 ● The Company’s operations in France, i.e., the sites belonging 

to the Vendée Unit, the Charcuteries Cuisinées de Plélan 

in the Ille-et-Vilaine department of France and the Société 

d’Innovation Culinaire in the Nord department of France. 

Room Saveurs is not included in these fi gures, as the data 

relating to the Company in the chosen scope are immaterial.

The reference year for operations in France and abroad is 2015. 

Emissions for  2016 were measured at constant scope and 

according to the same rules.

Scope 3 covers the Group’s upstream and downstream emissions 

that are related to its operations.

The carbon audit carried out in 2009 by the charcuterie business 

highlighted purchasing of products and services as the main 

source of emissions, accounting for 94% of scope 3 emissions.

The second section covers the extension of the GHG audit in 2016 

to the most material scope 3 sources, in accordance with the 

provisions of Decree 2016-1138 of 19 August 2016.

We identified these sources by analysing the various audits 

conducted by the Group over recent years.

In the scope 3 “product purchasing” category, the 2016 audit 

includes:

 ● The meat raw materials used most in Fleury  Michon’s 

operations (pork and poultry);

 ● Packaging.

The scope has therefore been extended to include the Company’s 

operations in France, i.e.,  the sites belonging to the Vendée 

Unit, the Charcuteries Cuisinées de Plélan in the Ille-et-Vilaine 

department of France and the Société d’Innovation Culinaire in 

the Nord department of France. Room Saveurs is not included 

in the audit.

For each element, the fi nal result is expressed in metric tonnes 

of CO2 equivalent.

The emission factors used to convert these data into metric tonnes 

of CO2 equivalent come from the base carbone, a public database 

developed in collaboration with the French National Environment 

and Energy Management Agency (ADEME). These emission 

factors were updated to take into account the most recent 

versions published on the website www.bilans-ges.ademe.fr.

2.4.4.1 SCOPE 1 AND 2 GHG AUDIT

2015 2016 Change

FRANCE

Total in metric tonnes 
of CO2 equivalent 25,864 22,899 -11.5%

Total in metric tonnes 
of CO2 equivalent per tonne 
of product 0.27 0.26 -1.5%

CANADA + SLOVENIA

Total in metric tonnes 
of CO2 equivalent 5,445 6,136 +12.7%

Total in metric tonnes 
of CO2 equivalent per tonne 
of product 0.83 0.85 +1.4%

CONSOLIDATED

Total in metric tonnes 
of CO2 equivalent 31,309 29,036 -7.3%

Total in metric tonnes 
of CO2 equivalent per tonne 
of product 0.31 0.31 -1.5%

0.27 0. 26 0. 31

2015 2016

France France
and international

2016

-1.5%

Greenhouse gas emissions decreased in France. The ratio of 

metric tonnes of CO2 equivalent per tonne of product also fell.

The slightly lower ratio confirms that the energy initiatives 

introduced in 2016 have made it possible to limit the impact 

of lower volumes, which generally has a negative effect due to 

consumption minimums.

Greenhouse gas emissions from international operations are 

heavily impacted by electricity, for which the emission factors are 

much higher than in France (x6 for Slovenia, x3 for Canada), due 

to the use of a different energy mix. Greenhouse gas emissions 

rose slightly as a result.

Overall, the ratio is down slightly over the scope as a whole.
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2.4.5 Promoting biodiversity

None of the production sites are on protected biodiversity areas.

Fleury Michon’s business activities impact biodiversity through 

its supply chain. As part of its corporate social responsibility 

strategy, Fleury Michon develops responsible sourcing channels 

and principles for taking biodiversity into account in its purchasing 

guidelines.

Since 2013, all surimi supplies destined for the Fleury Michon 

brand bear the MSC (Marine Stewardship Council) label.

Fleury Michon has become involved in the Bleu-Blanc-Cœur 

organisation, which promotes the protection of biodiversity and 

the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.

Bleu-Blanc-Cœur working for better health for the land, 

animals and people

Bleu-Blanc-Cœur promotes responsible agriculture that protects 

health and takes into account environmental and nutritional 

objectives. Bleu-Blanc-Cœur’s guiding principle is simple: it is 

vital to respect the food chain, because in order to provide 

good food for people, proper care must be taken of crops and 

animal health.

This approach prioritises crops that are more favourable to 

biodiversity: more flax, more protein crops and less corn, 

which consumes particularly high amounts of water, and less 

soybean, which is often cultivated to the detriment of the 

Amazon rainforest.

Thanks to production methods, the products sourced through 

the Bleu-Blanc-Coeur channel are lower in fat (less saturated 

fats, more omega 3, etc.) and contribute to a better nutritional 

balance.

Since 2002, the Bleu-Blanc-Cœur Fleury Michon recipes have 

made it possible to(1):

 ● Fight against global warming by avoiding planting 

38,924 hectares of soybean and therefore alleviate Amazon 

deforestation;

 ● Improve biodiversity by planting 17,804 hectares of protein 

crops and 16,024 hectares of fl ax to replace the production 

of 22,244 metric tonnes of corn;

 ● 27% of these results were obtained in 2016 alone, due to 

increased sales of Bleu-Blanc-Cœur products in step with 

consumers.

(1) Source: Bleu-Blanc-Cœur 2016.

2.4.4.2 SCOPE 3 GHG AUDIT (INDIRECT 
EMISSIONS) – MATERIAL SOURCES

Fleury Michon has identifi ed purchases of the following as material 

sources of GHG emissions:

 ● Pork;

 ● Chicken;

 ● Turkey;

 ● Plastics;

 ● Cardboard.

Of all raw material categories, meat products account for the 

highest levels of GHG emissions.

We have chosen the emission factors that best represent our 

operations among those available in the base carbone database.

Scope 3 Extension 2015 2016 Change

Total in metric tonnes 
of CO2 equivalent NA 398,735 NA

Total in metric tonnes 
of CO2 equivalent per 
tonne of product NA 4.7 NA

Meat products account for the vast majority of Fleury Michon’s 

indirect emissions (94%).
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2.4.6 Environmental efforts by service business lines

2.4.6.1 REDUCING ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACTS ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE SUPPLY CHAIN

Fleury Michon’s transport activities can be broken down into 

two main sub-groups:

 ● Transportation between the various Fleury Michon production 

sites and its supply chain platform, ensured by an inter-site 

shuttle service managed internally. In  2016, the Group 

managed a fl eet of 10 vehicles under long-term leases for 

these journeys between sites, which only represented a very 

small proportion of the number of kilometres covered by the 

products during the preparation and distribution process;

 ● Transportation from the Fleury Michon supply chain platform 

to the customer and distributor platforms. Fleury Michon 

outsources this transportation to shipping services providers.

In addition, Fleury Michon Logistique operates a supply chain 

platform located in Pouzauges. Fleury Michon Logistique’s purpose 

is to run an effi cient supply chain that both serves the Group’s 

strategy and respects the Quality, Safety and Environmental policy. 

The scope of the Group QSE policy encompasses its supply chain 

activities.

Each year, Fleury Michon Logistique defi nes its annual priorities 

within a supply chain policy in order to improve its performance 

and anticipate the future. In terms of CSR, on 20 May 2015 

Fleury Michon Logistique signed an agreement with the French 

Ministry for Ecology, Sustainable Development and Energy, 

ADEME and the Association of Freight Transportation Users to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions caused by the transportation 

of goods linked to its operations. The FRET 21 commitment 

for 2018 represents a fall of 8% in the ratio of metric tonnes of 

CO2/1,000 metric tonnes transported. Three FRET 21 targets have 

been set for the next three years:

 ● Create new virtuous cycles between the raw materials sourced 

by Fleury Michon production units and transportation to retail 

platforms;

 ● Optimise pallets to increase the quantity transported in each 

load;

 ● Continue eco-driving training for heavy goods vehicle drivers 

and drivers of other vehicles.

On this last point, the initiative begun in 2013 helped to reduce our 

CO2 emissions by four metric tonnes between 2013 and 2015 by 

training 18 heavy goods vehicle drivers working on the inter-site 

shuttle service.

Between 2015 and 2016, 16 vehicles were replaced with hybrid 

vehicles.

Moreover, in 2015, an ISO 50001-certifi ed energy management 

strategy was implemented for the supply chain at the Pouzauges 

Gare platform.

The responsible fi shing sourcing channel for surimi – a promise to respect fi shing resources

Since 2013, the surimi used in Fleury Michon-brand 

recipes has been sourced from fi sheries in Alaska 

certifi ed by the Marine Stewardship Council(1), which 

ensures the preservation of natural resources.

This means that secondary catches (fi sh caught 

unintentionally) account for less than 2.5% of the 

quantities fi shed.

(1) Monitoring by an independent body.
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In addition, the 30 transport providers undergo regular audits; 

annually for those with a market share close to or higher than 

10% and every three years for all others. Newly listed transport 

providers are also audited during the fi rst year of being listed. 

Accordingly, Fleury Michon performs 10 to 12 audits per year. 

These audits include 17 environmental criteria divided into three 

evaluation categories: vehicles and environmental management 

of the fl eet, company policy and management of the environment 

strategy and personnel and environment management.

In 2015, Fleury Michon established an electric vehicle fl eet for 

employee travel between the sites in the Vendée region.

2.4.6.2 ROOM SAVEURS ENVIRONMENT POLICY

In 2004, Fleury Michon acquired a prepared meals delivery service 

to businesses in the Paris region.

In  2016, IFRS revenue generated by Room  Saveurs was 

€25.9 million and 940,000 delivered meals and meal boxes were 

sold.

Room Saveurs offers a wide variety of products suitable for every 

offi ce meal occasion:

 ● Luxury, with “Fauchon”;

 ● Brasserie, with “Flo Prestige”;

 ● Italian, with “Roberta”;

 ● Lebanese, with “Liza”;

 ● Locavore and Organic with “Pleine Nature”;

 ● Simplicity, with “Pause Déjeuner”;

 ● Sandwiches with “Pause Déjeuner”;

 ● Buffets, cocktails, and breakfasts.

Room Saveurs is a service-only business that employed 45 people 

at 31  December 2016. Room  Saveurs creates, develops, 

markets and promotes its range of delivered meals. The cooking, 

preparation and delivery of meals are performed by external 

service providers.

Out of the six  commitments included in the Room Saveurs 

nutritional charter (see Section 2.2.2.3), the fi fth specifi cally deals 

with the environment:

Commitment 5: Promote an environmentally 
friendly approach

Whenever possible, Room Saveurs prioritises local and/or organic 

products in its delivered meals:

 ● Within the next three years 40% of delivered meals will include 

at least one organic or local item of food;

 ● The delivered meals ranges will continue to source 80% of 

meat products from France.

In 2016, it was noted that:

 ● On the 2016 Spring/Summer menu, 36% of delivered meals 

included at least one organic and/or local item. We plan to 

maintain this rate in 2017;

 ● The proportion of French meat dropped slightly for our 

2016 Spring/Summer menu to 88% compared with 92% 

on the 2015 menu due to diffi culties with our suppliers of 

French meat. Improved consideration of these diffi culties by 

purchasing and R&D teams should allow us to return to the 

rates prevailing at the end of 2014.

INCREASE THE PORTION OF RAW MATERIALS SOURCED 
IN FRANCE OR FROM ORGANIC FARMING

Each of the two annual menus (Spring/Summer, Autumn/Winter) 

consists of sixty or so items. Over time, Room Saveurs has 

increased the portion of products that are locally or organically 

produced.

In 2016, Room Saveurs’ R&D teams endeavoured to prioritise 

ingredients sourced through direct channels, such as Vexin mustard 

or fruit and vegetables from the Val d’Oise department of France.

With the aim of driving change in farming practices, Room Saveurs 

established a partnership with the non-profi t organisation Fermes 

d’avenir (farms of the future). For each consumer feedback form 

received, €1 (excl. taxes) is donated to the project. Between 

September and December 2016, €800 was collected for this 

organisation dedicated to developing a new model for farming 

(agroecology and permaculture) that is benefi cial to both mankind 

and the environment.

Priority is given to French meat: 88% of the meat products in 

delivered meals on the 2016 Spring/Summer menu originated in 

France, compared with 84% for the 2015 Spring/Summer menu.

This was made possible by:

 ● The establishment of strategic areas of focus in the defi nition 

of the ranges during the R&D process;

 ● Buy-in from R&D teams and new employees;

 ● Support for the commitments from service providers, right 

from development stage.

EVER-LIGHTER PACKAGING

Whenever possible, Room Saveurs also gives priority to packaging 

products manufactured in Europe or France. For example, Pause 

Déjeuner boxes are manufactured in the Greater Paris region and 

Pleine Nature boxes are manufactured in France. More recently, 

the production of Roberta boxes has been moved back to France 

after two years of development in collaboration with packaging 

industry professionals to develop a fully-recyclable cardboard box 

with the plastic coating removed.

In 2016/2017, 45% of meal boxes will be made in France.

Room Saveurs has been working to reduce the weight of its 

products since 2009. The Company will not be taking this work 

any further as it believes it has now achieved the right balance 

between reliability and strength.

The packaging for the Flo Prestige and Fauchon boxes was 

modifi ed in 2014 in order to limit the unnecessary sub-boxes 

and to facilitate the unpacking of the cardboard boxes in the 

production sites. A comparison between 2014 and 2013 sales 

shows a reduction of 4.9 metric tonnes of cardboard.
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CONTROLLING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF OUR OPERATIONS

In  2015, 85% of our glasses were manufactured in the 

Nord-Pas-de-Calais region of France. We continued these 

efforts throughout 2016 to reach 100% in September. We also 

launched the fi rst plastic packaging 100% made in France for 

Room Saveurs. It is the fulfi lment of 12 months’ work on behalf 

of the purchasing quality teams, and Room Saveurs fully intends 

to continue along this path. We strive to fi nd suppliers in France 

or Europe for all our markets.

In 2015, the salad bar boxes were modified to make them 

stackable. This change enabled us to optimise our packaging, 

from 80 pieces to 105 per pallet, resulting in a 31% reduction in 

storage volume, the equivalent of 30 fewer pallets over a year.

SELECT AN ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY SUPPLY CHAIN 
PARTNER

Room Saveurs’ supply chain partner is also endeavouring to 

implement more environmentally friendly practices. Adherence 

to the CO2 charter, followed by the CO2 label in 2016, has led 

to an 11% reduction in its CO2 per km emissions between 2009 

and 2012. The goal set by the charter for the 2013-2015 period 

of a 5% reduction was far surpassed, reaching a 15% reduction 

in total. This was achieved by using vehicles that meet the latest 

emissions standards (Euro 6), training and raising awareness 

among delivery drivers about the benefi ts of eco-driving.

In order to achieve these results, the vehicle fl eet renewal has 

been accelerated, drivers have undergone training in eco-friendly 

driving practices, and awareness and training sessions on driving 

best practices have been conducted.

Since mid-2014, all fi ve commercial vehicles directly owned by 

Room Saveurs are hybrid (fuel-electric) cars.

ROOM SAVEURS EMPLOYEES UNITED IN THIS EFFORT

Internally, Room  Saveurs employees are fully aware of 

environmental best practices. Paper consumption has remained 

stable for three years at an average of 12 reams per person.

In collaboration with La Poste, Room Saveurs has set up a service 

with Nespresso to recycle coffee capsules used by the company. 

In 2016, Nespresso recycled 94kg-worth of capsules from which 

they were able to recover 9kg of aluminium (equivalent to 936 15cl 

cans) and 84kg of ground coffee that can be used in compost 

or biogas.

In response to customer demand, Room Saveurs has entered into 

a sustainable development commitment with EcoVadis. EcoVadis 

is an SME that develops responsible purchasing and evaluation 

solutions. An evaluation is performed on 21 CSR indicators, 

divided into four categories: environment, social, ethics and 

supply chain. Already classed as gold, Room Saveurs continued 

to improve in 2016, gaining 2 points on the prior year to reach a 

grade of 70%.

A SECOND LIFE FOR OUR PRODUCTS

In 2012, we were the fi rst company to launch a non-food waste 

recovery service (glasses, cutlery and thermos). We are currently 

the only company in the market to offer this service free of charge 

to our customers.

In 2014, thanks to its clients, Room Saveurs provided glasses, 

cutlery and thermos to all housing centres for the emergency 

medical service in Paris as well as its night patrols.

Since September 2016, the glass bowls from the BOCO range 

have also been included in the recycling service.

Also in September 2016, a new recycling kit was made available 

to consumers, with the aim of encouraging recycling by tackling 

the obstacles identifi ed by users (such as the amount of glasses 

and cutlery not always appropriate to the kind of meeting and 

assembly diffi culties).

2015 2016 Change

Glasses 7,490 9,690 +29%

Cutlery 37,450 48,450 +29%

Thermos 481 805 +67%
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Finding the right balance between business growth and a compassionate approach

“We reaffi rm our vocation as a company built by men and women who care about their responsibilities and the long-term general 

interest. Because the vocation of a company, a community made up of people, is not just to sell profi table products or services. It 

is also to improve working conditions and be attentive to the interests of its partners and environment.”

Grégoire Gonnord,
Chairman

2.5.1 Human Resources policy: finding the right balance between business 
growth and a compassionate approach

2.5 A responsible employer

Key social matters in 2016

The main highlights of 2016 were:

 ● Organisational change to support our project of “Helping 

people eat better every day”;

 ● Balancing headcount through professional and geographic 

mobility to best meet operational requirements across the 

various sites;

 ● Continuing to boost the skills and employability of employees 

in particular by way of an ongoing training programme;

 ● HR actions and policy to support the project of “Helping 

people eat better every day”;

 ● Organising and invigorating internal communications to ensure 

information corresponds to the realities of work in the fi eld 

to foster a special relationship between employees and the 

Company.

Fleury Michon’s human resources policy aims to achieve social 

cohesion and a pleasant working environment by putting emphasis 

on proximity, ongoing dialogue and skills development.

Fleury Michon has for many years focused on achieving the 

right balance between business growth and a compassionate 

approach. Maintaining the employability of each Fleury Michon 

team member is very important, both now and in the future. 

Fleury Michon fi rmly believes that its employees are an asset to 

the Company and that their skills, commitment, motivation and 

teamwork are part and parcel of its success.

The human resources policy seeks to:

 ● Support the transformation of the Company driven by the 

“Helping people eat better every day” initiative;

 ● Anticipate the skills required in the future and maintaining the 

employability of teams via effective HR management;

 ● Develop a specific Fleury Michon management approach 

based on individual responsibility, performance, proximity and 

teamwork, in line with the Group’s values;

 ● Develop a dynamic and interactive internal communication 

system that promotes motivation;

 ● Manage labour relations through continuous dialogue, 

openness and harmonious relationships;

 ● Manage diversity, talent and individual and collective 

motivation.

The implementation of these management priorities, both in 

France and abroad, is taking place in accordance with the Group’s 

values. They are fostered by a decentralised managerial policy, a 

cornerstone of the Group’s culture. Learning, proximity and agility 

are key components of management principles.

Fleury Michon strives to increase employability and provides 

professional training for its employees and for those within the 

companies it owns. The joint-ventures, co-owned with Italian and 

Spanish partners, share the same outlook as Fleury Michon.

The Human Resources team consists of around 50 employees 

tasked with implementing the Group’s human resources policy. 

This policy guides the career paths of Group employees, their skills 

development and the quality of the work environment.

The human resources policy is centred around listening to 

customers, adapting to the environment, supporting change, 

interactive communication and team training.
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EXCELLENCE 
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EXCELLENCE IN 
CUSTOMER AND 

CONSUMER SERVICE
Make the most of your 

professional skills to serve
 internal and external customers

CONTINUOUS 
ADAPTABILITY 

TO CHANGE
Embrace change to 

guarantee a sustainable 
future for yourself 

and the Group

MUTUAL 
RESPECT

Respect people, 
rules and 

the common 
good

MUTUAL 
TRUST

Have confidence 
in your co-workers 

and trust them 
to help build 

our future

CONTINUOUS 
DIALOGUE

Exchange and share 
information 

on a daily basis

SUSTAINABLE 
FOCUS ON THE 

COLLECTIVE INTEREST
Be a team player 

to support the Group 
and its long-term 

future

These values have been defined in collaboration with 

representatives of all employees and all Group operations. Working 

groups were set up to identify values that refl ect an operating 

system shared by most employees. These values are in some 

way part and parcel of the daily life of each and every person in 

their working relations, exchanges and collaboration with peers 

and managers.

In its quest to provide outstanding service to its customers and 

consumers, the Group has adopted fi ve fundamental values.

Finally, because the Group could not be the success it is without 

its employees, teamwork and motivation are key factors in the 

implementation of the Company project.

The human resources policy takes this factor into sufficient 

consideration. It motivates employees through:

 ● Decentralised management;

 ● Team accountability;

 ● Dialogue;

 ● Team ownership of projects;

 ● Diversity management;

 ● Joint management of career development with the employee;

 ● Training;

 ● Internal communications;

 ● Individual recognition.
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2.5.3 Group employee profile

2.5.3.1 A GROUP PRESENT MAINLY IN FRANCE

WORKFORCE BY GEOGRAPHICAL ZONE AT 31 DECEMBER (PERMANENT 
AND FIXED-TERM CONTRACTS)

2016 2015

France 89% 3,370 3,528

Europe excluding France 
(Slovenia, Norway 
and Switzerland) 2% 80 65

Outside Europe (Canada) 9% 355 316

TOTAL 100% 3,805 3,909

For Fleury Michon, sustainability enables the Group to provide 

long-term employment. In a challenging, unstable economic 

climate, the Group has adopted a cautious employment 

management approach. Based on retirement forecasts for the 

next few years and market changes, it can control and anticipate 

the manpower requirements of the business.

Fleury Michon’s sustainable employment policy:

 ● Protects the employment of all employees on permanent 

contracts to maintain a job for each person;

 ● Focuses on internal mobility;

 ● Continues to support career development and maintain 

employability.

2.5.3.2 PROFILE OF A MANUFACTURER

WORKFORCE(1) AT 31 DECEMBER 2016

Management Supervisors Technicians Offi ce staff
Manual 

workers Total

Permanent contract Men 221 164 359 14 1,107 1,865

Women 134 50 184 45 813 1,226

Fixed-term contracts Men 0 2 8 17 110 137

Women 1 2 12 25 102 142

Total contracts 
permanent + fi xed-term

Men 221 166 367 31 1,217 2,002

Women 135 52 196 70 915 1,368

TOTAL FRANCE 356 218 563 101 2,132 3,370

Temporary staff France 120

2.5.2 Social reporting scope

By default, the scope for social reporting is the same as the 

scope of consolidation. However, some social indicators are not 

monitored in Canadian and/or Slovenian operations. In these 

cases, the relevant information is given for each indicator. When 

the scope covers only operations in France, this represents 89% 

of the consolidated workforce. If the data for Slovenia, Canada, 

Norway and Switzerland are not available, this will be indicated 

by NA in the tables.
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Management Supervisors Technicians Offi ce staff
Manual 

workers Total

Permanent contract

Men 1 2 4 4 20 31

Women 2 3 3 1 22 31

Fixed-term contracts

Men 0 0 2 0 8 10

Women 0 0 1 1 6 8

Total contracts 
permanent + fi xed-term

Men 1 2 6 4 28 41

Women 2 3 4 2 28 39

TOTAL SLOVENIA 
+ SWITZERLAND + NORWAY

3 5 10 6 56 80(2)

Workforce

Permanent contract

Men 2,050

Women 1,452

Fixed-term contracts

Men 151

Women 152

Total contracts permanent + fi xed-term

Men 2,201

Women 1,604

TOTAL 3,805

(1) Number of employees on the payroll at 31 December. Employees with a permanent or fi xed-term contract.
(2) Employees in Canada are not included in the table as the various categories (management, supervisors and technicians) do not apply. In 2016, 39 temporary employees were 

included in DDFC’s headcount.

BREAKDOWN BY EMPLOYEE CATEGORY IN 2016 (% OF PERMANENT 

EMPLOYEES) – GROUP IN FRANCE

11%
Management

6%
Supervisors

17%
Technicians

3%
Office staff

63%
Workers

Workforce numbers (permanent and fixed-term contracts) 

decreased by 2.7% at Group level between 2015 and 2016. 

The permanent workforce fel l  by 48  people between 

31 December 2015 and 31 December 2016. There was also a 

decrease in the number of employees on fi xed-term contracts. It 

should be noted that 2015 saw extremely strong volume growth 

compared with 2016. Outside France, the number of employees 

on permanent contracts remained stable in Slovenia, but increased 

by 14% in Canada between 31 December 2015 and 31 December 

2016 in order to meet operational needs. This reflects an 

employment policy which combines caution with adaptation to 

the business environment and to the Group’s needs.

The breakdown between the different employee categories was 

stable on the whole compared with 2015, with a slight increase 

of 1% in technicians.

The Group aims to ensure its long-term economic viability and 

maintain its current employment levels. Fleury Michon has had a 

Strategic workforce plan (GPEC) in place since 2007 as a result of 

an agreement with the employee representatives. This three-year 

plan is reviewed monthly in order to ensure its employment and 

skills management is in line with skills requirements and future 

business needs.

BREAKDOWN OF WORKFORCE BETWEEN EMPLOYEES ON PERMANENT AND FIXED-TERM CONTRACTS AT 31 DECEMBER 2016 
FOR THE CONSOLIDATED GROUP

France

92%
Full-time

8%
Part-time

France + Canada + Slovenia

92%
Full-time

8%
Part-time
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BREAKDOWN OF MEN AND WOMEN WITHIN THE AGE PYRAMID FOR THE CONSOLIDATED GROUP IN 2016 FOR EMPLOYEES ON PERMANENT 
CONTRACTS

France

Under 20 years

20 to 24

25 to 29

30 to 34

35 to 39

40 to 44

45 to 49

50 to 54

55 to 59

60 years and over

1, 8651, 226
26

185

238

196

240

167

89

77

8

0

18

302

291

303

405

263

151

103

29

0

France + Canada + Slovenia

Under 20 years

20 to 24

25 to 29

30 to 34

35 to 39

40 to 44

45 to 49

50 to 54

55 to 59

60 years and over

2,0501,452
51

220

274

224

261

199

108

96

19

0

36

321

310

328

423

289

174

124

42

3

In line with its people development policy, the Company closely 

monitors its employment insecurity rate(1). An estimated insecurity 

rate is stated in the Vendée Unit. This estimated insecurity rate 

helps the Group manage its permanent and fi xed-term staffi ng 

requirements precisely. The insecurity rate was in line with the 

10% target set by the Company agreement, and it is still below 

the average rate for manufacturing companies.

The quality of the workforce planning is assessed annually. This 

ensures that progress is made and facilitates optimum accuracy 

in the forecasting of staffi ng requirements.

This management methodology, using the employment insecurity 

rate and hour indicators, gives an overall view and visibility on 

changes in business volumes, without generating employment 

diffi culties. Employees may be moved between production sites 

(distance of approximately 20km to 25km for the Vendée sites), as 

was the case in 2016, which allows the Group to manage cyclical 

fl uctuations (seasonality of certain lines, line discontinuation and 

launches, etc.).

2.5.3.3 A WELL-BALANCED AGE PYRAMID

At 31 December 2016, with a generally well-balanced age pyramid 

for employees on permanent contracts, the GPEC plan can be 

managed while taking account of the 300 employees across the 

French sites due to retire in the next fi ve years (given a retirement 

age of 62).

The age pyramid refl ects hiring cycles and shows major trends in 

the workforce since the introduction of the agreement on reduced 

working hours in 1998. It is analysed every year in the GPEC 

Committee with the signatory trade unions. This pyramid is one of 

the tools used by the Human Resources Department to manage 

skills, develop them in line with needs and, as such, manage 

employment for the years to come. The objective is to maintain 

an employment policy that closely mirrors the trends evidenced, 

both internally and externally.

The age breakdown has remained steady overall for the past 

two years. The average age of employees in France was 45 

in 2016.

With the increase in the legal retirement age, and the resulting 

overall ageing of the workforce, Fleury Michon continues to strive 

to maintain the employability of its people, particularly those in 

the “seniors” category.

It seems important that the employment of seniors is handled 

together with workplace stress. Lengthy service with the Company 

could have exposed employees to specifi c stress factors (relating 

to the changes in French legislation introduced by the Act of 

20 January 2014) during their career. However, any measures to 

support senior employees should not cause any form of limitation 

to the other employee populations or be to the detriment of their 

working conditions; intergenerational cohesion must remain intact.

In response to these fundamental challenges, Fleury Michon has 

therefore developed a proactive health and stress prevention 

policy several years ago for the Vendée Unit. The measures put 

in place are aimed at helping to improve the working conditions 

of employees throughout their career to enable them to remain in 

employment and continue doing their job.

The GPEC plan supplements these measures and is of key 

importance at Fleury Michon to maintain employability and further 

both the Company strategy and project. It is based on needs 

forecasts, consideration of changes in jobs, ongoing training, 

career development and employee mobility.

(1) Employment insecurity rate = (fixed-term + temporary employees)/(permanent + fixed-term + temporary employees).
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2.5.3.4 NEW HIRES AND DEPARTURES

BREAKDOWN OF NEW HIRES IN 2016 AND 2015 ON PERMANENT CONTRACTS FOR THE CONSOLIDATED GROUP

New hires 2016 2015

Permanent contract

Men 31 91

Women 21 67

TOTAL FRANCE 52 158

Permanent contract

Men 70 28

Women 73 32

TOTAL CANADA + SLOVENIA 143 60

Permanent contract

Men 101 119

Women 94 99

TOTAL 195 218

BREAKDOWN OF DEPARTURES IN 2016 AND 2015 ON PERMANENT CONTRACTS FOR THE CONSOLIDATED GROUP

2016 2015

Voluntary departures 107 89

Resignations 37 23

Retirements 69 65

Unit departures to other Fleury Michon companies 1 1

Involuntary departures 22 14

Lay-offs (economic, misconduct, unsuitability, etc.) 14 5

End of probationary period 2 2

Deaths 6 7

Mutually-agreed contract termination 18 19

TOTAL FRANCE 147 122

Voluntary departures 87 39

Resignations 83 35

Retirements 4 4

Involuntary departures 11 6

Lay-offs (economic, misconduct, unsuitability, etc.) 11 6

End of probationary period 0 0

Deaths 0 0

Mutually-agreed contract termination 4 6

TOTAL CANADA + SLOVENIA 102 51

Voluntary departures 194 128

Resignations 120 58

Retirements 73 69

Unit departures to other Fleury Michon companies 1 1

Involuntary departures 33 20

Lay-offs (economic, misconduct, unsuitability, etc.) 25 11

End of probationary period 2 2

Deaths 6 7

Mutually-agreed contract termination 22 25

TOTAL 249 173
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We have seen an increasing number of retirements in the past 

few years, as a direct result of regulations. Retirement numbers 

accordingly remain high and represent 63% of voluntary departures 

from the Group in France (46% of total departures).

PERCENTAGE OF VOLUNTARY DEPARTURES FOR THE GROUP

2016 2015

FRANCE

Percentage of voluntary 
departures 73% 73%

CANADA + SLOVENIA

Percentage of voluntary 
departures 85% 76%

CONSOLIDATED

Percentage of voluntary 
departures 78% 74%

In 2016, turnover for France was 3.13%, compared with 4.43% 

in 2015. This decrease was due to a lower rate of recruitment 

in 2016 compared with 2015, as the overall amount of voluntary 

departures increased from 122 to 147.

It should be noted that the average length of service is 

approximately 18 years, which refl ects the dedication and pride 

of Group employees.

2.5.4 Safeguarding health and safety and fostering good working relations

People are what matter most to Fleury Michon. We work every 

day to provide the conditions to protect the health and safety of 

our employees and all others present on our sites. The Group 

constantly strives to improve working conditions to safeguard both 

the physical and psychological health of our employees.

2.5.4.1 HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK, 
THE NUMBER ONE PRIORITY FOR HUMAN 
RESOURCES

A dedicated organisation for health and safety 
in the workplace at Fleury Michon

At Fleury Michon, we prioritise the safety of people and property. 

We do this on a daily basis and it is very much part of the Group’s 

culture and the spirit of its Company-wide agreements. Initiatives 

intended to guarantee employee health and safety are not 

add-ons, but are tightly integrated into working activities.

BREAKDOWN OF DEPARTURES BY REASON IN 2016 FOR THE CONSOLIDATED GROUP

France

73%
Voluntary departures

15%
Involuntary departures

12%
Mutually-agreed
contract termination

France + Canada + Slovenia

78%
Voluntary departures13%

Involuntary departures

9%
Mutually-agreed
contract termination
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ORGANISATION OF HEALTH AND SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE AT FLEURY MICHON (FRANCE)

• 2 doctors

• 7  nurses

• 1 administrative assistant

• 1 Group safety coordinator

• 1 Group safety representative 
at each facility

• 1 ergonomist

• 1 “Working together for 
Zero Accidents” 
project manager

• 1 HR executives team

• 1 three-person Social Council

• 1 external council providing 
managerial assistance 
(psychological counselling, 
psycho-social risks, an internal 
coaching unit, well-being in 
the workplace)

• 1 company-wide Health, Safety 
and Working Conditions Committee

• 1 Health, Safety and Working 
Conditions Committee at each site

• 76 meetings held in 2016 (excluding visits 
including 1 cross-disciplinary meeting)

• 85 meetings held in 2015, including 
two cross-disciplinary meetings
 (for Fleury Michon France)

• €7 million in safety and working conditions 
investments in 2015 for the Vendée Unit

HEALTH SAFETY

ASSISTANCE HEALTH, SAFETY AND WORKING 

CONDITIONS COMMITTEE

In 2016, we launched the project “Working together for Zero 

Accidents” and the person chosen to steer the project joined the 

Safety segment. Through this project, we are seeking to reach a 

new level of excellence, both in terms of safety-related results and 

employee behaviour. Based on 2016 data, we aim to halve the 

number of occupational accidents resulting in lost time by 2019.

The project is built around three key measures:

1. Raising awareness among employees through meetings at all 

sites and posts displaying indicators and monitored data,

2. Incorporating the principles of safety into the integration 

process employees on temporary, fi xed-term and seasonal 

contracts,

3. Analysing past accidents to help put in place action plans, for 

example by adapting equipment or job descriptions.

More than just a project, “Working together for Zero Accidents” 

should help us lay a solid foundation to build a corporate mindset 

focused on safety.

The Company has conducted health and safety preservation efforts 

for many years. Prevention and safety budgets are established:

 ● In the investment budgets, because all projects need to take 

account of working conditions and include an allocation for 

safety in their budget;

 ● In the CHSCT budgets.

In 2016, the French sites received €1.35 million in investments 

related to workplace safety. This sum includes €0.7 million 

purely for safety initiatives, and almost €0.65 million dedicated to 

improving working conditions.

In 2016, a project manager was chosen to steer the project 

“Working together for Zero Accidents” and joined the Group’s 

Safety segment.

At the end of 2016, the Group created a QSE Department for 

France, under which the Safety segment was placed.

Overseen by management, the preservation of health and safety 

requires intervention across a variety of functions, including 

workplace safety and the Health, Safety and Working Conditions 

Committee (CHSCT). Fleury Michon’s organisation to support 

health, safety and well-being at work is set out in the diagram 

below.
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The 2016 risk prevention programme focused on four areas:

 ● Launch of the Group accident prevention strategy “Working 

together for Zero Accidents”;

 ● Prevention and reduction of RSI (repetitive strain injury) and 

occupational accidents caused by manual lifting;

 ● Prevention and reduction of occupational accidents caused 

by handling equipment;

 ● Workplace stress.

Occupational accidents, a key indicator

Occupational accidents (most frequently lifting, slips, trips and falls 

and accidents involving handling equipment) and occupational 

illnesses are analysed in the CHSCT and monitored by the Works 

Council on a quarterly basis.

In Canada, analysis and monitoring takes place during the 

ten meetings of the Workplace Health and Safety Commission.

FREQUENCY RATES OF OCCUPATIONAL ACCIDENTS IN 2015 AND 2016 FOR THE CONSOLIDATED GROUP (%)

2016 2015

FRANCE

Frequency of occupational accidents
= no. OA with lost time x 1,000,000/hours worked(1) 38.11 43.45

CANADA + SLOVENIA

Frequency of occupational accidents
= no. OA with lost time x 1,000,000/hours worked(1) 53.83 33.01

CONSOLIDATED

Frequency of occupational accidents
= no. OA with lost time x 1,000,000/hours worked(1) 40.26 42.12

(1) Hours worked are calculated as follows: for employees who clock in, hours worked are calculated based on the hours clocked (and recorded by the ChronoGestor time management 
software in France, Time Keeper in Canada and Jantar in Slovenia).

 For employees who do not clock in, hours worked are calculated by the number of days actually worked: based on a seven-hour day in France, 152.66 hours per month in Canada 
and 8 hours per day over a 40 hour week in Slovenia.

SEVERITY OF OCCUPATIONAL ACCIDENTS IN 2015 AND 2016 FOR THE CONSOLIDATED GROUP (%)

2016 2015

FRANCE

Severity of occupational accidents
= no. of days lost time following OA x 1,000/hours worked(1) 2.15 2.55

CANADA + SLOVENIA

Severity of occupational accidents
= no. of days lost time following OA x 1,000/hours worked(1) 2.63 1

CONSOLIDATED

Severity of occupational accidents
= no. of days lost time following OA x 1,000/hours worked(1) 2.22 2.35

(1) Hours worked are calculated as follows:
• For employees who clock in, offi ce staff, manual workers, technicians and the majority of supervisors, hours worked are calculated based on the hours recorded by the 

ChronoGestor time management software;
• For employees who do not clock in, management and some supervisors, hours worked are calculated based on a seven-hour day in proportion to the number of days actually 

worked.
* DDFC data prorated into calendar days.
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OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES FOR EMPLOYEES ON PERMANENT AND FIXED-TERM CONTRACTS IN 2015 AND 2016 FOR THE CONSOLIDATED GROUP

2016 2015

FRANCE

Number of occupational illnesses(1) Declared 59 84

Recognised(2) 58 64

CANADA + SLOVENIA

Number of occupational illnesses(1) Declared 2 0

Recognised(2) 0 0

CONSOLIDATED

Number of occupational illnesses(1) Declared 61 84

Recognised(2) 58 64

(1) Illnesses declared between 1 January and 31 December.
(2) Occupational illnesses are considered to be “recognised” when the state health insurance offi ce (Caisse Primaire d’Assurance Maladie, or CPAM), offi cially recognises previously 

“declared” occupational illnesses between 1 January and 31 December of the calendar year.

CHANGE IN THE ABSENTEEISM RATE BETWEEN 2015 AND 2016 (%)

6.76% 6.91%

2016

France
(excl. maternity leave) 

Group
(excl. Canada) 

= hours absence

hours worked + hours absence

2016

The absenteeism rate includes absence due to illness, occupational 

illness, occupational accidents, commuting accidents and 

maternity leave.

Figures for 2016 show an overall drop in absenteeism from 8.03% 

for the Group (excluding Canada due to a specifi c law on managing 

planned time lost due to illness each year) in 2015 to 7.41% 

in 2016. We have continued the quarterly analysis carried out 

by the CHSCT and the management teams on each site that 

work in proximity with the teams and workshops. This initiative 

was complemented by specifi c actions implemented in 2015 and 

continued in 2016 to tackle the causes of absenteeism with a 

work-related cause and involve each employee, making them 

jointly responsible and an active participant in this key area. 

Examples of this include:

 ● Improving communication and information on health and safety 

(monthly posters and absenteeism dealt with systematically at 

weekly or monthly team meetings on site);

 ● Running targeted awareness-raising initiatives among 

employees who operate machinery;

 ● Assessing roles in order to defi ne best practice in terms of 

movement and posture;

 ● Supporting employees returning to work by organising 

meetings between managers and employees after an absence 

of over 30 days (assessment to adapt the conditions for the 

return to work and site visits).

As a result of the survey conducted on good working relations 

(which included topics such as nutrition, sport and availability of 

relaxation areas), the Company is also working on improving the 

quality of the work environment.

There are several reasons for the change in absenteeism for 2016:

 ● A drop in the number of occupational accidents, with fewer 

days of lost time (on average 56 lost days due to occupational 

accidents in 2016 in France versus 58 days in 2015). At Group 

level, an average of 55 days were lost in 2016;

 ● A drop in the number of occupational illnesses with lost time. 

At Group level, 61 occupational illnesses were declared 

in 2016 versus 84 in 2015;

 ● The number of lost days due to non-occupational illnesses 

also fell.

A more detailed analysis is being conducted at individual site level 

to determine possible improvements to the Company’s health and 

prevention policy. Nonetheless, it remains diffi cult to implement 

measures aimed at the causes of domestic accidents and serious 

illness. Prevention is a key focus throughout the Group.

For example, a road safety week took place for the second year 

in October 2016. Events took place on all Vendée Unit sites 

in partnership with the Works Council including a road safety 

competition, tyre and windscreen assessments, in-house reports 

on road safety and raising awareness about the Highway Code 

with Anper. At this time, a special awareness-raising initiative for 

two-wheeled vehicles was set up for the second time in the form 

of a motorbike training session combining theory and practice.
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The Occupational Health Department continues to implement 

its broad health and prevention policy. The department’s 

educational mission is to ensure that everyone is empowered to 

react appropriately to routine life events. This can take the form 

of teaching food safety, encouraging exercise, or even screening 

cholesterol levels or for diabetes.

2.5.4.2 PROVIDING EFFECTIVE ORGANISATION 
FOR THE COMPANY AND PROMOTING 
GOOD RELATIONS

The Fleury Michon Group aims for the highest level of satisfaction 

for customers and consumers. The organisation of the overall 

Company is centred on the needs of customers in order to meet 

consumer expectations. This is all carried out in compliance with 

Fleury Michon’s organisational methods:

 ● Organising ways of working through company-wide 

agreements;

 ● Meeting customer needs while ensuring employees’ work-life 

balance;

 ● Continually adapting to needs;

 ● Implementing social innovation by respecting the rights and 

responsibilities of all.

Working time: choosing working hours to achieve 
the best possible work-life balance

The fi xed working week now stands at 35 hours per week for 

companies subject to the FICT collective bargaining agreement 

(Vendée Unit, CCP and SIC), 39 hours per week for Room Saveurs, 

which is subject to the collective bargaining agreement for hotels, 

cafés and restaurants, and 40 hours for Delta Dailyfood and 

Proconi.

The Fleury Michon Group’s policy is focused on achieving the 

right balance between economic growth and people development. 

With this in mind, the Company works on the basis of daily 

interaction with its employees and attempts to provide a suitable 

work-life balance, within the limits of its obligations. This takes 

the form of a policy accepting part-time work when the workload 

allows (parental leave, arrangements for older workers, personal 

arrangements, etc.).

BREAKDOWN OF FULL AND PART TIME WORKFORCE IN 2016 
FOR THE CONSOLIDATED GROUP

France

92%
Full-time

8%
Part-time

France + International

92%
Full-time

8%
Part-time

In 2016 in France, we retained the same breakdown of full-time 

and part-time employees as in previous years, i.e., 90% for 

full-time and 10% for part-time.

Improving working relations: concrete action 
on a daily basis

A number of different people are constantly seeking to improve 

the working environment for employees. For example, the 

three members of the Social Counselling team are there for all 

employees – manual workers, offi ce staff, and management – 

when they are on duty at the registered offi ce or the Company’s 

sites. They may also be contacted by telephone. Their role is to 

assist employees in contacting the most appropriate organisations 

or professionals to deal with their particular issues. For the sake 

of privacy, services are provided under conditions of professional 

secrecy. Employees may also make calls anonymously. The 

Social Counselling team advises, guides and supports employees 

in various areas: supplementary health insurance, insurance 

coverage, invalidity and housing (access to home ownership, 

home improvements, guarantee deposits,  etc.). The Social 

Counselling team also provides advice to employees experiencing 

personal diffi culties.

The health preservation policy goes beyond statutory obligations, 

with a large number of initiatives running in parallel to the provisions 

of the Company-wide agreements:

 ● Handing out organic fruit and fruit juice to employees once or 

twice each year along with information leafl ets (such as the 

800 copies distributed of leafl ets on “Choosing which juice to 

buy” and “Seasonal fruit and veg”);

 ● Organising activities on all sites (including Plélan and Cambrai) 

to educate employees about nutrition and encourage physical 

activity. In 2016, a Velo Smoothies event took place combining 

sport, health, nutrition and sustainable development, as part 

of the project of “Helping people eat better every day”. All 

employees were invited to have a go pedalling the bike to 

blend their own smoothie. Information was given to employees 

about the importance of the message conveyed in the French 

national campaign “Mangez, Bougez, 5 fruits et légumes par 

jour” (Eat, Be active and 5 A Day);

 ● Changing the canteen menus and vending machine range 

in 2016, with free tasting sessions offered to all employees. The 

quality of the range was improved, in particular by including 

products made from fruit and cereal from the Equilibro range, 

such as smoothies and packets of dried fruits;
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 ● Running activities with Fleury Michon’s Sporting Community (at 

least one contact person per site) on the subject of exercise 

to encourage people to take part in regular physical activity;

 ● Organising the Company Sports Day, during which employees 

and their families were invited to take part in various sporting 

events throughout the day, as well as nutritional activities and 

educational games run by a nutritionist to teach adults and 

children alike about putting together balanced meals and 

snacks;

 ● Raising awareness among employees on diabetes and 

the importance of screening on World Diabetes Day on 

14 November: a diabetes screening test was sent to all 

employees, with permanent screening facilities available at 

some sites.

 ● Offering the seasonal fl u vaccine through the Occupational 

Health Department.

As part of this initiative, an innovative agreement on dependence 

was implemented. As of  2013, via the Board of Directors 

of the employee supplementary health insurance company, 

Fleury Michon has implemented a basic dependence scheme 

even though there was no legal obligation to do so.

In  2014, as a result of annual negotiations, the Group’s 

management and employee representatives broadened the 

coverage of this basic scheme to cover partial dependence to 

provide fi nancial support for diffi cult life events.

Beneficiaries include the employees of the Vendée Unit and, 

optionally, employee spouses, retired and former employees.

The employer covers the employee contribution.

On a wider scale, at Fleury Michon, the topic of the quality of life 

at work has become a key issue through the Company project 

“Helping people eat better every day”. To promote the issue within 

the Company, Fleury Michon decided to make it a standalone 

project and accompany it with an annual communication plan.

An employee consultation was set up to raise individual awareness 

of the topic and to help people understand that they are responsible 

for their own quality of life at work.

There are many factors, covering different areas, which can impact 

on the quality of life at work. These include:

 ● Sleep;

 ● Diet;

 ● Exercise: intensive or occasional;

 ● The use of new information and communications technologies 

(NICT).

All these factors raise the issue of work-life balance and highlight 

problems such as time management and each individual’s ability 

to take a step back and work calmly.

These factors are important and must be taken into account if a 

person is to work more effi ciently for the benefi t of the Company’s 

overall performance.

This is a joint issue and every employee must share responsibility 

for the quality of life at work.

This undertaking is included more generally in the “Fleury Michon 

Community”, which is one of the fi ve focus areas of the Company’s 

“Helping people eat better every day” project.

2.5.5 Supporting employability Group-wide

An annual framework GPEC plan is drawn up to put in place the 

training required to support employees through change.

The prime objective of this plan is to ensure the Company remains 

competitive while developing employees’ professional skills and 

maintaining their employability.

The 2015-2016-2017  framework plan sets out three  key 

objectives:

Managing medium and long-term employment:

 ● To anticipate and plan staffing requirements to allow the 

Company to adopt a prospective employment approach;

 ● To support employees through changes in their professions 

while anticipating the Company’s needs.

Maintaining and developing employability:

 ● To continue to offer qualifi cations;

 ● To develop skills through individual and collective career paths 

open to employees of all categories;

 ● To foster internal mobility so that it becomes intuitive.

Developing intergenerational cohesion:

 ● To ensure seniors remain employable until the end of their 

careers;

 ● To help young people fi nd their place in the Company;

 ● To support the transmission and sharing of expertise and 

knowledge.

One of the key focuses of the GPEC is to analyse the needs of 

the production sites and employment trends (taking account of 

anticipated retirements and market developments). The Group 

also analyses employment structure to get a clearer picture of 

staff numbers and qualifi cations to anticipate future requirements.

An ambitious training programme is put in place each year to 

maintain and develop employability. For 2015 and subsequent 

years, Fleury Michon is developing and building on areas such 

as the training programmes that are open to all categories of 

employee.
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Key roles at Fleury Michon are also considered: management, 

maintenance, digital, IT, etc., to anticipate future needs by creating 

pools of expertise, for example by working more closely with 

higher education institutions.

Likewise, the Company supports mobility between the Vendée 

production sites by encouraging employees to voluntarily put 

themselves forward by offering financial incentive (a mobility 

allowance is paid according to a set of criteria) and display details 

of vacancies at the production sites on a weekly basis.

A mobility group with around ten members has also been set up to 

meet the ad hoc requirements of the production sites (in addition 

to hiring people on fi xed-term contracts). This mobility group made 

up of permanent employees from different categories was set 

up for an 18-month period and will be rolled out further in 2016.

2.5.5.1 MANAGING CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
AND TALENT

The GPEC plan was implemented in 2007 through an agreement 

with employee representatives. This three-year plan is reviewed 

monthly in order to optimise employment and skills management 

in the Company.

All Company employees have an annual evaluation with their 

managers in order to review the previous year, evaluate skills, and 

assess future opportunities (including geographic or professional 

mobility and training requests).

All previous initiatives (individual/collective career paths, training 

courses and skills development initiatives) are fed into the 

Group-wide GPEC and career development process which is 

managed at Group level by the HR Department.

2.5.5.2 TRAINING POLICIES ADAPTED TO EACH 
EMPLOYEE CATEGORY

Training is planned on a multiannual basis. For many years now, 

the Group-level plan has covered basic skills, qualifications, 

seniors, skills development, management and teamwork.

The plan provides for:

 ● Strategic training to support the project, specifi cally the 

Fleury Michon Academy programmes (see Section 2.5.5.3), 

which offer certified courses, themed meetings and 

collaborative workshops;

 ● Management training;

 ● Statutory and legal training:

 ● insurance: media training, crisis management,

 ● legal: delegation of authority, employer liability,

 ● mandatory training: certification, safety, handling 

equipment, hygiene, environment;

 ● GPEC training and career development:

 ● supporting job mobility: skills bases for manual workers 

and offi ce staff, management training, etc.,

 ● development of training programmes that lead to 

professional qualifi cations;

 ● Developing trade-specifi c skills:

 ● training in new technologies (maintenance, finance, 

IT, etc.),

 ● training in the use of new tools;

 ● Mandatory initiatives for certain categories of employee:

 ● meeting the commitments relating to seniors, working 

conditions and quality of the work environment, etc.

Mentoring is a key aspect of the GPEC plan to improve the 

professional skills of internal trainers and enhance the integration 

process for new hires. Mentoring provides support for skills 

development within the Company. Five mentor training sessions 

took place in 2016, which produced 28 newly qualifi ed mentors, 

while 16 experienced mentors followed an advanced course. At 

the end of 2016, Fleury Michon had over 190 active mentors within 

the Group in France.

Furthermore, under the terms of the generation contract regarding 

the hiring of young people and working with higher education 

institutions, Fleury Michon is committed to taking on interns, 

apprentices and those on professional development contracts 

each year. The Group welcomed 96 interns, 70 apprentices and 

24 professional development contracts in France during 2016.

2.5.5.3 TRAINING RESOURCES

Group companies in France invested 3.4% of the total payroll in 

training initiatives, with the dual purpose of fostering employability 

and enabling employees to adapt to technological and social 

challenges.

In 2016, 70,978 hours of training were provided, representing a 

total of €3.7 million for Group companies in France (compared with 

85,606 hours for €4.8 million in 2015). In total, over 76,000 training 

hours were delivered to Group employees.

The three major training categories were:

 ● Suitability of work stations and skills development;

 ● Decentralised management;

 ● Safety.
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TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS DELIVERED

85,606 70,978 76,258

2015 2016

France France
and international

2016

PROPORTION OF PAYROLL INVESTED IN TRAINING IN FRANCE

2015 2016

4.4% 3.4%

France

2.5.5.4 THE FLEURY MICHON ACADEMY: 
ENABLING EMPLOYEES TO TAKE CHARGE 
OF THEIR CAREERS

The Group set up the Fleury Michon Academy in late 2013. The 

Academy is much more than a training centre. It drives forward 

Fleury  Michon’s training strategy, empowers and develops 

the participants and encourages the sharing of values and 

collaboration.

As such, it facilitates:

 ● Flexibility and adaptability to change;

 ● The sharing and development of knowledge between young 

people and experts;

 ● Dissemination of best business practices.

The aim is to produce innovative new ideas while strengthening 

the corporate culture.

The Academy was only accessible to management in the fi rst year 

but is progressively offering collaborative training to all employees.

In 2016, over 16% of employees on permanent contracts in France 

(all socio-professional categories combined) received training 

through this initiative.

The Fleury Michon Academy offers core modules, which provide 

the requisite skills to further Fleury Michon’s performance. More 

advanced modules are then available to employees.

In addition to the traditional learning formats, the Academy offers 

collaborative workshops and brings trainees into contact with 

people from inside and outside the Company to discuss specifi c 

topics. In 2016, 16 workshops and training courses on corporate 

culture were organised.

Examples of training modules at the Fleury Michon Academy 

include: acquiring an economic outlook (understanding the 

Company’s operating accounts), being a Company ambassador, 

managing priorities and personal effi ciency, protecting your health 

and learning the basics about nutrition.

Collective collaborative programmes are also available, such as the 

globe trotters programme, which prepares 12 interns to promote 

the Group’s growth both in France and abroad.

In addition, leadership programmes were set up to support 

individuals and groups to develop the fl exible behaviours required 

to ensure the success of the Eating Better project.

Also, as part of the development and deployment of Fleury Michon’s 

managerial model, local groups of decentralised managers were 

set up based on the same model.

This initiative will be carried through to 2017 by developing of the 

Fleury Michon Academy so that everyone can become Eating 

Better ambassadors.
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2.5.7 Promoting diversity

At Fleury Michon, we believe that diversity is an invaluable resource 

for driving growth. For more than 20 years, we have positioned 

ourselves as a major promoter of diversity through numerous 

actions.

2.5.7.1 ANTI-DISCRIMINATION POLICY

Fleury Michon signed the France’s national Diversity charter 

in 2005. The charter is a written commitment that can be signed 

by any company that wishes to condemn discrimination in the 

workplace and work to promote diversity.

Fleury Michon signed the French anti-discrimination authority’s 

(HALDE) Orange Paper in 2007 to promote equal opportunities.

In  2011, Fleury  Michon signed a Company agreement on 

prevention, health, workplace stress and hiring senior workers, 

which was renewed in 2014 for a further three years.

In 2013, the Company entered into an agreement on the generation 

contract, which included commitments on hiring young people and 

protecting older workers. A new agreement on this matter was 

signed in 2016.

Furthermore, Fleury Michon has been using the simulation-based 

recruitment method suggested by Pôle Emploi for several years 

now. This method helps select candidates by identifying the 

abilities necessary for the role in question.

2.5.7.2 GENDER EQUALITY

Women represented 41% of the Group’s total headcount and 38% 

of managers in France.

2.5.6 An appropriate compensation policy

For many years now, the Company has implemented a 

compensation policy made up of several components (basic 

pay, yearly bonus, constraint bonuses, supplementary health 

insurance, etc.) for all categories (manual workers, offi ce staff, 

technicians, supervisors and management). This negotiated policy 

maintains a balance between economic development and social 

progress. As such, the general increase in compensation was 

around 1% in France (1.5% for employees of Room Saveurs), 

and between 2% and 3% at DDFC, depending on the 

socio-professional category.

In order to involve all employees in the Group’s development 

and to strengthen team spirit and loyalty, the family shareholders 

and Executive Management implemented in 2013 measures for 

the allocation of 30 free shares to all employees on permanent 

or fi xed-term contracts (subject to seniority and the employee 

being in the Company’s employment on the date of allocation). 

This operation was renewed for new employees who met the 

conditions in 2014, 2015 and 2016.

Although employee shareholders have existed since the Company’s 

initial public offering in 2000, this operation gave all employees 

an interest in the Company’s capital. As a result, employee 

representation have grown from 4.1% at the end of 2013 to 6.5% 

by the time the allocations are completed in 2017. In recognition of 

this operation, Fleury Michon received the “coup de cœur” award 

from the French Federation of Associations of Employee and 

Former Employee Shareholders (FAS) at their annual employee 

shareholding awards (Grand Prix de l’Actionnariat Salariés).
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BREAKDOWN OF WORKFORCE BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2016 FOR THE CONSOLIDATED GROUP

France

59%
Men

41%
Women

France + International

58%
Men

42%
Women

BREAKDOWN BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN BY CATEGORY IN FRANCE 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2016
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38% 24% 35% 69% 41%43%

62% 76% 65% 31% 59%57%

PROPORTION OF WOMEN ON A PERMANENT OR FIXED-TERM 
CONTRACT

2016 2015

FRANCE

Proportion of women 
on fi xed-term contracts 51 52

Proportion of women 
on permanent contracts 40 40

SLOVENIA AND CANADA

Proportion of women 
on fi xed-term contracts 42 50

Proportion of women 
on permanent contracts 55 53

CONSOLIDATED

Proportion of women 
on fi xed-term contracts 50 52

Proportion of women 
on permanent contracts 41 41

Additional initiatives in place for many years in the framework of 

its equal opportunities agreement include:

 ● A detailed comparative analysis of the position of men and 

women in the Company, undertaken every year with employee 

representatives;

 ● A similar salaries table for men and women: a coeffi cient 

corresponds to a specifi c position or starting salary.

Furthermore, Fleury Michon signed France’s national Diversity 

Charter in 2005.

2.5.7.3 PROMOTING ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT 
FOR DISABLED PEOPLE

Disabled people are twice as likely to be unemployed. Promoting 

access to employment is therefore vital on both a social and 

economic level. In a quest to offer all employees the opportunity 

to develop professionally, Fleury Michon has undertaken initiatives 

to enable all employees registered as disabled to remain in 

employment.

The initiatives are formalised in a Company agreement signed for 

the periods 2015-2016 and 2017. The areas covered are:

 ● Recruitment into an ordinary working environment;

 ● Integration and training;

 ● Adaptation to technological changes.
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CHANGES IN THE NUMBERS OF DISABLED WORKERS EMPLOYED 
AT THE VENDÉE UNIT

Vendée Unit 2016 2015

Number of registered 
disabled workers

Fixed-term 
contracts

10 12

Permanent 
contract

223 221

Total 233 233

Number of DW units* 
(incl. temporary workers 
and sheltered workshops)

Total 299.7 291

Employment rate (%) 10.8% 9.9%

* A DW unit = 1 excluding those aged under 26 and over 50 (1.5 units).

France 2016 2015

Number of registered 
disabled workers

Fixed-term 
contracts

10 NA

Permanent 
contract

234 NA

Total 244 NA

Number of DW units* 
(incl. temporary workers 
and sheltered workshops)

Total 312.7 NA

Employment rate (%) 9.9% NA

In 2016 the employment rate of workers with disabilities within 

the Vendée Unit increased again slightly compared to 2015 

(i.e., 1.8 times the statutory employment rate of 6%). In France, 

the rate was 9.9% in 2016.

In addition, Fleury  Michon entrusts certain assignments to 

sheltered workshops that employ disabled people. Since 2014, 

Fleury  Michon has been working in collaboration with the 

SAMETH, a non-profi t organisation that helps to keep disabled 

workers in employment, to acquire specifi c equipment and adapt 

workstations.

Recent years have seen the Group create a number of programmes 

to promote opportunities for disabled people:

 ● Participation in Disability Days;

 ● Equipment suitable for employees with disabilities;

 ● Subsidies or aid paid to specialist organisations to promote 

actions in favour of disabled workers, participation in 

fund-raising by non-profi t organisations (Cap Emploi) and 

response to individual requests;

 ● Involvement in the Grand Angle group. Created in 2009, 

the group is made up of companies, public bodies and 

non-profi t organisations, etc. It advocates an alternative view 

of disabilities, raises awareness, provides information and 

drives positive momentum in the region.

2.5.7.4 ADAPTING WORKING METHODS 
FOR OLDER EMPLOYEES

In 2016, 34.3% of Group employees in France were aged 50 or 

over (34.6% at Group level) and 17.2% were aged 55 or over 

(17.9% at Group level). Fleury Michon would like to maintain this 

inter-generational mix so is adapting its working methods and 

conditions accordingly.

After running an initiative over the period 2010-2012 in favour of 

employing seniors, a three-year Company agreement was signed 

at the end of 2011 for the Vendée Unit and renewed at the end 

of 2014 for a further three years. The objectives cover a number 

of areas:

 ● Keeping older workers in employment;

 ● Monitoring their career paths;

 ● Access to training;

 ● End-of-career arrangements and the transition to retirement;

 ● Adjustments to working hours;

 ● Access to information about initiatives aimed at seniors.

The key components of the Vendée Unit’s agreement for seniors 

on permanent contracts are:

At the end of 2015, seniors over the age of 55 on permanent 

contracts represented 16.7% of the permanent workforce at the 

Vendée Unit and 15.8% at the end of 2014 (target for end-2017 

set at 16%).

At the end of 2016, the proportion was 18.6%.

In 2016, 769 seniors employed by the Group went on at least 

one training course, i.e., 40.1% of the total number of people 

trained, while the target was 30% of training for employees on 

permanent contracts.

For employees in their last three years of work, the agreement 

enables them to adapt their working time by:

 ● Encouraging fl exible full-time work (mostly over four days);

 ● Facilitating part-time working (80%) subject to certain 

conditions, making up the resulting loss of pay by partially 

undertaking employee contributions.

The target is to accept 100% of all requests.

In  2016, 79  employees benefited from this arrangement 

(61 full-time and 18 part-time).

Other measures in the seniors agreement:

 ● Mentoring: targeting a fi gure of 50% of mentors to be seniors 

(aged 45 and over) over the next three years;

 ● Communication: for employees in the last three years of work 

a general information meeting with the French pension and 

occupational health insurance fund (CARSAT) is organised 

each year along with individual meetings.
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2.5.8 Creating a working environment that stimulates personal development

Fleury Michon maintains effective ongoing, balanced dialogue 

with employee representatives, aligned with our commitment 

to maintaining a working environment that bolsters Group 

performance and employee development. It seeks to establish 

constructive and lasting relations with employee representatives 

to achieve agreements that are satisfactory for all parties.

2.5.8.1 SOCIAL DIALOGUE

Fleury Michon is supported by its employee representative bodies 

such as the CHSCT and trade unions in its quest to create an 

environment that fosters social dialogue.

Our vision and strategy look to the long term with innovative, 

responsible agreements at their core. This translates into a 

proactive social policy which extends beyond the statutory 

minimum.

To foster this social dialogue, Fleury Michon has set up a wide 

variety of arenas for discussion and communication, primarily 

through the different committees (such as committees connected 

to the Works Council, the social coordination committee and the 

committee for disabled workers).

2.5.8.2 QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSIONS, 
AN ASSET OF THE FLEURY MICHON 
SOCIAL MODEL

As part of its ongoing efforts to improve the Company’s 

decentralised approach to communication, the management 

teams hold question and answer sessions throughout the year, 

in which everyone is free to ask questions. In 2016, 174 question 

and answer sessions or contact meetings took place throughout 

the Group and around 1,700 employees took part. Other contact 

meetings (weekly or fortnightly meetings and sessions to get to 

know the Company) have been added to complement these 

actions.

They deal with a wide range of topics, including employment, 

working organisation and conditions, the Group’s financial 

situation, the competitive environment, projects and innovations. 

These discussions are an opportunity to educate employees 

and give them a better visibility of the future. They also help the 

Company tailor its communications to employee needs (additional 

information on certain topics, for example) or to highlight areas 

where there is room for improvement.

2.5.8.3 COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS SUMMARY

During 2016, Fleury Michon engaged in various discussions with 

employees and trade unions in each of its companies, according to 

the structure of social representation: monthly Works Council and 

CHSCT meetings, annual obligatory negotiations and negotiations 

on specifi c issues as well as monitoring committees (inclusion of 

disabled employees, classifi cation, GPEC, monitoring agreements, 

training and equality in the workplace).

To create the optimum working environment that is essential to 

the Group’s performance and employee well-being, Fleury Michon 

has signed various agreements. The main agreements signed by 

Group companies in 2016 include:

Vendée Unit

 ● Agreement following the annual obligatory negotiations;

 ● Gender equality agreement;

 ● Agreement on the organisation of the Classifi cation Committee;

 ● Strategic workforce planning (GPEC) agreement;

 ● Parental leave and family agreement;

 ● CET time savings account agreement;

 ● Group profi t-sharing agreement.

Charcuterie Cuisinées de Plélan (CCP)

 ● Agreement following the annual obligatory negotiations;

 ● Group profi t-sharing agreement.

Société d’Innovation Culinaire (SIC)

 ● Agreement following the annual obligatory negotiations;

 ● Generation contract agreement;

 ● Gender equality agreement;

 ● Group profi t-sharing agreement.

Room Saveurs

 ● Generation contract agreement;

 ● Group profi t-sharing agreement.

DDFC

 ● Renewal of the collective bargaining agreement for a 

three-year period.

Proconi

 ● No specifi c agreements;

 ● Renewal of the collective bargaining agreement for a 

three-year period.
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2.6.2 Using economic momentum to support the Fleury Michon ecosystem

Fleury Michon’s economic momentum produces positive impacts 

for an entire ecosystem. The revenue generated by the Group 

serves to drive operations for stakeholders and contributes to 

fi nancing the local and national economy.

The allocation of net profit enables the Group to reward 

shareholders through dividend payments, as well as reinvest in 

the Company’s development to ensure its longevity.

In 2016, the Group generated consolidated revenue totalling 

€737.8 million and consolidated net profit of €16.8 million. 

Payments to suppliers represented the largest cost, accounting 

for 67% of revenue.

2.6.1 Building fair relations with suppliers

For its operations in France in 2016, Fleury Michon worked with 

some 3,200 suppliers, over 90% of which are based in France.

The Fleury Michon purchasing policy champions mutual respect, 

reciprocal trust, permanent dialogue, sustainable mutual interest 

and continuous adaptation as a framework for its relations with 

its suppliers.

For many years, the Group has been developing its business 

through a series of different sourcing channels to ensure 

product quality right from the purchasing phase. This strategy 

can only succeed if its relations with suppliers are constructive 

and cooperative. Fleury Michon has a reputation for maintaining 

excellent relations with its suppliers over the long term.

Beyond fair pricing and timely payments, Fleury Michon invests 

in sustainable business relations with its suppliers and, where 

possible, offers them opportunities for development. To this 

end, our buyers are in constant dialogue with the suppliers and 

involve them in the Group’s development projects. They apply 

the purchasing policy along with a fourth pillar, focused on quality 

relations, particularly by favouring long-term partnerships with 

suppliers, remaining vigilant to mutual economic dependence 

between Fleury Michon and its suppliers and where applicable, a 

plan to gradually reduce business and end the contract.

Through quality audits conducted in a spirit of improvement and 

progress and not to penalise, development plans are put in place 

with suppliers and technical support is provided to help them to 

meet the Group’s increasingly high quality standards. In France, 

a team of nine people are dedicated to purchasing quality. A total 

of 214 days of quality audits were conducted at suppliers for 

operations in France in 2016.

2.6 A responsible economic player and a committed 
partner in the local community

Fleury Michon is well-established in the local community. It 

takes account of local social, environmental and economic 

considerations and works with its stakeholders to contribute to 

the vitality and development of the region and, beyond that, to 

the responsible development of society as a whole. The Group’s 

involvement with civil society, its economic partners, non-profi t and 

other organisations is a refl ection of its commitment to continuous 

development.
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2.6.3 Our impact on employment and added value

To fully understand how its operations interact with the local 

environment, Fleury  Michon calculated in  2015 the impact 

of its operations in France on employment and added value. 

The calculations were based on a methodology developed 

by the consulting firm Utopies under the brand name Local 

Footprint©. The Local Footprint© algorithm assesses the extent 

to which the expenses (investments, purchases, salaries, taxes, 

contributions, etc.) incurred by an organisation generate a ripple 

effect throughout a given region (country, region, department, 

labour pool, etc.). Details about the methodology can be found 

on www.utopies.com, under the “local economic footprint” section 

on the homepage.

2.6.3.1 EMPLOYMENT

In France, Fleury Michon’s economic activities in 2015 generated 

almost 13,800 direct and indirect jobs. Direct jobs, i.e., people 

employed directly by Fleury Michon, numbered around 3,600 and 

indirect jobs within France amounted to almost 10,200. In other 

words, the Fleury Michon multiplier effect is almost 3.9: for every 

job at Fleury Michon in France, 2.9 are created or maintained in 

France.

Of these 10,200 indirect jobs, 4,500 are created through the 

operations of Fleury Michon’s suppliers, i.e., close to 45%.

Of the almost 13,800 direct and indirect jobs, 50% are in the 

Grand Ouest region (formerly Brittany and Pays de la Loire).

The pork sourcing channel alone accounts for 35% of the total 

job count and 42% in the Greater West region.

The study also highlighted another important fi nding, with regard 

to the quality of jobs: 80% are permanent contracts and 82% are 

full time positions (35 hours or more per week).

Of the 3,200  suppliers required by Fleury  Michon’s French 

operations, 94% are based in France.
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2.6.3.2 ADDED VALUE

In France, Fleury Michon’s operations and those of its whole 

ecosystem generated €890 million in 2015.

Of this amount, €250 million corresponded to the added value for 

Fleury Michon and €640 million in the rest of the French economy.

In other words, the Fleury Michon multiplier effect is almost 3.6: 

for every euro created by Fleury Michon, €2.60 is generated in 

the rest of the economy.

In all, 51% of this value creation is concentrated in the Grand 

Ouest region alone.

In addition, 21% of added value is created within the pork industry, 

mostly in the Grand Ouest region.
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2.6.4 Involvement in the local community

2.6.4.1 ECONOMIC IMPACT ON THE 
NEIGHBOURING AND LOCAL 
POPULATIONS

Fleury Michon’s French-based production sites are located in areas 

with a mix of farmland and small towns. Fleury Michon has always 

aimed to grow its business to create sustainable employment. Its 

production sites and nerve centres for decision-making are located 

in the heart of local life, where the Group creates direct and indirect 

employment. We are one of the top private employers in Vendée 

and Pays de la Loire, and as such are keenly aware of our social 

and economic responsibilities.

In growing the business, it has always been our goal to 

create sustainable local jobs and local partnerships. This goal 

is systematically included in all organisation strategies and 

management decisions.

2.6.4.2 LOCAL INTEGRATION POLICY AND 
SUPPORT FOR NON-PROFIT 
ORGANISATIONS

Since 2015, Fleury Michon has published two new policies. One 

related to its deep-rooted regional presence and the other to its 

support to local non-profi t organisations.

A policy of developing a deep-rooted regional 
presence

Because Fleury Michon is a family company with a 100-year 

history, culturally rooted in the region in which it has developed, 

we are convinced that we have a responsibility to:

 ● Actively participate in local communities;

 ● Play a role in professional, local, educational and academic 

networks.

We are also convinced that such a commitment:

 ● Is a hallmark of trust for our stakeholders;

 ● Helps prove that a different corporate model is possible, one of 

a responsible company with an awareness of our local impact.

Such convictions are a wider part of the Fleury Michon vision: 

“Helping people eat better every day”.

In its host regions, Fleury Michon works to balance its growth 

and longevity with the collective interest of its stakeholders. Our 

objectives focus on two areas:

 ● Economic growth to:

 ● secure the longevity of the Company and maintain its 

independence,

 ● protect jobs,

 ● develop skills and employability in its labour markets,

 ● boost the appeal of the host regions;

 ● Societal progress to:

 ● promote local l i fe and the relationship between 

stakeholders,

 ● develop initiatives to raise awareness of the benefi ts of a 

varied, balanced diet and encourage healthy eating and 

exercise,

 ● support community initiatives that encourage social 

integration of people experiencing problems,

 ● respond to humanitarian needs.

Fleury Michon’s policy of developing a deep-rooted regional 

presence covers areas from the host site to economic regions.

The stakeholders in these regions are agents of civil society such 

as: local communities, regional authorities, public authorities, 

training and employment bodies, non-profi t organisations as well 

as scientifi c and economic bodies.

To develop and harmonise our local relations, we have put in place 

Group experts to:

 ● Coordinate and lead each major stakeholder category;

 ● Identify operational offi cers in the teams.

Reviews of local networks take place:

 ● Whenever necessary between the Group experts and the 

operational offi cers;

 ● Once a year between the Group experts and the Group’s civil 

society partner;

 ● Once a year at the Management Committee meeting between 

the civil society partner and the CSR representative.

We take action to boost the development and appeal of our host 

regions in order to further improve our economic activity and 

longevity which is in turn benefi cial for our host regions.

Support for local non-profi t organisations

Because Fleury Michon is a long-standing family company, 

culturally rooted in the region in which it has developed historically, 

we fi rmly believe that we have a responsibility to:

 ● Support local non-profi t organisations in line with our policy of 

developing a deep-rooted regional presence;

 ● Ensure a good fi t between the aim of the local non-profi t 

organisations we support and our project of “Helping people 

eat better every day”.

We firmly believe that this commitment is best achieved by 

promoting three main issues: a balanced diet, exercise and social 

investment.
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In its host regions, Fleury Michon encourages and supports local 

initiatives. Our objectives focus on three areas:

 ● Prioritise and encourage initiatives in line with our Company 

project;

 ● Distribute subsidies and donate products within our host 

regions by theme;

 ● Encourage mutually-benefi cial partnerships.

This policy covers sites and economic regions, depending on the 

scope of the actions.

To harmonise our support and ensure that it is fair, the Allocation 

Committee uses certain criteria. These include:

 ● Community projects should be championed by a Fleury Michon 

sponsor;

 ● Projects should promote a balanced diet, exercise or social 

investment;

 ● Fleury Michon must not be the only fi nance provider to improve 

the longevity of non-profi t organisations;

 ● Fleury Michon prioritises funding to launch initiatives rather 

than offer permanent fi nancial support;

 ● Fleury Michon strives for equity when distributing funding and 

support, both in terms of number and value;

 ● The organisation must report back on its work to Fleury Michon.

Fleury Michon contributes to local initiatives as an economic player 

in its host regions.

In an effort to reconcile its approach to sustainable development 

with that of its stakeholders in its host regions, Fleury Michon has 

made two commitments:

 ● Economic development, in order to:

 ● ensure the Company’s longevity,

 ● create and maintain jobs,

 ● develop skills and employability in its labour markets,

 ● help enhance the attractiveness of its host regions,

 ● contribute to high-tech, innovative projects;

 ● Societal progress, in order to:

 ● foster community development and social cohesion,

 ● develop initiatives to raise awareness of the benefi ts of a 

varied, balanced diet and encourage healthy eating and 

exercise,

 ● support community initiatives that encourage the social 

integration of people experiencing problems,

 ● respond to food and humanitarian emergencies.

In order to strengthen the confidence of our stakeholders, 

Fleury  Michon began a process of formalising its policy of 

developing a deep-rooted regional presence in 2014.

2.6.4.3 SPONSORSHIP AND PARTNERSHIPS

To support its local outreach initiatives, Fleury  Michon’s 

sponsorship activities refl ect the Group’s identity and values. 

Our employees and management staff are involved in 100 or so 

sporting, charitable and cultural organisations, which the Company 

supports. The most important investments include:

Education and eating habits

An adequate diet, which includes the daily recommended 

allowances and is complemented with regular exercise, helps 

to protect people’s health. Fleury Michon’s products have an 

important place in the diets of people in France and we are aware 

of our responsibility to contribute to achieving the objectives for 

public health nutrition.

Nutritional education has a vital role to play in ensuring people 

adopt the right attitude and behaviour towards food. The learning 

process has to start in childhood. This is why Fleury Michon 

developed a toolkit in 2016 aimed at children aged 4 to 12 that is 

designed to raise awareness about a balanced diet and hydration 

through sport.

Specifi cally, this educational tool intends to give sports clubs that 

are partnered with Fleury Michon and those that have signed up 

to our vision the appropriate tools they need to spread knowledge 

and information about diet, sport and a healthy lifestyle. The toolkit 

is designed in a fun and imaginative way that appeals to children, 

bringing together exercise and basic information about nutrition. 

The learning objectives are specifi c and targeted based on the 

age groups 4-8 and 8-12.

The toolkit was developed in collaboration with a French non-profi t 

organisation for Childhood and Adolescent Diabetes with the aim 

of improving the quality of life of diabetic children and teenagers, 

as well as that of their families, through a programme of support 

and education.

Since 2011 the Group has supported the French Fund for Nutrition 

and Health (FFAS), created in May 2011 by the French Nutrition 

Institute (IFN) and the French Food Industry Association (ANIA). 

The fund has three main goals: promoting diet, on-the-ground 

initiatives and supporting research into eating habits.

In 2016, Fleury Michon took part in the nation-wide trial organised 

by the FFAS to test four simplifi ed models of nutritional labelling for 

prepared meals. Fleury Michon is heavily involved in the effort to 

simplify nutritional labelling. We consider it to be a step in the right 

direction for both consumers and manufacturers that is consistent 

with our endeavours to better inform the consumer.
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Diet and social integration

Fleury Michon is also committed to fi ghting diabetes. In 2007, 

we begun sponsoring the therapeutic Childhood and Adolescent 

Diabetes programme developed by the Paediatric Diabetes team 

at the Toulouse University Hospital the helps to provide support 

for young diabetics and their families in learning to accept and live 

with their condition. In 2016, 271 children and teenagers took part 

in the patient education group, nearly 250 adults were trained and 

the organisation gave 116 talks in schools.

In October 2016, Fleury Michon also engaged in a long-term 

process of joint development with the French Federation of 

Diabetics (FFD). Together, we launched a sociological and 

ethnographic study to identify the nutritional needs and 

expectations of diabetics. The results will be published in 2017. 

The conclusions of this study will enable us fi rstly to understand 

how to make it easy for diabetics to access the information they 

require on product packaging and our website, and secondly to 

rework certain recipes to adapt them to the needs of diabetics.

In addition, in 2012 the Group became a member of the regional 

food aid consortium (Groupement régional de l’aide alimentaire), in 

Pays de la Loire by signing their charter. This consortium sets out 

to determine and inventory all actions undertaken by the partners 

and optimise collection and distribution. The charter seeks to 

increase the volume and diversify the type of food products 

redistributed through charities.

Room Saveurs, the delivered meal service operating in Paris, 

fi nances the recycling service for glassware and stainless steel 

cutlery, in partnership with charitable organisations (such as the 

Samu Social de Paris and the Salvation Army). This equipment is 

then distributed to partner charitable organisations.

In 2015, Fleury Michon provided donations in kind, redistributing 

over 146 metric tonnes of food products to local food banks and 

charities.

Collaborative research efforts

Nova Child is an initiative of the Cholet Chamber of Commerce 

in Pays de la Loire and Industry to create an innovation hub of 

excellence concentrating on the realm of children as a regional 

growth driver (agri-foods, clothing, games, furniture, childcare, 

health and services). Fleury Michon has been a member of the 

Nova Child project since it was launched in November 2004.

Another example is the Group’s long-standing engagement 

since 2004 with LIGERIAA, the Pays de la Loire regional agri-food 

industry association. The work has resulted in joint initiatives to 

increase the appeal of a career in the agri-foods industry, as well 

as employment and training in regional agri-food industries.

Contributions to local communities

Fleury Michon is committed to making a contribution to local 

communities. To do this, a variety of commitments have been 

made over many years:

 ● Employee ambassadors of the Company involved in employer 

clubs, the young managers’ centre (CJD), corporate 

management training and discussion groups (Germe, a 

training organisation specialised in supporting managers and 

directors), the French human resources directors’ association 

(ANDRH), schools such as the Maison Familiale et Rurale in 

Pouzauges, the vocational training centre at Saint-Laurent-sur-

Sèvre, the Roche-sur-Yon business and management school 

and the supply chain and transportation higher education 

institution in Montaigu;

 ● A variety of projects to develop the local employment base 

with local partners including a second chance programme, the 

“Regards” project, inclusion projects, training groups set up 

with temporary employment agencies, projects in conjunction 

with the French National Employment Agency (Pôle Emploi), 

focusing on practical preparation for employment, and 

simulation-based recruitment methods;

 ● Contribution to local initiatives such as awareness-raising 

about disabilities and participation in human resources 

workshops;

 ● Brainstorming seminars organised in the local area to focus 

on employment and training challenges:

 ● meetings with training organisations to drive operations,

 ● participation in creating a regional employers’ association,

 ● leading discussions on bridges to employment between 

social insertion organisations and companies.
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2.7 Independent Third Party Report 
and cross-reference Tables

2.7.1 Independent Third Party Report

Fleury Michon

Year ended 31 December 2016

REPORT BY THE INDEPENDENT THIRD PARTY ON THE CONSOLIDATED CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY INFORMATION IN THE MANAGEMENT REPORT

To the shareholders,

As an independent third party accredited by France’s accreditation 

body, COFRAC(1) under no. 3-1050, and part of the network of one 

of Fleury Michon’s statutory auditors, we present below our report 

on the consolidated social, environmental and societal information 

for the fi nancial year ended 31 December 2016, as set out in 

Chapter 2 “Corporate social responsibility” of the management 

report, hereafter the “CSR Information”, pursuant to the provisions 

of Article L. 225-102-1 of the French Commercial Code (Code de 

commerce).

COMPANY RESPONSIBILITY

The Board of Directors is responsible for drawing up a 

management report containing the CSR Information required 

under Article R. 225-105-1 of the French Commercial Code, in 

line with the Company’s own reference systems (hereafter the 

“Reference Systems”), as summarised in Chapter 2 “Corporate 

social responsibility” of the management report and available upon 

request from the Company’s registered offi ce.

INDEPENDENCE AND QUALITY CONTROL

Our independence is prescribed by the regulations, the professional 

Code of Conduct and the provisions of Article L. 822-11 of the 

French Commercial Code. Moreover, we implement a quality 

control system including documented policies and procedures to 

ensure compliance with ethical rules, professional standards and 

the applicable laws and regulations.

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INDEPENDENT THIRD PARTY BODY

On the basis of our work, our responsibility is to:

 ● certify that the required CSR Information is provided in 

the management report or, if it is omitted, is explained in 

accordance with the third paragraph of Article R. 225-105 

of the French Commercial Code (certifi cation of presence of 

CSR Information);

 ● provide a limited assurance that all aspects of the CSR 

Information, as a whole, are presented in a true and fair 

manner in accordance with the Reference Systems (reasoned 

opinion on the reliability of the CSR Information).

Calling upon the expertise of fi ve people, our work took place 

between September 2016 and April 2017 totalling approximately 

10 weeks’ work.

We performed the tasks described below in accordance 

with the applicable French professional standards and the 

13 May 2013 decree on the conditions under which an independent 

third party auditor performs its duties, and for the reasoned 

opinion, in accordance with international standard ISAE 3000(2).

1. Certifi cation of completeness of CSR Information

NATURE AND SCOPE OF OUR WORK

We familiarised ourselves, through interviews with the appropriate 

managers, with the overall sustainable development guidelines in 

relation to the social and environmental impact associated with 

the Company’s activities and its societal commitments and, where 

applicable, the resulting activities or programmes.

(1) See www.cofrac.fr for the scope of accreditation.

(2) ISAE 3000 – Assurance engagements other than audits or reviews of historical information.

This is a free translation into English of the Statutory Auditors’ report issued in French and is provided solely for the convenience 

of English speaking readers. This report should be read in conjunction with, and construed in accordance with, French law and 

professional auditing standards applicable in France.
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We compared the CSR Information presented in the management 

report with the list provided in Article R. 225-105-1 of the French 

Commercial Code.

In the case of some missing consolidated information, we verifi ed 

that explanations were provided in accordance with the provisions 

of Article R. 225-105 paragraph 3 of the French Commercial Code.

We checked that the CSR Information covered the whole 

consolidation scope, meaning the Company and its subsidiaries 

as defi ned by Article L. 233-1 of the French Commercial Code, and 

the companies under its control as defi ned by Article L. 233-3 of the 

same code, within the limits specifi ed in the methodological note 

presented in the Section “Selection of information and indicators 

published and scope of CSR reporting” of the management report.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of our work and given the above limitations, we certify 

the presence of the required CSR Information in the management 

report.

2.  Reasoned opinion on the reliability of the CSR 
Information

Nature and scope of our work

We carried out approximately 10 interviews with those responsible 

for preparing the CSR data in the various departments in charge of 

the data collection processes and, where applicable, managers of 

the internal control and risk management procedures, in order to:

 ● assess the appropriateness of the reporting framework in 

terms of its relevance, completeness, reliability, neutrality 

and comprehensibility, taking into account the sector’s best 

practices whenever applicable;

 ● verify the implementation of procedures for collecting, 

compiling, processing, and verifying the completeness and 

consistency of CSR Information and familiarise ourselves with 

the internal control and risk management procedures relating 

to the compilation of the CSR Information.

We determined the nature and scope of our tests and verifi cations 

in accordance with the nature and the signifi cance of the CSR 

Information in relation to the Company’s characteristics, the social 

and environmental challenges associated with its activities, its 

strategy in terms of sustainable development and best sector 

practices.

For the CSR Information we deemed the most important(1):

 ● For the consolidating entity, we reviewed source documents 

and conducted interviews intended to corroborate any 

qualitative information (organisation, policies, activities, etc.), 

we applied analytical procedures to quantitative data and, 

using sampling techniques, verifi ed the calculations and data 

consolidation. We also verifi ed their coherence and consistency 

with other information provided in the management report;

 ● Based on a representative sample of sites, we selected(2) 

according to their activities, their contribution to the 

consolidated indicators, their locations and a risk analysis, we 

conducted interviews to check that procedures were correctly 

applied and detailed sampling tests were run to check the 

calculations made and reconcile the data with the supporting 

documents. A sample selected in this manner covers on 

average 22% of employees and between 24% and 72% of 

quantitative environmental data presented that is considered 

to be representative of the social and environmental issues.

With regard to the other consolidated CSR Information, we 

assessed its consistency in relation to our knowledge of the 

Company.

(1) Social data

• Indicators (quantitative data): total payroll and employee distribution, rate of absenteeism, occupational accident frequency and severity rates, number of recognised occupational 
illnesses, number of training hours.

• Qualitative data: use and organisation of working time, absenteeism, workplace health and safety conditions, training policies implemented.
 Environmental and societal data:

• Indicators (quantitative data): total energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions (scope 1 and 2), water consumption, metric tonnes of waste produced and recycled and 
amount of COD produced.

• Qualitative data: general environment policy (Company organisation taking into account environmental issues and procedures for environmental assessment and certifi cation), 
pollution (measures to prevent, reduce or rectify discharges into the air, water and soil, consideration of noise pollution and all other forms of pollution specifi c to the Company’s 
operations) the circular economy (measures to prevent, recycle, recover and eliminate waste, initiatives to combat food waste, water use and supply depending on local regulations, 
energy use, measures to improve energy effi ciency, use of renewable energies and land use) consumption of raw materials and measures to use them more effi ciently, climate 
change (major sources of GHG emissions generated as a result of the Company’s operations, in particular the use of goods and services the Company produces and provides, 
as well as climate change mitigation), relations with stakeholders, the proportional use of subcontractors, consideration of societal and environmental challenges in the purchasing 
policy and supplier and subcontractor relations and fair operating practices (initiatives undertaken to combat corruption and measures to improve consumer health and safety).

(2) The Pouzauges Gare site (supply chain) and the Mouilleron site (prepared meals) subject to follow-up audit. Both sites are located in France.
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Finally, we assessed the relevance of the explanations relating 

to the complete or partial absence of certain information, where 

relevant.

We believe that the sampling methods and the size of the samples 

we used, based on our professional expertise, enable us to issue 

a conclusion of limited assurance. A higher level of assurance 

would have required more extensive verifi cation work. Due to the 

use of sampling techniques and to the other limitations inherent in 

the operation of any information and internal control system, the 

risk of the non-detection of a material misstatement in the CSR 

Information cannot be completely eliminated.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of these procedures, we have not identifi ed any 

material misstatements that might call into question the fact that 

the CSR Information, taken as a whole, is presented in a true and 

fair manner in accordance with the reporting framework.

Paris, La Défense, 26 April 2017

The independent third party organisation

ERNST & YOUNG et Associés

Eric Mugnier Bruno Perrin

Sustainable development partner Partner
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2.7.2 Cross-reference table

Grenelle II – Article 225 GRI 4 ISO 26000 Global Compact Registration Document

Working hours

Organisation of working hours - 6.4.4 2.5.3.2

Absenteeism LA 6 6.4.4 2.5.3.1

Labour relations

Social dialogue LA 4 6.4.3, 6.4.5 3 2.5.7.1

Collective bargaining agreements - 6.4.3, 6.4.5 3 2.5.7.3

Health and safety

Health and safety in the workplace LA 5 6.4.6 4, 5 2.5.3.1

Agreements signed with trade unions 
on health & safety in the workplace

LA 8 6.4.6 4, 5 No specifi c agreement signed 
in 2016

Occupational accidents, in particular 
in terms of frequency and severity

LA 6, LA 7 6.4.6, 6.8.8 4, 5 2.5.3.1

Occupational illnesses LA 6, LA 7 6.4.6, 6.8.8 4, 5 2.5.3.1

Training

Training policies implemented LA 10, LA 11 6.4.7, 6.8.5 2.5.4.1

Total number of training hours LA 9, HR 2 6.3.5, 6.4.7 2.5.4.2

Equal opportunity

Measures to promote gender equality LA 3, LA 12, 
LA 13

6.3.7, 6.3.10, 
6.4.3, 6.4.4

2.5.6.2

Measures to promote the employment 
and integration of disabled people

LA 12 6.3.7, 6.3.10, 
6.4.3

2.5.6.3

Anti-discrimination policy LA 12, HR 3 6.3.6, 6.3.7, 
6.3.10, 6.4.3

2.5.6.1

Promotion of and compliance with the ILO’s 
core conventions

Signatory of the Global Compact since 2003

Respect for the freedom of association 
and the right to collective bargaining

HR 4 6.3.3, 6.3.4, 
6.3.10, 6.4.5, 

6.6.6

3 Fleury Michon commits to strict 
compliance with the international 

conventions in force on these 
fundamental issues

Discrimination: 2.5.6.1Elimination of discrimination in employment 
and occupation

HR 3 6.3.6, 6.3.7, 
6.3.10, 6.4.3

6

Abolition of forced and compulsory labour HR 6 6.3.3, 6.3.4, 
6.3.5, 6.3.10, 

6.6.6

4, 5

Effective abolition of child labour HR 5 6.3.3, 6.3.4, 
6.3.5, 6.3.7, 

6.3.10, 6.6.6, 
6.8.4

4, 5

Environmental information

General environmental policy
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Grenelle II – Article 225 GRI 4 ISO 26000 Global Compact Registration Document

Organisation of the Company to address 
environmental issues and where applicable, 
environmental assessment and certifi cation 
procedures

G4-1 6.2, 6.5 7, 8, 9 2.4.1

Environmental training and awareness 
programmes for employees

G4-43 6.6.7, 6.5 7, 8, 9 2.4.1.3

Resources assigned to the prevention 
of environmental risks and pollution

EN 30, EN 31 6.5 7, 8, 9 2.4.1.2, 2.4.2

Amount of provisions set aside for 
environmental risks (except for risk of harm)

EC 2 6.5.5, 6.8.7 7, 8, 9 Fleury Michon does not 
recognise any provisions 

for environmental risks

Pollution and waste management

Measures to prevent, reduce and rectify 
emissions into the air, water and soil 
that have a signifi cant environmental impact

EN 10, EN 20, 
EN 21, EN 22, 
EN 24, EN 26, 

EN 31

6.5.3, 6.5.4, 
6.5.5

7, 8, 9 Water 2.4.2.2
Based on its activity, 

Fleury Michon does not consider 
that its emissions into the air and 

soil are likely to impact 
on the air and soil

Measures to prevent, recycle, recover 
and eliminate waste

EN 23, EN 24, 
EN 25, EN 27, 

EN 28

6.5.3, 6.5.4, 
6.5.5

7, 8, 9 2.4.2.1

Measures to reduce noise pollution 
and all other forms of pollution specifi c 
to a business activity

EN 24 6.5.3 7, 8, 9

Measures to combat food waste 2.4.3.3

Sustainable use of resources

Water consumption EN 8, EN 9 6.5.4 7, 8, 9 2.4.3.1

Water supply in accordance with local 
regulations

EN 8, EN 9 6.5.4 7, 8, 9 2.4.3.1

Consumption of raw materials EN 1, EN 2 6.5.4 7, 8, 9 2.4.3.2

Measures to improve the effi cient use 
of raw materials

EN 1, EN 2 6.5.4 7, 8, 9 2.4.3.2

Energy consumption EN 3, EN 4, 
EN 6, EN 7

6.5.4, 6.5.5 7, 8, 9 2.4.3.4

Measures to improve energy effi ciency 
and use of renewable energies

EN 3, EN 4, 
EN 6, EN 7

6.5.4, 6.5.5 7, 8, 9 2.4.3.4

Land use EN 11 6.5.4, 6.5.6 7, 8, 9 Fleury Michon is not directly 
involved in land use. 

The Company works in 
partnership with local farmers to 
promote sustainable agriculture, 

for example by advising them 
on fertilisation programmes 

and sludge spreading
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Grenelle II – Article 225 GRI 4 ISO 26000 Global Compact Registration Document

Climate change

Major sources of GHG emissions generated 
as a result of the Company’s operations, 
in particular the use of goods and services 
the Company produces and provides

EN 15, EN 16, 
EN 17, EN 18, 

EN 19

6.5.5 7, 8, 9 2.4.4

Adaptation to the consequences of climate 
change

EC 2 6.5.5 7, 8, 9 Its geographical locations mean 
that Fleury Michon is not directly 

impacted by climate change in 
the medium term. The Group is 

however aware that climate 
change could impact its supply 

chain.
As the issue is complex and 

does not present a major risk in 
the short term, the impact and 

necessary adaptations have not 
yet been identifi ed or quantifi ed

Protecting biodiversity

Measures to protect and develop biodiversity EN 11, EN 12, 
EN 13, EN 14, 

EN 26

6.5.6 7, 8, 9 2.4.5, 2.2.1.3

Information on societal commitments 
promoting sustainable development

6.8 2.1.1, 2.1.3, 2.2, 2.6

Local, economic and social impact 
of the Company’s business on

Employment and regional development EC 6, EN 7, 
EC 8, EC 9, 

SO 1

6.4.3, 6.6.6, 
6.7.8, 6.8.5, 
6.8.7, 6.8.9

2.2.1.2, 2.6.3

Neighbouring or local populations EC 6, EC 7, 
EC 8, EC 9, 
HR 8, SO 1, 

SO 2

6.4.3, 6.5.3, 
6.6.6, 6.7.8, 
6.8.3, 6.8.5, 
6.8.7, 6.8.9

2.6.4

Relations with individuals or organisations 
that benefi t from the Company’s operations, 
in particular social insertion organisations, 
educational institutions, environmental 
protection agencies, consumer organisations 
and neighbouring populations 
(NB: stakeholders)

5

Conditions for dialogue with these individuals 
and organisations

G4-26, G4-37 2.1.6

Partnerships and sponsorships EC 7 6.3.9, 6.8.7, 
6.8.9

2.6.4.3
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Grenelle II – Article 225 GRI 4 ISO 26000 Global Compact Registration Document

Subcontractors and suppliers

Integration of social and environmental issues 
in the purchasing policy

LA 14, LA 15, 
EN 33, HR 5, 
HR 9, HR 11

6.3.3, 6.3.4, 
6.3.5, 6.3.7, 

6.3.10, 6.4.3, 
6.6.6, 6.8.4

1, 2 2.2.1, 2.6.1

Scale of subcontracting and the incorporation 
of CSR in relations with suppliers and 
subcontractors

LA 14, LA 15, 
G4-12, EN 32, 

EN 33, HR 5, 
HR 9, HR 11, 
SO 9, SO 10

6.3.3, 6.3.4, 
6.3.5, 6.3.7, 

6.3.10, 6.4.3 
6.6.6, 6.8.4

1, 2 2.2.1.1, 2.6.1

Fair operating practices 6.6

Measures to prevent all forms of corruption G4-56, G4-58, 
SO 3, SO 4, 

SO 5

6.6.3, 6.6.6 10 2.1.7.2, 2.1.7.3

Measures adopted to promote consumer 
health and safety

EN 27, PR 1, 
PR 2, PR 3, 
PR 4, PR 6, 
PR 7, PR 8, 

PR 9

6.5.3, 6.5.4, 
6.5.5, 6.7.3, 
6.7.4, 6.7.5, 
6.7.6, 6.7.7, 
6.7.9, 6.8.8

2.2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4

Other measures to promote human rights HR 1, HR 2, 
HR 7 to HR 12

6.3.3, 6.3.4, 
6.3.5, 6.3.6, 
6.3.7, 6.3.8, 
6.6.6, 6.6.7, 

6.8.3

1, 2 Signatory of the Global Compact 
since 2003
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697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

65,2 %
Entiendes veriterimes

en 2014

4
Independent 

directors

87%
 Attendance at Board 

meetings in 2016

2
Directors

representing employees
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3.1 Governance and control structures

Fleury Michon’s governance focuses on making sure good management practices are in place to ensure long-term development 

and growth, effective human resources and job management and a sustainable future for the Group.

3.1.1 Operation

3.1.1.1 A CLEAR AND OPEN GOVERNANCE 
SYSTEM

To balance the demands of good management, safety and the 

long-term future of the Company, Fleury Michon’s Board of 

Directors comprises three director categories:

 ● Representatives of the core family shareholders (5 out of 11);

 ● Independent directors with a diverse range of skills and 

experience (4 out of 11);

 ● Directors representing employee shareholders (2 out of 11).

The Board has the following general responsibilities:

 ● Examining and approving the Company’s guidelines and 

ensuring they are implemented;

 ● Appointing and dismissing the Chairman and the Chief 

Executive Offi cer, and deciding on their compensation, scope 

of authority and terms of offi ce.

Members of the Board of Directors:

 ● Grégoire Gonnord, Chairman;

 ● Geneviève Gonnord;

 ● Hervé Gonnord;

 ● Claire Gonnord;

 ● Philippe Magdelénat;

 ● Pierre Jourdain, independent member;

 ● Nicolas Le Chatelier, independent member;

 ● Nadine Deswasière, independent member;

 ● Christine Mondollot, independent member;

 ● Vincent Roquebert, employee shareholders’ representative;

 ● Olivier Fuzeau, employee shareholders’ representative.

Honorary Chairman: Yves Gonnord (guest – not entitled to vote). 

3.1.1.2 BOARD COMMITTEES

The Board of Directors has also set up dedicated committees with 

a view to enhancing its operating methods and assisting with its 

decision-making processes.

The Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Committee helps 

defi ne the CSR policy, determine its objectives and oversee its 

implementation. Its members are: Nadine Deswasière (Chair), 

Geneviève Gonnord, Vincent Roquebert and Olivier Fuzeau 

(employee members).

The Compensation and Appointments Committee reviews and 

proposes compensation packages for the Company’s corporate 

offi cers. It makes sure that compensation is appropriate and that 

succession plans are in place for the main senior positions. Its 

members are: Nicolas Le Chatelier (Chairman) and Yves Gonnord.

The Audit and Risks Committee ensures the reliability of fi nancial 

information, oversees compliance with standards and reviews 

the Group’s internal audit plan, internal control systems, risk 

mapping and risk management. Its members are: Pierre Jourdain 

(Chairman), Philippe Magdelénat and Hervé Gonnord.

3.1.1.3 GROUP EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

Executive Management assists the Board of Directors in preparing 

and monitoring the implementation of strategic policies approved 

by the Board. It does everything possible to ensure that the 

Company is managed with due diligence and to achieve fi nancial 

targets approved by the Board.

Executive Management has changed its operating methods 

and is now supported by a Strategic Planning Committee. This 

committee, chaired by Régis Lebrun, holds meetings as often 

as deemed necessary and at least twice a month. The Strategic 

Planning Committee is responsible for ensuring and supporting the 

roll out of strategic projects. The committee has two permanent 

members, as follows:

 ● Régis Lebrun – Chief Executive Offi cer;

 ● Jean-Louis Roy – Senior Vice President, Administration and 

Finance.

The Strategic Planning Committee’s scope of responsibilities may 

be widened according to the topics covered during meetings.
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3.1.2 Information on directorships and similar positions 
in the past five years

3.1.2.1 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chairman

 ■ GRÉGOIRE GONNORD

Representative of the core family shareholders

Directorships held at 31 December 2016 and during the past fi ve years Company

CEO SHCP (SAS)

Director L’ÉCOLE DE DESIGN NANTES

Member of the International Advisory Board AUDENCIA NANTES

Member of the Executive Committee FONDATION THIERRY LATRAN

Director FONDATION THÉRAPIE GÉNIQUE PAYS DE LOIRE

 ■ GENEVIÈVE GONNORD

Representative of the core family shareholders

Directorships held at 31 December 2016 and during the past fi ve years

No directorships or positions in other companies.

 ■ HERVÉ GONNORD

Representative of the core family shareholders

Directorships held at 31 December 2016 and during the past fi ve years Company

Chairman GONNORD FINANCES & PARTICIPATIONS SAS

Deputy Chairman FONDATION BERTRAND GONNORD
under the auspices of the Apprentis d’Auteuil Foundation

Chairman FONDS SOLIDAIRE BERTRAND GONNORD 
Association

 ■ CLAIRE GONNORD

Representative of the core family shareholders

Directorships held at 31 December 2016 and during the past fi ve years

No directorships or positions in other companies.
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 ■ PIERRE JOURDAIN

Independent director

Directorships at 31 December 2016 Company

Member of the Supervisory Board FINANCIÈRE CA (SAS)

Member of the Supervisory Board HOLDING EUROPÉENNE DES DESSERTS (SAS)

Chairman of the Supervisory Board BAG INVEST (SAS)

Board member HG WEBER (Inc.)

Board member DCM GROUP NORTH AMERICA (Inc.)

Chairman of the Supervisory Board MOULINOISE DE PARTICIPATIONS (SAS)

Chairman of the Management Board AZULIS CAPITAL (SA)

Other directorships held during the past fi ve years

2012 to 2016 Member of the Supervisory Board FINANCIÈRE DE L’AVENIR (SAS)

2012 to 2014 Member of the Strategy Committee MERINVEST (SAS)

Chief Operating Offi cer ALOXOISE DE PARTICIPATION (SAS)

2012 to 2013 Vice-Chairman of the Supervisory Board FINANCIÈRE MARTINE SAS

Vice-Chairman of the Supervisory Board EUROPÉENNE DES DESSERTS (SAS)

Member of the Supervisory Board FINANCIÈRE BRETECHE (SAS)

Azulis Capital’s permanent representative on the Board 
of Directors VMI (SA)

Member of the Supervisory Board FINANCIÈRE SUMAYA (SAS)

 ■ NICOLAS LE CHATELIER

Independent director

Directorships held at 31 December 2016 and during the past fi ve years

No directorships or positions in other companies.

 ■ PHILIPPE MAGDELÉNAT

Director

Directorships held at 31 December 2016 and during the past fi ve years

No directorships or positions in other companies.

 ■ NADINE DESWASIÈRE

Independent director

Directorships at 31 December 2016 Company

Legal Manager ETHICONSEIL (SARL)

Director PROSPÉRITÉ FERMIÈRE - INGREDIA (SA)

Other directorships held during the past fi ve years

2012 to 2015 Partner BE-LINKED (SARL)
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 ■ CHRISTINE MONDOLLOT

Independent director

Directorships at 31 December 2016 Company

Director VIVARTE (SAS)

Director MARIE BRIZARD WINE AND SPIRITS (SA)(1)

Director SOLENDRO (SAS)

Director representing BPI France VIVESCIA INDUSTRIES (SCA)

Other directorships held during the past fi ve years

2014-2015 Director FISKARS Corporation

(1) Formerly known as BELVÉDÈRE (SA).

 ■ VINCENT ROQUEBERT

Director representing employee shareholders

 ■ OLIVIER FUZEAU

Director representing employee shareholders

3.1.2.2 EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

Chief Executive Offi cer

 ■ RÉGIS LEBRUN

Directorships at 31 December 2016 Company

Chairman ROOM SAVEURS (SAS)

Director PIATTI FRESCHI ITALIA (SPA)

Fleury Michon’s permanent representative on the Board of Directors PLATOS TRADICIONALES (SA)

Chairman DELTA DAILYFOOD CANADA (Inc.)

Chairman FLEURY MICHON CANADA (Inc.)

Chairman of the Board of Directors PROCONI (DOO)

Chairman FLEURY MICHON TRAITEUR DE LA MER (SAS)

Board member FLEURY MICHON NORGE (AS)

Chairman TRÈS BIEN MERCI (SAS)

Sole director FLEURY MICHON (Inc.)

Chairman FLEURY MICHON CHARCUTERIE (SAS)

Chairman FLEURY MICHON TRAITEUR (SAS)

Chairman CHARCUTERIES CUISINÉES DE PLÉLAN (SAS)

Chairman SOCIÉTÉ D’INNOVATION CULINAIRE (SAS)

Chairman L’ESPRIT FRAIS (SAS)
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3.1.3 Specific information concerning corporate officers

3.1.4 Conflicts of interest within Executive Management 
or the Board of Directors

3.1.5 Additional information concerning the corporate officers

To the best of the Company’s knowledge, in the last fi ve years 

none of its corporate offi cers has:

 ● Been convicted of any fraudulent offence;

 ● Been associated with a company that has been declared 

bankrupt, or placed in liquidation or receivership;

 ● Been the subject of any offi cial public incrimination and/or 

sanctions by statutory or regulatory authorities;

 ● Been disqualifi ed by a court from acting as a member of the 

administrative or management bodies of an issuer or from 

acting in the management or conduct of the affairs of any 

issuer.

To the best of the Company’s knowledge and as of the date of 

publication of this document:

 ● No confl icts of interest have been identifi ed between the duties 

of the members of Executive Management and of the Board 

of Directors and their private interests or other duties;

 ● No arrangements or agreements have been made with the 

main shareholders, customers or suppliers according to which 

one of the members of the Board was selected based on their 

membership of the Board;

 ● No restrictions have been accepted by Executive Management 

or one of the members of the Board of Directors concerning 

the sale of their stake in the Company’s capital.

At its meeting on 1 April 2016, the Board of Directors authorised 

the continuation of a service agreement concerning the provision 

of consulting services to Fleury Michon in the areas of strategy and 

business development (strategic planning agreement, serving as 

a rider to the service agreement, mentioned under related-party 

agreements). The service agreement with SHCP SAS, concerning 

the directors Yves Gonnord and Grégoire Gonnord, represented 

an expense of €985 thousand for 2016 (0.13% of the previous 

year’s revenue).

Fleury Michon is a French joint stock company (société anonyme) 

with a Board of Directors. Grégoire Gonnord is the Company’s 

Chairman of the Board of Directors and Régis Lebrun is Chief 

Executive Offi cer.

Chairman

 ■ GRÉGOIRE GONNORD

Representative of the core family shareholders

Son of Yves Gonnord and Geneviève Gonnord

Business address:

Fleury Michon SA, BP 1, 85707 Pouzauges, France

Start of term: 25 June 2009

Current term expires on: date of the OGM to be called in 

2018 to approve the fi nancial statements for the year ending 

31 December 2017

Members of the Board of Directors

 ■ GENEVIÈVE GONNORD

Representative of the core family shareholders

Wife of Yves Gonnord

Business address:

Fleury Michon SA, BP 1, 85707 Pouzauges, France

Start of term: 25 June 2009

Current term expires on: date of the OGM called in 2017 

to approve the financial statements for the year ended 

31 December 2016
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 ■ HERVÉ GONNORD

Representative of the core family shareholders

Son of Yves Gonnord and Geneviève Gonnord

Business address:

Fleury Michon SA, BP 1, 85707 Pouzauges, France

Start of term: 31 May 2012

Current term expires on: date of the OGM to be called in 

2018 to approve the fi nancial statements for the year ending 

31 December 2017

 ■ CLAIRE GONNORD

Representative of the core family shareholders

Daughter of Yves Gonnord and Geneviève Gonnord

Business address:

Fleury Michon SA, BP 1, 85707 Pouzauges, France

Start of term: 26 May 2016

Current term expires on: date of the OGM to be called in 

2019 to approve the fi nancial statements for the year ending 

31 December 2018

 ■ PIERRE JOURDAIN

Independent director

Chairman of the Audit and Risks Committee

Business address:

AZULIS

21, boulevard de la Madeleine, 75001 Paris, France

Professional expertise:

Agri-foods sector

Corporate strategy and fi nance

Private equity and fi nance

Experience:

Food and Wines From France (SOPEXA) New York

Agriculture Ministry – Food Directorate General

Banexi then Azulis Capital since 2000 (formerly Banexi Capital 

Partenaire) – Associate Director, Private Equity

Start of term: 25 June 2009

Current term expires on: date of the OGM to be called in 

2018 to approve the fi nancial statements for the year ending 

31 December 2017

 ■ NICOLAS LE CHATELIER

Independent director

Chairman of the Compensation and Appointments Committee

Business address:

Fleury Michon SA, BP 1, 85707 Pouzauges, France

Professional expertise:

Mergers and acquisitions

International sales and marketing

Strategy, restructuring and human resources management

Experience:

Procter & Gamble – Brand Manager

Yoplait France – Chief Executive Offi cer

Chairman of the French fresh dairy products trade federation 

(Syndicat professionnel des produits laitiers frais)

Sodiaal – Chairman and Chief Executive Offi cer

Entremont Group – Chairman of the Executive Board

Chairman of the French cheese trade federation (Syndicat 

professionnel des fromages)

Start of term: 25 June 2009

Current term expires on: date of the OGM to be called in 

2019 to approve the fi nancial statements for the year ending 

31 December 2018

 ■ PHILIPPE MAGDELÉNAT

Director

Member of the Audit and Risks Committee

Business address:

Fleury Michon SA, BP 1, 85707 Pouzauges, France

Professional expertise:

Strategy and marketing

Company assessment, turnaround and restructuring

Experience:

Rosières SA – Chief Executive Offi cer Plants

Tiffon – Chief Executive Offi cer

Sarl Cohergence – Manager (strategy and development 

management consultant)

Fleury Michon Traiteur – Chairman and Chief Executive Offi cer

SV&GM (Consultancy arm of Salustro-Reydel) – Director, Analysis 

and Restructuring

Avenir Conseil Entreprises (mergers and acquisitions consulting) 

– Chairman and Chief Executive Offi cer

Professional Air Service – Chairman and Chief Executive Offi cer

Start of term: 25 June 2009

Current term expires on: date of the OGM called in 2017 

to approve the financial statements for the year ended 

31 December 2016
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 ■ NADINE DESWASIÈRE

Independent director

Chair of the Corporate Social Responsibility Committee

Business address:

Ethiconseil, 20, rue Cail, 75010 Paris, France

Professional expertise:

Marketing and innovation

Corporate social responsibility

Management and international development

Experience:

Nestlé France – Chief Executive Offi cer

Ethiconseil – Manager

Be-linked – Co-Founder

Speaker at ENA, HEC Executive, Institut Catholique de Paris and 

Institut Français des Administrateurs

Start of term: 25 June 2009

Current term expires on: date of the OGM called in 2017 

to approve the financial statements for the year ended 

31 December 2016

 ■ CHRISTINE MONDOLLOT

Independent director

Business address:

40, avenue Bosquet, 75007 Paris, France

Professional expertise:

Supermarket sector

Corporate strategy and marketing

International (emerging countries: China, Indonesia, Middle East, 

etc.)

Experience:

Virgin Group – Chair of the Management Board

Galeries Lafayette Group – International Director

BHV – General Manager

Kodak France – CEO of Kodak Laboratories and Executive 

Director of the Consumer Products division

Saresco Groupe Hachette – Deputy Executive Director

Groupe Pernod Ricard – Marketing Vice-President, Sales Director 

and member of the Management Committee

Procter & Gamble France – Marketing

Start of term: 28 May 2014

Current term expires on: date of the OGM called in 2017 

to approve the financial statements for the year ended 

31 December 2016

 ■ VINCENT ROQUEBERT

Director representing employee shareholders

Business address:

Fleury Michon, BP 1, 85707 Pouzauges, France

Start of term: 28 May 2015

Current term expires on: date of the OGM to be called in 

2018 to approve the fi nancial statements for the year ending 

31 December 2017

 ■ OLIVIER FUZEAU

Director representing employee shareholders

Business address:

Fleury Michon, BP 1, 85707 Pouzauges, France

Start of term: 28 May 2015

Current term expires on: date of the OGM to be called in 

2018 to approve the fi nancial statements for the year ending 

31 December 2017

CHANGE TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD 
PUT FORWARD TO THE ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING OF 23 MAY 2017

The terms of offi ce of the following directors expire on the date 

of the Annual General Meeting called to approve the fi nancial 

statements for the year ended 31 December 2016:

 ● Geneviève Gonnord;

 ● Nadine Deswasière;

 ● Christine Mondollot;

 ● Philippe Magdenélat.

The Board of Directors recommends re-appointing the 

abovementioned directors for a three-year period expiring at 

the Annual General Meeting to be called in 2020 to approve the 

fi nancial statements for the year ending 31 December 2019.
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3.2 Shareholdings and compensation

3.2.1 Compensation and benefits

The compensation paid to corporate offi cers is determined by 

the Compensation and Appointments Committee. The variable 

elements of the compensation package are based on the 

performance of the Group and its subsidiaries, notably growth in 

revenue, operating profi t and net profi t.

In compliance with Article L. 225-102-1 of the French Commercial 

Code (Code de commerce), the following information is disclosed 

in relation to the corporate offi cers of Fleury Michon. Basic and 

variable compensation and benefits due during the year to 

corporate offi cers of the Company and its subsidiaries totalled 

€515 thousand.

The Fleury Michon Group states that corporate offi cers are not 

entitled to any specifi c severance package should they change 

or leave their positions.

Moreover, in an effort to boost employee shareholding, based on 

a decision of the General Meeting of 11 February 2013, the Board 

of Directors decided, at its meeting on 25 February 2013, to award 

free shares and performance shares to Group employees and 

offer subscription or purchase warrants to employee members 

of management. The award plan is described in paragraph 3.2.5.

SUMMARY OF GROSS COMPENSATION, STOCK OPTIONS AND SHARES AWARDED TO EACH CORPORATE OFFICER

In € thousands At 31 December 2016 At 31 December 2015

Grégoire Gonnord

Chairman

Compensation due for the period 173.7 172.1

Value of options awarded - -

Value of performance shares - -

SUB-TOTAL 173.7 172.1

Régis Lebrun

Chief Executive Offi cer

Compensation due for the period 339.4 342.7

Value of options awarded - -

Value of performance shares 2.0 2.0

SUB-TOTAL 341.4 344.7

Raymond Doizon(1)

Chief Operating Offi cer

Compensation due for the period - 342.7

Value of options awarded - -

Value of performance shares - 2.0

SUB-TOTAL - 344.7

TOTAL 515.1 861.5

(1) The Chief Operating Offi cer’s term of offi ce ended on 31 December 2015 (retirement).
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SUMMARY OF GROSS COMPENSATION PAID TO EACH CORPORATE OFFICER

In € thousands

31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Amounts due Amounts paid Amounts due Amounts paid

Grégoire Gonnord

Chairman

Salary 158.7 158.7 157.1 157.1

Bonus - - - -

Exceptional compensation - - - -

Attendance fees 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

Benefi ts in kind: company car - - - -

SUB-TOTAL 173.7 173.7 172.1 172.1

Régis Lebrun

Chief Executive Offi cer

Salary 273.1 273.1 270.4 270.4

Bonus 57.8 57.8 64.2 64.2

Exceptional compensation - - - -

Attendance fees - - - -

Benefi ts in kind: company car 8.5 8.5 8.1 8.1

SUB-TOTAL 339.4 339.4 342.7 342.7

Raymond Doizon(1)

Chief Operating Offi cer

Salary - - 270.4 270.4

Bonus - - 64.2 64.2

Exceptional compensation - - - -

Attendance fees - - - -

Benefi ts in kind: company car - - 8.1 8.1

SUB-TOTAL - - 342.7 342.7

TOTAL 513.1 513.1 857.5 857.5

(1) The Chief Operating Offi cer’s term of offi ce ended on 31 December 2015 (retirement).

3.2.2 Trading in the Company’s shares by management

In accordance with Article L. 621-18-2 of the French Monetary and Financial Code (Code monétaire et financier) and the General 

Regulation of the French fi nancial markets authority (Autorité des marchés financiers – AMF), management and similar parties disclosed 

the following transactions in 2016.

Name Type of transaction Date Number of shares Amount

Régis Lebrun None - - -
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3.2.3 Attendance fees

The members of the Board of Directors receive fees for attendance at meetings. The amount of these fees is determined each year by 

the General Meeting.

Attendance fees received by corporate offi cers(1) 2016(2) amounts due 2015(2) amounts due 2014(2) amounts due

Grégoire Gonnord 15.0 15.0 15.0

Yves Gonnord 0.0 9.0 15.0

Geneviève Gonnord 11.0 9.0 15.0

Hervé Gonnord 13.0 15.0 15.0

Claire Gonnord 10.0 - -

Philippe Magdelénat 15.0 15.0 15.0

Philippe Tharaud 3.0 25.0 25.0

Pierre Jourdain 25.0 29.0 29.0

Nicolas Le Chatelier 29.0 29.0 29.0

Nadine Deswasière 29.0 29.0 29.0

Christine Mondollot 25.0 25.0 25.0

Valéry Bénéteau – employee shareholders’ representative - 3.0 3.0

Bruno Billy – employee shareholders’ representative - 3.0 3.0

Vincent Roquebert, employee shareholders’ representative 3 - -

Olivier Fuzeau, employee shareholders’ representative 3 - -

SUB-TOTAL 181 206 218

(1) No further compensation was paid to corporate offi cers.
(2) Attendance fees due for the period.

At the General Meeting, the Board of Directors will ask shareholders to set the total attendance fees payable to members of the Board 

of Directors in respect of 2017 at €194,000. This amount is below the statutory ceiling.
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3.2.4 Benefits paid to corporate officers

3.2.5 Awards of capital securities and share purchase or subscription options

Chairman and
Chief Executive Offi cer

Employment contract(1)
Supplementary 
pension plan(2)

Compensation or benefi ts 
due or that may be due 

on termination 
or change in position

Compensation relating 
to a non-compete 

clause(4)

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Grégoire Gonnord

Chairman X X X X

Start of term(3)

Current term expires on(3)

Régis Lebrun

Chief Executive Offi cer X X X X

Start of term(3)

Current term expires on(3)

(1) Employment contracts pre-date their appointment as corporate offi cers and cover a separate position. These contracts are maintained on account of corporate offi cers’ experience 
and length of service within the Group.

(2) The Group has a supplementary defi ned benefi t pension plan for management (Article 83 of contract). The contribution paid by the employer and recognised by the issuer is 4.5% 
of gross compensation, paid to the corporate offi cer.

(3) Corporate offi cers are appointed for a three-year period expiring on the date of the General Meeting to be called in 2018 to approve the fi nancial statements for the year ending 
31 December 2017.

(4) Twelve-month non-compete clause from the date of termination of the employment contract, applicable in France and extended to the countries in which Fleury Michon operates, 
covering its prepared meals business (prepared meals, charcuterie and prepared seafood). In return, a payment equal to 20% of the average gross salary for the past 12 months 
(excluding target-based bonuses) will be made.

The Board of Directors decided, at i ts meet ing on 

25 February 2013, to award free shares, performance shares and 

subscription or purchase warrants to employees and members of 

management. The share award plan is summarised below:

1. DECISION TO AWARD FREE SHARES UNDER 
THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS

The number of free shares awarded is 30 per employee. The 

benefi ciary employees must work for Group companies whose 

registered offices are located in France, have completed a 

minimum length of service of three months and have worked 

without interruption within one or more of these companies during 

the vesting period. The Board of Directors decided that these free 

shares would not be effective until after a four-year vesting period, 

beginning 25 February 2013 and ending 25 February 2017. The 

Board of Directors decided not to set any lock-in period for the 

free shares at the end of the vesting period. Furthermore, the free 

shares awarded at the end of the vesting period will be existing 

shares held in treasury by the Company, allocated or eligible to 

be allocated for this purpose.

At the end of the vesting period (i.e., on 25 February 2017), a total 

of 92,400 treasury shares were awarded to employees who met 

the continued employment requirements.
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HISTORY OF FREE SHARE AWARDS

Information on free share awards

Date of General Meeting Plan No. 1 11 February 2013

Date of Board meeting 25 February 2013

Total number of free shares that may be awarded per benefi ciary 30

End of vesting period 25 February 2017

Total number of free shares awarded to corporate offi cers at 31 December 2016

Régis Lebrun -

Chief Executive Offi cer

2. DECISION TO AWARD SHARES SUBJECT 
TO PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Plan 1: The maximum number of free shares that may be awarded 

subject to performance requirements is 240 per benefi ciary. The 

Board of Directors decided that the benefi ciaries must be members 

of the management committees of the various Group companies 

whose registered offi ces are located in France, and Group senior 

managers who have completed a minimum length of service of 

three months and have worked without interruption within one or 

more of these companies during the vesting period. Subject to full 

or partial fulfi lment of performance criteria, the free shares will vest 

and be effectively delivered at the end of a four-year plus 125 day 

vesting period, ending on 30 June 2017. Share awards are subject 

to the achievement of two performance criteria, for each fi nancial 

year during the vesting period:

 ● One fi nancial criterion consisting of the recurring operating 

margin being achieved for the companies referred to above;

 ● One non-fi nancial criterion relating to the holding of meetings 

with the purpose of discussing topics regarding the life of the 

Company with all employees.

The achievement of targets will be assessed independently at the 

end of each fi nancial year by the Board of Directors’ meeting held 

after the Ordinary Annual General Meeting. Furthermore, the free 

shares awarded pursuant to this decision at the end of the vesting 

period will be existing shares held in treasury by the Company, 

allocated or eligible to be allocated for this purpose.

During the year, the Board of Directors granted benefi ciaries who 

met the performance criteria the right to receive 60 free Company 

shares at the end of the vesting period. Tables 6 and 10 of the AMF 

recommendation, below, summarise the compensation awarded 

to corporate offi cers.

SHARE AWARD SUMMARY TABLE

Free performance shares awarded to each corporate offi cer

Performance shares awarded 
by the General Meeting during 
the fi nancial year to each 
corporate offi cer by the issuer

No. 
and date 

of the plan

Number 
of shares 
awarded 

during 
the period

Value of shares 
according to the 
method used for 
the consolidated 

fi nancial 
statements

Vesting 
date(1)

Availability 
date

Performance 
conditions

Régis Lebrun No. 1 60 €2,000 30 June 2017 30 June 2017 (2)

Chief Executive Offi cer 25/02/2013

(1) Effective award date of the performance shares, subject to continued employment.
(2) The award of performance shares depends on one fi nancial criterion (operating profi tability expressed as a % of revenue and obtained at each fi nancial year-end following the 

award date) and one non-fi nancial criterion.
 At its meeting on 30 June 2016, the Board acknowledged that the performance criteria for the year ended 31 December 2015 had been met, and awarded the benefi ciaries 

the right to receive 60 free Company shares at the end of the vesting period.
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HISTORY OF FREE SHARE AWARDS

Information on free share awards

Date of General Meeting Plan No. 1 11 February 2013

Date of Board meeting 25 February 2013

Total number of free shares that may be awarded per benefi ciary 240

End of vesting period 30 June 2017

Total number of free shares awarded to corporate offi cers at 31 December 2016

Régis Lebrun 180

Chief Executive Offi cer

3. ISSUE OF REDEEMABLE SUBSCRIPTION AND/OR PURCHASE WARRANTS (BSAARS)

The Board of Directors decided to issue a maximum of 

118,800  BSAARs granting the subscribers named by the 

Extraordinary General Meeting of 11 February 2013 the right to 

purchase or subscribe Fleury Michon shares. Each benefi ciary 

may subscribe a minimum of 1,800 BSAARs and a maximum of 

10,800 BSAARs. A total of 61,211 BSAARs were issued exclusively 

to certain employees of the Group on 22 March 2013, at the price 

of €2.82. BSAARs are non-transferable and non-exercisable for 

three years. The Board meeting held on 1 April 2016 confi rmed 

the exercise parity of the BSAARs and changed the listing date. 

Each BSAAR allows its holder to purchase or subscribe, at 

the issuer’s discretion, an existing or new Fleury Michon share 

at a price of €47.58, which represents 110% of the average 

closing price of the Company’s share over the 20 trading days 

preceding 22 February 2013. The BSAARs may be exercised from 

7 April 2016, the date they were fi rst listed on the Euronext Paris 

market, until 22 March 2020.

HISTORY OF AWARDS OF SHARE SUBSCRIPTION AND PURCHASE OPTIONS

Information on redeemable subscription and/or purchase warrants (BSAARs)

Date of General Meeting 11 February 2013

Date of Board meeting 25 February 2013

Total number of shares that may be subscribed or purchased 118,800

Date from which options may be exercised 7 April 2016

Expiry date 22 March 2020

Subscription or purchase price €47.58

Exercise terms non-exercisable and non-transferable 
from 22 March 2013 until 22 March 2016 

(extended to 7 April 2016)

Total number of share subscription or purchase options cancelled or declared null 
and void 57,589

Share subscription or purchase options remaining at the end of the fi nancial year 61,211

of which number subscribed or purchased by

Régis Lebrun 10,638

Chief Executive Offi cer

Fleury Michon believes that tables 4, 5, 7 and 9 of the AMF recommendation on compensation of corporate offi cers of 20 December 2008, 

updated on 17 December 2013, do not apply to the Group.
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3.3 Report of the Chairman of the Board of Directors
on the operation of the Board of Directors during the year and on the internal 
control and risk management procedures

To the Shareholders,

In accordance with Article L. 225-37 of the French Commercial Code, I report below, in my capacity as Chairman of the Board of 

Directors, on the conditions related to the preparation and organisation of the work of the Board of Directors and the Company’s 

internal control and risk management procedures.

Fleury Michon confi rms that it refers to the December 2009 version of the MiddleNext corporate governance code for small and 

midcap listed companies. The code is available on the website www.middlenext.com.

Using the “comply or explain” approach, this report specifi es the recommendations of the MiddleNext Code that have been applied 

within the Group and provides detailed explanations with respect to the application of these recommendations. The Group currently 

applies all 15 recommendations of the December 2009 version of the MiddleNext Code and in 2017 will consider and implement 

any measures that need to be taken to comply with the September 2016 version of the code.

We also inform shareholders that the Board of Directors has acknowledged the points for attention stated in this code.

This report has been prepared in conjunction with the Finance Department and the Internal Audit and Risks Department. It was 

approved by the Board of Directors on 4 April 2017. It will be presented to shareholders at the next General Meeting on 23 May 2017.

3.3.1 Conditions related to the preparation and organisation of the work 
of the Board of Directors

3.3.1.1 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES

The Fleury Michon Group is administered by a Board of Directors. 

The Board has three types of directors:

 ● Representatives of the core family shareholders;

 ● Independent directors;

 ● Directors representing employee shareholders.

The Board of Directors currently has 11 members, including the 

Chairman, Grégoire Gonnord, and four independent directors. 

These are members who have no relationship of any kind with 

the Company, its Group or management likely to affect their 

independence of judgement. The directors are independent within 

the meaning of Recommendation R8 of the MiddleNext Code, 

given that the following criteria are all met:

 ● No family ties;

 ● Not to have been a corporate officer or employee of the 

Company or a Group company for at least three years;

 ● No contractual fi nancial relationship (customer, supplier, bank);

 ● No equity-based relationship (non-core shareholder of the 

Company);

 ● Not to have been a Company auditor in the last three years.

Chapter 3 “Corporate governance” of the Registration Document 

provides information on directors’ professional experience and 

expertise (Recommendation R9).

There are two employee shareholders’ representatives. They are 

appointed to sit on the Board of Directors by the Supervisory 

Board of the “Fleury Michon Actionnariat” corporate mutual fund 

that holds shares in the Company.

The term of offi ce proposed on appointing or re-electing members 

is three years. This allows Directors to invest in their role on the 

Board and the various committees (Recommendation R10 of the 

MiddleNext Code). Each year the Board re-elects one-third of 

members in offi ce.

Members of the Board of Directors:

 ● Grégoire Gonnord: Chairman of the Board of Directors;

 ● Geneviève Gonnord: member of the Board of Directors;

 ● Hervé Gonnord: member of the Board of Directors;

 ● Claire Gonnord: member of the Board of Directors;

 ● Philippe Magdelénat: member of the Board of Directors;
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 ● Pierre Jourdain: independent member of the Board of 

Directors;

 ● Nicolas Le Chatelier: independent member of the Board of 

Directors;

 ● Nadine Deswasière: independent member of the Board of 

Directors;

 ● Christine Mondollot: independent member of the Board of 

Directors;

 ● Vincent Roquebert: member of the Board of Directors, 

representing employee shareholders;

 ● Olivier Fuzeau: member of the Board of Directors, representing 

employee shareholders.

Balanced representation of women and men 
on the Board of Directors

In accordance with the French Commercial Code and the 

Act 2011-103 of 27 January 2011 concerning gender equality 

and the balanced representation of women and men on Boards 

of Directors and Supervisory Boards, listed companies in France 

are required to have at least 20% of their board seats fi lled by 

women as from 2014 and at least 40% as from 2017. Fleury 

Michon is conscious of this target and is committed to achieving 

it. At 31 December 2016, the percentage of women on the Board, 

including employee shareholders, is 36%, compared with 25% 

at end-2015.

Roles and responsibilities of the Board of Directors

The Board of Directors’ roles and responsibilities are defi ned in 

accordance with Article 225-35 of the French Commercial Code.

The Board of Directors:

 ● Appoints and dismisses the Chairman, Chief Executive 

Officer and Chief Operating Officers. Determines the 

amount of compensation and the scope and duration of the 

authorisations granted to the Chief Operating Offi cers;

 ● The Chief Executive Offi cer is required to provide each director 

with all documents and information necessary to carry out his 

or her duties;

 ● Examines and approves the direction of the Company’s 

activities and oversees the application thereof. Deals with all 

matters relating to the effi cient running of the Company, and 

debates and decides on issues affecting it. Carries out the 

checks and audits that it deems appropriate;

 ● More specifically, examines and approves the plans 

implemented in relation to the Company’s main risks, and 

the internal control plans. Regularly monitors the activity and 

performance of the Company and ensures transparency in 

reporting. Sets and controls the limits to corporate offi cers’ 

powers.

Operation of the Board of Directors

Board meetings are called by the Chairman, who directs the 

proceedings. Board members may be notifi ed of the meeting by 

any means, including verbally. The decisions of the Board shall only 

be valid if half of the members are present; decisions are taken 

by a majority of directors present or represented, including via 

videoconference, the Chairman having a casting vote in the case 

of a tie. The meeting agendas are set by the Chairman on his own 

initiative or on the recommendation of the Chief Executive Offi cer. 

All items on the agenda are documented in writing. Documents 

are sent to Board members by post or email several days prior 

to the date of the meeting. This gives them the opportunity to 

prepare for the meeting and to request additional information or 

explanations (Recommendation R11). The Board votes to approve 

its operating budget on an annual basis. This budget is separate 

from the attendance fees paid to directors.

The Board of Directors is also governed by a set of Rules of 

Procedure, in accordance with Recommendation R6 of the 

MiddleNext Code. The Rules of Procedure were updated at the 

Board meeting on 1 April 2016. They:

 ● Specify the operating procedures of the Board, management, 

shareholder relations and the fundamental values applicable 

to all Group subsidiaries;

 ● Describe the general role and responsibilities of the Board and 

specialised committees;

 ● Defi ne the duties of Board members and the qualities expected 

of them.

The essential extracts from the rules are included in this report, 

which is made public every year and made available on the 

Company’s website.

In accordance with Recommendation R15 of the MiddleNext 

Code, members are invited at least once per year to speak and 

express their views at Board meetings on the Board’s operation, 

agenda and preparation of its work.

Board of Directors’ meetings in 2016

The Board of Directors met on a regular basis during the year, in 

accordance with Recommendation R13 of the MiddleNext Code. 

The average attendance rate in 2016 was 91.5% (down from 

84% in 2015).

Board members receive attendance fees, the amount of which 

is submitted to shareholders for approval at each Annual 

General Meeting. The attendance fees are divided on the basis 

of each member’s attendance at the various Board meetings 

and their participation in dedicated committees, as specifi ed in 

Recommendation R14 of the MiddleNext Code. See Chapter 3 

“Corporate governance” of the Registration Document for 

information on attendance fees.

Executive Management

In accordance with MiddleNext recommendations, Fleury Michon 

is run by a Chief Executive Offi cer and a non-executive Chairman, 

who carry out complementary roles:

 ● The Chief Executive Officer serves as the Group’s 

spokesperson. He leads the Group and is responsible for 

managing the Company effectively; he is given the broadest 

possible powers to act in all circumstances on behalf of the 
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Company. His role also involves drawing up strategic proposals 

and implementing them;

 ● The non-executive Chairman presides over and coordinates 

the Board of Directors, which is in turn responsible for 

approving the strategy recommended by the Chief Executive 

Offi cer and overseeing its execution.

SHCP, the lead holding company that represents the core family 

shareholders, advises the Chief Executive Offi cer and adopts, 

based on his proposals, the overarching strategic direction, 

which is submitted to the Board of Directors for fi nal approval. 

The Board then selects the projects and/or operations necessary 

for its implementation.

The Strategic Planning Committee

Under the leadership of the Chief Executive Offi cer, the Strategic 

Planning Committee implements the Group’s overall strategy. It 

is responsible for ensuring and supporting the roll out of strategic 

projects, coordinating the Group’s management across all 

areas, including customer service, sales and marketing, fi nance, 

production, human resources and IT, and improving operating 

performance. The permanent members are:

 ● Chief Executive Offi cer: Régis Lebrun;

 ● Senior Vice President, Administration and Finance: Jean-Louis 

Roy.

This committee, chaired by Régis Lebrun, holds meetings as often 

as deemed necessary and at least twice a month. The committee 

may refer to internal and/or external experts depending on the 

items on the agenda.

The Board of Directors has also set up dedicated committees 

with a view to enhancing its operation and assisting with its 

decision-making processes, in line with Recommendation R12 

of the MiddleNext Code. There is also a Strategy Committee, 

which is part of the lead holding company SHCP.

3.3.1.1.1 COMPENSATION AND 
APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE

The roles and responsibilities of the two-member Compensation 

and Appointments Committee are to:

 ● Provide the Board with comments and/or recommendations 

regarding the principles and terms and conditions of 

compensation paid to the Group’s corporate offi cers and 

senior managers; and ensure that compensation packages 

refl ect the performance of the Group;

 ● Request any information on the level and structure of 

compensation of the Group’s senior managers from the 

Chief Executive Officer and Human Resources Director; 

the committee ensures that the compensation is justifi ed, 

consistent and competitive. Ensure that the Chief Executive 

Offi cer attracts, manages and retains the Company’s best 

talent appropriately;

 ● Examine and put forward profiles of new directors and 

members of management; and ensure that high-potential 

individuals are identifi ed by management;

 ● Commission specific studies or call on the assistance of 

outside consultants, as deemed necessary.

The permanent members are:

 ● Nicolas Le Chatelier, Chairman;

 ● Christine Mondollot, member.

The Compensation and Appointments Committee met twice 

during the year.

The committee applies Recommendations  R1 to  R5 of the 

MiddleNext Code on the compensation of corporate officers 

of listed companies. It considers whether this compensation is 

consistent with the Company’s corporate governance strategy. 

More information can be found in Section 3.2 “Shareholdings and 

compensation” of the Registration Document. The information is 

presented in accordance with AMF guidelines.

R1 Concurrent employment contracts: The employment 

contract of the Chief Executive Offi cer pre-dates his appointment 

as corporate offi cer and covers a separate position. This contract 

has been maintained on account of the corporate officer’s 

experience and length of service within the Group.

R2 Definition and transparency of corporate officers’ 

compensation: The Company complies with the recommendations 

of the MiddleNext Code on corporate officer compensation. 

In accordance with the principles of the code, the method for 

determining compensation is exhaustive, balanced, benchmarked, 

consistent, clear, measured and transparent. The amounts are 

detailed in the Registration Document.

R3 Severance pay: No compensation is paid to corporate offi cers 

on termination or change in their position. Régis Lebrun is the 

benefi ciary of a 12-month non-compete clause included in his 

initial employment contract.

R4 Supplementary pension plan: The Group has a defi ned 

contribution supplementary pension plan (Article  83) for its 

managers and senior managers. It complies with the MiddleNext 

Code’s recommendation.

R5 Stock options and free share awards: There is no stock 

option plan for employees and senior managers. As part of its 

policy aimed at motivating and compensating employees and 

senior managers, in February  2013 the Company took the 

following three decisions:

 ● To award approximately 100,000 free shares (30 shares per 

benefi ciary, subject to length of service criteria), with the goal 

of sharing the Group’s success with employees and thus 

encouraging a long-term outlook;

 ● To award performance shares (subject to performance targets 

approved by the Board in line with the Company’s mid- and 

long-term interests) to certain employees and senior managers 

(240 shares per benefi ciary);

 ● To offer members of the Group Management Committee, 

as it was formed in  2013, the option of subscribing 

redeemable subscription and/or purchase warrants 

(BSAARs). The Executive Management team, having noted 

the subscription choices received by members of the Group 

Management Committee and acting as the sub-delegate of 

the Board of Directors’ meeting of 25 February 2013, issued 

61,211 redeemable subscription and/or purchase warrants 

(BSAARs).
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The Board of Directors’ meetings of 11  December 2013, 

18 December 2014, 17 December 2015 and 15 December 2016 

recorded the free shares awarded (30 shares per person) to each 

new employee meeting the length of service criteria since the 

fi rst transaction described above.

3.3.1.1.2 AUDIT AND RISKS COMMITTEE

The Audit and Risks Committee assists the Board of Directors 

in its review of the fi nancial statements and audit of accounting 

and fi nancial information, as well as with internal control and risk 

management matters. The committee’s role and responsibilities 

are as follows:

 ● Monitor the preparation of fi nancial information and compliance 

with applicable accounting standards and ensure accounting 

policies are consistently applied from one period to the next;

 ● Review the fi nancial statements submitted to the Board of 

Directors, as well as the assessments and accounting choices 

made;

 ● Monitor the effectiveness of internal control and risk 

management procedures and assess their quality in relation 

to the issues faced by the Group;

 ● Monitor audits carried out by the Statutory Auditors, ensure 

their independence, issue a recommendation on the Statutory 

Auditors to be proposed to the General Meeting and approve 

non-audit services.

Commission specifi c studies or call on the assistance of outside 

consultants and/or auditors, as deemed necessary. The committee 

has three permanent members, as follows:

 ● Pierre Jourdain, Chairman;

 ● Philippe Magdelénat, member;

 ● Hervé Gonnord, member.

These three members were chosen for their knowledge of the 

agri-foods sector and their additional experience and skills. Pierre 

Jourdain was appointed Chairman, owing to his specifi c expertise 

in fi nance.

The Audit and Risks Committee met three times during the year. 

During these meetings, the members interviewed the Group’s Chief 

Financial Offi cer and Audit, Risks and Consolidation Director. In 

addition, the Statutory Auditors reported to the committee during 

the meetings devoted to examining the fi nancial statements.

During the year, the committee:

 ● Conducted a detailed review of the 2015 annual fi nancial 

statements, the 2016 interim fi nancial statements, the analysis 

of the IFRSs applicable in 2015 or 2016 or applied early, the 

scope of the work of the auditors on the consolidated fi nancial 

statements and the separate fi nancial statements, and the 

conclusions and recommendations concerning internal 

control;

 ● The Group’s security policy, insurance programmes, fi nancial 

commitments and risks, risk of fraud and monitoring of the 

various risks and uncertainties;

 ● Conducted a detailed review of risk maps by business and 

operation and updated the strategy risk map.

3.3.1.1.3 CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
(CSR) COMMITTEE

The roles and responsibilities of the four-member CSR Committee 

are to:

 ● Help define the corporate social responsibility policy and 

determine the CSR focus areas and objectives in conjunction 

with management;

 ● Monitor the implementation and achievement of objectives;

 ● Work with management to define the communication 

strategies aimed at promoting the CSR programme;

 ● Commission specific studies or call on the assistance of 

outside consultants, as deemed necessary.

The CSR Committee met two  times during the year. During 

these meetings, the committee heard insight from Executive 

Management, the Strategic Marketing Department and external 

CSR experts to on the topic of taking action in four areas of the 

“Eat Better” movement:

 ● Healthy, balanced everyday meals;

 ● Long-term commitment and human solidarity (proximity);

 ● Animal well-being and sustainable food;

 ● Promote the transparency of the Group’s businesses.

The permanent members are:

 ● Nadine Deswasière, Chair;

 ● Geneviève Gonnord, member;

 ● Vincent Roquebert, employee member;

 ● Olivier Fuzeau, employee member.

3.3.1.2 OPERATIONS DURING THE YEAR

The Board of Directors met four times during the year – on 1 April, 

30 June, 2 September and 15 December 2016 – notably to 

review the documents related to the prior year’s annual fi nancial 

statements, interim fi nancial statements, business forecasts and 

strategy. An additional meeting was held to review external growth 

transactions.

In accordance with Recommendation R11 of the MiddleNext 

Code, all of the members of the Board and all representatives of 

the Works Council invited to attend Board meetings were sent 

within the legally-prescribed timeframe all the documents and 

information required to fulfi l their duties.

The Statutory Auditors attended the Board meetings during which 

the annual and interim fi nancial statements were reviewed.
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3.3.1.3 OTHER INFORMATION

The information required by Article L. 225-100-3 of the French 

Commercial Code on the shareholder base and items that could 

have an impact in the event of a public tender offer is disclosed 

in Chapter 7 “Information on the Company and its capital” of the 

Registration Document.

The procedures for participating in General Meetings, as described 

in the Articles of Association, are as follows:

 ● The procedures for calling General Meetings are governed by 

French law. Annual General Meetings are held at the registered 

offi ce or any other address provided in the notice of meeting;

 ● Holders of registered shares may attend on presentation of 

proof of their identity, provided that their shares have been 

entered in the Company’s share register at least three days 

prior to the meeting. Holders of bearer shares must present 

a certifi cate from their custodian stating that the shares have 

been placed in a blocked account until the close of the General 

Meeting.

The procedures for holding General Meetings are governed by 

French law.

3.3.2 Internal control and risk management procedures

The report on internal control and risk management procedures is 

based on the recommendations set out in the Application Guide 

for the Reference Framework issued by the AMF applicable to 

small and midcaps.

The management scope for risks and internal control described 

below concerns fully consolidated subsidiaries. Companies 

outside France (Delta Dailyfood, Proconi and, lastly, FMNorge) 

have their own internal control system and are gradually adopting 

the holding company model.

3.3.2.1 INTERNAL CONTROL PARTICIPANTS 
AND OBJECTIVES

Internal control is a process carried out by the Board of Directors, 

Executive Management and staff to provide reasonable assurance 

– but not an absolute guarantee – that the following objectives 

will be achieved:

 ● Ensure that the Group’s accounting and fi nancial information 

is reliable and fairly stated;

 ● Establish, enhance and maintain an organisational structure 

designed to prevent and/or manage the exposure of the 

Company and its subsidiaries to food, business, fi nancial, 

legal and other risks;

 ● Ensure compliance with the laws and regulations;

 ● Protect assets.

The internal audit unit is part of the Finance Department and 

reports to the Management Committee and the Audit and Risks 

Committee. Drawing on an approach based on risk identifi cation 

and assessment, the internal audit unit is responsible for 

orchestrating the Group’s internal control procedures and assessing 

whether they are effective and appropriate, communicating best 

practices and encouraging constant improvement in this area, and 

ensuring that Fleury Michon meets the internal control objectives 

described above. The internal audit unit is also responsible for 

harmonising accounting procedures and making sure they are 

applied consistently throughout the Group so that Fleury Michon’s 

fi nancial information is completely accurate.

3.3.2.2 RISK MANAGEMENT

The main objectives associated with the risk management 

processes are:

 ● To create and preserve the value, assets and reputation of 

the Company;

 ● To mobilise the Company’s employees around a shared vision 

of the main risks and strive to ensure that the actions are 

consistent with the Group’s values.

In this sense, the security policy put in place is based on four pillars: 

protection of the food chain, personal safety, asset protection, 

system security and environmental protection.

The main risks facing the Group are described in Chapter 1, 

Section 1.6 “Risk factors”, of the Registration Document.

In 2016, to promote its risk management system, the Group 

continued to develop and fi nalised its comprehensive bottom-up 

approach, which analyses the Group’s business, operational and 

strategic risks. The risk management stages are as follows:

 ● Identifi cation and description of business macro-processes 

(supply chain), management macro-processes and support 

processes;

 ● Identifi cation and assessment of the overall exposure, based 

on the risk classifi cation defi ned by the Group;

 ● Identifi cation and evaluation of existing control elements (audit, 

KPIs, documentation, etc.);

 ● Mapping of residual risks, identification of priority and 

non-priority risks;

 ● Introduction of action plans to address risks;

 ● Implementation of an audit and monitoring plan.
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3.3.2.3 INTERNAL CONTROL 
ORGANISATION AND PROCEDURES

The Group has designed a decision-making process based on 

strategic pillars in three operating segments: French Supermarkets, 

International Operations and New Food Services (included in 

“Other”). In 2016, the Group modifi ed its matrix organisational 

structure, organised by business segment (charcuterie, prepared 

meals and prepared seafood) and area of expertise, to bring it fully 

in line with the decision-making process based on three operating 

segments, as described above.

Internal control procedures are based on the following principles:

 ● The Group’s Finance Department plays a major role in 

risk management and internal control through the various 

corporate functions that report directly to it, including 

management control, fi nancing and cash management, audit 

and risks, insurance, corporate social responsibility, Group 

accounting, tax and payroll;

 ● The budget control process comprises three stages:

 ● a three-year growth plan is drawn up annually for each 

business unit,

 ● an annual budget forecast is established and the estimates 

are revised during the year,

 ● performance is tracked in monthly reporting that allows 

management to monitor each business unit and compare 

results to targets;

 ● A quality management system is deployed internally to cover all 

key processes, including raw material purchases, investments, 

production, quality, marketing, sales and logistics. The system 

is assessed on an annual basis in connection with Fleury 

Michon’s ISO 9001:2000 and IFS certifi cations and internal 

audits. The system’s procedures and instructions define 

methods, responsibilities and mandatory verifi cations;

 ● The principal operating subsidiaries share an information 

system that covers accounting and fi nancial management, 

sales management, production management and human 

resources management. An IT user charter governs the use 

of the IT environment, while an IT security manager oversees 

and manages the Group’s IT Department security initiative.

3.3.2.4 PROCEDURES FOR PREPARING 
AND PROCESSING ACCOUNTING 
AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The accounting and fi nance function is managed by a centralised 

team at corporate headquarters that implements the accounting 

methods and procedures for all of the Group’s companies. 

In 2016, the following functions joined the Finance Department: 

management control, cost, accounts receivable and sales 

management (for companies included in the French Supermarkets 

operating segment). No significant changes in the scope of 

consolidation occurred during the year.

Procedures for preparing and processing accounting and fi nancial 

information are based on the following general principles:

 ● Segregation of tasks;

 ● A centralised management control system that is organised 

into three  areas: sales/marketing, production/cost and 

corporate/reporting;

 ● Uniform fi nancial reporting of business and fi nancial results 

on a regular basis;

 ● A monthly committee analysis of the Group’s performance.

The Group prepares interim and annual consolidated fi nancial 

statements on 30  June and 31  December of each year, 

respectively. Group companies receive a detailed schedule so 

that they can provide quarterly sales fi gures and interim and annual 

fi nancial data within a reasonable timeframe.

Accounting and fi nancial data are consolidated by a dedicated unit 

in the Finance Department to ensure that the consolidated fi gures 

are uniform and consistent. The consolidated fi nancial statements 

are prepared from data provided in reporting packages and from 

the original accounting balances and fi nancial statements. The 

consolidation process – which is set out in a specifi c consolidation 

manual – ensures that data are prepared in compliance with 

applicable standards, that the accounts are comparable, and that 

the necessary information is provided on complex transactions.

Lastly, the Chief Financial Offi cer or members of his team make 

trips to the non-centralised subsidiaries to support the process 

and the Statutory Auditors verify the Group’s accounting and 

fi nancial information when they review the interim and annual 

fi nancial statements.

3.3.2.5 ASSESSMENT OF INTERNAL 
CONTROL PROCEDURES

The internal control organisation, based on the centralisation of 

controls, on the preparation and processing of accounting and 

fi nancial information for all the subsidiaries, and on tight control 

over cash fl ows, provides reasonable assurance that the following 

objectives are met:

 ● Completion and optimisation of transactions;

 ● Reliability of fi nancial information presented to management 

and other interested parties;

 ● Compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

In accordance with Article L. 225-235 of the French Commercial 

Code, as amended by the Financial Security Act No. 2003-706 

of 1 August 2003, the Statutory Auditors have issued a report 

attached to their general report, setting out their comments 

concerning this report.

4 April 2017

Chairman of the Board of Directors

Grégoire Gonnord
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3.4 Statutory Auditors’ report
prepared in accordance with Article L. 225-235 of the French Commercial Code on 
the report prepared by the Chairman of the Board of Directors of Fleury Michon

To the Shareholders,

In our capacity as Statutory Auditors of Fleury Michon, and in accordance with Article L. 225-235 of the French Commercial Code (Code 

de commerce), we hereby report to you on the report prepared by the Chairman of the Board of Directors of Fleury Michon in accordance 

with Article L. 225-37 of the French Commercial Code for the year ended 31 December 2016.

It is the Chairman’s responsibility to prepare, and submit to the Board of Directors for approval, a report describing the internal control 

and risk management procedures implemented by the Company and providing the other information required by Article L. 225-37 of the 

French Commercial Code in particular relating to corporate governance.

It is our responsibility:

 ● to report to you on the information set out in the Chairman’s report on internal control and risk management procedures relating to 

the preparation and processing of fi nancial and accounting information, and

 ● to attest that the report sets out the other information required by Article L. 225-37 of the French Commercial Code, it being specifi ed 

that it is not our responsibility to assess the fairness of this information.

We conducted our work in accordance with professional standards applicable in France.

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE INTERNAL CONTROL AND RISK MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES RELATING 
TO THE PREPARATION AND PROCESSING OF FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTING INFORMATION

The professional standards require that we perform procedures to assess the fairness of the information on internal control and risk 

management procedures relating to the preparation and processing of fi nancial and accounting information set out in the Chairman’s 

report. These procedures mainly consisted of:

 ● obtaining an understanding of the internal control and risk management procedures relating to the preparation and processing 

of fi nancial and accounting information on which the information presented in the Chairman’s report is based, and of the existing 

documentation;

 ● obtaining an understanding of the work performed to support the information given in the report and of the existing documentation;

 ● determining if any material weaknesses in the internal control procedures relating to the preparation and processing of fi nancial and 

accounting information that we may have identifi ed in the course of our work are properly described in the Chairman’s report.

On the basis of our work, we have no matters to report on the information given on internal control and risk management procedures 

relating to the preparation and processing of fi nancial and accounting information, set out in the Chairman of the Board’s report, prepared 

in accordance with Article L. 225-37 of the French Commercial Code.

OTHER INFORMATION

We attest that the Chairman’s report sets out the other information required by Article L. 225-37 of the French Commercial Code.

Orvault and Nantes, 26 April 2017

The Statutory Auditors

RSM Ouest ERNST & YOUNG et Autres

Jean-Michel Picaud François Macé

This is a free translation into English of the Statutory Auditors’ report issued in French and is provided solely for the convenience 

of English speaking readers. This report should be read in conjunction with, and construed in accordance with, French law and 

professional auditing standards applicable in France.
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697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 
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697,9 m€
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65,2 %
Entiendes veriterimes

en 2014

€ 737.8m 
Revenue

2.3%
Net margin

€ 16.8m 
Net debt
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The consolidated fi nancial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 

Accounting policies and any changes thereto are described in Note 1 to the consolidated fi nancial statements.

The annual fi nancial statements of Fleury Michon SA have been prepared in accordance with French generally accepted accounting 

principles.

4.1 Economic and trading environment 
and operating highlights

2016 saw an increase in price pressure from French Supermarket 

chains and a sharp upward trend for raw material prices. In this 

challenging economic and competitive environment, Fleury 

Michon reported revenue of €737.8 million in 2016, compared 

with €757.6 million in 2015, representing a 2.6% year-on-year 

decrease.

However, the sustained revenue growth for the past few years – 

with a 10-year average annual growth rate of 5% – is testimony 

to the relevance of the Group’s “Helping people eat better every 

day” strategy and project. Fleury Michon reaffi rms consumer 

confi dence in its ability to supply branded everyday products, 

trusted to provide guaranteed food safety, high quality, balanced 

nutrition and natural ingredients.

2016 saw Fleury Michon maintain its leadership among national 

brands in ready-to-eat charcuterie, pork hams and poultry cuts, 

prepared meals and surimi.

4.2 Analysis of activity and consolidated results

4.2.1 Consolidated revenue

The Group’s business is organised around three growth areas: 

French Supermarkets, International Operations and Services, 

which is included in “Other”.

Fleury Michon’s 2016 revenue was down by 2.6% on 2015, given 

the strong basis of comparison with the Group’s solid performance 

(up by 7.1%) across all segments in the previous year.

The three major business segments posted the following revenue 

performance:

 ● French Supermarkets: down by 4.4%;

 ● International Operations: up by 13.5%;

 ● Services and other (included in “Other”): up by 5.1%.

4.2.1.1 FRENCH SUPERMARKETS

Business volumes in French Supermarkets slid by 1.1% in the 

fourth quarter of 2016, falling by 4.4% in the year as a whole. The 

slowdown of this segment should be read against the growth in 

recent years and in particular in 2015 (6.3%) as well as the general 

context of the fast-moving consumer supermarket goods market, 

which expanded by only 0.9%(1) in value terms and 0.1% in volume 

terms. This situation refl ects a need for responsible consumption 

– “less but better” – illustrated, for example, by rising concern 

about food waste.

For Fleury Michon-brand products, business volumes retreated 

3.4% for 2016, refl ecting the repositioning of the range and the 

decision to conduct less costly promotional campaigns amid the 

ongoing promotional war among banners.

 ● The Charcuterie business (71.2% of the French Supermarkets 

segment), which comprises only Fleury Michon-brand 

products, declined by 2.4%;

(1) Source: Information Resources Inc. (IRI) 2016 moving annual total.
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 ● Prepared Meals (17.1% of the segment) was down by 7.2% 

due to delays in launching new product innovations and 

the loss of a private-label contract. Revenue from Fleury 

Michon-brand products fell by 3.7%;

 ● Surimi (11.7% of the segment) saw revenue fall by 12.2%, and 

by 12% for Fleury Michon-brand products, due to unfavourable 

conditions in spring and early summer.

4.2.1.2 INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

International Operations achieved satisfactory growth in 2016 

as in the previous year, with revenue rising by 13.5% (16.1% 

at constant exchange rates) compared with 20.8% (18.1% at 

constant exchange rates).

Canadian operations expanded by 15.2% (18.9% at constant 

exchange rates) compared with 29.7% (25.7% at constant 

exchange rates) and continue to gain market share in both Fleury 

Michon-brand fresh prepared meals (in supermarkets) and frozen 

products for airline catering.

The two joint ventures (equity-accounted businesses in Italy and 

Spain) continue to progress against a diffi cult domestic economic 

backdrop. Non-consolidated revenue from these operations 

was close to €165 million compared with €160 million in 2015, 

representing growth of 4.7% in the Italian business and 0.9% in 

the Spanish business.

4.2.1.3 SERVICES (INCLUDED IN “OTHER”)

The “Services” business segment comprises support and 

assistance to subsidiaries (logistics, human resources, IT and 

fi nance), and in particular service activities (travel and traditional 

catering) conducted by the Group’s companies, which are not 

presented separately.

Fleury Michon is expanding its presence in services, which are 

today mainly represented by delivered meals to the workplace, 

airline catering (travel catering) and meal solutions in healthcare 

facilities.

Revenue from other operations amounted to €57.9 million, up 

5.1%. Within the segment, revenue from the delivered meals, 

receptions and buffets business rose by 6.3% over the full year, 

driven notably by the solid development of the buffet offering.

4.2.2 Consolidated results

Recurring operating profit fell to €24.2 million in 2016 from 

€28.6 million in 2015 and performance for the year remains 

in line with trends noted in the Group’s first-half results 

published on 5 September 2016. The decrease was caused 

by rising supply costs (raw material prices and an unfavourable 

USD/EUR parity effect) and the inability to maintain overall margin 

despite Supermarket pricing adjustments at the beginning of the 

year. The Other segments (International Operations and New 

Food Services), however, reported an increase in their margins. 

Recurring operating margin came out at 3.3%, down from 3.8% 

in 2015. Non-recurring items in an amount of €2.6 million consisted 

of URSSAF adjustments, which were mostly disputed, attributable 

to French companies in prior years.

2016 costs and expenses were as follows:

 ● Materials cost of sales down by 1.25%;

 ● Employee benefi ts expense down by 3.2%;

 ● External costs and other operating expenses down by 3.6%;

 ● Taxes other than on income up by 1.5%;

 ● Depreciation and amortisation net of reversals down by 2.2%.

A net financial loss of €0.7  million was recorded in  2016, 

compared with a net fi nancial loss of €1.6 million in 2015, due 

to the combined impact of lower interest rates and fair value 

adjustments on financial instruments that did not qualify for 

hedge accounting between 2015 and 2016, which amounted to 

a positive €0.6 million.

The share in profi ts and losses of equity-accounted companies 

(Italy and Spain) was €2 million in 2016, up from €1 million in 

the previous year thanks to good business levels and including 

€660 thousand in non-recurring items relating to Piatti Freschi 

Italia.

Profi tability was up slightly, with a net margin of 2.3% (consolidated 

net profi t/consolidated revenue) in 2016, compared with 2.2% 

reported in 2015. However, the Group’s net profi t for the year 

fell slightly in value terms, to €16.8 million, compared with 

€17.0 million in 2015.

Overall, there was no significant seasonal impact on Fleury 

Michon’s sales. However, the Group’s business performance can 

vary signifi cantly from one half-year period to another.
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4.3 Group financial and cash position

Net finance costs were down slightly, at €0.8  million at 

31 December 2016, compared with €1.1 million in 2015. At 

€54.2 million, net debt improved slightly year on year (€58.9 million 

in 2015). The benchmark interest rate (3-month Euribor) continued 

to fall and remained negative throughout the year. The effect on 

net fi nancial income was, however, somewhat limited due to the 

Group’s interest rate hedging policy (swaps) and the zero-rate fl oor 

banking terms. Average returns on surplus cash investments (cash 

and cash equivalents) trended in the opposite direction and as a 

result fell during the year.

Cash and cash equivalents rose to €133 million, compared 

with €94 million in 2015, as a result of the trade receivables 

securitisation programme set up in 2016. This programme helps 

Fleury Michon secure and increase its short-term fi nancing by 

strengthening its liquidity and enabling the Group to immediately 

meet its fi nancing needs for growth and other projects.

The Group’s programme of industrial investments totalled 

€25.1 million for the period, compared with €35.8 million for the 

previous year, with the Group’s current investment amounting to 

around €30 million.

Prepayments and assets under construction stood at €10.5 million 

at year-end 2016, compared with €10.2 million at end-2015.

At 31 December 2016, equity stood at €221.7 million, up from 

€209.2 million at end-2015. Gearing (net debt/equity), a refl ection 

of the Group’s fi nancial autonomy, continued to improve, standing 

at 0.24 at year-end, compared with 0.28 at end-2015 (0.51 

in 2013).

4.4 Recent events and 2017 outlook

The Group expects a challenging 2017 given the complicated 

market environment, sustained pressure from retailers to lower 

prices and a tight commodity market. These factors will have a 

signifi cant impact on recurring operating profi t and could result in 

a year-on-year decrease of €10 million.

The Group has been unable to pass on increases in the cost of its 

core raw materials during negotiations with retailers.

During the year, the Group will press ahead with the roll-out of its 

“Helping people eat better every day” project by launching new 

products, supported by advertising campaigns.

In addition, the Group is working on a cost-cutting and productivity 

improvement plan, backed by a more streamlined and versatile 

organisation.

Together, these initiatives should enable the Group to return to 

growth and profi t in 2018.
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4.5 Parent company results (Fleury Michon SA)

Fleury Michon SA’s annual financial statements have been 

prepared in accordance with legal and regulatory requirements 

applicable in France. The Company applies the rules concerning 

asset recognition and measurement in accordance with ANC 

(French accounting standard setter) Regulation  2016-07 of 

4 November 2016 on the general chart of accounts.

The parent company’s revenue is not representative of the Group’s 

business as a whole. Fleury Michon SA’s revenue consists primarily 

of management fees received from subsidiaries for administrative, 

accounting, fi nancial, IT, human resources and communications 

services, and rent from the leasing of manufacturing facilities.

In 2016, revenue was up by 4.8%, in line with the growth in the 

Group’s business, to €41,948 thousand, from €39,632 thousand 

the previous year. The Group reported an operating expense of 

€341 thousand, compared with operating profi t of €211 thousand 

in 2015.

Financial activities mainly corresponded to dividend income from 

subsidiaries, which amounted to €23,441 thousand in 2016, 

compared with €25,597 thousand in 2015. In 2016, the Company 

recognised an impairment loss on its Très Bien Merci business, 

breaking down as follows: €40 thousand in respect of fi nancial 

securities, €2,258  thousand in respect of current account 

advances and an additional €29 thousand corresponding to the 

subsidiary’s negative net position.

After net additions to provisions for impairment in value of shares 

in subsidiaries and affi liates and the cost of net debt, net fi nancial 

income came to €21,591 thousand, up from €25,906 thousand 

in 2015.

Profi t from non-recurring items amounted to €104 thousand, 

compared with €248 thousand the previous year. Current tax, 

adjusted for the impact of tax consolidation, amounted to 

€972 thousand in 2016, compared with a negative €452 thousand 

in 2015.

Net profi t after tax and employee profi t-sharing amounted to 

€20,370 thousand, compared with €26,817 thousand in 2015.

4.6 Outlook (Fleury Michon SA)

Fleury Michon SA will continue to provide administrative, accounting, IT, human resources and communications services to the Group’s 

companies and to lease manufacturing facilities to them.
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4.7 Appropriation of earnings and dividends 
(Fleury Michon SA)

The Company’s net profi t for 2016 came to €20,370,045. Including 

retained earnings of €20,877,474 brought forward from prior years, 

total funds available for distribution amounted to €41,247,519.

At the General Meeting, we will recommend that this amount be 

appropriated as follows:

Payment of a dividend of €1.10 per share €4,826,533

Appropriation to the optional reserve €15,000,000

Appropriation to retained earnings €21,420,986

TOTAL €41,247,519

A gross dividend of €1.10 will be paid in respect of each share. 

This dividend will be payable within fi ve trading days of the close 

of the General Meeting, i.e., by 31 May 2017. Dividend payments 

for the last three years were as follows (information disclosed in 

compliance with Article 243 bis of the French General Tax Code 

(Code général des impôts)):

Year
Number 

of shares
Gross dividend 

per share

2013 4,387,757 €1.20

2014 4,387,757 €1.20

2015 4,387,757 €1.20

As of 1 January 2013, the revenue distributed as dividends to 

individuals who are French tax residents is taxed according to the 

sliding income tax scale. It is eligible for the 40% tax deduction 

mentioned under Article 158-3-2 of the French General Tax Code.

4.8 Supplier payment deadlines and other information 
(Fleury Michon SA)

In accordance with Articles L. 441-6-1 and D. 441-4 of the French Commercial Code, Fleury Michon presents information on the maturities 

of the Company’s trade payables in the table below:

At 31 December 2016.

In € thousands Past due

Payables not past due at 31/12/2016

Total
Due within 
one month

Due in one to 
two months

Due in two to 
three months

Due beyond 
three months

TOTAL TRADE PAYABLES 341 960 1,163 0 0 2,463

At 31 December 2015.

In € thousands Past due

Payables not past due at 31/12/2015

Total
Due within 
one month

Due in one to 
two months

Due in two to 
three months

Due beyond 
three months

TOTAL TRADE PAYABLES 487 1,104 1,177 0 0 2,768

In accordance with Article 223 quater of the French General Tax Code, please note that no non-deductible expenses were reported for 

the fi nancial year. This information is to be submitted to the General Meeting of 23 May 2017 in its fi rst resolution.
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4.9 Capital expenditure and other investments, 
management of shares in subsidiaries and affiliates 
and review of subsidiaries (Fleury Michon SA)

Capital expenditure on property, plant and equipment and 

intangible assets during the period totalled €3,319 thousand, 

and mainly corresponded to offi ce refi tting, improvements to the 

information system and a range of investments in production site 

buildings (charcuterie, prepared meals and prepared seafood). The 

Group took out fi nance leases in 2016 for a total of €268 thousand 

to cover developments and upgrades to the ERP system, 

compared with €586 thousand in 2015. Prepayments and assets 

under construction amounted to €2,843 thousand at year-end.

The Company carried out a number of transactions on investments 

in subsidiaries and the related receivables:

 ● The Company incorporated L’Esprit Frais, a wholly owned 

simplifi ed joint stock company (société par actions simplifiée) 

with a share capital of €1,000 thousand; the company had no 

operations in 2016; and

 ● The Company recognised impairment losses on its investments 

in Très Bien Merci in an amount of €40 thousand and on the 

related current account in an amount of €2,258 thousand.

See Section 4.2 “Analysis of activity and consolidated results” 

of this report, as well as the list of subsidiaries and affi liates, for 

further details of signifi cant events during the year concerning the 

Group’s main entities.

No transactions involving the acquisition of signifi cant or controlling 

interests in companies based in France were carried out by Fleury 

Michon during the fi nancial year.

4.10 Events after the reporting period

At the end of the vesting period on 25 February 2017, 30 Fleury 

Michon free shares were awarded to employees working for Group 

companies whose registered offi ces are located in France, who have 

completed a minimum length of service of three months and who 

worked without interruption within one or more of these companies 

during the vesting period. The shares were available immediately.

A total of 92,400 existing shares held in treasury were awarded.

4.11 Information presented in other sections 
of the Registration Document

Information included in the management report is included in full 

in the various sections of this document:

 ● Risk factors and research and development – Sections 1.5 

and 1.6;

 ● Corporate social responsibility and environmental impact – 

Chapter 2;

 ● Corporate governance, operation of the Board of Directors 

and compensation – Chapter 3;

 ● Five-year fi nancial summary – Section 6.7;

 ● Information on the share capital and shareholders – Chapter 7.
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697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

65,2 %
Entiendes veriterimes

en 2014

€ 221.7m
Equity

24.4%
Gearing

€ 54.2m
Net debt
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5.1 Statement of financial position

ASSETS

In € thousands Notes 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

NON-CURRENT ASSETS 294,627 297,677

Goodwill 3.2 49,274 48,927

Intangible assets 3.3 4,034 3,819

Property, plant and equipment 3.4 206,914 211,448

Non-current fi nancial assets 3.5 15,501 15,741

Investments in equity-accounted companies 3.6 17,464 16,419

Deferred tax assets 3.12 1,439 1,323

CURRENT ASSETS 321,367 270,743

Inventories and work in progress 3.7 65,203 59,568

Trade receivables 3.8 83,012 82,732

Other receivables 3.8 22,252 27,505

Current fi nancial assets 3.5 569 487

Cash and cash equivalents 3.9 150,331 100,452

TOTAL ASSETS 615,994 568,420

LIABILITIES

In € thousands Notes 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

CONSOLIDATED EQUITY 221,715 209,226

Share capital 13,383 13,383

Additional paid-in capital 13,590 13,590

Reserves and retained earnings 177,900 165,151

Profi t for the period 3.20 16,813 17,070

Non-controlling interests 29 33

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 147,373 156,051

Long-term provisions 3.10 29,101 25,544

Long-term borrowings 3.11 107,415 118,085

Deferred tax liabilities 3.12 6,010 6,904

Other non-current liabilities 3.13 4,847 5,519

CURRENT LIABILITIES 246,906 203,143

Short-term provisions 3.10 6,730 5,044

Short-term borrowings 3.11 97,474 41,570

Trade payables 3.14 77,623 87,484

Other payables 3.14 65,079 69,045

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 615,994 568,420
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5.2 Statement of comprehensive income

5.2.1 Income statement

In € thousands Notes 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

REVENUE 3.15 737,825 757,592

Materials cost of sales -382,354 -387,233 

Employee benefi ts expense 3.16 -174,075 -179,899 

External costs and other operating income and expenses – net -111,633 -115,824 

Taxes other than on income -14,579 -14,357 

Depreciation, amortisation and provisions -30,983 -31,676 

RECURRING OPERATING PROFIT 24,201 28,602

Other operating income and expenses – net 3.17 -2,588 0

OPERATING PROFIT 21,612 28,602

Income from cash and cash equivalents 2,144 1,990

Finance costs – gross -2,960 -3,073 

Finance costs – net 3.18 -816 -1,082 

Other fi nancial income and expenses – net 3.18 78 -503 

Income tax expense 3.19 -6,056 -10,963 

Share in profi ts and losses of equity-accounted companies 3.6 1,991 985

CONSOLIDATED NET PROFIT 16,809 17,039

Net profi t attributable to owners of the parent 16,813 17,070

Net profi t attributable to non-controlling interests -4 -31 

Earnings per share (in €) 3.20 3.83 3.89

Earnings per share excluding treasury shares (in €) 4.05 4.12
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5.2.2 Statement of comprehensive income

In € thousands Notes 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

CONSOLIDATED NET PROFIT 16,809 17,039

+/- Effect of translating foreign operations 1,627 -1,974 

+/- Fair value adjustments to cash fl ow hedges 746 264

+/- Fair value adjustments to available-for-sale fi nancial assets 0 0

+/- Share of other comprehensive income of equity-accounted 
companies 4 23

+/- Taxes on other comprehensive income -1,022 846

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS) RECLASSIFIED 
SUBSEQUENTLY TO PROFIT 1,354 -840 

+/- Actuarial gains and losses on defi ned benefi t pension plans -2,701 2,911

+/- Share of other comprehensive income of equity-accounted 
companies 0 5

+/- Taxes on other comprehensive income 930 -1,106 

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS) NOT RECLASSIFIED 
SUBSEQUENTLY TO PROFIT -1,771 1,809

Total comprehensive income (loss) -417 969

COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 16,392 18,008

Attributable to owners of the parent 16,396 18,033

Attributable to non-controlling interests -4 -26 
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5.3 Statement of cash flows

In € thousands Notes 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Cash fl ows from operating activities

Consolidated net profi t 16,809 17,039

Depreciation, amortisation and provisions 32,859 29,067

Other non-cash income and expense items 661 1,328

Net (gains) and losses on disposals of assets 271 1,357

Share in profi ts and losses of equity-accounted companies -1,991 -985 

Cash fl ow after net fi nance costs and income tax expense 48,608 47,806

Finance costs – net 3.18 816 1,082

Income tax expense (including deferred taxes) 6,056 10,963

Cash fl ow before net fi nance costs and income tax expense 55,480 59,851

Income tax paid 3.21 2,682 -10,563 

Change in operating working capital 3.21 -22,955 -5,919 

NET CASH FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 35,208 43,370

Cash fl ows from investing activities

Acquisitions of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 3.21 -24,399 -34,576 

Proceeds from the disposal of property, plant and equipment 
and intangible assets 26 56

Acquisitions of fi nancial assets -48 -2,511 

Proceeds from the disposal of fi nancial assets 340 913

Dividends from equity-accounted companies 950 950

Effect of changes in Group structure -10 -326 

NET CASH USED BY INVESTING ACTIVITIES -23,141 -35,494 

Cash fl ows from fi nancing activities

Purchases and sales of treasury shares – net 30 -2 

Dividends paid -4,976 -4,976 

Issue of subscription warrants 0 0

Proceeds from new borrowings 24,819 32,715

Repayments of borrowings (including fi nance leases) -37,120 -36,449 

Interest paid – net -816 -1,082 

Other cash fl ows from (used by) fi nancing activities(1) 45,082 -407 

NET CASH FROM (USED BY) FINANCING ACTIVITIES 27,020 -10,202 

+/- Impact of changes in exchange rates -106 259

CHANGE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 38,980 -2,067 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 94,631 96,698

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 3.9 133,611 94,631

(1) In 2016, Fleury Michon implemented a trade receivables securitisation programme, from which it had obtained €45.1 million in fi nancing at 31 December 2016.
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5.4 Statement of changes in equity

In € thousands
Share 

capital

Additional 
paid-in 
capital

Treasury 
shares

Reserves 
and 

retained 
earnings

Equity 
attributable 

to owners 
of the 

parent

Non-
controlling 

interests Total

AT 1 JANUARY 2015 13,383 13,590 -6,937 175,316 195,352 -117 195,235

Consolidated net profi t 17,070 17,070 -31 17,039

Other comprehensive income 964 964 5 969

Net comprehensive income 18,034 18,034 -26 18,008

Capital transactions

IFRS 2 share-based payments(1) 962 962 962

Purchases and sales of treasury shares -6 3 -4 -4 

Dividends paid during the year -4,976 -4,976 -4,976 

Other movements -176 -176 176

AT 31 DECEMBER 2015 13,383 13,590 -6,943 189,163 209,192 33 209,226

Consolidated net profi t 16,813 16,813 -4 16,809

Other comprehensive income (loss) -417 -417 -417

Net comprehensive income 16,396 16,396 -4 16,392

Capital transactions

IFRS 2 share-based payments(1) 985 985 985

Purchases and sales of treasury shares 94 3 98 98

Dividends paid during the year -4,976 -4,976 -4,976 

Other movements -10 -10 -10 

AT 31 DECEMBER 2016 13,383 13,590 -6,849 201,562 221,686 29 221,715

(1) Distribution of free shares and performance shares to Group employees and senior managers (EGM of 11 February 2013).
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Note 1 Summary of significant accounting policies, measurement rules 
and methods and basis of consolidation

1.1 ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

Pursuant to Regulation (EC) 16/06/2002 on the application of 

international accounting standards, the 2016 consolidated fi nancial 

statements of Fleury Michon and its subsidiaries (“the Group”) 

have been prepared in accordance with International Financial 

Reporting Standards (IFRS), as adopted by the European Union.

The consolidated fi nancial statements are presented in accordance 

with IAS 1 and IAS 7, as well as Recommendation 2009-R.03 

issued by the French National Accounting Board (Conseil national 

de la comptabilité – CNC). The income statement is presented by 

nature and cash fl ows are reported using the indirect method.

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared 

in euros, rounded to the nearest thousand (unless specified 

otherwise). The fi nancial statements were approved by the Board 

of Directors on 4 April 2017 and have been prepared on a historical 

cost basis, with the exception of available-for-sale fi nancial assets 

and fi nancial assets and liabilities (including derivative instruments), 

which are measured at fair value.

1.1.1 Changes in accounting methods

The accounting methods used to prepare the consolidated 

financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016 

comply with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 

adopted by the European Union at the same date. This section 

deals exclusively with new standards, amendments to existing 

standards and interpretations with a material impact and that apply 

to the Group. To view all texts adopted by the European Union, 

see the European Commission website at:

http://ec.europa.eu/fi nance/company-reporting/index_en.htm.

The accounting methods used to prepare the consolidated 

financial statements are unchanged from those used for the 

2015 fi nancial statements.

STANDARDS, AMENDMENTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
EFFECTIVE AS OF 1 JANUARY 2016

The consolidated fi nancial statements at 31 December 2016 

recognise the following new standards and interpretations, which 

are mandatory as of 1 January 2016:

 ● Amendments to IAS 19 “Defi ned benefi t plans – Employee 

contributions”;

 ● IFRS annual improvements (2010-2012 cycle);

 ● Amendments to IFRS 11 “Accounting for acquisitions of 

interests in joint operations”;

 ● Amendments to IAS 16 and IAS 38 “Clarifi cation of acceptable 

methods of depreciation and amortisation”;

 ● IFRS annual improvements (2012-2014 cycle);

 ● Amendments to IAS 1 “Presentation of fi nancial statements”.

STANDARDS, AMENDMENTS AND INTERPRETATIONS NOT 
MANDATORY AS OF 1 JANUARY 2016

Fleury Michon has not early adopted any new amendments 

and standards for which application is not mandatory as of 

1 January 2016:

 ● IFRS  15 “Revenue from contracts with customers” and 

“Effective date of IFRS 15” amendments;

 ● IFRS 9 “Financial instruments”;

 ● IFRS 16 “Leases”;

 ● Amendments to IAS 12 “Recognition of deferred tax assets 

for unrealised losses”;

 ● Amendments to IAS 7 “Disclosure initiative”;

 ● Amendments to IFRS 2 “Classifi cation and measurement of 

share-based payment transactions”;

 ● IFRS annual improvements (2014-2016 cycle);

 ● IFRIC  22 “Foreign currency transactions and advance 

consideration”.

The standards, amendments and interpretations that are not yet 

applicable and have not been early adopted by the Group are 

currently under review.

1.1.2 Management estimates and assumptions

The preparation of the consolidated financial statements in 

accordance with IFRS requires management to make estimates 

and assumptions that are refl ected in the reported amounts of 

assets and liabilities in the balance sheet, assets and liabilities 

at the date of the fi nancial statements, as well as revenues and 

expenses for the reporting period.

These estimates are based on information available when they 

are established. They may be revised if the underlying conditions 

change. Actual results could differ. Estimates and assumptions 

mainly concern impairment tests, deferred tax assets, employee 

benefi ts and business commitments. The estimates are based on 

the same types of underlying management assumptions as those 

used at 31 December 2015.
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1.2 RULES AND METHODS OF CONSOLIDATION

1.2.1 Method and scope of consolidation

All companies over which the Group exercises control are fully 

consolidated. Control is deemed to exist when the Group owns, 

directly or indirectly, more than half of the voting rights of an 

entity. Jointly controlled entities are accounted for by the equity 

method, as are associates in which the Group exercises signifi cant 

infl uence in accordance with IFRS 11 “Joint arrangements” and 

IAS 28 “Investments in associates and joint ventures”. Signifi cant 

infl uence is deemed to exist when the Group holds 20% or more 

of the voting rights directly or indirectly.

Fleury Michon does not control any special purpose entities, either 

directly or indirectly.

Intra-group transactions among fully consolidated companies 

are eliminated in consolidation, as are dividends, provisions for 

impairment of investments in consolidated companies, provisions 

for receivables, capital gains on disposals and other material 

intra-group balances, profi ts and losses.

1.2.2 Translation of the fi nancial statements of foreign 
subsidiaries

The assets and liabilities of subsidiaries that use a functional 

currency other than the euro are translated into euros at offi cial 

period-end exchange rates.

1.2.3 Operating segments

An operating segment is a component of an entity (i) that engages 

in business activities from which it may earn revenues and incur 

expenses, (ii) whose operating results are reviewed regularly by the 

entity’s chief operating decision maker, and (iii) for which separate 

fi nancial information is available.

The Group’s management reporting system reflects its 

decision-making structure, which is organised around strategic 

business areas. Results and data used to assess the Company’s 

fi nancial position are based on three operating segments: French 

Supermarkets, International Operations and Services (including 

eat-out and travel catering). Since the Services segment has not 

yet matured to the point where it meets the criteria of the standard 

for separate presentation, it is included in “Other”, along with 

subsidiary support functions (holding and logistics companies). 

The chief operating decision maker reviews the segments’ results 

regularly on the basis of this internal reporting system, which is the 

key document for evaluating performance by strategic business 

area and for validating the allocation of budget resources in the 

short and medium term.

The determining or structuring factors that have permitted the 

consistency and compliance of the operating segment breakdown 

as monitored by Executive Management, to be validated, are as 

follows:

 ● Economic characteristics and cost price structure;

 ● Type of products and services;

 ● Type of production processes;

 ● Type or category of customer;

 ● Product distribution methods, logistics and commercial 

practices;

 ● Regulatory environment.

The differentiating factors used by the Group were as follows:

 ● French Supermarkets: fresh self-service pre-packaged 

products sold in the prepared meals and charcuterie sections 

of supermarkets under the Fleury Michon brand or private 

labels; production and distribution governed by regulations 

applicable in France;

 ● International Operations: fresh and frozen self-service 

pre-packaged products; production and distribution governed 

by regulations applicable outside France; business under 

development and no long-standing presence in the markets 

concerned;

 ● Other: services not presented separately (eat-out and 

travel catering), and support and assistance operations to 

subsidiaries (services including logistics, human resources, 

information systems and fi nance).

Financial information for each of these segments is provided in 

Note 3.1, Section 5.5.

1.2.4 Business combinations

Business combinations are accounted for in accordance with 

revised IFRS 3 and revised IAS 27. The main accounting policies 

applied are as follows:

 ● Non-controlling interests may be measured at fair value or 

at the non-controlling interest’s proportionate share of the 

acquiree’s identifi able net assets;

 ● Acquisition costs are expensed;

 ● Contingent consideration (e.g., earn-out clauses) must be 

measured at fair value at the time of the business combination;

 ● For business combinations, changes in a controlling interest 

only impact equity (attributable to owners of the parent and 

non-controlling interests). Goodwill is measured on the date 

that control is obtained;

 ● Losses attributable to non-controlling interests must be 

fully attributed to those interests, even if this results in the 

non-controlling interests having a defi cit balance.
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Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of an acquisition over 

the fair value of the Group’s share of the acquired assets and 

liabilities. Goodwill arising on the acquisition of subsidiaries is 

included in assets under “Goodwill”, whereas goodwill arising on 

the acquisition of equity-accounted companies is recorded under 

“Investments in equity-accounted companies”.

1.2.5 Goodwill

Goodwill is allocated to cash-generating units (CGUs) that are 

tested annually for impairment. An asset is impaired when its 

carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount, which is the 

higher of value in use (determined using the discounted cash 

fl ow method) and fair value less costs to sell. The assumptions for 

measurement of value in use are derived from the medium- and 

long-term plans used by Group management. The discount rate 

used for all CGUs corresponds to the Group’s weighted average 

cost of capital. Any impairment losses are allocated in priority to 

goodwill, with the balance deducted from the assets of the CGUs 

concerned. With regard to the Canadian Fresh Products CGU, 

the value in use is determined on the basis of appraisal values.

GOODWILL: ALLOCATION OF GOODWILL TO CGUS

Name of CGU Goodwill/currency Description

Charcuterie CGU €18,301 thousand Segment: French Supermarkets – historic self-service charcuterie (ham) business

Prepared Meals CGU €13,300 thousand Segment: French Supermarkets – historic prepared meals 
and surimi business in the self-service prepared meals market

Canadian Frozen Foods 
& Airline Catering CGU

CAD 8,020 thousand Segment: International Operations – historic frozen foods 
and airline catering business on the North American continent

Canadian Fresh 
Products CGU

- Segment: International Operations – development of fresh prepared meals 
for the supermarket sector in Canada (no goodwill allocated to this business)

Proconi CGU €2,514 thousand Segment: International Operations – prepared meals for the supermarket sector 
and institutional food service – Slovenia

Prepared Meals CGU 
Norway

€1,042 thousand Segment: International Operations – prepared meals for retail in Norway

Delivered Meals CGU €8,465 thousand Other segments – delivered meals in France 
(included in eat-out, not presented separately).

1.2.6 Intangible assets

Intangible assets are identifi able, non-monetary assets without any 

physical substance that are held for use in the production or supply 

of goods or services, for rental to others, or for administrative 

purposes. Acquired intangible assets are recognised at cost if 

it is probable that the expected long-term economic benefi ts 

attributable to the asset will fl ow to the Group, and if the cost of the 

asset can be measured reliably. After initial recognition, intangible 

assets are carried at cost and are amortised on a straight-line 

basis over their estimated useful lives.

Research and development costs, product innovation expenses, 

and internally-generated trademarks and patents are expensed 

in the year in which they are incurred. Development costs that 

meet the asset recognition criteria in IAS 38 are recognised in 

assets, i.e., assets that are separable, non-recurring and which 

are expected to generate signifi cant long-term economic benefi ts. 

Development costs are amortised from the date that the related 

asset becomes available for use.

1.2.7 Property, plant and equipment

An item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset 

when it is probable that the future economic benefi ts associated 

with the item will fl ow to the Group, and the cost of the item can 

be measured reliably. When signifi cant separate parts of an asset 

have different useful lives or generate a different pattern of benefi ts, 

each such part is recognised separately.

Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated 

depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses. The cost of 

an item of property, plant and equipment comprises its purchase 

price, including import duties and non-refundable purchase taxes, 

after deducting trade discounts and rebates, as well as any costs 

directly attributable to bringing the asset to its required working 

condition. The carrying amount of the Canadian Fresh Products 

CGU’s underlying assets are tested using the fair value method.

The Canadian Fresh Products CGU’s assets are tested for 

impairment once there is an indicator of impairment during the 

period. The estimated useful lives of property, plant and equipment 

are reviewed on a regular basis and any resulting changes in 

accounting estimates are recognised prospectively. Property, plant 

and equipment are depreciated over the following useful lives:

Type of asset Useful life

Buildings 20 to 30 years

Fixtures and fi ttings 10 to 20 years

Machinery and equipment 6 to 15 years

Furniture and offi ce and computer 
equipment 6 to 10 years
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BORROWING COSTS

Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the fi nancing of 

major projects and that are incurred during the construction period 

are capitalised as part of the cost of the assets concerned.

INVESTMENT GRANTS

In accordance with IAS 20, government grants related to assets are 

presented in the balance sheet under “Other non-current liabilities” 

by setting up the grant as deferred income. Fair value differences 

on initial recognition of interest-free or low interest-rate borrowings 

granted by a local authority are recognised as government grants.

FINANCE LEASES

In accordance with IAS 17, fi nance leases under which substantially 

all the risks and rewards of ownership are transferred to the 

Group are recognised as both an asset and a related liability in 

the balance sheet based on the fair value of the leased item at 

inception of the lease.

1.2.8 Financial assets

Financial assets are initially recognised at fair value based on the 

price paid and are subsequently measured at fair value. The Group 

classifi es its fi nancial assets on initial recognition according to the 

four categories defi ned by IAS 39, based on the intended holding 

period. It reviews this classifi cation at the end of each half-year 

and full-year period.

Amended IFRS 7 also establishes a three-level hierarchy of inputs 

applicable to fi nancial instruments measured at fair value:

 ● Level 1: quoted prices in active markets;

 ● Level 2: observable market inputs;

 ● Level 3: inputs not based on observable market data.

The Group uses valuation techniques based on observable market 

inputs (level 2), particularly interest rate swaps and currency futures 

to measure derivative assets and liabilities recognised at fair value.

Shares in unlisted non-consolidated companies and advances to 

these companies are classifi ed as “Available-for-sale” (AFS) and 

are measured at fair value, with changes in fair value recognised 

directly in equity. If there is no active market for the shares, fair 

value is estimated. If the fair value cannot be estimated reliably, the 

asset is measured at amortised cost less any impairment losses. 

These fi nancial assets are classifi ed as current or non-current 

assets based on their maturities.

Items recognised under “Trade and other receivables” (see 

Note 1.2.10) are current assets and are classifi ed as “Loans and 

receivables” under IAS 39.

Assets recognised under “Cash and cash equivalents” (see 

Note 1.2.11) are classifi ed as “Held for trading” and are measured 

at fair value. Changes in fair value are recognised through profi t 

or loss.

Treasury shares are recorded as a deduction from equity and the 

impact of sales and purchases of shares is recorded in equity.

1.2.9 Inventories

Inventories are stated at initial cost, comprising all costs of 

purchase, costs of conversion and other costs incurred in bringing 

the inventories to their present location and condition. The cost of 

inventories is determined using the weighted average cost method. 

Non-recoverable inventories, corresponding to inventories that 

are damaged or have become obsolete, are written down to net 

realisable value. Spare parts inventories that are associated with a 

specifi c asset and which represent a material amount are recorded 

under property, plant and equipment.

1.2.10 Receivables

Receivables are initially recognised at fair value, generally 

corresponding to the invoiced amount. No discounting is applied 

as no exceptional deferred settlement terms apply. An impairment 

loss is recorded when the carrying amount of a receivable exceeds 

its probable recoverable value.

1.2.11 Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents include cash at bank and money-market 

mutual funds, as well as short-term, highly liquid investments that 

are readily convertible to known amounts of cash.

1.2.12 Provisions

A provision is booked when the Group has a present obligation 

as a result of a past event where it is probable that an outfl ow of 

resources will be required to settle the obligation without any infl ow 

of economic resources of at least an equivalent value, and where 

the amount of the obligation can be reliably estimated.

1.2.13 Employee benefi ts – Post-employment benefi ts

The Group’s employee benefi t obligations correspond to retirement 

bonuses and long-service awards. They are measured using the 

projected unit credit method based on actuarial assumptions that 

are reviewed yearly. The calculation takes into account:

 ● The status, age and seniority of each employee;

 ● The expected retirement age (63);

 ● The staff turnover rate (low turnover);

 ● The employee’s individual monthly average salary, including 

bonuses, plus payroll taxes;

 ● The expected rate of salary increases (2.5% to 3% depending 

on the employee category);

 ● The discount rate (benchmark: iBoxx  €  Corporates 

AA 10+, i.e., 1.31% at 31 December 2016 and 2.03% at 

31 December 2015);
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 ● National mortality tables (based on 2007 INSEE data).

As retirement is deemed to be voluntary, payroll and other taxes 

are due on the amounts paid to employees at the retirement date.

All actuarial gains and losses are recognised directly in equity.

1.2.14 Financial liabilities

Financial liabilities are initially recognised at the fair value of the 

proceeds received and are classifi ed as “Designated” (i.e., not 

held for trading).

Long- and short-term fi nancial liabilities mainly comprise bank 

borrowings, fi nance lease liabilities and other borrowings. Interest 

on borrowings is recorded as an expense by reference to the 

applicable contractual rate which, based on the terms set by the 

Group’s banks, corresponds to the effective interest rate. Long 

and short-term fi nancial liabilities may be subject to acceleration 

clauses (see Note 1.3 “Financial risks”). A financial liability is 

considered non-current if the Group has an unconditional right to 

settle it at least 12 months after the closing date. Otherwise, it is 

recorded under current liabilities.

1.2.15 Derivative and hedging instruments

The Group uses derivative instruments purchased over-the-

counter as fair value and cash flow hedges of currency and 

interest rate risk. Existing derivative instruments used for hedging 

purposes are designated as cash fl ow hedges and recognised in 

the balance sheet at fair value. As these hedges qualify for hedge 

accounting under IFRS, the effective portion of changes in the 

fair value of the derivative instruments is recognised in equity and 

the gain or loss relating to the ineffective portion is recognised 

immediately in the income statement. Changes in the fair value 

of derivative instruments that do not fulfi l the hedge accounting 

criteria are recognised directly in income for the period.

Derivative instruments are never used for speculative purposes.

1.2.16 Deferred taxes

Deferred taxes are recognised on temporary differences between 

the carrying amount of assets and liabilities and their tax base. 

As from 2016, the exceptional corporate income tax contribution 

of 10.7% no longer applies. The tax rate used corresponds to the 

tax rate applicable at 31 December:

 ● Deferred tax assets relating to tax loss carryforwards are 

recognised when it is probable that they will be recovered at a 

reasonably determinable date, based on available information 

and assumptions at the end of each fi nancial year;

 ● Deferred tax assets and liabilities for the same consolidated tax 

group are presented net in the balance sheet where permitted 

by law.

1.2.17 Payables

Payables are initially recognised at fair value, generally 

corresponding to the invoiced amount. No discounting is applied 

as no exceptional deferred settlement terms apply.

1.2.18 Revenue

The Group’s revenue primarily comprises fi nished product sales. 

Revenue from sales is recognised when the title is transferred. 

Revenue is presented net of discounts and rebates granted to 

customers, and net of costs stemming from advertising and 

listing agreements and one-off promotional campaigns invoiced 

by retailers.

1.2.19 Recognition of exchange gains and losses 
and the impact of hedging transactions

Currency effects and the impacts of hedging transactions that 

are directly related to the Group’s operating activities – notably 

purchases of raw materials – are recognised as operating income 

or expenses within operating profi t.

1.2.20 Other income and expenses – net

This line item corresponds to signifi cant, non-recurring items that 

represent material amounts in relation to the Group’s overall results 

for the year. These items are presented separately from recurring 

operating profi t. They include a limited number of income and 

expense items, such as certain disposal gains and losses and 

impairment losses on property, plant and equipment or intangible 

assets, as well as certain restructuring costs or provisions for 

major claims or litigation.

Operating profi t includes all recurring and non-recurring items 

described above.

1.2.21 Earnings per share

Earnings per share are calculated as:

 ● Net profi t attributable to owners of the parent;

 ● Divided by the number of outstanding shares during the 

fi nancial year, including and excluding treasury shares.
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1.3 FINANCIAL RISKS

The Group has a central organisation that manages substantially 

all market, liquidity and credit risks related to its operations. 

The Finance Department and Corporate Cash Management 

Department work closely together in the fi nancial markets to:

 ● Obtain fi nancing under the best possible terms and support 

the development of the Group’s businesses;

 ● Identify, evaluate and hedge fi nancial risks.

The Group uses derivative financial instruments to hedge its 

exposure to certain risks.

1.3.1 Currency risk

The Group prepares its consolidated fi nancial statements in euros 

and generates more than 90% of its revenue in euros. Assets, 

liabilities, revenue and profi t denominated in currencies other than 

the euro are therefore not material in relation to the consolidated 

totals. Nevertheless, the Group’s international expansion strategy 

has created exposure to other currencies, such as the Canadian 

dollar (CAD) and US dollar (USD), principally through its Delta 

Dailyfood subsidiary.

The Group uses currency hedges as well as currency futures and 

options in order to reduce the volatility of future cash fl ows in 

US dollars. At 31 December 2016, the Group held the following 

currency futures and options expiring between January 2017 and 

October 2017:

Sales/Purchases 
of foreign currencies(1) USD/EUR USD/CAD

Futures – purchases 6,000 -

Currency futures – 
asymmetrical portion - -

Futures – sales - 4,000

TOTAL 6,000 4,000

(1) Nominal value in thousands of USD/CAD.

The accounting treatment of these instruments is described in 

Note 1, Section 1.2.15. The effective portion is directly recognised 

in equity and the ineffective portion is taken to profi t or loss. Gains 

and losses arising from remeasurement at fair value of currency 

derivatives that do not qualify for hedge accounting are recognised 

in profi t or loss. For 2016, the effective portion recognised in equity 

was €78 thousand, while the ineffective, or ineligible, portion was 

€330 thousand.

1.3.2 Interest rate risk

The Group does not hold signifi cant interest-bearing assets aside 

from money-market mutual funds and short-term, highly liquid 

investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of 

cash, recognised under “Cash and cash equivalents”. The Group’s 

exposure to interest rate risk corresponds to long-term bank loans 

net of these interest-bearing assets.

Most of the loans are at floating rates, exposing the Group 

to potential cash flow volatility. To reduce its net exposure, 

the Group uses instruments negotiated over the counter. At 

31 December 2016, the amount hedged was €50,245 thousand. 

The total debt (fi xed and fl oating rate) was hedged at 50.0% at year-

end. The accounting treatment of these instruments is described in 

Note 1, Section 1.2.15. The effective portion directly recognised in 

equity was €667 thousand, while the ineffective portion recognised 

in net fi nancial income was a negative €6 thousand.

1.3.3 Equity risk

Investments in non-consolidated companies and other investment 

securities correspond to shares in unlisted companies. If there 

is no active market for the shares, fair value is estimated. If the 

fair value cannot be estimated reliably, the asset is measured at 

amortised cost less any impairment losses.

At 31 December 2016, the Group held 239,001 treasury shares, 

directly or through the liquidity contract, for a total value of 

€6,849 thousand. As indicated in Note 1, Section 1.2.8, treasury 

shares are recorded as a deduction from consolidated equity. 

Based on the closing price at 31 December 2016 of €64.40, 

the market value of treasury shares held at that date was 

€15,392 thousand.

1.3.4 Liquidity risk

The Group’s prudent management strategy ensures it has a suffi cient 

level of cash and marketable securities to cover its commitments. 

In 2016, a trade receivables securitisation programme providing up 

to €50 million in fi nancing was implemented to diversify and secure 

short-term fi nancing. At 31 December 2016, net cash amounted 

to €133.6 million (€150.3 million in cash and cash equivalents less 

a bank overdraft of €16.7 million), compared with €94.6 million 

at 31 December 2015. At the end of the reporting period, a 

total of €45.1 million in fi nancing had been obtained under the 

securitisation programme. Net debt amounted to €54.2 million at 

year-end, compared with €58.9 million at 31 December 2015. The 

Group’s bank loans do not contain clauses requiring compliance 

with fi nancial ratios, known as covenants, with the exception of 

one Canadian loan agreement for which the amount outstanding 
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to credit institutions represents less than 1% of the Group’s overall 

net debt. At 31 December 2016, Canada-based Delta Dailyfood 

did not fulfi l the following covenants:

FARM CREDIT CANADA

The covenant ratios not complied with are:

 ● Minimum operating capital ratio of 1.3 (short-term assets/

short-term liabilities);

 ● Debt service coverage ratio of 1.00 (earnings before interest, 

taxes, and amortisation/debit interest + short-term portion of 

the long-term debt of the prior period).

In 2016, Fleury Michon obtained a waiver letter from Farm Credit 

Canada regarding the unmet conditions. This waiver relates to 

the 12-month period ending on 31 December 2017, and does 

not amend the conditions. The amount of the loan considered 

totals €1,072 thousand and is recognised in long-term debt for 

€764 thousand since the waiver was obtained before the end of 

the reporting period.

The Group reviewed its liquidity risk and considers that it can meet 

its future maturities (included in Note 3.11 to the consolidated 

fi nancial statements, Section 5.5) over the next 12 months as from 

the fi ling of this Registration Document.

1.3.5 Credit risk and risks related to retail 
concentration

Although the Group’s end customers are individual consumers, 

it sells its products primarily to retail chains. However, the 

supermarket sector is becoming increasingly concentrated. Some 

customers individually represent more than 20% of consolidated 

revenue (in conjunction with retailer market share). The Group 

reviews its customers’ creditworthiness and closely tracks its 

receivables. Given the high credit ratings of its main customers, 

the Group considers that its exposure to customer credit risk is 

not material.

However, the concentration trend in retail – resulting in fewer 

customers – could affect the Group’s operating margin over the 

medium term and the Group could become more exposed to 

customer payment default risk.

1.4 CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

The Group’s strategy is to maintain a capital structure that can 

guarantee the Company’s long-term future and preserve investor 

and creditor confi dence.

As part of this strategy, the Board of Directors ensures that 

dividend payments and funds required for future development 

are properly balanced. The Group also carefully monitors debt and 

gearing (debt-to-equity ratio), which is currently 0.24, compared 

with 0.28 in 2015.

Note 2 Scope of consolidation

The Group’s scope of consolidation changed over 2016 but 

without any significant impact on balance sheet or income 

statement data or on Group ratios.

 ● Incoming company: Esprit Frais (no operations in 2016);

 ● Très Bien Merci is now a wholly owned subsidiary of Fleury 

Michon, which previously held a 75% interest in the company.

The list of consolidated companies is provided in Note 3.27, 

Section 5.5.
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Note 3 Notes to the balance sheet and the income statement

3.1 OPERATING SEGMENTS

SEGMENT INFORMATION AT 31 DECEMBER 2016

In € thousands

French 
Supermarkets

International 
Operations Other

French 
inter-company 

eliminations Total

Dec. 16 Dec. 15 Dec. 16 Dec. 15 Dec. 16 Dec. 15 Dec. 16 Dec. 15 Dec. 16 Dec. 15

REVENUE 625,218 654,326 54,724 48,181 57,884 55,084 - - 737,825 757,592

SEGMENT THRESHOLD 
revenue 632,145 661,841 55,807 48,917 137,265 133,113 -87,392 -86,279 737,825 757,592

Sales to external customers 625,218 654,326 54,724 48,181 57,884 55,084 737,825 757,592

Fleury Michon inter-segment 
sales 6,927 7,514 1,083 736 79,382 78,029 -87,392 -86,279 - -

OPERATING PROFIT 22,671 31,432 -2,594 -3,802 1,535 972 - - 21,612 28,602

SEGMENT ASSETS 533,649 451,981 63,019 62,188 110,552 101,463 -248,943 -158,355 458,276 457,277

Non-current assets(1) 201,322 206,109 50,031 49,372 82,004 74,999 -40,170 -34,126 293,187 296,354

Current assets(2) 332,326 245,873 12,988 12,816 28,548 26,464 -208,773 -124,230 165,089 160,923

SEGMENT LIABILITIES 249,203 171,844 14,734 10,616 128,479 134,395 -209,059 -124,220 183,357 192,635

Provisions for contingencies 
and losses 28,589 24,564 468 393 6,774 5,630 35,831 30,588

Trade payables 78,679 89,591 4,427 3,027 8,183 8,731 -13,688 -13,865 77,601 87,484

Other liabilities(2) 141,935 57,689 9,840 7,196 113,522 120,033 -195,371 -110,355 69,926 74,563

INVESTMENTS 17,891 29,603 1,274 2,236 3,533 6,474 - - 22,698 38,313

DEPRECIATION, AMORTISATION 
AND PROVISIONS 25,296 22,872 3,288 3,497 4,275 2,698 - - 32,859 29,067

(1) Fleury Michon’s activity – notably fi nancial – is included in “Other”, in the amount of €61,372 thousand in current or non-current assets at 31 December 2016, compared with 
€53,600 thousand at 31 December 2015.

(2) Excluding deferred taxes and corporate income tax.

The Group operates in the following segments:

 ● French Supermarkets: fresh self-service pre-packaged 

products sold in the prepared meals and charcuterie sections 

of supermarkets under the Fleury Michon brand or private 

labels; production and distribution governed by regulations 

applicable in France;

 ● International Operations: fresh and frozen self-service 

pre-packaged products; production and distribution governed 

by regulations applicable outside France; business under 

development and no long-standing presence in the markets 

concerned;

 ● Other: services not presented separately (eat-out and 

travel catering), and support and assistance operations to 

subsidiaries (services including logistics, human resources, 

information systems and fi nance).

3.2 GOODWILL

31 December 2016 Goodwill, gross
Accumulated 

impairment losses Goodwill, net

French Supermarkets – Charcuterie CGU 18,301 18,301

French Supermarkets – Prepared Meals CGU 13,300 13,300

International Operations – Frozen Foods & Catering CGU (Canada) 5,653 5,653

International Operations – Proconi CGU (Slovenia) 2,514 2,514

International Operations – FM Norge CGU 1,042 1,042

Other – Delivered Meals CGU 8,465 8,465

TOTAL 49,274 0 49,274
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Change in goodwill 31 December 2015 Year-on-year change 31 December 2016

French Supermarkets – Charcuterie CGU 18,301 18,301

French Supermarkets – Prepared Meals CGU 13,300 13,300

International Operations – Frozen Foods & Catering CGU (Canada) 5,306 +347 5,653

International Operations – Proconi CGU (Slovenia) 2,514 2,514

International Operations – FM Norge CGU 1,042 1,042

Other – Delivered Meals CGU 8,465 8,465

GOODWILL, NET 48,927 347 49,274

The change in goodwill of €347 thousand relating to the Group’s 

Canadian business stems from the translation of foreign currency 

amounts at the year-end exchange rate.

Goodwill is tested annually for impairment using the discounted 

cash fl ow method. The current value is determined using the same 

method with a terminal value, based on forecasts approved by 

management. The main assumptions that form the basis of the 

calculation are as follows:

 ● Discount rate of 6% in France, Slovenia and Norway, and 6.8% 

in Canada;

 ● Perpetual growth rate of 2%;

 ● Cash fl ow projections over a period of fi ve years.

A sensitivity analysis was carried out at 31 December 2016 on 

the goodwill from the Group’s major CGUs, namely Charcuterie, 

Prepared Meals and Delivered Meals, and showed that the 

recoverable amounts would be considerably higher than the 

carrying amounts. Management considers that no reasonably 

possible change to the key calculation assumptions would result 

in the carrying amounts of these CGUs being signifi cantly higher 

than their recoverable amounts.

Canadian Frozen Foods & Catering CGU

Group management continued to apply the methodology 

introduced in 2011 by allocating the CAD 8 million in goodwill 

to the Canadian Frozen Foods & Airline Catering CGU (historic 

operations) and tested the recoverable amount of these operations 

using the discounted cash fl ow method.

In 2016, this business recorded sharp growth compared with 2015, 

in line with the business plan drawn up the previous year. 

Revenue and operating profi t totalled a positive CAD 46.4 million 

and CAD 2.3 million respectively, compared with a positive 

CAD 37.7 million and a negative CAD 1.2 million in 2015.

Discounted cash flows were calculated based on a five-year 

business plan, which forecasts a positive cash fl ow in 2017 that 

will however fall short of its 2016 level, with the reinstatement of 

gross margin, an expected reduction in structural costs and an 

increase in market share in subsequent years. More generally, as 

in 2015, the business plan targets operating profi t of about 6.5% 

of revenue. The assumption of a discount rate of 6.8% was 

unchanged from 2015.

The impairment test was negative, with the recoverable amount 

of the assets higher than their carrying amount. The sensitivity 

of the value in use of the CGU was comparable to that of the 

previous year. The analysis carried out on the key assumptions 

showed that:

 ● If the discount rate were to be increased by 2.5% (i.e., 9.3%), 

the recoverable amount would be slightly lower than the 

carrying amount. In 2015, with a change of 2.5% in the 

discount rate, the recoverable amount was slightly higher than 

the carrying amount;

 ● If the perpetual growth rate were 1%, the recoverable amount 

would be higher than the carrying amount, as in 2015;

 ● If cash fl ows reached 69% of the projected amounts (compared 

with 65% in 2015), the recoverable amount would be equal to 

the carrying amount.

The Group’s management also analysed the recoverable amount 

of assets associated with the Canadian Frozen Foods & Airline 

Catering CGU and the Canadian Fresh Products CGU. These 

assets, which mainly comprise property, plant and equipment 

(buildings and industrial equipment), were appraised to assess 

their market value. Based on this approach, there is no need to 

recognise an impairment loss over the period, since the appraisal 

value is higher than the asset value.

Proconi CGU

Revenue totalled €6.7 million, compared with €5.4 million in the 

previous year. This level of activity did not help absorb the fi xed 

costs of Proconi, which reported a loss of €1.1 million, compared 

with a loss of €1.3 million in the previous year. The transfer of 

the raw materials (meat) processing business of the Group’s 

subsidiaries was deployed throughout 2016 and will be stepped 

up in 2017. Cash fl ow is expected to be stable in 2017, after 

negative cash fl ow of €0.3 million was recorded in 2016.

Based on the assumptions and estimates used, no impairment 

losses were recorded in respect of 2016 since the value in use 

remains higher than the value of the assets.

A sensitivity analysis was carried out at 31 December 2016 on the 

value in use of the CGU. The analysis showed that:

 ● If the discount rate were to be increased by 1% (i.e., 7%), the 

recoverable amount would be similar to the carrying amount, 

compared with a recoverable amount that was €0.8 million 

lower than the carrying amount in 2015.
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 ● If the perpetual growth rate were 1%, the recoverable amount 

would be higher than the carrying amount by €0.5 million, 

compared with a recoverable amount that was €0.4 million 

lower than the carrying amount in 2015.

 ● If cash fl ows reached 90% of the projected amounts, the 

recoverable amount would be equal to the carrying amount, 

as in 2015.

FM Norge CGU

Fleury Michon acquired control of its Norwegian operations at the 

end of 2015 in order to implement a proactive fi ve-year growth 

plan. At 31 December 2016, measuring the recoverable amount 

based on this information yields a recoverable amount that is 

signifi cantly higher than the carrying amount. This measurement 

will mainly depend on the business plan’s success. If cash fl ows 

reached 45% of the projected amounts, the recoverable amount 

would be equivalent to the carrying amount.

3.3 INTANGIBLE ASSETS

31 December 2016 Gross Amortisation Net

Development costs 159 159 0

Licences and trademarks 1,150 728 423

Software 10,009 6,817 3,192

Assets under construction 420 420

Prepayments 0 0

TOTAL 11,738 7,704 4,034

Movements in intangible assets 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

At beginning of year 3,819 3,931

Amortisation -639 -1,115 

Acquisitions/Increase 854 956

Disposals/Decrease 0 -4

Changes in Group structure 0 50

AT END OF YEAR 4,034 3,819

No research and development costs were capitalised during the year.

3.4 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

31 December 2016
Property, plant and 

equipment, gross Depreciation
Property, plant and 

equipment, net

Land 3,995 404 3,591

Land under fi nance leases 1,740 284 1,455

Buildings 225,793 130,102 95,690

Buildings under fi nance leases 23,555 6,103 17,452

Machinery and equipment 259,415 182,104 77,311

Other 4,946 4,016 930

Assets under construction 5,861 41 5,821

Prepayments 4,664 4,664

TOTAL 529,969 323,055 206,914
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31 December 2016

Types of fi nancial assets Fair value measurement method

Available-
for-sale 
assets

Loans and 
receivables

Assets at 
fair value Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Non-current fi nancial assets 1,646 13,856 0 15,501 0 15,501 0

Shares in non-consolidated 
companies 1,555 1,555 1,555

Advances to subsidiaries 
and affi liates 11,926 11,926 11,926

Non-current asset investments 90 90 90

Deposits and guarantees 561 561 561

Other investments 1,369 1,369 1,369

Current fi nancial assets 0 161 409 569 0 569 0

Derivative fi nancial instruments 409 409 409

Other investments 161 161 161

TOTAL 1,646 14,017 409 16,071 0 16,071 0

Movements in property, plant and equipment 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

At beginning of year 211,448 205,949

Depreciation -29,687 -28,413 

Acquisitions/Increase 24,212 35,433

Disposals/Decrease -297 -197 

Changes in scope 0 170

Translation adjustment 1,239 -1,494 

AT END OF YEAR 206,914 211,448

No borrowing costs were recognised in 2016, in accordance with IAS 23.

3.5 CURRENT AND NON-CURRENT FINANCIAL ASSETS

31 December 2016 Financial assets, gross Impairment losses Financial assets, net

Non-current fi nancial assets 15,642 141 15,501

Shares in non-consolidated companies 1,633 78 1,555

Advances to subsidiaries and affi liates 11,926 11,926

Non-current asset investments 153 63 90

Deposits and guarantees 561 561

Other investments 1,369 1,369

Current fi nancial assets 569 0 569

Derivative fi nancial instruments 409 409

Other investments 161 161

TOTAL 16,212 141 16,071
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In accordance with IFRS 7 “Financial instruments: Disclosures”, 

the valuation levels presented in the table above are determined 

as follows:

 ● Level 1: level 1 data refer to quoted prices (not restated) to 

which the entity has access on the valuation date, in active 

markets for identical assets or liabilities;

 ● Level 2: level 2 data refer to directly or indirectly observable 

asset or liability data other than quoted prices that fall under 

level 1;

 ● Level 3: level 3 data refer to inputs not based on observable 

market data.

3.6 INVESTMENTS IN EQUITY-ACCOUNTED COMPANIES

Investments in equity-accounted companies % interest 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Piatti Freschi Italia 50.00% 6,179 5,708

Platos Tradicionales 47.50% 11,285 10,712

TOTAL 17,464 16,419

Piatti Freschi Italia Platos Tradicionales

Equity at 31 December 2015 11,415 22,551

Net profi t for the year 942 3,201

Gains/losses recognised directly in equity 37 6

Dividend distribution 0 -2,000 

Capital increase 0 0

Equity at 31 December 2016 12,394 23,758

% interest 50.00% 47.50%

TOTAL 6,197 11,285

Share in profi ts and losses of equity-accounted companies 471 1,520

The aggregates (presented above) of equity-accounted companies have been prepared in accordance with IFRS. They have been restated 

for harmonisation purposes, where necessary, for the consolidated fi nancial statements.

Other information (IFRS) 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Piatti Freschi Italia

Assets 94,914 91,711

Liabilities 82,520 80,296

Revenue 108,199 103,311

Platos Tradicionales

Assets 49,848 63,484

Liabilities 26,090 40,933

Revenue 56,806 56,289
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3.9 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Cash 18,733 5,820

Marketable securities 131,599 94,622

Changes in Group structure 0 9

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 150,331 100,452

Bank overdrafts 16,720 5,703

Changes in Group structure 0 117

NET CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 133,611 94,631

3.7 INVENTORIES

31 December 2016 Gross Impairment losses Net

Raw materials 48,980 1,488 47,492

Work in progress 7,720 7,720

Semi-fi nished and fi nished products 10,183 341 9,842

Goods purchased for resale 150 150

TOTAL 67,032 1,829 65,203

Movements in inventories 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

At beginning of year 59,568 56,818

Change in inventories 4,898 3,589

Changes in Group structure 0 0

Impairment losses -1,829 -2,567 

Reversals of impairment losses 2,567 1,727

AT END OF YEAR 65,203 59,568

3.8 TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

Current assets – Receivables 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Trade receivables 84,233 83,743

Provisions for doubtful accounts -1,221 -1,228 

Changes in Group structure 0 216

TOTAL TRADE RECEIVABLES 83,012 82,732

Prepaid and recoverable payroll costs 1,083 988

Prepaid and recoverable taxes (incl. VAT) 11,070 13,472

Short-term advances 13 13

Current tax assets 5,925 9,368

Other receivables 3,139 2,841

Prepaid expenses 1,023 730

Changes in Group structure 0 93

TOTAL OTHER RECEIVABLES 22,252 27,505

TOTAL 105,264 110,236
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Cash and cash equivalents includes liquid assets available in bank 

accounts. Cash equivalents amounted to €131,599 thousand and 

consisted of mutual fund shares (OPCVM), negotiable deposit 

certifi cates and time deposit accounts with withdrawal options 

that may be exercised at any time or, at most, every three months 

without any material risk of fl uctuation in value. This amount may 

be broken down into the following two components based on fair 

value measurement:

 ● Level 1: N/A – level 1 data refer to quoted prices (not restated) 

to which the entity has access on the valuation date, in active 

markets for identical assets or liabilities;

 ● Level 2: €131,599 thousand – level 2 data refer to directly or 

indirectly observable asset or liability data other than quoted 

prices that fall under level 1.

3.10 PROVISIONS

Provisions 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Employee benefi ts – post-employment benefi ts 29,031 25,518

Claims and litigation and tax disputes 6,801 5,069

Investments in equity-accounted companies 0 0

TOTAL PROVISIONS 35,832 30,588

Long-term provisions 29,101 25,544

Short-term provisions 6,730 5,044

TOTAL 35,832 30,588

Movements in provisions 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

At beginning of year 30,588 32,011

Charges to provisions 4,244 2,195

Reversals (used provisions) -284 -150 

Reversals (surplus provisions) -223 -291 

Other 1,507 -3,177 

AT END OF YEAR 35,832 30,588

Changes in employee benefi t obligations broke down as follows:

Employee benefi ts – post-employment benefi ts 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

At beginning of year 25,518 27,223

Service cost 1,543 1,442

Past service cost 0 0

Interest cost 486 383

Benefi ts paid -1,218 -619 

Net expense for the year 812 1,206

Actuarial gains and losses(1) 2,701 -2,911 

AT END OF YEAR 29,031 25,518

(1) The discount rate used each year is iBoxx € Corporates AA 10+, which was 1.31% at 31 December 2016 and 2.03% at 31 December 2015. Actuarial gains recognised directly 
in equity stood at €2,701 thousand.

The Group’s total retirement bonus obligation of €29,031 thousand, 

calculated in accordance with the new regulations, can be broken 

down as follows:

 ● Provision for long-service awards: €1,122 thousand;

 ● Provision for post-employment benefi t obligation (retirement 

bonuses): €27,909 thousand.
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3.11 BORROWINGS

Borrowings 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Bank borrowings 116,196 124,690

Employee profi t-sharing 2,622 2,647

Obligations under fi nance leases 21,377 21,498

Derivative fi nancial instruments(1) 1,540 2,519

Other borrowings 1,318 2,481

Other fi nancing activities(2) 45,116 0

Short-term bank loans and overdrafts 16,720 5,821

TOTAL BORROWINGS 204,889 159,655

Long-term borrowings 107,415 118,085

Short-term borrowings 97,474 41,570

TOTAL 204,889 159,655

(1) These fi nancial instruments consist of fi xed-rate swap contracts measured at fair value (partial hedging of the fl oating-rate debt) and futures contracts. At 31 December 2016, 
as part of hedge accounting, the effective portion was recognised directly in equity for a positive amount of €667 thousand, while the ineffective portion was directly recognised 
in fi nancial expense for the amount of €6 thousand. Instruments that do not qualify for hedge accounting are recognised in profi t or loss and represent income of €330 thousand.

(2) In 2016, Fleury Michon implemented a trade receivables securitisation programme, from which it had obtained €45,116 thousand in fi nancing at 31 December 2016.

Movements in borrowings 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

At beginning of year 159,655 174,779

Additions to bank borrowings 24,628 32,500

Repayments of bank borrowings -33,122 -32,024 

Increase in employee profi t-sharing reserve 379 494

Decrease in employee profi t-sharing reserve -404 -933 

Increase in fi nance leases 2,416 587

Decrease in fi nance leases -2,537 -2,345 

Increase in other borrowings 354 236

Decrease in other borrowings -1,516 -2,265 

Movements in derivative fi nancial instruments -979 -314 

Movements in other fi nancing activities 45,116 0

Movements in short-term bank loans and overdrafts 10,899 -11,059

AT END OF YEAR 204,889 159,655

Borrowings by maturity
Due within 

one year
Due in 

one to fi ve years
Due beyond 

fi ve years

Bank borrowings 30,421 75,025 10,750

Employee profi t-sharing 489 2,132

Obligations under fi nance leases 2,960 11,159 7,258

Derivative fi nancial instruments 759 781

Other borrowings 1,010 308

Other fi nancing activities 45,116

Short-term bank loans and overdrafts 16,720

TOTAL 97,474 89,407 18,008
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The bulk of Group debt is at fl oating rates. Each year the Group 

enters into interest rate derivative agreements to reduce its 

exposure to interest rate risk. At 31 December 2016, the notional 

amount hedged was €50,245 thousand. The total debt (fi xed and 

fl oating rate) was hedged at 50.0% at the year-end.

Regarding exposure to interest rate risk, the scope used 

in the sensitivity analysis includes euro-denominated bank 

loans, leases and derivative hedging instruments. Sensitivity of 

euro-denominated debt to a fl uctuation of +/-25 basis points 

(depending on the interest rates at 31  December 2016) is 

equivalent to +/-€90 thousand.

3.12 DEFERRED TAXES

Deferred taxes 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Deferred tax assets 1,949 1,799

Tax consolidation -510 -476 

Changes in Group structure 0 0

Recognised deferred tax assets 1,439 1,323

Deferred tax liabilities 6,520 7,380

Tax consolidation -510 -476 

Changes in Group structure 0 0

Recognised deferred tax liabilities 6,010 6,904

Deferred taxes by type 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Deferred tax assets 1,439 1,323

Deferred tax liabilities 6,010 6,904

Deferred taxes, net 4,570 5,581

Fixed assets 18,283 18,507

Provision for post-employment benefi ts -9,609 -8,432 

Other -4,104 -4,494 

Deferred taxes, net 4,570 5,581

3.13 OTHER NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Other non-current liabilities correspond to government grants recognised in the balance sheet in accordance with IAS 20 (see Note 1.2.7 

“Measurement rules and methods”).

Subsidies 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Agricultural grants 1,615 2,075

European funds (EAGGF, FIFG, EAFRD) 415 869

Quebec public fund 720 754

Other (energy certifi cates) 2,097 1,821

TOTAL 4,847 5,519

For French companies, the tax rate used to calculate deferred 

taxes is 34.43% in 2016 and thereafter. The 2017 Finance Act 

confi rmed the gradual reduction of the corporate income tax rate, 

which will be lowered to 28%. Following analysis, this rate, to be 

applied as from 2020, is not expected to have a material impact 

on the measurement of deferred tax assets.

Deferred tax assets arising from tax loss carryforwards are only 

recognised to the extent that they are considered recoverable at 

a reasonably determinable date, based on earnings forecasts. 

Unrecognised tax loss carryforwards totalled €11,059 thousand 

at year-end.
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3.14 PAYABLES

Current liabilities – Payables 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Trade payables 77,623 86,934

Changes in Group structure 0 550

TOTAL TRADE PAYABLES 77,623 87,484

Accrued payroll costs 56,308 59,252

Accrued taxes 1,883 1,301

Amounts due to suppliers of fi xed assets 4,939 6,688

Current accounts 130 72

Subsidies 819 767

Current tax liabilities 0 0

Sundry payables 1,000 869

Changes in Group structure 0 96

TOTAL OTHER PAYABLES 65,079 69,045

TOTAL 142,702 156,529

3.15 REVENUE

Revenue 31 December 2016 % change 31 December 2015

Supermarkets 625,218 -4.4% 654,326

International Operations 54,724 13.6% 48,181

Other 57,884 5.1% 55,084

TOTAL 737,826 -2.6% 757,592

The competitiveness and employment tax credit (crédit d’impôt 

pour la compétitivité et l’emploi – CICE) for the year was deducted 

from employee benefits expense (payroll taxes). The Group 

qualifi ed for a CICE of €5,165 thousand in 2016 which it used 

to fund business investments, in accordance with the statutory 

purpose of the tax credit.

3.16 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS EXPENSE

Employee benefi ts expense 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Employee compensation 122,000 122,798

Payroll taxes 47,865 49,707

Employee profi t-sharing and incentive schemes 4,209 7,394

TOTAL 174,075 179,899

3.17 OTHER INCOME AND EXPENSES – NET

This item refl ects the impact of signifi cant, unusual events occurring during the year that represent material amounts.

Other income and expenses – net 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Provisions for legal proceedings and accrued URSSAF expenses 2,588 0

TOTAL 2,588 0

At 31 December 2016, the Group set aside €2,112 thousand in provisions for upward adjustments imposed by French social security body 

URSSAF, which Fleury Michon has disputed, and €476 thousand in provisions for undisputed expenses resulting from the 2013-2015 audit 

of its French companies.
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3.18 FINANCE COSTS AND OTHER FINANCIAL INCOME AND EXPENSES – NET

Finance costs – net 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Interest income 2,144 1,990

Interest expense -2,960 -3,073 

TOTAL -816 -1,082 

Other fi nancial income and expenses – net 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Gains/(losses) on available-for-sale assets -13 -76 

Fair value gains/(losses) on derivative fi nancial instruments 324 -365 

Foreign exchange gains/(losses) -14 -55 

Gains/(losses) on other fi nancial assets and liabilities -219 -7 

TOTAL 78 -503 

3.19 INCOME TAX EXPENSE

Income tax expense 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Current income taxes 7,073 9,983

Deferred income taxes -1,016 980

TOTAL 6,056 10,963

Tax proof 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Pre-tax profi t 20,874 27,017

Applicable tax rate 34.4% 38.0%

Theoretical tax charge 7,187 10,267

Impact of permanent differences

Tax credits and adjustments relating to prior years -871 -957 

Impact of research tax credit and CICE (reclassifi ed as operating profi t) -2,157 -2,232 

Effect of differences in tax rates 187 741

Other permanent differences 710 1,174

Unrecognised deferred taxes for the year 1,001 1,969

TOTAL 6,056 10,963

3.20 EARNINGS PER SHARE

31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Net profi t attributable to owners of the parent (in € thousands) 16,813 17,070

Number of shares 4,387,757 4,387,757

Earnings per share (in €) 3.83 3.89

Average number of shares outstanding, excluding treasury shares 4,147,784 4,146,578

Earnings per share (in €) 4.05 4.12

Factoring in the 61,211 redeemable subscription and/or purchase warrants (BSAARs) subscribed, diluted earnings per share stood 

at €4.05, since the Group had not issued any other dilutive instruments at 31 December 2016.
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3.21 NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

A – Change in operating working capital

Change in operating working capital 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Change in inventories 5,635 2,749

Change in trade receivables 274 354

Change in trade payables 9,861 -3,965 

Change in other operating receivables and payables(1) 7,185 6,781

TOTAL 22,955 5,919

(1) Excluding corporate income tax receivables and payables.

3.23 EMPLOYEES

Employees by socio-professional category (full-time equivalent) 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Managers 380 368

Technicians – supervisors 835 846

Offi ce staff – manual workers 2,540 2,586

TOTAL 3,755 3,800

B – Income tax paid

€7,072 thousand is due in income tax for the year, of which 

€7,292 thousand has been paid. Given the corporate income tax 

refund of €9,974 thousand in respect of the previous year, the net 

amount received was €2,682 thousand.

C – Investing activities

The €24,399 thousand recorded under “Acquisitions of property, 

plant and equipment and intangible assets” in 2016 breaks down 

as follows:

 ● Acquisitions of intangible assets: €582 thousand;

 ● Acquis i t ions of  proper ty,  p lant  and equ ipment : 

€22,068 thousand;

 ● Change in amounts due to suppliers of fixed assets: 

€1,749 thousand.

D – Cash and cash equivalents

A breakdown of cash and cash equivalents is presented in 

Note 3.9.

3.22 OFF-BALANCE SHEET COMMITMENTS

Guarantees granted by Fleury Michon at 31 December 2016 

totalled €8,231 thousand and break down as follows:

 ● €78 thousand for bank loans granted to Platos Tradicionales;

 ● €6,518 thousand for bank loans granted to Piatti Freschi Italia;

 ● €1,635 thousand for bank loans granted to Proconi.

A €5,639 thousand bank bond (CAD 8.0 million) has been issued 

to Fleury Michon as security for a loan granted to Delta Dailyfood.

Trade receivables securitisation programme:

The financial commitments granted by Fleury Michon were 

modifi ed in 2016 as a result of the securitisation programme. 

The Company acts as a centralising entity, junior depositor and 

guarantor, as follows:

 ● It centralises the transactions related to the securitisation 

programme on behalf of its subsidiaries Fleury Michon 

Charcuterie and Fleury Michon Traiteur;

 ● It has agreed to provide a subordinated deposit of a maximum 

of €70 million, maturing by the end of the term of the trade 

receivables securitisation agreement, i.e., 21 January 2019 (the 

term may be extended twice for one-year periods, i.e., through 

21 January 2021). The subordinated deposit amounted to 

€44,870 thousand at the end of the reporting period;

 ● It has given a joint and several guarantee to Ester Finance 

Titrisation in the maximum amount of €51  million. The 

senior deposit guaranteed at the end of the reporting period 

amounted to €45,116 thousand, representing a commitment 

granted of €46,018 thousand.
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Employees by segment (full-time equivalent) 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Supermarkets 2,785 2,864

International Operations 414 382

Other 556 554

TOTAL 3,755 3,800

3.24 RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Fleury Michon’s main related parties are associates and senior managers. Associates are companies over which the Group exercises 

signifi cant infl uence and which are accounted for by the equity method. Transactions with these companies are not material.

Total compensation granted to the Group’s senior managers amounted to €681 thousand. This breaks down as follows:

Compensation of senior managers 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Wages and other short-term benefi ts 679 1,048

Share-based payments 2 4

TOTAL 681 1,052

The service agreement with SHCP SAS, concerning directors Yves Gonnord and Grégoire Gonnord, resulted in an expense of 

€985 thousand for 2016.

3.25 EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD

At the end of the vesting period on 25  February 2017, 

30 Fleury Michon free shares were awarded to employees working 

for Group companies whose registered offi ces are located in 

France, who have completed a minimum length of service of three 

months and who have worked without interruption within one or 

more of these companies during the vesting period. The shares 

were available immediately.

A total of 92,400 existing shares held in treasury were awarded.

No other material events or events after the balance sheet date 

that provide further evidence of conditions that existed at the end 

of the reporting period occurred between the end of the reporting 

period and the date the fi nancial statements were approved for 

publication.

3.26 FEES PAID TO THE STATUTORY AUDITORS AND MEMBERS OF THEIR NETWORKS

The following table sets out the fees paid to the Statutory Auditors for work conducted in 2016.

In € thousands

Ernst & Young et Autres RSM Ouest

Amount (excl. VAT) % Amount (excl. VAT) %

2016 2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016 2015

Audit services

Statutory and contractual audit services

 • Issuer 82.2 80.9 22% 24% 72.3 71.1 43% 43%

 • Fully consolidated subsidiaries 138.8 138.7 38% 41% 96.6 95.3 57% 57%

Non-audit services

 • Issuer 4.7 27.5 1% 8%

 • Fully consolidated subsidiaries 12.0 10.0 3% 3%

SUB-TOTAL 237.7 257.0 64% 75% 168.9 166.4 100% 100%

Other services provided to subsidiaries

 • Tax and legal advice

 • Other 132.4 84.0 36% 25%

TOTAL 370.1 341.0 100% 100% 168.9 166.4 100% 100%

Average CAD exchange rate in 2016 = 0.683926
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3.27 CONSOLIDATED COMPANIES

Company Registered offi ce
Siren 

number

31 December 2016 31 December 2015

% interest 
and control

Consolidation 
method

% interest 
and control

Consolidation 
method

Fleury Michon La Gare
85700 Pouzauges (France)

572 058 329 Parent Parent

Fleury Michon Charcuterie La Gare
85700 Pouzauges (France)

439 220 203 100% FC 100% FC

Fleury Michon Traiteur La Gare
85700 Pouzauges (France)

340 545 441 100% FC 100% FC

Fleury Michon Logistique La Gare
85700 Pouzauges (France)

389 667 007 100% FC 100% FC

Charcuteries Cuisinées 
de Plélan (CCP)

Rue de la Pointe
35380 Plélan Le Grand 
(France)

444 525 240 100% FC 100% FC

Room Saveurs 64-68 Rue du dessous 
des berges
75013 Paris (France)

479 292 047 100% FC 100% FC

Société d’Innovation Culinaire 
(SIC)

Zone Actipôle
261 avenue J. Jacques 
Segard
59554 Tilloy lez Cambrai 
(France)

489 625 111 100% FC 100% FC

Très Bien Merci 64-68 Rue du dessous 
des berges
75013 Paris (France)

801 617 291 100% FC 75% FC

L’Esprit Frais La Gare
85700 Pouzauges (France)

824 066 757 100% FC - -

Société Immobilière et 
Financière d’Investissement

La Gare
85700 Pouzauges (France)

612 036 657 100% FC 100% FC

Société Civile Immobilière 
des Saveurs

La Gare
85700 Pouzauges (France)

811 012 368 100% FC 100% FC

Fleury Michon Suisse 1226 Plan Les Ouates
(Switzerland)

51% FC 51% FC

Piatti Freschi Italia (PFI) Via Bergamo 35
Merate (Italy)

50% Equity 50% Equity

Platos Tradicionales Buñol (Valencia)
(Spain)

47.50% Equity 47.50% Equity

Fleury Michon Canada 
(FMCI)

Montréal - Québec 
(Canada)

100% FC 100% FC

Delta Dailyfood Canada 
(DDFC)

26 rue Seguin Rigaud, 
J0P1P0 Québec (Canada)

100% FC 100% FC

Proconi Industrijska ulica 
6a, 9000 Murska Sobota 
(Slovenia)

100% FC 100% FC

Fleury Michon Norge Thomas Heftyes gate 
52 0267 Oslo (Norway)

100% FC 100% FC

Fleury Michon Inc. C/O Pramex Int. Corp. 
1251 Ave of Americas 
New York NY 10020

100% FC 100% FC

French companies that are over 95% owned are included in the Fleury Michon tax group.
FC: fully consolidated
Equity: companies accounted for by the equity method
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STATUTORY AUDITORS’ REPORT ON THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

5.6 Statutory Auditors’ report on the consolidated 
financial statements

To the Shareholders,

In compliance with the assignment entrusted to us by your General Meeting, we hereby report to you, for the year ended 31 December 2016, on:

 ● the audit of the accompanying consolidated fi nancial statements of Fleury Michon;

 ● the justifi cation of our assessments;

 ● the specifi c verifi cation required by law.

These consolidated fi nancial statements have been approved by the Board of Directors. Our role is to express an opinion on these 

consolidated fi nancial statements based on our audit.

I. OPINION ON THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

We conducted our audit in accordance with professional standards applicable in France. Those standards require that we plan and 

perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated fi nancial statements are free of material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures, using sampling techniques or other methods of selection, to obtain audit evidence about the 

amounts and disclosures in the consolidated fi nancial statements. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting 

policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made, as well as the overall presentation of the consolidated fi nancial 

statements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is suffi cient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

In our opinion, the consolidated fi nancial statements give a true and fair view of the assets and liabilities and of the fi nancial position of 

the Group at 31 December 2016 and of the results of its operations for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial 

Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union.

II. JUSTIFICATION OF OUR ASSESSMENTS

In accordance with the requirements of Article L. 823-9 of the French Commercial Code (Code de commerce) relating to the justifi cation 

of our assessments, we bring to your attention the following matters:

As explained in Note 1.1.2, your Company uses estimates and assumptions in preparing its consolidated fi nancial statements. These 

estimates and assumptions primarily concern goodwill, deferred tax assets, employee benefi ts and business commitments. Our work 

consisted of examining the underlying data, reviewing, using sampling techniques, the calculations made by your Company, comparing 

prior-year accounting estimates to actual results, reviewing management’s procedures for approving these estimates and verifying the 

information disclosed on these issues in the consolidated fi nancial statements.

These assessments were made as part of our audit of the consolidated fi nancial statements taken as a whole, and therefore contributed 

to the opinion we formed which is expressed in the fi rst part of this report.

III. SPECIFIC VERIFICATION

As required by law and in accordance with professional standards applicable in France, we have also verifi ed the information presented 

in the Group’s management report.

We have no matters to report as to its fair presentation and its consistency with the consolidated fi nancial statements.

Orvault and Nantes, 26 April 2017

The Statutory Auditors

RSM Ouest Ernst & Young et Autres

Jean-Michel Picaud François Macé

This is a free translation into English of the Statutory Auditors’ report issued in French and is provided solely for the convenience of 
English speaking readers. The Statutory Auditors’ report includes information specifi cally required by French law in such reports, 
whether modifi ed or not. This information is presented below the opinion on the consolidated fi nancial statements and includes 
an explanatory paragraph discussing the Statutory Auditors’ assessments of certain signifi cant accounting and auditing matters. 
These assessments were considered for the purpose of issuing an audit opinion on the consolidated fi nancial statements taken as 
a whole and not to provide separate assurance on individual account captions or on information taken outside of the consolidated 
fi nancial statements.

This report should be read in conjunction with, and construed in accordance with, French law and professional auditing standards 
applicable in France.
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697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

65,2 %
Entiendes veriterimes

en 2014

4,387,757 
Number of shares

€ 1.10
Dividend submitted for approval at the Annual 

General Meeting to be held on 23 May 2017

Fleury Michon SA
Group parent 

and holding company
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6 PARENT COMPANY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

6.1 Statement of financial position

Assets

In € thousands Notes

31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Gross

Depreciation, 
amortisation 

and provisions Net Net

NON-CURRENT ASSETS 3-4 251,989 72,249 179,741 178,251

Intangible assets 20,054 5,034 15,020 14,717

Patents, licences and trademarks 13,870 13,870 13,820

Other 5,764 5,034 730 712

Assets under construction 420 420 185

Property, plant and equipment 67,107 33,120 33,987 33,416

Land 1,565 222 1,343 1,361

Buildings 62,109 32,112 29,997 31,560

Machinery and equipment 388 292 97 69

Other 622 494 128 146

Assets under construction 2,371 2,371 261

Prepayments 53 53 20

Investments 5-6 164,829 34,095 130,734 130,118

Shares in subsidiaries and affi liates 156,273 34,032 122,241 121,271

Advances to subsidiaries and affi liates 0 0 0

Non-current asset investments 152 63 89 100

Other investments 8,404 8,404 8,748

CURRENT ASSETS 268,946 3,324 265,621 171,000

Inventories and work in progress

Receivables 5-6 126,515 3,324 123,190 75,308

Prepayments 7 0 7 4

Trade receivables 10,748 1,066 9,681 9,329

Other receivables 115,760 2,258 113,502 65,975

Other 141,772 141,772 95,294

Marketable securities 8 131,599 131,599 94,285

Cash 10,173 10,173 1,009

Prepaid expenses 10 659 659 398

Translation loss 0 0

TOTAL ASSETS 520,935 75,573 445,362 349,251
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Liabilities

In € thousands Notes 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

EQUITY 9 208,742 193,511

Share capital 13,383 13,383

Share premiums 61,343 61,343

Legal reserve 1,554 1,554

Untaxed reserves 0 0

Other reserves 83,979 61,979

Retained earnings 20,877 21,036

Net profi t for the year 20,370 26,817

Investment grants 1,420 1,641

Untaxed provisions 5 5,815 5,758

PROVISIONS FOR CONTINGENCIES AND LOSSES 5 3,455 3,109

PAYABLES 6 229,862 151,550

Bank borrowings 23,280 28,435

Other borrowings 195,207 111,671

Trade payables 3,156 4,026

Accrued taxes and payroll costs 7,402 6,402

Amounts due to suppliers of fi xed assets 572 797

Other payables 245 219

ACCRUAL ACCOUNTS 3,302 1,080

Deferred income 0 0

Translation gain 3,302 1,080

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 445,362 349,251
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6 PARENT COMPANY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
INCOME STATEMENT

6.2 Income statement

In € thousands Notes 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Operating profi t 42,781 40,829

Revenue 41,948 39,632

Operating grants 8 12

Reversals of depreciation, amortisation and provisions, expense transfers 346 285

Other income 480 900

Operating expenses 43,123 40,618

Other purchases and external charges 23,252 22,045

Taxes other than on income 1,888 1,748

Wages and salaries 9,945 9,312

Payroll taxes 5,016 4,808

Depreciation, amortisation and provisions 2,516 2,323

Other expenses 505 382

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS) -341 211

Financial income 27,598 28,707

Financial expenses 6,008 2,801

NET FINANCIAL INCOME 11 21,591 25,906

PROFIT BEFORE TAX AND NON-RECURRING ITEMS 21,249 26,118

Non-recurring profi t 686 2,486

Non-recurring expenses 582 2,238

NET NON-RECURRING PROFIT 12 104 248

Corporate income tax 13 972 -452

Employee profi t-sharing 11 0

NET PROFIT 20,370 26,817
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

6.3 Statement of cash flows

In € thousands 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Cash fl ows from operating activities

Net profi t 20,370 26,817

Depreciation, amortisation and provisions 3,329 3,170

Reversals of depreciation, amortisation and provisions -427 -1,792 

Net (gains) and losses on disposals of assets -38 1,217

Portion of grants -221 -221 

Cash fl ow 23,013 29,191

Change in trade and other receivables(1) -41,805 -7,293 

Change in trade payables and other liabilities 156 766

Change in operating working capital (WCR) -41,649 -6,527 

NET CASH FROM (USED BY) OPERATING ACTIVITIES -18,636 22,664

Cash fl ows from investing activities

Acquisitions of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets -3,319 -4,770 

Acquisitions of fi nancial assets -1,032 -1,649 

Disposal of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets

Disposal of fi nancial assets or loan repayments 376 177

Change in advances made to subsidiaries(1) 79,417 -7,853 

Grants received during the year - -

Change in operating working capital related to fi xed assets -225 528

NET CASH FROM (USED BY) INVESTING ACTIVITIES 75,217 -13,569 

Cash fl ows from fi nancing activities

Capital increase - -

Issue of share purchase warrants - -

Dividends paid during the year -4,976 -4,976

Disposal of treasury shares 25 -6

Proceeds from new borrowings 4,201 5,432

Repayments of bank borrowings -9,036 -10,509 

Change in accrued interest not yet due -8 15

NET CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES -9,793 -10,044 

CHANGE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 46,788 -949 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 94,689 95,638

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year(1) 141,477 94,689

(1) In 2016, Fleury Michon implemented a trade receivables securitisation programme for its Fleury Michon Charcuterie and Fleury Michon Traiteur subsidiaries. Fleury Michon acts 
as centralising entity, junior depositor and guarantor. The Company obtained €45,116 thousand in fi nancing through the programme. At 31 December 2016, the subordinated 
deposit amounted to €44,870 thousand and advances made to subsidiaries in consideration for the programme totalled €89,986 thousand.
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

6.4 Statement of changes in equity

In € thousands
Share 

capital

Additional 
paid-in 
capital Reserves

Retained 
earnings

Net 
profi t/
(loss) Grants

Untaxed 
provisions Total

AT 1 JANUARY 2015 13,383 61,343 56,534 8,690 24,322 1,862 5,651 171,784

Capital transactions

Appropriation of net profi t (loss) 7,000 12,346 -19,346 

Dividends paid during the year -4,976 -4,976 

Net profi t for the year 26,817 26,817

Portion of grants recognised 
as earnings -221 -221 

New grants received during the year

Provisions/reversals of untaxed 
provisions 107 107

AT 31 DECEMBER 2015 13,383 61,343 63,534 21,036 26,817 1,641 5,758 193,511

Capital transactions

Appropriation of net profi t (loss) 22,000 -158 -21,842 

Dividends paid during the year -4,976 -4,976 

Net profi t for the year 20,370 20,370

Portion of grants recognised 
as earnings -221 -221 

New grants received during the year

Provisions/reversals of untaxed 
provisions 58 58

AT 31 DECEMBER 2016 13,383 61,343 85,534 20,877 20,370 1,420 5,815 208,742
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6 PARENT COMPANY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NOTES

Note 1 Significant events

In 2016, Fleury Michon carried out the following transactions:

 ● On shares in subsidiaries and affi liates:

 ● the Company incorporated L’Esprit Frais, a wholly owned 

simplified joint stock company with a share capital of 

€1,000 thousand. The company, newly formed at the end 

of the year, had no operations in 2016,

 ● the Company recognised impairment losses on its 

investments in Très Bien Merci, which ceased operations 

in 2016, in an amount of €40 thousand and on the related 

current account in an amount of €2,258 thousand;

 ● Financing activities:

 ● the Company signed a trade receivables sale and 

management agreement as part of its securitisation 

programme in an amount of €50,000  thousand. The 

Company acts as centralising entity on behalf of its 

Fleury Michon Charcuterie and Fleury Michon Traiteur 

subsidiaries, as well as junior depositor and guarantor.

Note 2 Summary of significant accounting policies

The fi nancial statements have been prepared in accordance with 

French generally accepted accounting principles, including the 

principles of prudence, consistency and reliability to give a true 

and fair view of the assets, liabilities, fi nancial position and results 

of the Company:

 ● Principle of going concern;

 ● Use of consistent accounting policies from one year to the 

next;

 ● Segregation of accounting periods.

The fi nancial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016 are 

presented in accordance with legal and regulatory requirements 

applicable in France, including ANC (French accounting standard 

setter) Regulation  No.  2016-07 (approved by the order of 

26 December 2016) amending ANC Regulation No. 2014-03.

2.1 COMPARABILITY WITH PRIOR-YEAR 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

There were no changes in the accounting policies or methods 

used by Fleury Michon in 2016 compared with those applied 

in 2015.

2.2 MANAGEMENT ESTIMATES 
AND ASSUMPTIONS

The fi nancial statements were prepared in accordance with French 

generally accepted accounting standards, and certain reported 

amounts are based on management estimates and assumptions. 

These estimates are based on information available when they 

are established. They may be revised if the underlying conditions 

change. Actual results could differ. The main estimates and 

assumptions concern the value in use of shares in subsidiaries 

and affi liates, provisions for contingencies and retirement bonus 

obligations reported in off-balance sheet commitments.

The estimates are based on the same types of underlying 

management assumptions as those used at 31 December 2015.

2.3 INTANGIBLE ASSETS

The fi rst-time adoption in 2016 of the new regulations regarding 

goodwill had no impact on the parent company financial 

statements, as there were no amounts recorded under goodwill.

Trademarks are valued at their contributed value, as determined 

at the time of the 1998 merger. The valuation was based on 

two years’ advertising and promotional spend, corresponding 

to the method generally applied in the food retailing sector. 

Trademarks are not amortised, as it is not possible to determine 

the period over which the expected future economic benefi ts of 

these assets will be consumed. An impairment test is performed 

on an annual basis. An impairment loss is recognised if the present 

value of the asset is lower than its carrying amount.

Other intangible assets are stated at cost and amortised on a 

straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives (software: 

three to ten years).

2.4 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Property, plant and equipment acquired in connection with the 

1998 merger is valued at contributed value, as determined at the 

time. Assets acquired since the merger are stated at cost.

The Company has not elected to capitalise related borrowing 

costs.
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When the components of an item of property, plant and equipment 

have different useful lives they are recognised and depreciated 

separately.

Depreciation schedule Period

Buildings 20 to 30 years

Fixtures and fi ttings 10 to 15 years

Machinery and equipment 6 to 15 years

Offi ce and computer equipment 5 to 10 years

2.5 NON-CURRENT FINANCIAL ASSETS 
(SHARES IN SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES 
AND OTHER INVESTMENTS)

Shares in subsidiaries and affi liates and other investments are 

stated at cost. An impairment loss is recognised if the fair value 

of the shares is lower than their carrying amount.

Transaction costs are included in the cost of the shares in 

accordance with Article 9 of the 2007 Finance Act, with the 

exception of Proconi, for which transaction costs were expensed.

Treasury shares are classifi ed under “Other investments” and 

stated at cost. An impairment loss is recognised when the average 

share price for the last month of the year is lower than the average 

acquisition cost, with the exception of shares bought back for 

cancellation or to reduce the Company’s capital.

2.6 RECEIVABLES

Receivables are stated at nominal value. Receivables are 

determined on a case-by-case basis, taking into account any 

related disputes, and more specifi cally, the risk of non-recovery 

resulting from excessively late payments. An impairment loss is 

recognised when their probable realisable value is less than the 

carrying amount.

Receivables in foreign currencies are converted and recognised in 

euros based on the latest exchange rates. When the application 

of the conversion rate at the year-end date has the effect of 

altering the amounts previously recorded in euros, translation 

differences are recognised in balance sheet assets representing 

the differences corresponding to an unrealised loss or in liabilities 

for differences corresponding to unrealised gains. A contingency 

provision may be established based on the amount of unrealised 

foreign exchange losses.

2.7 MARKETABLE SECURITIES

These consist of short-term cash investments, mainly negotiable 

certifi cates of deposit or time deposit accounts. An impairment 

loss is recognised when their market value at year-end is less than 

the acquisition cost.

2.8 PROVISIONS FOR CONTINGENCIES 
AND LOSSES

A provision is booked when the Company has a present obligation 

towards a third party where it is probable or certain that an outfl ow 

of resources will be required to settle the obligation without any 

infl ow of economic resources of at least an equivalent value, and 

where the due date and amount of the obligation are not precisely 

known.

2.9 ACCELERATED CAPITAL ALLOWANCES

As period of use takes precedence for tax purposes, a 

non-recurring allowance is booked for the difference compared 

to book depreciation and reducing balance depreciation recorded 

for tax purposes.

2.10 CORPORATE INCOME TAX

Fleury Michon SA is the parent company of the tax group set up 

under the Group relief regime provided for by Article 223 A et 

seq. of the French General Tax Code (Code général des impôts). 

The tax expense is calculated as if the Company were taxed on 

a stand-alone basis and tax savings arising from the utilisation of 

tax losses are reallocated immediately to loss-making subsidiaries.

In accordance with the guidance issued by the ANC on 

28 February 2013, the competitiveness and employment tax 

credit (crédit d’impôt pour la compétitivité et l’emploi – CICE) 

was deducted from employee benefi ts expense.

2.11 LONG-SERVICE AWARDS

The provision for long-service awards is adjusted annually, taking 

into account the length of service required for the award, staff 

turnover, life expectancy and a discount rate.
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Note 3 Non-current assets

Items (in € thousands)
Gross at 

1 January 2016 Acquisitions Decreases
Gross at 

31 December 2016

Patents, licences and trademarks 13,820 50 - 13,870

Purchased goodwill - - - -

Other 5,478 286 - 5,764

Assets under construction 185 300 65 420

TOTAL INTANGIBLE ASSETS 19,483 635 65 20,054

Land 1,565 - - 1,565

Buildings 61,576 533 - 62,109

Machinery and equipment 334 54 - 388

Other 608 19 5 622

Assets under construction 261 2,360 250 2,371

Prepayments 20 53 20 53

TOTAL PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 64,363 3,019 275 67,107

Shares in subsidiaries and affi liates 155,260 1,012 - 156,273

Advances to subsidiaries and affi liates - - - -

Non-current asset investments 152 - - 152

Other investments 8,748 19 363 8,404

TOTAL NON-CURRENT FINANCIAL ASSETS 164,160 1,032 363 164,829

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 248,007 4,685 703 251,989

Note 4 Depreciation and amortisation

Depreciation and amortisation (in € thousands)
Depr./amort. at 
1 January 2016 Increases Decreases

Depr./amort. at 
31 December 2016

Patents, licences and trademarks - - - -

Other 4,766 268 - 5,034

AMORTISATION OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS 4,766 268 - 5,034

Land 204 18 - 222

Buildings 30,016 2,096 - 32,112

Machinery and equipment 265 27 - 292

Other 462 37 5 494

DEPRECIATION OF PROPERTY, PLANT 
AND EQUIPMENT 30,947 2,178 5 33,120

TOTAL AMORTISATION AND DEPRECIATION 35,714 2,445 5 38,154
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Note 5 Provisions

Type of provision (in € thousands)
Amount at 

1 January 2016 Increases Reversals
Amount at 

31 December 2016

Provisions for investments - - - -

Provisions for price increases - - - -

Accelerated capital allowances 5,758 484 427 5,815

Other - - - -

TOTAL UNTAXED PROVISIONS 5,758 484 427 5,815

Provisions for post-employment benefi ts 49 7 - 55

Provisions for taxes - - - -

Other 3,060 340 - 3,400

TOTAL PROVISIONS FOR CONTINGENCIES 
AND LOSSES 3,109 346 - 3,455

Non-current assets 34,042 53 - 34,095

Inventories and work in progress - - - -

Trade receivables 1,066 - - 1,066

Other provisions for impairment(1) - 2,258 - 2,258

TOTAL PROVISIONS FOR IMPAIRMENT 35,108 2,311 - 37,419

TOTAL PROVISIONS 43,975 3,142 427 46,690

(1) Provisions for impairment of the current account with Très Bien Merci (not trading).
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Note 6 Maturities of assets and liabilities

Type of asset (in € thousands) Gross Due within one year Due beyond one year

Advances to subsidiaries and affi liates - - -

Loans - - -

Other investments 8,404 - 8,404

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 8,404 - 8,404

Trade receivables 10,748 10,748 -

Prepaid personnel costs 22 22 -

Prepaid and recoverable taxes and payroll costs 6,490 6,490 -

Group and associates 64,260 64,260 -

Other receivables(1) 44,988 44,988 -

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 126,508 126,508 -

Prepaid expenses 659 659 -

TOTAL RECEIVABLES 135,571 127,167 8,404

Type of liability Gross Due within one year
Due beyond one year 
and within fi ve years

Due beyond 
fi ve years

Bank borrowings 22,939 7,316 13,708 1,914

Other borrowings 199 34 164 -

Bank loans and overdrafts 341 341 - -

Trade payables 3,156 3,156 - -

Accrued personnel costs 2,862 2,862 - -

Accrued taxes and payroll costs 4,540 4,540 - -

Amounts due to suppliers of fi xed assets 572 572 - -

Group and associates(1) 195,009 195,009 - -

Other liabilities 245 245 - -

Deferred income - - - -

TOTAL PAYABLES 229,862 214,075 13,873 1,914

(1) In 2016, Fleury Michon implemented a trade receivables securitisation programme for its Fleury Michon Charcuterie and Fleury Michon Traiteur subsidiaries. Fleury Michon acts 
as centralising entity, junior depositor and guarantor. The Company obtained €45,116 thousand in fi nancing through the programme. At 31 December 2016, the subordinated 
deposit amounted to €44,870 thousand and advances made to subsidiaries in consideration for the programme totalled €89,986 thousand.
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Note 8 Marketable securities

Note 7 Commercial paper

Trade receivables -

Trade payables -

Amounts due to suppliers of fi xed assets -

Marketable securities had a carrying amount of €131,599 thousand at year-end 2016 and consisted mainly of negotiable deposit 

certifi cates and time deposit accounts.

Note 9 Equity

In € thousands 31 December 2015
Appropriation 

of 2015 net profi t Change 31 December 2016

Share capital 13,383 - - 13,383

Additional paid-in capital 61,343 - - 61,343

Revaluation reserves - - - -

Legal reserve 1,554 - - 1,554

Untaxed reserves - - - -

Other reserves 61,979 22,000 - 83,979

Retained earnings 21,036 -158 - 20,877

Net profi t for the year - - - -

2015 26,817 -26,817 - -

2016 - - 20,370 20,370

Government grants and untaxed 
provisions 7,399 - -163 7,235

EQUITY 193,511 -4,976 20,207 208,742

At 31 December 2016, the Company’s share capital was made up of 4,387,757 ordinary shares with a par value of €3.05. A dividend of 

€4,976 thousand was paid during the year.
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Note 10 Accrued expenses, accrued income and prepaid expenses

In € thousands 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Accrued expenses

Bank borrowings 161 149

Other borrowings 1 2

Trade payables 1,066 1,862

Accrued taxes and payroll costs 4,182 3,318

Amounts due to suppliers of fi xed assets 199 194

Accrued credit notes - -

Other liabilities 242 218

TOTAL ACCRUED EXPENSES 5,852 5,743

Accrued income

Trade receivables 4,782 5,086

Prepaid and recoverable taxes and payroll costs 102 95

Accrued credit notes - 96

Other receivables 60 40

Cash 1,717 914

TOTAL ACCRUED INCOME 6,661 6,231

Prepaid expenses

Operating expenses 612 352

Financial expenses 47 46

TOTAL PREPAID EXPENSES 659 398

Note 11 Net financial income

Net fi nancial income for the year stood at €21,591 thousand, breaking down as follows:

Financial income (in € thousands) 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Dividend income from subsidiaries and affi liates 23,441 25,597

Income from other securities - 3

Other interest income 4,094 3,050

Provision reversals and expense transfers 58 55

Exchange gains 5 3

Net proceeds on the sale of marketable securities - -

Reversals of fi nancial provisions - -

TOTAL 27,598 28,707
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Financial expenses (in € thousands) 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Charges to depreciation, amortisation and provisions 2,514 284

Interest expense 3,492 2,515

Exchange losses 2 2

Net expenses on the sale of marketable securities - -

TOTAL 6,008 2,801

NET FINANCIAL INCOME 21,591 25,906

In 2016, fi nancial provisions mainly consisted of the impairment of the Très Bien Merci current account in the amount of €2,258 thousand.

Note 12 Non-recurring income and expenses

Non-recurring income and expenses for the year stood at €104 thousand, breaking down as follows:

Non-recurring income (in € thousands) 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

On management transactions - 15

On capital transactions 259 221

Reversals of accelerated capital allowances 427 456

Reversals of provisions - 1,794

TOTAL 686 2,486

Non-recurring expenses (in € thousands) 31 December 2016 31 December 2015

On management transactions - 458

On capital transactions 25 1,217

Charges to accelerated capital allowances 484 563

Charges to provisions - -

TOTAL 582 2,238

NET NON-RECURRING INCOME 104 248
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Note 13 Corporate income tax

In € thousands Before tax Tax Net

Profi t from ordinary activities (after employee profi t-sharing) 21,238 912 20,327

Non-recurring items 104 61 43

TOTAL 21,342 972 20,370

The Company has opted for the Group relief regime as provided for by Article 223 A of the French General Tax Code. The French tax 

group is headed by Fleury Michon.

Note 14 Items recognised solely for tax purposes

Net profi t for the year 20,370

Charges to untaxed provisions 484

Reversals of untaxed provisions -427

Corresponding tax reduction -167

Corresponding tax increase 147

PROFIT BEFORE ITEMS RECOGNISED SOLELY FOR TAX PURPOSES 20,408

Note 15 Off-balance sheet financial commitments

Guarantees granted(1) 6,596

Guarantees received(2) 5,638

Retirement commitments at 31 December 2016(3) 2,942

(1) Including as collateral for bank loans and/or to guarantee fi nance leases granted:
• To the subsidiary Platos Tradicionales: €78 thousand;
• To the subsidiary Piatti Freschi Italia: €6,518 thousand.

(2) CAD 8 million in guarantees received, amounting to €5,638 thousand at 31 December 2016.
(3) Post-employment benefi t obligations are calculated on the basis of gross salaries, including payroll taxes, taking into account a discount rate of 1.31%, length of service, employee 

turnover rates, life expectancies (based on 2007 INSEE data), future salary and payroll tax levels, and an expected average retirement age of 63.
 In compliance with the national collective bargaining agreement for the charcuterie industry, as extended by the government order issued on 24 December 2010 and effective as 

of 1 February 2011, the Group’s total retirement commitments are calculated in accordance with these new regulations.

At year-end, the notional amount of the interest rate swaps stood at €50,247 thousand for a mark-to-market valuation of a negative 

€1,519 thousand.
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Note 16 Lease commitments

Assets held under fi nance leases 
(in € thousands) Capitalised cost

Depreciation and amortisation

Net2016 Accumulated

Intangible assets (software) 3,809 356 1,360 2,449

Land 888 - - 888

Buildings 24,208 1,321 5,557 18,652

Machinery and equipment - - - -

TOTAL 28,905 1,677 6,917 21,988

Lease commitments 
(in € thousands)

Payments made Payments due

Residual 
purchase 

price2016 Accumulated
Due within 

one year

Due within 
one to 

fi ve years

Due 
beyond 

fi ve years Total

Intangible assets (software) 665 2,277 718 1,267 - 1,985 8

Land - - - - - - -

Buildings 2,169 9,193 2,180 9,088 6,616 17,884 109

Machinery and equipment - - - - - - -

TOTAL 2,834 11,471 2,897 10,354 6,616 19,868 117

Note 17 Average headcount (full-time equivalent)

31 December 2016 31 December 2015

Managers 72 71

Supervisors, Technicians 86 82

Manual workers – Offi ce staff 22 16

TOTAL 180 170

The CICE tax credit for the year was deducted from employee benefi ts expense (payroll taxes). The Company qualifi ed for a CICE of 

€223 thousand in respect of 2016, which it used in accordance with the statutory purpose of the tax credit.

TRADE RECEIVABLES SECURITISATION PROGRAMME

The financial commitments granted by Fleury Michon were 

modifi ed in 2016 as a result of the securitisation programme. 

The Company acts as a centralising entity, junior depositor and 

guarantor, as follows:

 ● It centralises the transactions related to the securitisation 

programme on behalf of its subsidiaries Fleury Michon 

Charcuterie and Fleury Michon Traiteur.

 ● It has agreed to provide a subordinated deposit of a maximum 

of €70 million, maturing by the end of the term of the trade 

receivables securitisation agreement, i.e., 21 January 2019 (the 

term may be extended twice for one-year periods, i.e., through 

21 January 2021). The subordinated deposit amounted to 

€44,870 thousand at the end of the reporting period.

 ● It has given a joint and several guarantee to Ester Finance 

Titrisation in the maximum amount of €51  million. The 

senior deposit guaranteed at the end of the reporting period 

amounted to €45,116 thousand, representing a commitment 

granted of €46,018 thousand.
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Note 18 Unrecognised deferred tax assets and liabilities

Unrecognised deferred tax liabilities (in € thousands)

Provisions for price increases -

Accelerated capital allowances 5,815

Other untaxed provisions -

Investment grants 1,420

TOTAL 7,235

CORRESPONDING TAX (34.43%) 2,491

Unrecognised deferred tax assets (in € thousands)

Expenses deductible in the following year 3,348

TOTAL 3,348

CORRESPONDING TAX (34.43%) 1,153

Note 19 Compensation paid to members of the Board of Directors 
and Executive Management

Board of Directors 206

Executive Management 79

TOTAL 285

Detailed information on the compensation paid to corporate offi cers is provided in Section 3.2 “Shareholdings and compensation” of 

the Registration Document.
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Note 20 Related-party disclosures

The service agreement with SHCP SAS, concerning directors Yves Gonnord and Grégoire Gonnord, resulted in an expense of 

€985 thousand for 2016.

Note 21 Events after the reporting period

No material events or events after the balance sheet date that provide further evidence of conditions that existed at the end of the 

reporting period occurred between the end of the reporting period and the date the parent company fi nancial statements were approved 

for publication.
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6.6 Subsidiaries and affiliates

Share capital of 
the Company Reserves % interest

Gross carrying 
amount

1) SUBSIDIARIES

 • Fleury Michon Charcuterie 56,221,000 67,395,204 100.00% 64,015,000

 • Fleury Michon Traiteur 11,980,206 34,464,205 100.00% 15,534,666

 • Fleury Michon Traiteur de la Mer 37,000 - 100.00% 37,000

 • Société d’Innovation Culinaire 6,237,000 377,110 100.00% 6,237,000

 • Fleury Michon Logistique 38,650 3,049,000 100.00% 1,074,766

 • Société Immobilière Financière d’Investissement 143,055 1,547,386 100.00% 470,249

 • Room Saveurs 7,800,000 3,334,481 100.00% 7,800,000

 • Très Bien Merci 40,000 -2,326,838 100.00% 40,000

 • L’Esprit Frais 1,000,000 -1,513 100.00% 1,000,000

 • Fleury Michon Canada Inc.(1) 25,866,931 -25,566,119 100.00% 24,254,200

 • Proconi (Slovenia) 3,373,471 -5,814,002 100.00% 13,460,000

 • Fleury Michon Suisse(2) 93,119 -33,476 51.00% 34,753

 • Fleury Michon Inc.(3) 9,487 -33,402 100.00% 9,147

 • Fleury Michon Norge(4) 120,672 -950,059 100.00% 1,747,304

2) AFFILIATES

 • Piatti Freschi Italia 16,000,000 -3,299,294 50.00% 13,118,008

 • Platos Tradicionales 15,500,000 8,945,658 47.50% 7,362,500

 • L’Assiette Bleue 329,264 NA 12.63% 77,975

 • SCI immobilière des saveurs 10,000 -47,382 1.00% 100

TOTAL 156,272,668

(1) Calculated using the year-end CAD exchange rate for share capital (0.704821) and the yearly average exchange rate for net profi t (0.683926).
(2) Calculated using the year-end CHF exchange rate for share capital (0.931185) and the yearly average exchange rate for net profi t (0.927060).
(3) Calculated using the year-end USD exchange rate for share capital (0.948676) and the yearly average exchange rate for net profi t (0.933601).
(4) Calculated using the year-end NOK exchange rate for share capital (0.110056) and the yearly average exchange rate for net profi t (0.107095).
NA Information not available.
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Net carrying amount
Loans and advances 

granted
Pre-tax revenue for 

the year
Net profi t/(loss) 

for the year
Dividends received 

during the year
Date of fi nancial 

information

64,015,000 508,194,847 15,944,001 17,990,720 31/12/2016

15,534,666 227,906,137 2,100,936 2,740,570 31/12/2016

37,000 - - not trading

6,237,000 2,316,810 64,056,855 44,425 31/12/2016

1,074,766 44,118,331 -41,527 200,000 31/12/2016

470,249 816,695 40,004 7,300 31/12/2016

7,800,000 129,445 26,255,656 1,543,785 1,560,000 31/12/2016

100 2,258,039 10,072 -225,520 31/12/2016

1,000,000 -1,513 Created in 2016

200 39,884,356 - 71,152 31/12/2016

3,800,000 6,570,000 6,678,398 -1,125,405 31/12/2016

34,753 2,401,556 -9,044 31/12/2016

9,147 84,024 - -32,852 31/12/2016

1,747,304 264,875 1,052,517 -547,047 31/12/2016

13,118,008 11,925,647 108,199,450 -143,121 31/12/2016

7,362,500 56,806,163 3,061,432 950,000 31/12/2016

75 10,510 NA NA 31/12/2016

100 - -44,851 31/12/2016

122,240,868 64,260,401 23,441,290
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6.7 Five-year financial summary
Nature of the data (in €) 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

1. Financial position at year-end

a) Share capital 13,382,659 13,382,659 13,382,659 13,382,659 13,382,659

b) Number of shares outstanding 4,387,757 4,387,757 4,387,757 4,387,757 4,387,757

c) Number of convertible bonds - - - - -

2. Results of operations

a) Revenue excl. tax 31,916,420 36,344,861 36,535,077 39,632,425 41,947,923

b)  Earnings before tax, depreciation, amortisation, 
provisions and employee profi t-sharing 12,718,514 26,574,784 31,367,083 27,286,287 26,513,435

c) Corporate income tax 395,330 86,455 1,967,644 -451,551 972,225

d) Increase in employee profi t-sharing reserve 0 0 0 0 11,060

e)  Earnings after tax, depreciation, amortisation, 
provisions and employee profi t-sharing 10,940,820 -7,273,626 24,322,057 26,817,385 20,370,045

f) Dividends paid 5,265,308 5,265,308 5,265,308 5,265,308 4,826,533*

3. Per share data

a)  Earnings after tax and employee profi t-sharing, 
before depreciation, amortisation and provisions 2.81 6.04 6.70 6.32 5.82

b)  Earnings after tax, depreciation, amortisation 
and provisions and employee profi t-sharing 2.49 -1.66 5.54 6.11 4.64

c) Dividend per share 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.10*

4. Employee data

a) Average headcount 142 149 160 170 180

b) Total payroll 7,117,978 8,415,119 8,531,945 9,311,778 9,944,518

c) Total benefi ts 3,606,365 4,009,545 4,440,813 4,808,121 5,016,356

* Subject to approval by the General Meeting.
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6.8 Statutory Auditors’ report on the financial 
statements

Year ended 31 December 2016

To the Shareholders,

In compliance with the assignment entrusted to us by your General Meeting, we present below our report for the year ended 

31 December 2016 on:

 ● the audit of the accompanying fi nancial statements of Fleury Michon SA;

 ● the justifi cation of our assessments;

 ● the specifi c verifi cations and information required by law.

The fi nancial statements have been approved by the Board of Directors. Our role is to express an opinion on these fi nancial statements 

based on our audit.

I. OPINION ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

We conducted our audit in accordance with professional standards applicable in France. Those standards require that we plan and 

perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the fi nancial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit 

involves performing procedures, using sampling techniques or other methods of selection, to obtain audit evidence about the amounts 

and disclosures in the fi nancial statements. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 

reasonableness of accounting estimates made, as well as the overall presentation of the fi nancial statements. We believe that the audit 

evidence we have obtained is suffi cient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

In our opinion, the fi nancial statements give a true and fair view of the assets and liabilities and of the fi nancial position of the Company 

at 31 December 2016 and of the results of its operations for the year then ended in accordance with French accounting principles.

II. JUSTIFICATION OF OUR ASSESSMENTS

In accordance with the requirements of Article L. 823-9 of the French Commercial Code (Code de commerce) relating to the justifi cation 

of our assessments, we bring to your attention the following matter:

Note 2 to the fi nancial statements relating to shares in subsidiaries and affi liates and other investments describes the method used 

to determine the fair value of shares in subsidiaries and affi liates, and how impairment losses are calculated. We assessed whether 

the accounting policy applied by the Company was appropriate, based on the information available at the date of our review, and the 

reasonableness of the assumptions used and the resulting values.

These assessments were made as part of our audit of the fi nancial statements, taken as a whole, and therefore contributed to the opinion 

we formed which is expressed in the fi rst part of this report.

III. SPECIFIC VERIFICATIONS AND INFORMATION

In accordance with professional standards applicable in France, we have also performed the specifi c verifi cations required by French law.

We have no matters to report as to the fair presentation and the consistency with the fi nancial statements of the information given in the 

management report of the Board of Directors, and in the documents addressed to the shareholders with respect to the fi nancial position 

and the fi nancial statements.

This is a free translation into English of the Statutory Auditors’ report issued in French and is provided solely for the convenience of 

English speaking readers. The Statutory Auditors’ report includes information specifi cally required by French law in such reports, 

whether modifi ed or not. This information is presented below the opinion on the fi nancial statements and includes an explanatory 

paragraph discussing the Statutory Auditors’ assessments of certain signifi cant accounting and auditing matters. These assessments 

were considered for the purpose of issuing an audit opinion on the fi nancial statements taken as a whole and not to provide separate 

assurance on individual account captions or on information taken outside of the fi nancial statements.

This report should be read in conjunction with, and construed in accordance with, French law and professional auditing standards 

applicable in France.
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Concerning the information given in accordance with the requirements of Article L. 225-102-1 of the French Commercial Code relating to 

remuneration and benefi ts received by corporate offi cers and any other commitments made in their favour, we have verifi ed its consistency 

with the fi nancial statements, or with the underlying information used to prepare these fi nancial statements and, where applicable, with 

the information obtained by your Company from companies controlling it or controlled by it. Based on this work, we attest to the accuracy 

and fair presentation of this information.

In accordance with French law, we have verifi ed that the required information concerning the purchase of investments and controlling 

interests and the identity of shareholders and holders of the voting rights has been properly disclosed in the management report.

Orvault and Nantes, 26 April 2017

The Statutory Auditors

RSM Ouest Ernst & Young et Autres

Jean-Michel Picaud François Macé
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697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

65,2 %
Entiendes veriterimes

en 2014

4,387,757
Number of shares

 €1.10 
Dividend submitted for approval at 

the General Meeting to be held on 23 May 2017

FLEURY MICHON SA
Group parent 

and holding company
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7.1 Information on the Company

CORPORATE NAME

Fleury Michon

REGISTERED OFFICE

La Gare, 85700 Pouzauges, France

Telephone: +33 (0)2 51 66 32 32

Email: info.fi nances@fl eurymichon.fr

LEGAL FORM

French société anonyme (joint stock company) administered by 

a Board of Directors, governed by the French Commercial Code 

(Code de commerce).

DATE OF INCORPORATION AND TERM

Or ig in  o f  the  funds  o r  bus iness :  acqu is i t i on  by 

merger  on 7  November 1998 wi th F leury Michon, 

RCS (Business Registry) No. 552 016 875 (food manufacturing 

began on 1 April 1921).

Term: 99 years, to expire on 6 November 2097, unless this term 

is extended or the Company is dissolved before this date.

REGISTRATION NUMBER

572 058 329 RCS La Roche-sur-Yon

FINANCIAL YEAR

1 January to 31 December

CORPORATE PURPOSE 
(ARTICLE 2 OF THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)

The Company’s activities are as follows:

 ● Manufacturing and sale of all food products, in particular 

including meat, fi sh, cured meats, vegetables, fruit, etc.;

 ● Purchase, management and potential resale of any 

shareholdings in French or non-French companies;

 ● Performance of all types of commercial, fi nancial, administrative 

or other services as well as the execution of all types of 

fi nancial, real estate or commercial transactions for the benefi t 

of companies in which it holds a stake or for third parties; and

 ● In general, any commercial, fi nancial, industrial or real estate 

transactions directly or indirectly related, in whole or in part, 

to the stated corporate purpose or likely to promote the 

fulfi lment, expansion or development thereof.

DISCLOSURE THRESHOLDS 
(ARTICLE 20 OF THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)

Without prejudice to the provisions of Article L. 233-7 of the French 

Commercial Code.

I. Any person who holds, either directly or indirectly as defi ned 

under the abovementioned law, at least 2% of the total voting 

rights attached to shares or of the Company’s share capital 

and who crosses either above or below the 2% threshold of 

voting rights or capital, or any multiple of this percentage, 

is required to inform the Company of the total number of 

voting rights or capital that he or she holds by registered 

letter with acknowledgement of receipt sent to the corporate 

headquarters within a period of fi fteen days from the date the 

shares are registered.

II. In the event of failure to make such declaration under the terms 

and conditions mentioned above, any shares exceeding the 

percentage that should have been declared will be stripped 

of their voting rights pursuant to Article L. 233-14 of the 

abovementioned code, at the request, recorded in the minutes 

of the General Meeting, of one or more shareholders holding 

at least 2% of the voting rights associated with the shares 

issued by the Company.

RIGHTS ATTACHED TO SHARES 
(ARTICLE 10 OF THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)

I. Each share in the Company entitles the bearer to participate 

and vote in General Meetings under the conditions and subject 

to the exceptions set forth by law and regulations.

The voting right associated with a share belongs to the 

benefi cial owner at both Ordinary and Extraordinary General 

Meetings. The bare owner has the right to participate in 

all General Meetings.

Nevertheless, double voting rights are granted to all fully 

paid-up shares that have been registered in the name of 

the same holder for at least four years. If capital is increased 

through the incorporation of reserves, income or issue 

premiums, this double voting right will apply, from the time 

of issue, to new registered shares awarded free of charge to 

shareholders on the basis of shares already held that bear 

this entitlement.

II. Each share gives its holder an ownership interest in the 

Company’s assets, distributed profits and liquidation 

dividends, this interest being proportionate to the percentage 

of the capital that the share represents.

In the event of distribution or redemption, each share grants 

entitlement to the same net amount. Consequently, all shares 
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will be aggregated for the purposes of any tax exemptions 

that may affect the Company and to which such distribution 

or redemption may give rise.

III. Whenever several shares are required to be held for the 

purpose of exercising any right, shareholders are personally 

responsible for pooling together the required number of shares 

and do not hold any right against the Company.

BUYBACK OF THE COMPANY’S OWN SHARES 
(ARTICLE 19 OF THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)

The Company may purchase its own shares on the market, 

under the conditions set forth by Article L. 225-209 of the French 

Commercial Code.

SHAREHOLDER IDENTIFICATION (ARTICLE 7 
OF THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)

Shares may take the form of registered shares or bearer shares, 

at the shareholder’s discretion.

They will be recorded in the books kept by the Company or by an 

authorised intermediary, in accordance with the terms set forth by 

the laws and regulations in force.

In order to identify the bearer shares that it has issued, the 

Company reserves the right to avail itself of the provisions set 

forth in Article L. 228-2 of the French Commercial Code.

ALLOCATION OF PROFITS 
(ARTICLE 23 OF THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)

Five percent of the profi t for the fi nancial year, less any losses 

carried forward, will be set aside to form the legal reserve. This 

deduction is no longer required once the legal reserve has reached 

one-tenth of the share capital. It applies again when, for any 

reason, the reserve falls below said one-tenth. The balance of said 

profi t, plus any retained earnings, forms the distributable earnings.

However, the Ordinary General Meeting has the power to deduct 

any amounts that it deems necessary from this profi t, before any 

dividends are paid out, so that these amounts may be carried 

forward to the next fi nancial year or applied to one or more general 

or special reserves for which it shall freely determine the purpose 

or allocation.

The General Meeting may also decide to distribute funds drawn 

from its available reserves in accordance with the law. In this case, 

the decision will expressly state the reserve accounts from which 

the amount will be deducted. However, apart from reductions 

in capital, no profi ts may be distributed to shareholders if equity 

is, or would be thereafter, less than the amount of capital plus 

reserves that may not be distributed in accordance with the law 

or the Articles of Association.

When paying dividends, the General Meeting has the right to grant 

each shareholder the option of receiving the dividend either in cash 

or shares, under the conditions set forth by law.

If shareholders wish to receive their dividend in the form of shares, 

they must make a request to this effect by the deadline set by the 

General meeting, which may not be longer than three months from 

the date of such Meeting. The request period may be suspended 

for up to three months by the Board of Directors in the event of 

an increase in capital.

GENERAL MEETINGS 
(ARTICLES 17-18 OF THE ARTICLES 
OF ASSOCIATION)

The procedures for calling General Meetings are governed by 

French law and regulations. General Meetings are held at the 

head offi ce or any other address provided in the call to meeting.

Holders of registered shares may attend on presentation of proof 

of their identity, provided that their shares have been entered in the 

Company’s share register at least three days prior to the meeting. 

Holders of bearer shares must present a certifi cate from their 

custodian stating that the shares have been placed in a blocked 

account until the date of the General Meeting.

If the Chairman of the Board of Directors is absent, the meeting 

will be chaired by a member of the Board of Directors appointed 

for this purpose.

The procedures for holding General Meetings are governed by 

French law and regulations.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
(ARTICLE 11 OF THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)

I. The Board of Directors must consist of at least three members 

and no more than 18 members. Company employees may 

only be elected as members of the Board of Directors if 

their employment contract corresponds to an actual job. 

Furthermore, members of the Board of Directors may 

never sign an employment contract with the Company. The 

number of directors connected with the Company through an 

employment contract may not exceed one-third of the sitting 

directors.

Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph  2 of 

Article L. 225-19 of the French Commercial Code, the number 

of members of the Board of Directors over the age of 70 may 

not exceed one-half of directors in offi ce.

Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph  4 of 

Article L. 225-19 of the French Commercial Code, if the 

statutory limit is exceeded, the oldest member will be 

considered to have automatically resigned, such resignation 

not taking effect, regardless of the date on which said age limit 

is reached, until the date of the next Annual General Meeting 

called to approve the fi nancial statements for the previous year.

One or two employee shareholders will also be appointed 

by the General Meeting to represent employee shareholders 

as member(s) of the Board of Directors. Candidates for 

these appointments are designated by the members of the 
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Supervisory Board of the Fleury Michon corporate mutual 

fund that holds shares on behalf of employees. These 

representatives will not count toward the minimum and 

maximum number of members of the Board of Directors.

II. The members of the Board of Directors are elected by the 

General Meeting for a period of three years. Members of the 

Board of Directors may be re-elected. Their term expires at 

the end of the Ordinary General Meeting called to approve 

the fi nancial statements for the previous year and held the 

third year following their election.

To ensure that all directors’ terms do not end during the same 

year, one-third of the terms of the directors will expire each 

year (with the proviso that this rule does not apply to the Board 

members representing employee shareholders).

POWERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
(ARTICLE 13 OF THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)

I. The Board of Directors determines the direction of the 

Company’s activities and oversees the application thereof. 

Subject to those powers expressly granted to General 

Meetings and within the limits of the Company’s corporate 

purpose, the Board of Directors concerns itself with all issues 

affecting the Company’s operations and addresses issues 

concerning the Company at its meetings.

The Board of Directors carries out the checks and audits 

that it deems appropriate. The Chief Executive Officer of 

the Company is required to provide each director with all 

documents and information necessary to carry out his or her 

duties.

II. The Board of Directors appoints and dismisses the Chief 

Executive Offi cer and any Chief Operating Offi cers, where 

applicable.

III. The Chief Executive Offi cer must request authorisation from 

the Board of Directors before selling property that belongs 

to the Company, selling all or part of the shareholdings that 

belong to the Company or granting security interests on the 

obligations undertaken by the Company.

Nevertheless, the Board of Directors may give the Chief 

Executive Officer prior authorisation to carry out such 

operations, not to exceed a certain maximum for each 

operation. Such authorisation may be valid for up to 12 months 

and may be automatically extended, if necessary, for up to 

eight weeks prior to an upcoming Board of Directors’ meeting.

CHAIRMANSHIP OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
(ARTICLE 14 OF THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)

I. The Board of Directors shall elect one of its members as 

Chairman. For the appointment to be valid, the Chairman 

must be a natural person.

The Board of Directors shall determine the Chairman’s 

compensation.

II. The Chairman shall be appointed for a term which may not 

exceed his or her term of offi ce as director. If the Chairman’s 

term of offi ce as director is renewed on expiry by shareholders 

at the General Meeting, the Chairman’s term of offi ce will be 

automatically extended until the next meeting of the Board of 

Directors. If the Chairman’s term of offi ce as director is not 

renewed, the Board will convene at the end of the General 

Meeting to elect a new Chairman.

The Chairman of the Board of Directors may be re-elected.

The Chairman may be dismissed by the Board at any time, without 

compensation.

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT 
(ARTICLE 16 OF THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)

I. In accordance with the provisions of Article L. 225-51-1 of the 

French Commercial Code, either the Chairman of the Board 

of Directors or another individual appointed by the Board of 

Directors to serve as Chief Executive Offi cer is responsible for 

the executive management of the Company.

The choice between these two management options is made 

by the Board of Directors when appointing its Chairman. 

Shareholders and third parties must be informed of this 

decision in accordance with regulations.

The Board of Directors’ decision relative to the choice of 

executive management structure is made by majority vote 

among the directors present or represented.

The option selected by the Board of Directors is not subject 

to change except upon the renewal or replacement of the 

Chairman of the Board of Directors or upon the expiration of 

the Chief Executive Offi cer’s term.

II. Depending on the choice made by the Board of Directors and 

in accordance with the provisions above, either the Chairman 

or an individual appointed by the Board of Directors to serve 

as Chief Executive Offi cer will be responsible for executive 

management.

The Chief Executive Offi cer’s term lasts three years.

If the Board of Directors decides to separate the positions of 

Chairman and Chief Executive Offi cer, it must appoint a Chief 

Executive Offi cer, determine his or her compensation and, 

where applicable, the limits on his or her powers.

The Board of Directors may dismiss the Chief Executive Offi cer 

at any time. If the Chief Executive Offi cer does not also serve 

as Chairman of the Board of Directors, his or her dismissal 

may be grounds for compensation, if he or she is dismissed 

without just cause.

The Chief Executive Offi cer is given the broadest possible 

powers to act in all circumstances on behalf of the Company. 

The Chief Executive Offi cer will exercise said powers within 

the limit of the corporate purpose and subject to the powers 

expressly attributed by law to General Meetings and to the 

Board of Directors.
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The Chief Executive Offi cer represents the Company in its 

relations with third parties. The Company is bound by the 

acts of the Chief Executive Offi cer that do not fall under the 

scope of the corporate purpose, unless it can prove that the 

third party knew that the act fell outside the scope of this 

purpose or that it could not have been unaware considering the 

circumstances; mere publication of the Articles of Association 

is not suffi cient to constitute such proof.

III. At the proposal of the Chief Executive Offi cer, regardless 

of whether this function is performed by the Chairman of 

the Board of Directors or by another person, the Board 

of Directors may appoint one or more individuals as Chief 

Operating Offi cers to assist the Chief Executive Offi cer.

The maximum number of Chief Operating Offi cers is fi ve.

The compensation provided to Chief Operating Offi cers is 

determined by the Board of Directors.

The Board of Directors determines the scope and duration 

of the powers granted to the Chief Operating Offi cers with 

the Chief Executive Offi cer’s agreement. The Chief Operating 

Officers assist the Chief Executive Officer as regards the 

internal operations of the Company but are granted the 

same powers as the Chief Executive Offi cer with regard to 

third parties.

CHANGES TO SHAREHOLDERS’ RIGHTS

Shareholders’ rights may be modifi ed under the conditions set 

forth by the regulations in force.
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7.2 Information on capital

7.2.1 Share capital

The Company’s share capital is made up of 4,387,757 shares with 

a par value of €3.05, fully paid-up.

In a press release dated 22 March 2013, the Company announced 

that it was issuing 61,211  redeemable subscriptions and/or 

purchase warrants (BSAARs). BSAARs are non-transferable and 

non-exercisable for three years. Each BSAAR allows its holder to 

purchase or subscribe, at the issuer’s discretion, an existing or 

new Fleury Michon share at a price of €47.58, parity having been 

confi rmed by the Board on 1 April 2016. The BSAARs may be 

exercised from the date of their fi rst listing on the Euronext Paris 

market, i.e., from 7 April 2016 until 22 March 2020.

The Company has not issued any other dilutive instruments as of 

the date of this document.

Neither the issuer’s shares nor the shares of the issuer’s 

subsidiaries have been pledged in any way.

7.2.2 Share capital history

Capital transaction
Number 

of shares
Cumulative number 

of shares Par value
Capital 
amount

Position at 01/01/1999 - 4,487,724 3.04898(1) 13,682,982.27

Initial public offering, share issue 511,000 4,998,724 3.04898(1) 15,241,011.22

Incorporation into capital, conversion in euros - 4,998,724 3.05 15,246,108.20

Increase in capital, convertible bond issue 97,200 5,095,924 3.05 15,542,568.20

Reduction in capital, cancellation of treasury shares -500,167 4,595,757 3.05 14,017,058.85

Reduction in capital, cancellation of treasury shares -208,000 4,387,757 3.05 13,382,658.85

Position at 31/12/2016 - 4,387,757 3.05 13,382,658.85

(1) Par value of 20 French francs (€3.04898).

No events resulted in a change to the share capital during the year.
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7.3 Share ownership

7.3.1 Breakdown of share capital and voting rights

Breakdown of share capital 
and voting rights

At 31 December 2016 At 31 December 2015 At 31 December 2014

Number 
of shares

% of 
capital

% of 
voting 
rights

Number 
of shares

% of 
capital

% of 
voting 
rights

Number 
of shares

% of 
capital

% of 
voting 
rights

SHCP (Société Holding de 
Contrôle - Gonnord family) 2,021,303 46.07% 58.39% 2,013,037 45.88% 58.25% 2,013,037 45.88% 56.71%

Shares held by individuals 
(Chartier - Gonnord families) 529,663 12.07% 10.13% 537,929 12.26% 10.40% 537,929 12.26% 10.75%

SUB-TOTAL CONCERT 2,550,966 58.14% 68.52% 2,550,966 58.14% 68.65% 2,550,966 58.14% 67.46%

Other members of the family 
group (Magdelénat) 269,257 6.14% 7.73% 269,257 6.14% 7.74% 279,340 6.37% 8.17%

Public 1,167,568 26.61% 19.29% 1,162,180 26.49% 19.07% 1,153,378 26.29% 19.71%

Corporate mutual fund holding 
shares on behalf of employees 161,473 3.68% 4.46% 166,001 3.78% 4.54% 164,720 3.75% 4.66%

Treasury shares 238,493 5.44% - 239,353 5.46% - 239,353 5.46% -

TOTAL 4,387,757 100.00% 100.00% 4,387,757 100.00% 100.00% 4,387,757 100.00% 100.00%

To the best of the Company’s knowledge, there were no material 

changes in this breakdown between 31 December 2016 and the 

date of this document.

The Company is controlled as described above and has taken 

measures to ensure that this control cannot be abused by:

 ● Including independent directors on the Board of Directors, 

the Audit and Risks Committee and the Compensation 

Committee;

 ● Separating the functions of Chairman and CEO.

The Gonnord and Chartier families held more than 50% of the 

Company’s capital and 68.52% of the voting rights (66.17% 

of the theoretical voting rights) directly or indirectly as at 

31 December 2016.

No special rights are attached to any of the Company’s shares, 

with the exception of the double voting rights attached to all fully 

paid-up shares that have been registered in the name of the 

same holder for at least four years in accordance with Section 1, 

paragraph 3 of Article 10 of the Company’s Articles of Association 

(decision by the Annual General Meeting of 13 May 2002). This 

entitlement to double voting rights expires for any shares converted 

to bearer status or transferred, except in cases where the transfer 

involves a change of name in the nominal register subsequent to 

family inheritance or endowment.

The Articles of Association do not include any clause that restricts 

the exercise of voting rights or the transfer of shares, which are 

freely tradable. Furthermore, there are no reciprocal agreements or 

commitments pertaining to the purchase of shares representing at 

least 0.5% of the capital or voting rights of the Company.

7.3.2 Shareholding thresholds crossed during the last 12 months

The Company was informed that the following thresholds were 

crossed during the last 12 months:

 ● Acting on behalf of the funds it manages, DNCA Finance 

reported to the AMF that, on 2 March 2016, it had fallen below 

the 5% threshold of voting rights in Fleury Michon and that, 

on that date, it held 7.79% of the share capital and 4.93% of 

voting rights at the General Meeting.

This resulted from an increase in the total number of Fleury Michon 

voting rights.
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7.3.3 Agreements between shareholders of which the company is aware 
and that could restrict share transfers

In a letter dated 10 June 2002, Société Holding de Contrôle 

et de Participations (FHC was merged on 30 December 2011) 

and the members of the Gonnord family, namely Yves Gonnord, 

Geneviève Gonnord, François Chartier, plus Grégoire Gonnord, 

Claire Gonnord, Marie Gonnord, Pierre Gonnord and Hervé 

Gonnord, informed the Company that as from 3 September 2002 

they would act in concert in relation to exercising their voting rights 

in Fleury Michon SA.

There are no shareholder agreements in place.

7.3.4 Employee share ownership

At the time of the Company’s IPO, employees purchased 

150,000 shares through the Fleury Michon Actionnariat corporate 

mutual fund, representing 3% of the share capital. At year-end, 

employees held 161,473 shares via the corporate mutual fund, a 

decrease of 4,528 shares compared with 2015. The percentage of 

the share capital held by employees under the Company savings 

plan stands at 3.68%, down slightly from 3.78% in the prior year. 

In accordance with paragraph 4 of Article 11-I of the Company’s 

Articles of Association, the General Meeting has appointed 

two employee shareholders to the Board of Directors. Candidates 

for these appointments are designated by the members of the 

Supervisory Board of the Fleury Michon corporate mutual fund 

that holds shares on behalf of employees.

7.3.5 Treasury shares

The last material treasury share transaction took place in July 2014, 

with the sale of 95,000 shares, representing 2.1% of the capital. 

Société Holding de Contrôle et de Participations (SHCP) decided 

to participate in the transaction, selling 60,238 additional shares 

on the same terms as the principal transaction. The placement 

concerned 155,238 shares, representing 3.5% of the capital. 

The transaction increased the free fl oat to around 26% from 22% 

previously.

No treasury shares were purchased in 2016. During the year, 

860 treasury shares were sold, including 800 on the exercise of 

BSAARs and 60 on the early award of free shares.

In its fourteenth  resolution, the Annual General Meeting of 

26 May 2016 authorised the Company to buy back its own 

shares for a further 18-month period, subject to a limit of 10% 

of the Company’s capital, in accordance with Article L. 225-209 

of the French Commercial Code, European Regulation (EC) 

No. 2273/2003 implementing the Directive on insider dealing and 

market manipulation, and Articles 241-1 to 241-6 of the AMF 

General Regulation.
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At 31 December 2016, the Company held 238,493 shares in treasury, unchanged from the previous year, with a net carrying amount of 

€6,816 thousand, representing an average price of €28.58 per share.

Description of the share buyback programme
Number 

of shares
Sale price 
per share

Value 
(in € thousands)

Treasury shares at 01/01/2015 239,353 28.58 6,842

Treasury shares acquired during the year - - -

Treasury shares sold during the year - - -

Treasury shares cancelled - - -

TOTAL TREASURY SHARES AT 31/12/2015 239,353 28.58 6,842

Treasury shares acquired during the year - - -

Treasury shares sold during the year -860 29.50 -25 

Treasury shares cancelled - - -

TOTAL TREASURY SHARES AT 31/12/2016 238,493 28.58 6,816

Including the 508 Fleury Michon shares held under the liquidity 

contract (25,285  shares purchased, 26,368  shares sold 

during 2016, 0.01% of capital, with the aim of increasing the 

liquidity of the share), the Company held 5.45% of its own capital 

at 31 December 2016. The annual cost of the liquidity contract 

was €22,868.

Transactions involving treasury shares in 2014 and 2015 are presented in the following table, broken down by objective:

In number of shares
Position at 
31/12/2014

Bought 
back Reallocated Cancelled

Position at 
31/12/2015 % of capital

Acquisition 124,387 - 124,387 2.83%

Hedging of share equivalents - - - - - -

Employee stock option and/or share 
award plans 114,966 114,966 2.62%

Cancellation of shares - - - - - -

TOTAL TREASURY SHARES 239,353 - 0 0 239,353 5.46%

In number of shares
Position at 
31/12/2015

Bought 
back/sold Reallocated Cancelled

Position at 
31/12/2016 % of capital

Acquisition 124,387 124,387 2.83%

Hedging of share equivalents - - - - - -

Employee stock option and/or share 
award plans 114,966 -860 114,106 2.60%

Cancellation of shares - - - - - -

TOTAL TREASURY SHARES 239,353 -860 0 0 238,493 5.44%
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7.3.6 Powers and authorisations

7.3.6.1 SHARE BUYBACK PROGRAMME – 
POWERS OF THE BOARD CONCERNING 
SHARE BUYBACKS

Each year, the shareholders authorise the Board of Directors 

to carry out, in accordance with Article 225-209 of the French 

Commercial Code, European Regulation (EC) No. 2273/2003 

of 22 December 2003 implementing Directive 2003/6/EC of 

28 January 2003 on insider dealing and market manipulation, and 

Articles 241-1 to 241-6 of the AMF General Regulation, a share 

buyback programme representing up to 10% of the Company’s 

capital. The purposes of this authorisation are as follows:

 ● To stabilise the Fleury Michon share price through a liquidity 

contract, in accordance with a code of ethics approved by 

the AMF;

 ● To hold and subsequently remit shares in payment or 

exchange for securities of another company, in connection 

with an acquisition;

 ● To allocate shares on exercise of stock options;

 ● To award shares to employees or senior managers of the 

Group;

 ● To cancel shares as part of a capital reduction up to a ceiling 

of 10% of the Company’s issued capital, in accordance with 

the 24-month authorisation granted by shareholders.

The current share buyback programme, renewed for a further 

18-month period, was approved by the General Meeting of 26 May 

2016.

Share buyback programme:

 ● The maximum net purchase price, excluding expenses, is set 

at €85 per share;

 ● The minimum net sale price, excluding expenses, is set at 

€25 per share;

 ● The maximum amount that may be invested under the 

programme is €15,000,000.

7.3.6.2 AUTHORISATIONS TO REDUCE 
THE COMPANY’S CAPITAL

In the twenty-first  resolution of the Combined Ordinary and 

Extraordinary General Meeting held on 26  May 2016, the 

shareholders granted the Board of Directors a 24-month 

authorisation to reduce the Company’s capital by cancelling 

shares acquired pursuant to the authorisation to buy back 

Company shares representing up to 10% of the issued share 

capital, in accordance with Article L. 225-209 of the French 

Commercial Code and in application of Directive 2003/6/EC of 

28 January 2003 on insider dealing and market manipulation.

Fleury Michon has not used this authorisation to reduce the 

Company’s share capital by cancelling treasury shares.

7.3.6.3 POWERS GRANTED TO THE BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS TO INCREASE 
THE COMPANY’S CAPITAL

The Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) of 11 February 2013 

authorised the Board of Directors to issue redeemable subscription 

and/or purchase warrants on one or more occasions at its sole 

discretion. This authorisation is valid for a period of 18 months 

from the date of this EGM. The Board of Directors was thus 

authorised to increase the Company’s capital by a maximum par 

value of €503,250 equivalent to the issue of 165,000 shares at 

a maximum par value of €3.05, and to set the issue price of the 

shares, including the share premium. The Board did not conduct 

a capital increase under the conditions described above.

No powers have currently been granted to the Board of Directors.

7.3.6.4 CURRENT POWERS GRANTED 
TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
TO AWARD FREE SHARES

The Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) of 26 May 2016 granted 

all powers to the Board of Directors to implement the authorisation 

to proceed with one or more free share awards. This authorisation 

is valid for a period of 18 months from the date of this EGM.
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7.4 Stock exchange information

The Company’s shares are listed on Euronext Paris.

Category: Eurolist Compartment B

ISIN code: FR 0000074759 FLE
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8.1 Objectives and draft resolutions

 ● Resolutions to be submitted to the Combined Ordinary and Extraordinary General Meeting of 23 May 2017.

8.1.1 Ordinary General Meeting

FIRST RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having reviewed the Board of Directors’ 

management report and the Statutory Auditors’ report, approves 

the Company’s fi nancial statements and balance sheet for the year 

ended 31 December 2016, as presented.

In accordance with Article 223 quater of the French General Tax 

Code (Code général des impôts), the General Meeting notes that 

no non-deductible expenses are reported for the year ended 

31 December 2016.

SECOND RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having reviewed the Board of Directors’ 

Group management report and the Statutory Auditors’ report 

on the consolidated fi nancial statements, approves the Group’s 

consolidated fi nancial statements for the year ended 31 December 

2016, as presented.

THIRD RESOLUTION

The General Meeting approves the recommendation made by the Board of Directors and resolves to appropriate profi t available for 

distribution as follows:

Profi t for 2016 €20,370,045

Plus retained earnings carried forward from prior years €20,877,474

Profi t available for distribution €41,247,519

Recommended appropriation:

Payment of a dividend of €1.10 per share x 4,387,757 shares, or €4,826,533

Appropriation to the optional reserve €15,000,000

Appropriation to retained earnings €21,420,986

TOTAL €41,247,519

A dividend of €1.10 will be paid in respect of each share. This 

dividend will be paid within fi ve trading days, or no later than 

31 May 2017.

Since 1  January 2013, revenue distributed as dividends to 

individuals who are French tax residents will be taxed according 

to the sliding income tax scale. They are eligible for the 40% tax 

deduction mentioned under Article 158-3-2 of the French General 

Tax Code.

Social security contributions representing a total of 15.5% of the 

gross dividend paid to individual shareholders will be withheld 

directly by the bank, so that the dividends received by shareholders 

are net of social security contributions in accordance with the 

provisions of French Act No. 2007-1822 of 24 December 2007. 

These contributions include CSG (8.2%), CRDS (0.5%) and the 

4.5% social security charge, additional contribution (0.3%) and 

RSA (2%).

Furthermore, since 1 January 2013, any bank paying dividends 

to individuals who are French tax residents has been required 

to apply a 21% non-defi nitive withholding tax. This withholding 

represents an advance on income tax, which may be offset against 

the tax due for the year during which the dividend was paid. If the 

tax due at the end of the year is less than the 21% withheld, the 

difference will be refunded.

Therefore, the bank will deduct 21% from the amount of the 

dividend, in addition to the social security contributions mentioned 

above (15.5%), for a total deduction of 36.5% applied before the 

dividend is paid to the shareholder, such that the net dividend paid 

to shareholders will be €0.698.
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As an exception, people who belong to a tax household whose 

income for tax purposes from the previous year was less than 

€50,000 for single, divorced or widowed taxpayers or €75,000 

for couples, may apply to be exempt from the 21% withholding 

tax. The exemption application must be made to the Company or 

the paying bank by the taxpayer before 30 November in the year 

preceding the payment.

Dividend payments for the last three  years were as follows 

(information disclosed in compliance with Article 243 bis of the 

French General Tax Code):

Year

Number 
of existing 

shares

Gross 
dividend 

per share

2013 4,387,757 €1.20

2014 4,387,757 €1.20

2015 4,387,757 €1.20

It is also noted that, pursuant to Article 243 bis of the French 

General Tax Code, individual shareholders resident in France may 

be entitled to 40% tax relief on the full amount of the dividend 

approved by the Combined Ordinary and Extraordinary Annual 

General Meeting of 26 May 2016 (representing €1.20 per share 

and a total of €5,265,308).

FOURTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting gives discharge to the Board of Directors for 

the year ended 31 December 2016.

FIFTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having heard the Statutory Auditors’ 

special report on transactions governed by Article L. 225-38 of 

the French Commercial Code (Code de commerce), approves the 

signing of a guarantee agreement for the Italian subsidiary, PFI 

(Piatti Freschi Italia), to guarantee 50% of a €1,372,026.50 loan 

taken out by the latter, i.e., €686,013.25 and, the other half of 

the loan, i.e., €686,013.25, by means of a counter-guarantee of 

the guarantee granted by Beretta, said loan being intended to 

fi nance an investment; said agreement having been authorised 

by the Board of Directors at its meeting on 15 December 2016.

SIXTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having heard the Statutory Auditors’ special 

report on transactions governed by Article L. 225-38 of the French 

Commercial Code, approves the continuation of a guarantee 

agreement to secure the payment, by PFI (Piatti Freschi Italia), 

of the amount of its receivables that it is selling under a factoring 

operation to the fi nance company, Ifi talia, for a total of €5,000,000, 

50% of which is guaranteed by the Company, i.e., €2,500,000; 

said agreement having been authorised by the Board of Directors 

at its meeting on 1 April 2016.

SEVENTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having heard the Statutory Auditors’ special 

report on transactions governed by Article L. 225-38 of the French 

Commercial Code, approves the continuation of a strategic 

planning agreement serving as a rider to the service agreement 

with Société Holding de Contrôle et de Participations – SHCP, and 

consequently the continuation of the amended service agreement; 

said strategic planning agreement having been authorised by the 

Board of Directors at its meeting on 1 April 2016.

EIGHTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having heard the Statutory Auditors’ special 

report on transactions governed by Article L. 225-38 of the French 

Commercial Code, approves the continuation of a guarantee 

agreement for the Italian subsidiary, PFI (Piatti Freschi Italia), to 

guarantee 50% of a €1,997,685 loan taken out by the latter, i.e., 

€998,842.50 and, the other half of the loan, i.e., €998,842.50, 

by means of a counter-guarantee of the guarantee granted by 

Beretta, said loan being intended to fi nance an investment; said 

agreement having been authorised by the Board of Directors at 

its meeting on 17 December 2015.

NINTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having heard the Statutory Auditors’ 

special report on transactions governed by Article L. 225-38 

of the French Commercial Code, approves the continuation of 

the surety bond granted as security for a loan taken out by PFI 

(Piatti Freschi Italia) for a maximum of €800,000; said agreement 

having been authorised by the Board of Directors at its meeting 

on 26 June 2014.

TENTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having heard the Statutory Auditors’ 

special report on transactions governed by Article L. 225-38 

of the French Commercial Code, approves the continuation of 

the counter-guarantee agreement as security for a loan taken 

out by PFI (Piatti Freschi Italia) for a maximum of €800,000; said 

agreement having been authorised by the Board of Directors at 

its meeting on 29 August 2014.
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ELEVENTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having heard the Statutory Auditors’ special 

report on transactions governed by Article L. 225-38 of the French 

Commercial Code, approves the continuation of the €30 million 

guarantee, having been authorised by the Supervisory Board and 

granted by the Company to Platos Tradicionales to secure the 

repayment of loans granted to the latter, given that to date the 

remainder of the guarantee incumbent upon the Company and 

corresponding to the outstanding loan amount is €164,161; said 

agreement having been authorised by the Supervisory Board at 

its meeting on 21 December 2006.

TWELFTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having heard the Statutory Auditors’ special 

report on transactions governed by Article L. 225-38 of the French 

Commercial Code, approves the continuation of a guarantee for 

a maximum of CAD 35,000,000 granted to the subsidiary Delta 

Dailyfood Inc. (Canada) in connection with a loan taken out by 

the latter, given that to date the initial loan of CAD 6,250,000 has 

been repaid in full; said agreement having been authorised by the 

Supervisory Board at its meeting on 27 June 2007.

THIRTEENTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having heard the Statutory Auditors’ 

special report on transactions governed by Article L. 225-38 of 

the French Commercial Code, approves the continuation of a 

shareholder current account agreement with the simplifi ed joint 

stock company Très Bien Merci for €450,000; said agreement 

having been authorised by the Board of Directors at its meeting 

on 11 April 2014.

FOURTEENTH RESOLUTION

In accordance with Article 225-45 of the French Commercial Code, 

the General Meeting resolves to allocate to members of the Board 

of Directors an aggregate amount of €194,000 in attendance fees 

for 2017. This amount is below the ceiling set by law.

FIFTEENTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having reviewed the Board of Directors’ 

report and the description of the share buyback programme, 

authorises the Board of Directors, for a further 18-month period, 

with the option of sub-delegating authority to the Chief Executive 

Offi cer, to carry out a share buyback programme, in accordance 

with Article L. 225-209 of the French Commercial Code, European 

Commission Regulation (EC) No. 2273/2003 of 22 December 2003 

implementing Directive 2003/6/EC of 28 January 2003 on insider 

dealing and market manipulation, and Articles 241-1 to 241-7 

of the AMF General Regulation. The number of shares acquired 

under this programme may not exceed 10% of the Company’s 

share capital. The purposes of this authorisation are to:

 ● Stabilise the Fleury Michon share price through a liquidity 

contract with an investment fi rm, in accordance with the code 

of ethics approved by the AMF;

 ● Purchase shares to be held for subsequent tendering in 

payment or exchange in connection with an acquisition;

 ● Purchase shares to be allocated to covering the exercise 

of conversion or exchange options or any other securities 

mechanism giving entitlement to the attribution of shares;

 ● Purchase shares for allocation to Fleury Michon Group senior 

managers or other employees, either through stock option 

plans, or more generally through any legally recognised 

programme to sell and/or grant shares to employees;

 ● Purchase shares for the purpose of cancelling them as part 

of a capital reduction to increase earnings per share, in 

accordance with the 24-month authorisation granted by this 

General Meeting in its 21st resolution. The number of shares 

thus cancelled is subject to a ceiling of 10% of the Company’s 

share capital.

It is specifi ed in this regard that the number of shares that could 

be purchased by the Company with a view to being held and 

subsequently remitted in payment or exchange for securities of 

another company, in connection with a merger, de-merger or asset 

transfer, may not exceed 5% of the Company’s capital.

 ● The maximum net purchase price, excluding expenses, is set 

at €85 per share;

 ● The minimum net sale price, excluding expenses, is set at 

€25 per share;

 ● The maximum amount that may be invested under the 

programme is €15,000,000.

The shares may be bought back in one or several transactions, 

by any appropriate method, including through block purchases 

or off-market transactions, at any time, including while a public 

tender offer is in progress.

This authorisation replaces the authorisation given by the 

Combined Ordinary and Extraordinary Annual General Meeting 

of 26 May 2016.

Should the shares acquired under this buyback programme be 

cancelled, thereby reducing the capital, the percentage interest 

held by the Gonnord-Chartier families acting in concert would 

increase. Currently, the families hold 58.69% of the shares in issue 

and 68.21% of the voting rights.

Full powers are given to the Board of Directors to use this 

authorisation, with the option of sub-delegating authority to the 

Chief Executive Offi cer, and to:

 ● Place any and all buy and sell orders and enter into any and 

all agreements, including for the keeping of a register of share 

purchases and sales;

 ● Carry out any and all formalities and generally do whatever is 

necessary to execute the transactions.
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SIXTEENTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting re-elects Geneviève Gonnord, residing at 

4, rue de l’Aumônerie 85700 Pouzauges, France, to the Board 

of Directors for a three-year term to expire on the date of the 

2020 General Meeting to be called to approve the financial 

statements for the year ending 31 December 2019.

SEVENTEENTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting re-elects Nadine Deswasière, residing at 

23, avenue des Fauvettes 77220 Gretz-Arminvilliers, France, to 

the Board of Directors for a three-year term to expire on the date 

of the 2020 General Meeting to be called to approve the fi nancial 

statements for the year ending 31 December 2019.

EIGHTEENTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting re-elects Christine Mondollot, residing at 

40, avenue Bosquet 75007 Paris, France, to the Board of Directors 

for a three-year term to expire on the date of the 2020 General 

Meeting to be called to approve the fi nancial statements for the 

year ending 31 December 2019.

NINETEENTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting re-elects Philippe Magdelénat, residing 

at 17, place du Commerce 75015 Paris, France, to the Board 

of Directors for a three-year term to expire on the date of the 

2020 General Meeting to be called to approve the financial 

statements for the year ending 31 December 2019.

8.1.2 Extraordinary General Meeting

TWENTIETH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, acting in accordance with the quorum 

and majority requirements applicable to Extraordinary General 

Meetings, having reviewed the Board of Directors’ report and 

the Statutory Auditors’ special report, in accordance with 

Articles L. 225-197-1 et seq. of the French Commercial Code:

1. Authorises the Board of Directors to award free shares, on 

one or more occasions, to categories of benefi ciaries to be 

designated from among the employees of the Company or 

certain companies or groups affi liated with the Company under 

the conditions set forth by Article L. 225-197-2 of the French 

Commercial Code;

2. Decides that the Board of Directors will determine the number 

of free shares eligible to be awarded to each benefi ciary;

3. Decides that the total number of free shares awarded may not 

exceed 4% of the Company’s current capital, subject to any 

potential adjustments made to maintain holders’ rights, and 

that the shares awarded may not exceed the overall ceiling of 

10% of the Company’s current capital;

4. Decides that the shares awarded will be subject to a vesting 

period of at least two years, the Board of Directors having the 

option to impose a lock-in period beyond this vesting period;

5. Decides that the free shares awarded pursuant to this decision 

at the end of the vesting period will be existing shares held in 

treasury by the Company, allocated or eligible to be allocated 

for this purpose.

TWENTY-FIRST RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, acting in accordance with the quorum 

and majority requirements applicable to Extraordinary General 

Meetings, having reviewed the Board of Directors’ report and 

the Statutory Auditors’ special report, in accordance with 

Articles L. 225-197-1 et seq. of the French Commercial Code:

1. Delegates full authority to the Board of Directors, with the 

option of sub-delegating this authority under the conditions 

set forth by law, to implement the authorisation granted under 

the fi rst resolution and:

 ● determine which employees are entitled, excluding those 

who were eligible for the free share plan approved by the 

Extraordinary General Meeting on 26 May 2016 or who, if 

they were eligible, have not yet benefi ted from the effective 

award of the free shares,

 ● determine the exact duration of the vesting period, decide 

whether or not to impose a lock-in period and, if so, 

determine the duration thereof,

 ● determine the number of shares to be awarded to each 

benefi ciary,

 ● determine the overall ceiling on free shares that may be 

awarded to eligible employees,

 ● determine the date on which the free shares will be 

awarded,

 ● and, generally speaking, take any steps and make all 

decisions necessary for the purpose of this operation, 

especially as regards measures to protect the benefi ciaries’ 

rights by adjusting the number of free shares awarded 

depending on any potential capital transactions carried 

out by the Company during the vesting period;

2. States that this authorisation will be valid for a term of 

18 months from today.
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TWENTY-SECOND RESOLUTION

The General Meeting approves the amendments to Article 21 

of the Company’s Articles of Association, making it optional to 

appoint Alternate Statutory Auditors, when not required by the 

French “Sapin II” law of 9 December 2016.

Article 21 of the Company’s Articles of Association will read as 

follows:

“ARTICLE 21 - AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The audit of the Company’s fi nancial statements is carried out by 

at least one Principal Statutory Auditor pursuant to the conditions 

laid down by the applicable laws and regulations.

The General Meeting must also appoint at least one Alternate 

Statutory Auditor, when required by law.”

8.1.3 Ordinary General Meeting

TWENTY-THIRD RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having reviewed the Board of Directors’ 

management report and having noted that the terms of offi ce 

of RSM Ouest (represented by Jean-Michel Picaud), one of the 

Company’s two Principal Statutory Auditors, and Jean-Michel 

Grimonprez, one of the Company’s two Alternate Statutory 

Auditors, are expiring, approves:

 ● The appointment as one of two Principal Statutory Auditors of:

RSM Ouest, represented by:

Nicolas Perenchio

registered address: 213  route de Rennes, “L’Arpège”, 

BP 60277, 44702 Orvault cedex, France

for a term of six years to expire at the Annual General Meeting 

to be called to approve the fi nancial statements for the year 

ending 31 December 2022.

TWENTY-FOURTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, having reviewed the Board of Directors’ 

management report, does not approve the appointment of a 

second Alternate Statutory Auditor, as authorised by the French 

“Sapin  II” law of 9 December 2016, given that the Principal 

Statutory Auditor is neither an individual nor a legal person with 

a single partner. This resolution is contingent on the General 

Meeting approving the amendment to Article 21 of the Articles 

of Association, allowing the Company to opt out of appointing a 

second Alternate Statutory Auditor.

TWENTY-FIFTH RESOLUTION

The General Meeting, as a result of its decision not to amend 

Article 21 of the Articles of Association and having reviewed the 

Board of Directors’ management report, approves:

 ● The re-appointment as Alternate Statutory Auditor of:

Jean-Michel Grimonprez

registered address: 213  route de Rennes, “L’Arpège”, 

BP 60277, 44702 Orvault cedex, France

for a term of six years to expire at the Annual General Meeting 

to be called to approve the fi nancial statements for the year 

ending 31 December 2022.

TWENTY-SIXTH RESOLUTION

Full powers are granted by the General Meeting to the bearer of an 

original, extract or copy of the minutes of this meeting to perform 

all fi ling and other formalities required by law.
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8.2 Statutory Auditors’ special report on related-party 
agreements and commitments

To the Shareholders,

In our capacity as Statutory Auditors of Fleury Michon, we hereby report to you on related-party agreements and commitments.

It is our responsibility to report to shareholders, based on the information provided to us, on the main terms and conditions of agreements 

and commitments that have been disclosed to us or that we may have identifi ed as part of our engagement, as well as the reasons 

given as to why they are benefi cial for the Company, without commenting on their relevance or substance or identifying any undisclosed 

agreements or commitments. Under the provisions of Article R. 225-31 of the French Commercial Code (Code de commerce), it is the 

responsibility of the shareholders to determine whether the agreements and commitments are appropriate and should be approved.

Where applicable it is also our responsibility to provide shareholders with the information required by Article R. 225-31 of the French 

Commercial Code in relation to the implementation during the year of agreements and commitments already approved by the General 

Meeting.

We performed the procedures that we deemed necessary in accordance with professional standards applicable in France to such 

engagements. These procedures consisted in verifying that the information given to us is consistent with the underlying documents.

AGREEMENTS AND COMMITMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED FOR THE APPROVAL OF THE GENERAL MEETING

Agreements and commitments authorised during the year

In accordance with Article L. 225-40 of the French Commercial Code, we were informed of the following agreements and commitments 

authorised by the Board of Directors.

WITH PIATTI FRESCHI ITALIA (PFI)

Person concerned

Régis Lebrun, Chief Executive Offi cer of Fleury Michon and director of PFI.

Type and purpose of agreement

On 15 December 2016, the Board of Directors gave a principal guarantee of €686,013 on behalf of the Company, as well as a 

counter-guarantee for a maximum of €686,013, as additional and collateral security for the guarantee of the same amount that will be 

given by Beretta to the bank granting the loan to Piatti Freschi Italia.

Amount involved

At 31 December 2016, the principal outstanding on the Piatti Freschi Italia loan to which these guarantees relate was €1,372,027.

Reasons why the agreement is in the Company’s interest

The Board of Directors gave the following reasons for the agreement: the agreement enables Fleury Michon’s Italian subsidiary, PFI, to 

invest in order to increase its production capacity which will, in the future, increase its revenue.

Agreements and commitments already approved by the General Meeting

Agreements and commitments entered into in prior years which remained in force during the year

In application of Article R. 225-30 of the French Commercial Code, we have been advised of the following agreements and commitments 

that were approved by shareholders in prior years and remained in force during 2016.

This is a free translation into English of the Statutory Auditors’ special report on related-party agreements and commitments issued 

in French and is provided solely for the convenience of English speaking readers. This report should be read in conjunction with, 

and construed in accordance with, French law and professional auditing standards applicable in France.
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1. – AGREEMENT WITH PIATTI FRESCHI ITALIA (PFI)

Person concerned

Régis Lebrun, Chief Executive Offi cer of Fleury Michon and director of PFI

Type and purpose of agreement

On 17 December 2015, the Board of Directors gave a principal guarantee of €998,843 on behalf of the Company, as well as a 

counter-guarantee for a maximum of €998,843, as additional and collateral security for the guarantee of the same amount that will be 

given by Beretta to the bank granting the loan to Piatti Freschi Italia.

Amount involved

At 31 December 2016, the principal outstanding on the Piatti Freschi Italia loan to which these guarantees relate was €1,394,016.

Type and purpose of agreement

On 26 June 2014 and 29 August 2014, the Board of Directors gave all guarantees on behalf of the Company as security for repayment 

of the loan taken out by PFI, subject to a maximum total amount of €1,600,000.

Amount involved

At 31 December 2016, the principal outstanding on the loan taken out by PFI to which these guarantees relate was €568,507.

2. – AGREEMENT WITH PLATOS TRADICIONALES

Person concerned

Régis Lebrun, Chief Executive Offi cer of Fleury Michon and director of Platos Tradicionales.

Type and purpose of agreement

On 21 December 2006, the Supervisory Board authorised the Management Board to issue a guarantee on behalf of the Company for 

loans taken out by Platos Tradicionales, with a ceiling of €30,000,000.

Amount involved

At 31 December 2016, the principal outstanding on the loans to which this guarantee relates was €164,161.

3. – AGREEMENT WITH DELTA DAILYFOOD CANADA (DDFC)

Person concerned

Régis Lebrun, Chief Executive Offi cer of Fleury Michon and Chairman of DDFC.

Type and purpose of agreement

On 26 June 2007, the Supervisory Board authorised the Management Board to issue a CAD 35,000,000 guarantee on behalf of the 

Company concerning a loan taken out by Delta Dailyfood Canada.

Amount involved

At 31 December 2016, there is no principal outstanding on the Delta Dailyfood Canada loan to which this guarantee relates.

4. – AGREEMENT WITH “TRÈS BIEN MERCI”

Person concerned

Régis Lebrun, Chief Executive Offi cer of Fleury Michon and Chairman of “Très Bien Merci”.

Type and purpose of agreement

On 11 April 2014, the Board of Directors authorised a partner current account agreement with “Très Bien Merci”. The agreement relates 

to the expenditure by the Company during the three years prior to its registration.

Amount involved

The amounts registered against the current account of “Très Bien Merci” earn annual interest at the three-month Euribor plus 1.25%. The 

amount of interest expensed in 2016 by “Très Bien Merci” on that basis totalled €27,586.
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Agreements and commitments authorised during the year

We were also informed of the use during the year of the following agreements and commitments already approved by the General Meeting 

of 26 May 2016 on the Statutory Auditors’ special report of 28 April 2016.

1. – AGREEMENT WITH SOCIÉTÉ HOLDING DE CONTRÔLE ET DE PARTICIPATIONS (SHCP) SAS

Person concerned

Grégoire Gonnord, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Fleury Michon and Chief Executive Offi cer of SHCP.

Type and purpose of agreement

On 1 April 2016, the Board of Directors authorised the second rider to the service agreement entered into in September 2007 for 

the purpose of defi ning the scope of the roles and responsibilities entrusted to SHCP within the context of the implementation of the 

service agreement and the fi rst rider thereto entered into in December 2009.

Amount involved

The Company covered the amount of €984,880 for the fi nancial year ended 31 December 2016.

2. – AGREEMENT WITH PIATTI FRESCHI ITALIA (PFI)

Person concerned

Régis Lebrun, Chief Executive Offi cer of Fleury Michon and director of PFI

Type and purpose of agreement

On 1 April 2016, the Board of Directors approved the signing of a guarantee agreement to secure the payment, by PFI (Piatti Freschi Italia), 

of the amount of the receivables that it is selling, under a factoring operation, to the fi nance company, Ifi talia.

Amount involved

This guarantee is for a maximum of €2,500,000.

Orvault and Nantes, 26 April 2017

The Statutory Auditors

RSM Ouest Ernst & Young et Autres

Jean-Michel Picaud François Macé
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9.1 Documents available to the public

Information on the Group is available on the website: http://www.fl eurymichon.fr.

For additional fi nancial information, requests can be sent to: infos.fi nances@fl eurymichon.fr.

The Articles of Association, the minutes of General Meetings, the Statutory Auditors’ reports, the Independent Third Party Report on 

Corporate Social Responsibility information, and other corporate documents may be consulted at the Company’s registered offi ce.

The Company’s historical information (parent company and consolidated fi nancial statements) is available online at: http://www.

fl eurymichon.fr.

9.2 Annual and quarterly financial information

Financial press release, 5 April 2017

2016 annual results and revenue for the fi rst quarter of 2017

Decline in revenue and operating profi t

Stable net profi t and net margin

Stronger equity and fi nancial position

IFRS income statement items (in € millions) 2015 2016

Revenue 757.6 737.8

Recurring operating income 28.6 24.2

Recurring operating margin 3.8% 3.3%

Operating income 28.6 21.6

Operating margin 3.8% 2.9%

Net fi nancial expense -1.6 -0.7 

Tax -11.0 -6.1 

Share in profi ts and losses of associates 1.0 2.0

Consolidated net profi t 17.0 16.8

Net margin 2.2% 2.3%
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Revenue performance

Fleury Michon generated revenue of €737.8 million in 2016, down 

2.6% year on year in the context of the strong 7.1% revenue 

growth recorded in 2015.

French Supermarkets posted a 4.4% decline in revenue in 2016 

against a backdrop of fl at demand for fast-moving consumer 

goods and sustained pressure on shelf prices and promotional 

offers. Revenue from Fleury Michon-brand products fell by 3.4% 

versus the prior-year period.

The Sales and Services segment achieved growth of 5.1% 

in 2016, with the delivered meals, buffets and cocktails business 

seeing revenue jump 6.3%.

Internationally, 2016 once again saw a healthy performance for 

operations in Canada and Slovenia (consolidated in the fi nancial 

statements), up 13.5% on 2015 (16.1% at constant exchange 

rates). Operations in Spain and Italy, which are accounted for by 

the equity method, reported respective increases of 0.9% and 

4.7%.

Operating profit

On the back of the drop in revenue, the Group reported lower 

operating profi t in 2016, refl ecting a deterioration in operating 

margin in the Self-Service (French Supermarkets) segment and a 

non-recurring expense, despite an improved margin performance 

in the International Operations and Sales and Services segments.

The decline in operating profit in the French Supermarkets 

segment was attributable to:

 ● A price war among supermarkets and hypermarkets, resulting 

in pressure on prices;

 ● Rising supply costs;

 ● An increase in the proportion of ham sourced from France to 

support the French pork industry.

In the other segments, operating profi t increased across all of the 

Group’s operations. Non-recurring items recorded in operating 

profi t included provisions for litigation.

Net profit

Net profi t totalled €16.8 million with a net margin corresponding to 2.3% of 2016 revenue.

Financial position

At 31 December 2016, the Group’s equity stood at €221.7 million, 

up 6.0% on 31  December 2015 (€209.2  million). Net debt 

(long- and short-term borrowings, less cash and cash equivalents 

and investments) stood at €54.2 million at 31 December 2016, 

down from €58.9  million at end-2015 and €60.5  million at 

end-2014. Gearing improved similarly, to 24.4%.
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Q1 2017 revenue: €177.7 million

Revenue (in € millions IFRS) Q1 2016 Q1 2017 Change

French Supermarkets 158.3 149.8 -5.4%

International Operations* 12.4 12.5 +0.8%

Sales and Services 14.0 15.4 +10.0%

TOTAL 184.7 177.7 -3.8%

* At constant exchange rates.

Contacts

INVESTORS, ANALYSTS, 
FINANCIAL PRESS

Jean-Louis Roy, Senior Vice President of Administration and 

Finance

OTHER JOURNALISTS AND MEDIA

Cyril Tranchant, Head of Financial Communication

+33 (0)2 51 66 76 71

infos.fi nances@fl eurymichon.fr

www.fl eurymichon.fr

The Group expects 2017 to be a challenging year with a 

complicated market environment, sustained pressure from retailers 

to lower prices and a tight commodity market that will have a 

signifi cant impact on recurring operating profi t and could result in 

a year-on-year drop of €10 million.

The Group has been unable to pass on increases in the cost of its 

core raw materials during negotiations with retailers.

During the year, the Group will press ahead with the roll-out of its 

project “Helping people eat better every day” project by launching 

new products, supported by advertising campaigns.

In addition, the Group is working on a cost-cutting and productivity 

improvement plan, backed by a more streamlined and versatile 

organisation.

Together, these initiatives should enable the Group to return to 

growth and profi t in 2018.

Outlook

Proposed dividend of €1.10 per share

At the General Meeting on 23 May 2017, shareholders will be 

asked to approve a recommended dividend of €1.10 per share.

The consolidated fi nancial statements were approved by the Board 

of Directors on 4 April 2017. They have been audited, and the 

Statutory Auditors are currently preparing their reports.
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STATUTORY AUDITORS OF THE ISSUER

9.3 Statutory Auditors of the issuer

9.3.1 Statutory Auditors of the issuer

PRIMARY STATUTORY AUDITORS

ERNST & YOUNG et Autres
3, rue Émile-Masson

44019 Nantes, France

RSM Ouest
L’Arpège 213, route de Rennes

BP 60277
44702 Orvault Cedex, France

Member of the Versailles Regional Association
Represented by François Macé

Member of the Rennes Regional Association
Represented by Jean-Michel Picaud

ALTERNATE STATUTORY AUDITORS

Auditex
1-2 Place des Saisons

92037 Paris La Défense Cedex, France

Jean-Michel Grimonprez
L’Arpège 213, route de Rennes
44702 Orvault Cedex, France

START OF TERM

28 May 2015 9 June 2011

END OF TERM

General Meeting to be called to approve the fi nancial 
statements for the year ending 31 December 2020

General Meeting called to approve the fi nancial statements 
for the year ended 31 December 2016
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INDEPENDENT THIRD PARTY AUDITING CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY INFORMATION

9.3.2 Statutory Auditors of the information incorporated by reference 
in this document

9.4 Independent third party auditing Corporate Social 
Responsibility information

PRIMARY STATUTORY AUDITORS

ERNST & YOUNG et Autres
3, rue Émile-Masson

44019 Nantes, France

RSM Ouest
L’Arpège 213, route de Rennes

BP 60277
44702 Orvault Cedex, France

Member of the Versailles Regional Association
Represented by François Macé

Member of the Rennes Regional Association
Represented by Jean-Michel Picaud

ALTERNATE STATUTORY AUDITORS

Auditex
1-2 Place des Saisons

92037 Paris La Défense Cedex, France

Jean-Michel Grimonprez
L’Arpège 213, route de Rennes
44702 Orvault Cedex, France

START OF TERM

28 May 2015 9 June 2011

END OF TERM

General Meeting to be called to approve the fi nancial 
statements for the year ending 31 December 2020

General Meeting called to approve the fi nancial statements 
for the year ended 31 December 2016

ERNST & YOUNG et Associés

Tour First TSA 14444

92037 Paris La Défense Cedex, France

Environment and Sustainable Development Department

Represented by Éric Mugnier
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9.5 Management report cross-reference table

The information contained is reproduced in full in the various chapters of the Registration Document.

Reference texts Chapter No.

Commentary on the fi nancial year

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100, L. 225-100-2, 
L. 232-1, L. 233-6 and 
L. 233-26

Objective and exhaustive analysis of developments 
in the Company’s and the Group’s business, performance 
and fi nancial position

4.2, 4.3 and 4.5

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100 and 
L. 225-100-2

Key fi nancial performance indicators 1.1

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100 and 
L. 225-100-2

Key non-fi nancial performance indicators relevant 
to the Company’s specifi c business activity

N/A

French Commercial 
Code

L. 233-6 Signifi cant stakes acquired during the fi nancial year 
in companies headquartered in France

4.9

French Commercial 
Code

L. 232-1 and L. 233-26 Signifi cant events that occurred between the fi nancial 
year-end and the date on which the document was drawn up

4.10

French Commercial 
Code

L. 232-1 and L. 233-26 Foreseeable developments regarding the position 
of the Company and the Group

4.4 and 4.6

French General Tax 
Code

Art. 243 bis Dividends distributed over the three preceding fi nancial 
years and amount of income distributed for these years 
eligible for the 40% tax deduction

4.7

French General Tax 
Code

Art. 223 quater Information on non-deductible expenses 4.8

French Commercial 
Code

L. 441-6-1 Information on payment deadlines 4.8

Presentation of the Group

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100 and 
L. 225-100-2

Description of the main risks and uncertainties faced 
by the Company

1.6

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100 and 
L. 225-100-2

The Company’s use of fi nancial instruments: objectives 
and policy in relation to fi nancial risk management

1.6.4

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100 and 
L. 225-100-2

Company’s exposure to price, credit, liquidity or cash 
fl ow risks

1.6.2 and 1.6.4

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-102-1, 
L. 225-100-2 and R. 225-104

Social and environmental consequences of business 
(including “Seveso” sites)

2

French Commercial 
Code

L. 232-1, L. 233-26 Research and development activities 1.5

Corporate governance

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-102-1 List of all offi ces and positions held in any company 
by each of the corporate offi cers during the fi nancial year

3.1.2

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-102-1 Total compensation and benefi ts of any kind paid to each 
corporate offi cer during the fi nancial year

3.2.1

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-102-1 Commitments of any nature made by the Company 
for the benefi t of its corporate offi cers, such as 
compensation, indemnities or benefi ts due or susceptible 
to become due when, or after, such persons assume, 
cease or change positions

3.2.4

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-184 Stock options granted, subscribed or purchased 
during the fi nancial year by the corporate offi cers 
and the ten highest-earning non-executive employees 
of the Company, and stock options granted to all eligible 
employees, by category

3.2.5
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Reference texts Chapter No.

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-185 Conditions for the exercise and retention of stock options 
by corporate offi cers

3.2.5

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-197-1 Conditions for the retention of free shares awarded 
to corporate offi cers

3.2.5

French Monetary and 
Financial Code

L. 621-18-2 Transactions by senior managers and associated persons 
involving the Company’s shares

3.2.2

Information on the Company and its capital

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100-3 Rules applicable to the appointment and replacement 
of members of the Board of Directors or Management 
Board, as well as to changes in the Company’s Articles 
of Association

7.1

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100-3 Powers of the Board of Directors or Management Board, 
in particular concerning the issue or buyback of shares

7.1 and 7.3.6

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-211 Purchases and sales of treasury shares during the fi nancial 
year

7.3.5

French Commercial 
Code

R. 228-90 Adjustments for share equivalents in the event of share 
buybacks or fi nancial transactions

N/A

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100 Table summarising the outstanding delegations granted 
by the General Meeting to the Board of Directors or 
Management Board in relation to capital increases

7.3.6

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100-3 and 
L. 233-13

Structure and changes to the Company’s share capital 7.2 and 7.3.1

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100-3 Statutory limitations on the exercise of voting rights 
and transfer of shares or clauses in agreements brought 
to the attention of the Company

7.3.1 and 7.3.3

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100-3 Direct or indirect shareholdings in the Company of which 
the Company is aware

7.3.1

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-102 Employee shareholding in the Company’s capital 
on the last day of the fi nancial year and portion 
of the share capital represented by the shares held 
by employees under the employee share ownership plan 
and by the employees and former employees under 
employee mutual investment funds

7.3.4

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100-3 Holders of any securities conferring special control rights 
and a description of those rights

N/A

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100-3 Control mechanisms within any employee shareholding 
system, where control rights are not exercised 
by the employees

N/A

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100-3 Agreements between shareholders of which the Company 
is aware and which may give rise to restrictions on share 
transfers and voting rights

7.3.3

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100-3 Agreements entered into by the Company that are 
amended or terminated in the event of a change in control, 
with the exception of those agreements whose disclosure 
could seriously harm its interests (except in the event 
of a legal obligation to disclose)

N/A

French Commercial 
Code

L. 225-100-3 Agreements providing for indemnities payable 
to employees or members of the Board of Directors 
or Management Board in the event that they resign 
or are dismissed without real or serious cause or if their 
employment contract is terminated as a result of a public 
tender offer

3.2.1, 3.2.4

French Commercial 
Code

L. 464-2 Injunctions or fi nes as a result of anti-competitive practices N/A

Financial statements

French Commercial 
Code

L. 232-6 Changes in the presentation of the fi nancial statements 
or in the valuation methods used

5.5 (Note 1)

French Commercial 
Code

R. 225-102 Fleury Michon fi ve-year fi nancial summary 6.7
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9.6 Glossary

BSAAR

Redeemable subscription and/or purchase warrants (Bons de 

Souscription et/ou d’Acquisition d’Actions Remboursables)

Catering

Rail and airline catering

CGU

Cash-generating unit

CICE

French competitiveness and employment tax credit (Crédit d’Impôt 

pour la Compétitivité et l’Emploi)

Covenant

Stipulation requiring maintenance and respect of fi nancial ratios

CSR

Corporate social responsibility

DDFC

Delta Dailyfood Canada

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

Gearing

Net debt/equity

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

Net debt

Long- and short-term borrowings (including swap instruments) 

less cash and cash equivalents and investments

PFI

Piatti Freschi Italia

Securitisation

Converting receivables (for example trade receivables) into 

marketable securities

SHCP

Société Holding de Contrôle et de Participations (a holding 

company)

SWAP

Agreement between two parties to exchange assets
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697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

697,9 m€
Chiffre d’affaires net 

en 2014

65,2 %
Entiendes veriterimes

en 2014

Cross-
reference table

Declarations
by the persons responsible

for the Registration Document
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10 INFORMATION ON THE REGISTRATION DOCUMENT 
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE

10.1 Incorporation by reference

Pursuant to Article  28 of Commission Regulation (EC) 

No. 809/2004, the following information is incorporated by 

reference into this Registration Document:

 ● Fleury Michon’s parent company and consolidated fi nancial 

statements (IFRS) for the year ended 31 December 2015, as 

well as the corresponding Statutory Auditors’ reports, can 

be found in Registration Document No. D.16-0424, fi led with 

the French fi nancial markets authority (Autorité des marchés 

financiers – AMF) on 28 April 2016.

Ava i l ab l e  on l i ne  a t  F l eu r y  M ichon ’s  webs i t e : 

http://www.fl eurymichon.fr;

 ● Fleury Michon’s parent company and consolidated fi nancial 

statements (IFRS) for the year ended 31 December 2014, as 

well as the corresponding Statutory Auditors’ reports, can be 

found in Registration Document No. D.15-0435, fi led with the 

AMF on 29 April 2015.

Ava i l ab l e  on l i ne  a t  F l eu r y  M ichon ’s  webs i t e : 

http://www.fl eurymichon.fr.

10.2 Person responsible for the Registration Document

Person responsible for the Registration Document

Régis Lebrun

Chief Executive Offi cer

Fleury Michon

Declaration by the person responsible for the Registration Document

I hereby declare that, having taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case, the information contained in this Registration 

Document is, to the best of my knowledge, consistent with the facts and contains no omission likely to affect its import.

I hereby declare that to the best of my knowledge, the fi nancial statements have been prepared in accordance with the applicable 

accounting standards and give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, fi nancial position and results of the Company and its 

consolidated subsidiaries; and that the management report included in this Registration Document, the various sections of which are 

listed in the cross-reference table in Section 9.5, provides a fair review of the business development, results of operations and fi nancial 

position of the Company and its consolidated subsidiaries, as well as a description of the principal risks and uncertainties to which the 

Company and its subsidiaries are exposed.

I obtained a statement from the Statutory Auditors at the end of their engagement affi rming that they have read the entire document and 

verifi ed the information regarding the fi nancial situation and the fi nancial statements contained in this document.

Statutory Auditors’ reports have been prepared on the historical fi nancial information presented in Section 5.6 of this Registration 

Document or incorporated by reference (see Section 10.1). The Statutory Auditors had no matters to report in their report on the Group’s 

consolidated fi nancial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016. The Statutory Auditors had one matter to report in their report 

on the Group’s consolidated fi nancial statements for the year ended 31 December 2015.

Pouzauges, 26 April 2017

Régis Lebrun

Chief Executive Offi cer
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10.3 Cross-reference table

Registration Document cross-reference table

In accordance with Annex I of Commission Regulation (EC) No. 809/2004.

To enhance the readability of the document fi led as a Registration Document, the following cross-reference table is provided to identify 

the main sections required by Commission Regulation (EC) No. 809/2004 of 29 April 2004.

Sections Chapters Pages

1. PERSONS RESPONSIBLE

1.1. Name and title of the person responsible for the document 10.2 230

1.2. Statement by the person responsible 10.2 230

2. STATUTORY AUDITORS

2.1. Name and address of the issuer’s Statutory Auditors 9.3.1 223

2.2.  Statutory Auditors of the information incorporated by reference 
in this document

9.3.2 224

3. SELECTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION

3.1. Historical fi nancial information 1.1 8

3.2. Information for interim periods N/A -

4. RISK FACTORS

4.1. Legal risks 1.6.3 22

4.2. Industrial and environmental risks 2.4 64

4.3. Credit and/or counterparty risk 1.6.4.5 23

4.4. Operational risks 1.6.1, 1.6.2 21, 22

4.5. Liquidity risks 1.6.4.4 23

4.6. Market risks

4.6.1. Interest rate risk 1.6.4.2 23

4.6.2. Currency risk 1.6.4.1 22

4.6.3. Risk related to shares and other fi nancial instruments 1.6.4.3 23

4.6.4. Raw materials risk 1.6.2 21

5. INFORMATION ABOUT THE ISSUER

5.1. History and development of the Company

5.1.1. Legal and commercial name of the issuer 7.1 198

5.1.2. Place of registration and registration number of the issuer 7.1 198

5.1.3. Date of incorporation and term of the issuer 7.1 198

5.1.4.  Registered offi ce and legal form of the issuer, governing law, 
country of origin, address and telephone number

7.1 198

5.1.5. Important events in the development of the issuer’s business 1.2, 4.4 10, 136

5.2. Investments

5.2.1. Principal investments made by the issuer 1.4.5, 4.9, 6.5 Note 1 18, 139, 178

5.2.2. Principal investments by the issuer in progress 4.9, 6.5 Notes 3 & 16 139, 180, 187

5.2.3. Principal future investments by the issuer N/A -
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Sections Chapters Pages

6. BUSINESS OVERVIEW

6.1. Principal activities 1.1.2, 1.4 8, 13

6.2. Principal markets 1.4 15

6.3.  Exceptional factors that have infl uenced information provided under items 
6.1 and 6.2

N/A -

6.4.  Extent to which the issuer is dependent on patents or licences, industrial, 
commercial or fi nancial contracts or new manufacturing processes

N/A -

6.5. Competitive position 1.4 16

7. ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

7.1. Description of the Group and the issuer’s position within the Group 1.3 12

7.2. List of signifi cant subsidiaries of the issuer 5.5 Notes 3.27, 6.6 168, 190

8. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

8.1. Signifi cant existing or planned property, plant and equipment 1.4.5, 5.5 
Notes 3.3 & 3.4

18, 157

8.2.  Environmental issues that may affect the issuer’s utilisation of the 
property, plant and equipment

2.4 64

9. OPERATING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW

9.1. Financial position 4.2, 4.3 134, 136

9.2. Operating profi t

9.2.1. Signifi cant factors 4.1, 4.2 134, 132

9.2.2. Changes in revenue and explanation for such changes 4.2.1 134

9.2.3.  Governmental, economic, budgetary, monetary or political 
strategies or factors that could materially affect the issuer’s 
operations

1.6 21

10. CAPITAL RESOURCES

10.1.  Information concerning the issuer’s capital resources (both short 
and long term)

5.4, 6.4, 7.2 146, 176, 202

10.2. Source and amounts of the issuer’s cash fl ows 5.3, 6.3, 5.5 Note 3.21 145, 175, 166

10.3.  Information on borrowing requirements and the funding structure 
of the issuer

5.5 Notes 1.3, 3.9 & 3.11 153, 160, 162

10.4. Restrictions on the use of capital resources 7.3.1 203

10.5. Sources of funds 1.4.5, 5.5 Note 3.11 18, 162

11. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PATENTS AND LICENCES 1.5 20

12. INFORMATION ON TRENDS

12.1. Major trends since the end of the previous year 4.4, 9.2 136, 220

12.2. Events that are reasonably likely to infl uence the outlook 4.4, 9.2 136, 220

13. PROFIT FORECASTS OR ESTIMATES N/A -

14.  ADMINISTRATIVE, MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY BODIES 
AND EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

14.1. Administrative and management bodies 3.1 112

14.2.  Confl icts of interest within administrative, management and supervisory 
bodies and Executive Management

3.1.4 116
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Sections Chapters Pages

15.  COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS TO PERSONS REFERRED TO UNDER 
ITEM 14.1

15.1.  Total compensation paid and benefi ts in kind granted by the issuer 
and its subsidiaries

3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 119, 120, 121

15.2.  The total amounts set aside or accrued by the issuer or its subsidiaries 
in order to provide pension, retirement or similar benefi ts

3.2.4 122

16. PRACTICES OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENT BODIES

16.1. End of term 3.1.5 116

16.2. Service agreements 3.1.4 116

16.3. Audit Committee and Compensation Committee 3.3.1 127

16.4.  Issuer’s compliance (or non-compliance) with corporate governance 
principles

3.3 125

17. EMPLOYEES

17.1.  Number of employees at the end of the period covered by the historical 
fi nancial information or average number during each year within 
this period and breakdown of employees

2.5.2, 5.5 Note 3.23 81, 166

17.2. Employee profi t-sharing and stock options 3.2.5 122

17.3 Arrangement for involving employees in the capital of the issuer 7.2.1 202

18. MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS

18.1.  Name of any person other than a member of the administrative, 
management or supervisory bodies who, directly or indirectly, holds 
a percentage of the share capital or voting rights requiring disclosure 
pursuant to French law

7.3.1, 7.3.2 203

18.2. Differences between the voting rights of the major shareholders 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 203

18.3. Control of the issuer 7.3.1 203

18.4.  Arrangements, the operation of which may result in a change in control 
of the Company

7.3.3 204

19. RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS 5.5 Note 3.24, 8.2

20.  FINANCIAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ISSUER’S ASSETS 
AND LIABILITIES, FINANCIAL POSITION AND PROFITS AND LOSSES

20.1. Historical fi nancial information 6, 10.1 171, 230

20.2. Pro forma fi nancial information N/A -

20.3. Consolidated annual fi nancial statements 5, 10.1 141, 230

20.4. Auditing of annual historical fi nancial information 5.6, 6.8, 9.3 169, 193, 223

20.5. Date of latest audited fi nancial information 5 141

20.6. Interim and other fi nancial information 9.2 220

20.7. Dividend distribution policy 4.7, 7.1 138, 199

20.8. Legal and arbitration procedures 1.6.3 22

20.9.  Signifi cant change in the fi nancial or commercial situation since the end 
of the last fi nancial year

4.4, 4.10 136, 139
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Sections Chapters Pages

21. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

21.1. Share capital

21.1.1. Total subscribed capital 7.2.1 202

21.1.2. Other shares not representing capital N/A -

21.1.3. Shares held by the issuer 7.3.5 204

21.1.4. Convertible or exchangeable securities 7.2.1 202

21.1.5.  Information on conditions governing any right of acquisition 
or any company seeking to increase capital

7.3.6 206

21.1.6. Conditional or unconditional option or agreement N/A -

21.1.7. Share capital history 7.2.2 202

21.2. Memorandum and Articles of Association

21.2.1. Corporate purpose of the issuer 7.1 198

21.2.2.  Provisions and rules relating to administrative and management 
bodies

7.1 199

21.2.3. Rights associated with shares 7.1 198

21.2.4. Changes to shareholders’ rights 7.1 201

21.2.5. Convening of General Meetings and conditions for admission 7.1 199

21.2.6. Information on changes of control N/A -

21.2.7. Shareholding threshold disclosures 7.3.2 203

21.2.8. Conditions governing changes to the Articles of Association N/A -

22. MATERIAL CONTRACTS N/A -

23.  THIRD PARTY INFORMATION, STATEMENTS BY EXPERTS 
AND DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

9.4 224

24. DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC 9.1 220

25. INFORMATION ON HOLDINGS 6.6, 5.5 Note 3.27 190, 168
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